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Abstract 
 

This thesis challenges long-held assumptions about women in early modern London 

by showing that larger numbers of them than has previously been acknowledged 

were engaged in highly skilled work through the City’s guilds. Building on a 

voluminous core of livery company records, along with myriad other sources 

including wills, probate inventories, insurance policy registers, court proceedings, 

petitions, and trade cards, this study offers new insights into the nature of women’s 

interactions with guilds, and their wider socio-economic networks. The 

concentration of women in companies connected to clothing production and retail - 

key sectors in the economy - highlights the value of focusing on women engaged in 

business in the fashion trades in London. The thesis thus contributes to the 

historiographies of women’s work, guilds, and the social, cultural, and economic 

history of London. 

 

Placing occupational identities at the forefront of my research offers new perspectives 

on the ‘feminine’ occupational titles of ‘seamstress’, ‘mantua-maker’, and ‘milliner’, 

their connections to auxiliary fashion trades, and prestigious retailing locations 

including the Royal Exchange. The study chronicles the progress of female 

apprentices throughout the life-cycle, highlighting their economic agency. 

Performing a quantitative analysis over a long period also contributes to debates 

regarding continuity and change in women’s work over time. This approach is 

distinctive because it is both quantitative and biographical, thereby complementing 

recent studies of eighteenth-century milliners, and further illuminating the lives of 

the middling women who ran fashionable businesses as an integral part of early 

modern London’s economy. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
 

In 1697, Elizabeth Dewell migrated from Bewdley in Worcestershire to the City of 

London to commence a formal apprenticeship through the Drapers’ Company. She 

was the eldest of eight sisters, and one of five young women from the Dewell family 

to undertake apprenticeships in London’s livery companies. Elizabeth Dewell later 

opened a milliners’ shop on the Royal Exchange, which she ran in partnership with a 

married woman named Ann Rogers née Antrobus. Her story is one of many unearthed 

from livery company records in this thesis, revealing that some young women were 

drawn to the capital by the prospect of occupational training, and that formal 

apprenticeships offered opportunities to women to establish fashionable businesses 

in prestigious urban locations. 

Women’s work as seamstresses, mantua-makers, and milliners is widely 

acknowledged by historians. However, there has never been an in-depth, systematic, 

and comparative study of these three occupational identities, which shows how such 

women gained their skills, and made their living in seventeenth and eighteenth-

century London. Indeed, Beverly Lemire has observed that mantua-makers and 

milliners ‘deserve comprehensive assessments’ because those occupations represent 

‘major fields of enterprise for independent business women’.1 Moreover, Nicola 

Phillips noted that ‘for a significant number of London women, running a millinery 

and dressmaking business remained a profitable alternative to domesticity’ in her 

survey of these trades in the nineteenth century. Writing in 2006, Phillips observed 

that ‘these businesswomen have remained almost invisible in modern feminist 

 
1 B. Lemire, Dress, Culture and Commerce: The English Clothing Trade before the Factory, 1660-1800 
(London, 1997), p. 5. 
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historiography’.2 Though historians such as Amy Erickson and Deborah Simonton 

have more recently responded to this historiographical gap by considering 

eighteenth-century women’s work in the fashion trades, there is considerable scope 

for extended studies of these three occupational identities in early modern London, 

particularly in the seventeenth century.3 Focusing on the lives and work of women 

engaged in these trades therefore provides new perspectives on the gendered nature 

of early modern work, and the rise of key industries in the City and wider metropolis. 

This thesis thus contributes to wider historiographies of women’s work, and 

the interwoven social, economic, and cultural histories of early modern London. 

Connecting a wide range of sources including the records of numerous livery 

companies, wills, probate inventories, court proceedings, petitions, newspaper 

advertisements, insurance policies, and trade cards reveals the varied contributions 

of women to the urban economy, and their frequent interactions with guilds. An in-

depth study of women’s roles as manufacturers and retailers of textiles and clothing 

presents new evidence of women’s agency in business and the social networks and 

capital required to engage in trade.4 An investigation into women’s pre-

apprenticeship training, education and literacy rates contributes to our 

 
2 N. Phillips, Women in Business, 1700-1850 (Suffolk, 2006), pp. 232-233. 
3 Amy Erickson discussed milliners in the livery companies between 1700 and 1750. Deborah 
Simonton compared urban centres across Europe, particularly in the later eighteenth century. A. L. 
Erickson, ‘Eleanor Mosley and other milliners in the City of London companies 1700-1750’, History 
Workshop Journal, 71:1 (2011), pp. 147-172; D. Simonton, ‘“Sister to the tailor”: Guilds, gender and the 
needle trades in eighteenth-century Europe’ in Early Professional Women in Northern Europe, c. 1650-
1850, ed. by J. Ilmakunnas, M. Rahikainen and K. Vainio-Korhonen (New York, 2017), pp. 135-157; D. 
Simonton, ‘Milliners and Marchandes de Modes: Gender, Creativity and Skill in the Workplace’ in 
Luxury and Gender in European Towns, 1700-1914 ed. by D. Simonton, M. Kaartinen and A. Montenach 
(New York, 2014), pp. 19-38. 
4 Allyson Poska recently argued that women in early modern Europe ‘had the opportunity to act 
independently, achieve success, and exert power and authority in many aspects of their lives’, as part 
of wider ‘agentic gender norms’. Poska questioned the dominance of patriarchy in, for example 
London, where one-fifth of households were ‘headed by women’, which belies ‘societal expectation 
of exclusively masculine authority over all households’. A. M. Poska, ‘The Case for Agentic Gender 
Norms for Women in Early Modern Europe’, Gender & History, 30:2 (2018), pp. 355-356. For more on 
patriarchy as a ‘dynamic’, if incoherent system: S. D. Amussen, ‘The Contradictions of Patriarchy in 
Early Modern England’, Gender & History, 30:2 (2018), pp. 350-351. 
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understanding of the potential economic opportunities available to early modern 

women. Evoking the concept of fashion in relation to entrepreneurial trades such as 

millinery highlights that the creative aspects of early modern work are under-

explored, particularly in relation to women’s work. This focus on skill informs my 

approach to researching the women who worked to maintain fashionable businesses, 

and the significance of occupational status to women’s social and economic positions 

in early modern England. Overall, the thesis builds on pioneering scholarship to 

illuminate the experience of, and opportunities afforded to, women in the City, their 

interactions with the livery companies and wider social, cultural, and economic 

contributions to early modern London. 

 

1.1 Existing scholarship 

The scholarship on women’s work and the livery companies is growing rapidly, 

raising important questions that this project seeks to answer. The literature review 

thus begins by addressing key debates regarding whether women experienced 

change or continuity in their employment prospects and practices between 1600 and 

1800. Though gender is often overlooked as a category of analysis in many studies of 

the livery companies, the ways in which historians have presented evidence of 

women’s interactions with guilds are also considered. The characterization of 

women’s work as unskilled is subsequently explored, particularly in relation to 

surveys of women in business. Finally, I reflect on the use of occupational identities 

as a means of studying early modern women’s work, contrasting this with invaluable 

recent projects in Exeter and Uppsala that have effectively employed verb-oriented 

and time-use methodologies. Reviewing these historiographical threads 

contextualises my research, showing how it contributes to our understanding of early 

modern women’s skilled work in London. 
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Any discussion of women’s work in early modern England is likely to begin 

with Alice Clark’s pioneering book Working Life of Women in the Seventeenth Century 

(1919), which explored women’s wide-ranging roles in agriculture, textiles, crafts, 

trades, and professions. In Working Life, Clark established the framework of a 

purported pre-industrial ‘golden age’ (though she never used this term), where 

women’s contribution to ‘family industry’ was supplanted by ‘capitalist industry’ with 

the onset of industrialization. This constitutes a sweeping, and rather bleak, 

perspective on the rise of capitalism and its negative effect on the productive capacity 

of wives, limiting discussion of women’s agency in business, particularly in larger 

urban centres. Despite this, Alice Clark identified millinery, upholstery, and mantua-

making as ‘skilled women’s trades’, though she did not discuss these trades in detail.5  

Subsequent studies of women’s work have each made reference to - and been 

inspired by - Clark, though her framework has been critiqued. In an influential 

historiographical review, Amanda Vickery scrutinised the two key narratives that 

commonly frame discussions of women’s work, namely the public/private ‘separate 

spheres’ dichotomy, and the pre-industrial ‘golden age’.6 She noted that the perceived 

nineteenth-century rise in the ideology of domesticity, which fuelled middle-class 

cultural identity and the narrative of ‘separate spheres’, is not applicable to the 

experience of early modern women.7 In Vickery’s reflections on the existence of a pre-

industrial golden age, she likewise questioned the ‘resonant tale of a female descent 

into indolence and luxury’, a reference to Alice Clark’s problematic assessment that 

gentlewomen grew increasingly idle after the Restoration.8 Instead, Vickery asserted 

that ‘when we consider those businesses that women pursued in their own right, 

 
5 A. Clark, Working Life of Women in the Seventeenth Century (London, 1919), p. 195. 
6 A. Vickery, ‘Golden Age to Separate Spheres? A review of the categories and chronology of English 
women’s history’, The Historical Journal, 36:2 (1993), pp. 383-414. 
7 Vickery, ‘Golden Age’, p. 387. 
8 Vickery, ‘Golden Age’, p. 405; Clark, Working Life, pp. 38-41. 
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continuity is more apparent than change’, citing female employment in ‘the so-called 

feminine trades: petty retail, food and drink, and textiles’ from the medieval period 

onwards as evidence that women’s work was broadly consistent before and after the 

Industrial Revolution.9 

Judith Bennett also emphasized continuity over change, describing the 

presence of a pre-industrial golden age for women as a ‘specter’.10 Characterizing 

Clark’s ‘feminist’ thesis as a politically-motivated, early twentieth-century bid to 

support calls for workplace gender equality, Bennett asserted that the ‘golden age’ 

narrative was intended to establish that workplace inequality was ‘neither profound 

nor enduring’.11 Yet, Bennett stressed that ‘women were as clustered in low-skilled, 

low-status, low-paying occupations in 1200 as in 1900’.12 Such broad categorizations 

of women’s work risk obscuring and marginalizing evidence that some women were 

involved in highly skilled work, and are problematic for historians looking to evaluate 

women’s economic contributions in early modern England.13 In fact, in her study of 

milliners Amy Erickson concluded that ‘it cannot any longer be maintained that 

women in London were confined to low-paid, low-skilled occupations’.14 Millinery 

therefore ranked as a skilled, high-status, and potentially lucrative profession for 

early modern women. 

More positive assessments of the employment opportunities available to early 

modern women in England have been posited. For example, Joan Thirsk 

acknowledged the importance of technological and cultural innovations in crafts or 

 
9 Vickery, ‘Golden Age’, p. 409. 
10 J. Bennett, ‘“History that stands still”: Women’s work in the European past’, Feminist Studies, 14:2 
(1988), p. 269. 
11 Bennett, ‘“History that stands still”’, p. 270. 
12 Bennett, ‘“History that stands still”’, p. 278. 
13 For a rebuttal of Bennett’s continuity framework, see B. Hill, ‘Women’s History: a study in change, 
continuity or standing still?’, Women’s History Review, 2:1 (1993), pp. 5-22. 
14 Erickson, ‘Eleanor Mosley’, p. 167. 
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trades for driving changes in patterns of women’s employment. She argued that 

women were usually ‘prominent alongside the men’, even ‘on a basis of equality with 

men’ when new opportunities arose, though this equality only endured until the 

venture became ‘institutionalized, formalized and organized’.15 Ilana Krausman Ben-

Amos broadly corroborated this theory, noting that in Bristol, the development of 

tobacco pipe-making ‘provided exceptional opportunities for women’, though the 

incorporation of the Bristol guild of tobacco pipe-makers in 1652 led to women’s 

increasing exclusion from this trade, unless they were the widows of members.16 

Eleanor Hubbard also recognized that new industries ‘without a history of male 

professional domination’ provided new opportunities for women to make a living.17 

Hubbard cited examples of women’s roles in manufacturing buttons, bone-lace, and 

knitted stockings, to emphasize the importance of female labour to driving 

technological change.18 Many historians have acknowledged that women from all 

levels of society were engaged in needlework as a by-employment - whether paid or 

unpaid.19 Consequently, this suggests that changes in fashion could drive shifts in the 

nature of women’s participation in the labour market in London, providing new 

opportunities for specialization. 

My thesis shows that women’s position could change within corporate 

institutions over time, but that economic opportunities were not equally afforded to 

 
15 J. Thirsk, ‘The history women’, in Chattel, Servant or Citizen: Women’s Status in Church, State and 
Society ed. by M. O’ Dowd and S. Wichert (Belfast, 1995), pp. 1-2. 
16 I. K. Ben-Amos, ‘Women apprentices in the trades and crafts of early modern Bristol’, Continuity 
and Change, 6:2 (1991), p. 241. 
17 E. Hubbard, City Women: Money, Sex, and the Social Order in Early Modern London (New York, 2012), p. 
233. 
18 Hubbard, City Women, p. 198. For discussion of the importance of the labour of women and 
children in the textile industry during the Industrial Revolution, see M. Berg, The Age of Manufactures 
1700-1820: Industry, innovation and work in Britain (London, 1994), pp. 136-158. 
19 M. R. Hunt, The Middling Sort: Commerce, Gender, and the Family in England, 1680-1780 (London, 1996), 
pp. 82-83; A. Laurence, Women in England, 1500-1760 (London, 1994), pp. 148-149; A. L. Erickson, Women 
and Property in Early Modern England (London, 1993), pp. 55-59; S. Mendelson and P. Crawford, Women 
in Early Modern England, 1550-1700 (Oxford, 2000), pp. 274-278. 
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all early modern women. Indeed, Pamela Sharpe outlined the drawbacks of applying 

an overarching hypothesis, recognising that ‘both continuity and change are 

applicable to different groups of women, yet the usefulness of these terms as 

descriptions of what is happening to women in general is limited’.20 In addition to 

gender, myriad factors such as social status, ethnicity, education, personal aptitude 

and aspirations can dictate the experience of an individual in any era, and external 

forces conceivably provide new opportunities for some, whilst denying them to 

others. Some women were prosperous in a variety of trades and Marjorie McIntosh 

has argued that Judith Bennett’s own study of medieval brewsters is ‘difficult to 

reconcile’ with Bennett’s assertion that women’s work was continuously low-status 

and low-paid.21 Furthermore, micro-historical studies have identified individuals 

such as the pawnbrokers Elizabeth Carter and Elizabeth Hatchett, and lace-woman 

and financier Hester Pinney who were able to accrue considerable wealth through 

their entrepreneurial efforts.22 This suggests the need for a more sanguine evaluation 

of the tasks undertaken by - and the opportunities available to - early modern women 

in England, particularly from the middling sort. 

Moreover, in relation to the three occupational identities under review, it is 

impossible to find absolute continuity between 1600 and 1800 because the title 

‘mantua-maker’ only appeared in England in the 1670s and applied - at least initially 

- to the construction of a specific, fashionable garment. Mantua-maker was then 

superseded by the term ‘dressmaker’, which arose in the 1790s, when sartorial 

 
20 P. Sharpe, ‘Continuity and Change: Women’s History and Economic History in Britain’, The 
Economic History Review, 48:2 (1995), p. 358. 
21 M. K. McIntosh, Working Women in English Society, 1300-1620 (Cambridge, 2005), p. 33. 
22 A. Shepard, ‘Minding their own business: married women and credit in early eighteenth-century 
London’, Transactions of the Royal Historical Society, 25 (2015), pp. 53-74; P. Sharpe, ‘Dealing with Love: 
The Ambiguous Independence of the Single Woman in Early Modern England’, Gender & History, 11:1 
(1999), pp. 209-232; M. Ewen, ‘Women Investors and the Virginia Company in the Early Seventeenth 
Century’, The Historical Journal, 62:4 (2019), pp. 853-874; J. Hemingway, ‘Millinery and Old Lace: Miss 
Jane Clarke of Regent Street’, Textile History, 43:2 (2012), pp. 200-222. 
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fashions had changed considerably.23 Adaptability and flexibility was therefore 

employed by generations of women throughout their lives to respond to new 

technologies and fashions in order to make a living and to continue in business.24 

Furthermore, Pamela Sharpe has observed that continuity narratives keep women in 

a ‘contingent position’ in the literature, and Amy Erickson noted that women have 

not yet been fully integrated into ‘the so-called “standard” early modern economic 

history texts’.25 More recently, Jane Whittle observed ‘men’s work is always 

considered as part of the wider economy even when it is unpaid, but women’s work 

is not’.26 This thesis thus seeks to develop strategies to promote the inclusion of 

women more prominently in economic surveys of this period, characterizing them as 

a dynamic force in the early modern economy. 

The overarching historiographical narrative of guilds in early modern 

England is the decline hypothesis, which posits that the traditional guild system was 

fully supplanted by the end of the eighteenth century.27 However, revisionist 

historians have debated the exact point at which this decline occurred. Michael 

Walker noted that individual companies (there were around 80 in early modern 

London) experienced different periods of decline, depending on the crafts or trades 

involved.28 Michael Berlin has highlighted that newly incorporated guilds in 

seventeenth-century London reveal the inadequacy of the decline hypothesis 

 
23 "dressmaker, n."	OED Online, Oxford University Press, December 2019, 
www.oed.com/view/Entry/57685, accessed 26 January 2020. 
24 Elizabeth Sanderson noted that Scottish mantua-makers purchased ready-made mantua gowns 
from London in order to learn how to make the newest fashions. E. Sanderson, ‘“The New Dresses”: 
A Look at How Mantuamaking Became Established in Scotland’, Costume, 35:1 (2001), pp. 17-18. 
25 Sharpe, ‘Continuity and Change’, p. 364; A. L. Erickson, ‘Introduction’ in A. Clark, Working Life of 
Women in the Seventeenth Century (Cornwall, 1992), p. xli. 
26 J. Whittle, ‘A Critique of Approaches to “Domestic Work”: Women, Work and the Preindustrial 
Economy’, Past and Present, 243:1 (2019), p. 37. 
27 M. J. Walker, ‘The Extent of Guild Control of Trades in England’ (Unpublished Ph.D. thesis, 
Cambridge, 1985), p. 391; M. Berlin, ‘Guilds in Decline? London Livery Companies and the Rise of a 
Liberal Economy, 1600-1800’ in Guilds, Innovation and the European Economy, 1400-1800 ed. by S. R. 
Epstein and M. Prak (Cambridge, 2010), p. 316. 
28 Walker, ‘The Extent of Guild Control’, p. 388. 
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overall.29 J. R. Kellett observed that the Great Plague and Fire compelled prosperous 

tradespeople to move into the suburbs, and Berlin concurred with this assessment 

whilst also suggesting that the British civil wars and interregnum ‘profoundly 

undermin[ed] the status and powers of the guilds’.30 In fact, the impact of suburban 

expansion on the tailoring trades was recognised as early as the 1630s, suggesting that 

the guilds faced external pressures even as the number of livery company apprentices 

reached their early seventeenth-century peak.31 Nevertheless, Walker stated that 

London’s livery companies maintained wide search areas - at least in theory - and 

incurred a ‘vigorous readoption of regulation at the Restoration’.32 This suggests that 

gender offers a useful category of analysis for exploring the decline of guild control 

in London. Ostensibly, the point at which women increased their presence in the 

livery companies in the later seventeenth century was part of a broader process of the 

City’s changing occupational structure, offering new insights into the dynamics at 

work in the corporate systems of early modern London. 

Much of the existing literature on women and guilds highlights the antipathy 

directed at women by guild members across early modern Europe. For example, 

Sheilagh Ogilvie observed that most pre-industrial guilds excluded, forbade and 

exploited women, restricting their full engagement in many crafts. However, she also 

acknowledged that ‘“informal” interstices’ could arise, particularly in the Netherlands 

and England, which afforded some women a more developed economic role, 

 
29 Berlin, ‘Guilds in Decline?’, pp. 328-329. 
30 J. R. Kellett, ‘The Breakdown of Gild and Corporation Control over the Handicraft and Retail Trade 
in London’, The Economic History Review, 10:3 (1958), pp. 381-394; Berlin, ‘Guilds in Decline?’, p. 325. 
31 N. Sleigh-Johnson, ‘Aspects of the Tailoring Trade in the City of London in the Late Sixteenth and 
Earlier Seventeenth Centuries’, Costume, 37:1 (2003), p. 31. 
32 Walker, ‘The Extent of Guild Control’, p. 183. For more on continuing regulation by guilds in the 
late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries: B. Waddell, God, Duty and Community in English 
Economic Life, 1660-1720 (Suffolk, 2012), pp. 193-205; J. P. Ward, Metropolitan Communities: Trade Guilds, 
Identity, and Change in Early Modern London (California, 1997), pp. 134-143. 
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especially in less regulated crafts and trades.33 Changing fashions, for example, the 

rise in popularity of the mantua gown certainly affected established patterns of 

women’s work in England, even fostering new occupational identities. Yet, a measure 

of continuity can also be observed across early modern Europe as women had a long-

term presence as clothing and textile manufacturers, though their work was often 

unacknowledged or undervalued by socio-economic institutions like guilds. It is 

inevitable therefore that change and continuity was experienced by early modern 

women, both within and outside the corporate system, and that guild records simply 

do not reflect the true extent of women’s active contributions to this sector of the early 

modern economy. 

Discussions relating specifically to the rise of mantua-making in England 

habitually refer to the antagonism between mantua-makers and urban tailors’ guilds 

in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, though the position of women 

in London has not been considered in detail.34 The analysis of women’s interactions 

with the London Merchant Taylors’ Company in contrast with the York Merchant 

Tailors’ Company and Oxford Tailors’ Company in Chapter Two therefore 

contributes to our understanding of regional variations in the experiences of working 

women in England. Indeed, female apprentices and freemen were recorded in the 

Merchant Taylors’ Company in London throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth 

 
33 S. Ogilvie, A Bitter Living: Women, Markets, and Social Capital in Early Modern Germany (Oxford, 
2003), pp. 330-332, 343, 349. 
34 M. Ginsburg, ‘The Tailoring and Dressmaking Trades, 1700-1850’, Costume, 6:1 (1972), p. 64; Lemire, 
Dress, Culture and Commerce, pp. 50-55; Phillips, Women in Business, pp. 177-179; M. Prior, ‘Women and 
the urban economy: Oxford 1500-1800’ in Women in English Society 1500-1800 ed. by M. Prior (London, 
1996), pp. 93-117; Simonton, ‘“Sister to the tailor”’, p. 150; Simonton, ‘Milliners and Marchandes de 
Modes’, p. 21; J. Styles, ‘Clothing the North: The Supply of Non-élite Clothing in the Eighteenth-
Century North of England’, Textile History, 25:2 (1994), pp. 152-3; S. D. Smith, ‘Women’s Admission to 
Guilds in Early-Modern England: The Case of the York Merchant Tailor’s Company, 1693-1776’, 
Gender & History, 17:1 (2005), pp. 99-126; Walker, ‘The Extent of Guild Control’, pp. 237-239. 
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centuries, which certainly suggests that women were not actively excluded in the 

same way as in other, provincial guilds. 

The quantitative study of female apprentices and freemen across multiple 

livery companies in this thesis shows that more women were bound as apprentices 

and admitted as new freemen in London than has previously been recognized. Yet, 

broader studies of apprenticeship, which make extensive and innovative use of livery 

company records, have acknowledged that their discussions do not consider women 

because their numbers are perceived as consistently limited.35 Indeed, Hilda Smith 

confirmed that historians working on civic freedom and apprenticeships in London 

‘have offered little recognition’ of women.36 Some studies of specific livery companies 

have (briefly) referred to women, whilst others have omitted discussion of female 

apprentices and freemen entirely.37 In a review of the historiography of women and 

guilds, Clare Crowston - whose work explored female-led guilds in France - noted 

that ‘gender in the guilds remains largely a non-issue for most historians of the 

corporate system’.38 However, Jessica Collins, Helen Draper, Amy Erickson, and 

 
35 M. Klemp, C. Minns, P. Wallis and J. Weisdorf, ‘Picking winners? The effect of birth order and 
migration on parental human capital investments in pre-modern England’, European Review of 
Economic History, 17:2 (2013), p. 218; T. Leunig, C. Minns and P. Wallis, ‘Networks in the premodern 
economy: the market for London apprenticeships, 1600-1749’, The Journal of Economic History, 71:2 
(2011), p. 417; P. Wallis, ‘Apprenticeship and Training in Premodern England’, The Journal of Economic 
History, 68:3 (2008), p. 834. 
36 H. L. Smith, ‘“Free and Willing to Remit”: Women’s Petitions to the Court of Aldermen, 1670-1750’, 
in Worth and Repute: Valuing Gender in Late Medieval and Early Modern Europe Essays in Honour of 
Barbara Todd ed. by K. Kippen and L. Woods (Toronto, 2011), p. 278. 
37 Studies of the Dyers’, Merchant Taylors’ and Haberdashers’ companies briefly consider the 
position of women in these companies: R. Feldman, ‘Recruitment, training and knowledge transfer in 
the London Dyers’ Company, 1649-1826’, (Unpublished Ph.D. thesis, London School of Economics, 
2005), pp. 65-67; N. V. Sleigh-Johnson, ‘The Merchant Taylors Company of London, 1580-1645 with 
special reference to politics and government’, (Ph.D. thesis, University of London, 1989), pp. 377-378; I. 
W. Archer, The History of the Haberdashers’ Company (London, 2017). Recent work on the Joiners’ 
Company does not: L. A. Lindey, ‘The London Furniture Trade, 1640-1720’ (Unpublished Ph.D. thesis, 
Institute of Historical Research, University of London, 2016). 
38 C. Crowston, ‘Women, Gender, and Guilds in Early Modern Europe: An Overview of Recent 
Research’, International Review of Social History, 53:S16 (2008), p. 20; C. H. Crowston, Fabricating 
Women: The Seamstresses of Old Regime France, 1675-1791 (Durham, N. C., 2001). 
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Laura Gowing have all contributed significantly to this historiography for London 

more recently, and the following chapters build on their work.39 

The absence of all-female guilds in London suggests that women’s work in 

corporate institutions varied widely according to marital and social status, which in 

turn affected their visibility in company records. Indeed, Amy Erickson noted that 

married women engaged in the same trade as their husbands were frequently omitted 

from company records.40 Alice Clark observed ‘a progressive weakening’ of the 

position of married women within guilds as their involvement in their husbands’ 

trades declined.41 However, Clark also acknowledged that female apprentices in the 

Carpenters’ Company were likely bound to master freemen’s wives, engaged in work 

in a separate trade, often as seamstresses.42 This indicates the gendered division of 

labour in London households, and issues relating to the patriarchal practice of 

record-keeping by company clerks, who often only included the master’s name. 

Subsequent studies of women’s work using court records by Peter Earle and Amy 

Erickson have shown that a significant proportion of married women were engaged 

in a separate trade to their husbands.43 This further challenges Clark’s ‘family 

industry’ model, though there are examples of husbands and wives working in 

partnerships as seamstresses or milliners through the livery companies in this study. 

Overall, the quantitative evidence of female livery company apprentices and freemen 

 
39 J. Collins, ‘Jane Holt, Milliner, and Other Women in Business: Apprentices, Freewomen and 
Mistresses in The Clothworkers’ Company, 1606–1800’, Textile History, 44:1 (2013), pp. 72-94; H. 
Draper, ‘Mary Beale and Art’s Lost Laborers: Women Painter Stainers’, Early Modern Women, 10:1 
(2015), pp. 141-151; Erickson, ‘Eleanor Mosley’, pp. 147-172; A. L. Erickson, ‘Married women’s 
occupations in eighteenth-century London’, Continuity and Change, 23:2 (2008), pp. 267-307; A. L. 
Erickson, ‘Esther Sleepe, Fan-Maker, and Her Family’, Eighteenth-Century Life, 42:2 (2018), pp. 15-37; L. 
Gowing, ‘Girls on Forms: Apprenticing Young Women in Seventeenth-Century London’, Journal of 
British Studies, 55:3 (2016), pp. 447-473. 
40 Erickson, ‘Married women’s occupations’, p. 288. 
41 Clark, Working Life, p. 10. 
42 Clark, Working Life, pp. 175-178. 
43 P. Earle, ‘The Female Labour Market in London in the Late Seventeenth and Early Eighteenth 
Centuries’, The Economic History Review, 42:3 (1989), pp. 328-353; Erickson, ‘Married women’s 
occupations’, pp. 267-286. 
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in Chapters Four and Six encourages the use of gender as a category of analysis in 

order to further evaluate the wider significance of these institutions to women’s and 

men’s work. 

The freedom of the City, usually obtained through the freedom of a livery 

company, was technically required in order to engage in trade in the early modern 

period. Closer scrutiny of the number of women admitted as freemen therefore offers 

further insights into women’s businesses in London, though it cannot account for the 

true number of women in trade. Women in business have been the subject of 

dedicated historical enquiry, and such studies invariably show that they contributed 

substantially to urban economies.44 Indeed, Hannah Barker argued that 

‘businesswomen were central to urban society’ in late eighteenth and early 

nineteenth-century Manchester, Leeds, and Sheffield.45 Nicola Phillips also 

addressed the pivotal moment of industrialization at the end of the eighteenth 

century. She sampled insurance policy registers to quantify women’s larger-scale 

businesses for select years between 1735 and 1845, and these sources offer rich insights 

into women’s work in London and in England more widely.46 Chapter Seven presents 

new data using earlier Sun Fire Office policies from 1710 to 1725 - some of which can 

be matched to female apprentices and freemen in the livery companies - in order to 

locate further examples of women’s skilled work in London and the wider metropolis. 

Both Barker and Phillips assess broad chronologies that extend beyond the early 

modern period, showing that women were consistently economically active in 

business, though they were not always credited in the wider economy. 

 
44 The term ‘business’ had broader definitions in the early modern period, indicating ‘industrious 
employment in a “multiplicity of affairs”’: Phillips, Women in Business, pp. 2-3. 
45 H. Barker, The Business of Women Female Enterprise and Urban Development in Northern England, 1760-
1830 (Oxford, 2006), pp. 2-3. 
46 Phillips, Women in Business, pp. 17, 120-172. 
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Other studies of women in business have considered women’s skilled work in 

‘feminine trades’ and how such trades have been discussed by historians. For 

example, Elizabeth Sanderson found that there were many opportunities for single, 

married, and widowed women to engage in skilled work and to attain a formal 

education in eighteenth-century Edinburgh.47 She noted that women working as 

milliners, mantua-makers, seamstresses, lace-makers, and shop-keepers could obtain 

financial independence. However, Sanderson argued that historians have 

approached women’s skilled work differently. She observed that ‘when women sew, 

historians dismiss this as a “feminine” occupation’, whilst ‘when men sew it is 

regarded as an occupation which gives identity and status’, an observation 

particularly relevant when comparing the work of seamstresses, mantua-makers, and 

tailors.48 

Studies of ‘feminine trades’, and of businesses run by women from the 

middling sort more broadly, have implied that their work was usually small-scale or 

‘petty’, which marginalizes its perceived value to the wider economy.49 Yet, this 

characterization is not always born-out by the value of women’s insurance policies, 

nor for the stock inventories for women in business on the Royal Exchange, analysed 

in the following chapters. Despite the limited size of shops on the Royal Exchange, 

the goods stocked by milliners such as lace and fans could be extremely valuable, 

indicating that the scale of women’s trading activities should not be equated to the 

small-scale nature of the fashionable goods that they sold. Furthermore, Claire Walsh 

has shown that what she termed ‘shopping galleries’, like the Royal Exchange, have 

been largely overlooked in the historiography of retailing, in favour of discussion 

 
47 E. C. Sanderson, Women and Work in Eighteenth-Century Edinburgh (London, 1996), pp. 168-172. 
48 Sanderson, Women and Work, pp. 74-75. 
49 P. Earle, The Making of the English Middle Class: Business, Society and Family Life in London, 1660-1730 
(London, 1991), p. 172; Hunt, The Middling Sort, pp. 125-146; McIntosh, Working women, pp. 250-251. 
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regarding the development of department stores in the nineteenth and twentieth 

centuries.50 Walsh largely focused on the consumer’s experience of these galleries, 

rather than on the retailers themselves.51 Extended discussion of the women working 

on the Royal Exchange throughout my thesis, and analysis of insurance policies for 

women at the New Exchange, and Exeter Exchange in Chapter Eight, therefore offer 

new insights into the history of retailing, and the wider economic geography of 

London. 

The importance of consumer demand for new and exotic fabrics, accessories 

and designs meant that women had an influence over importing particular goods.52 

According to R. Campbell writing in 1747, a milliner must be ‘a perfect Connoisseur 

in her Dress and Fashion. She imports new Whims from Paris every Post’, suggesting 

that ‘feminine’ trades could inform patterns of consumption as an integral part of 

wider international trade networks.53 Beverly Lemire and Giorgio Riello have worked 

on the global networks involved in importing and preparing fashionable fabrics, most 

notably cotton.54 This global perspective reflects that ‘fashion underpinned the 

commercial growth and cultural transformation of western society’.55 Indeed, Natalie 

Rothstein and William Farrell’s studies of silk and silk weavers in London have 

shown that luxury goods were fundamentally important to fashionable businesses.56 

 
50 C. Walsh, ‘Social Meaning and Social Space in the Shopping Galleries of Early Modern London’ in 
A Nation of Shopkeepers: Five Centuries of British Retailing ed. by J. Benson and L. Ugolini (London, 
2003), p. 58. 
51 Walsh, ‘Social Meaning’, p. 70. 
52 Berg, Age of Manufactures, pp. 129-135. 
53 R. Campbell, The London Tradesman (London, 1747), p. 207. 
54 B. Lemire, Fashion’s Favourite: Cotton Trade and the Consumer in Britain, 1660-1800 (Oxford, 1992); G. 
Riello, ‘Asian Knowledge and the Development of Calico Printing in Europe in the Seventeenth and 
Eighteenth Centuries’, Journal of Global History, 5:1 (2010), pp. 1-28. 
55 B. Lemire and G. Riello, ‘East & West: Textiles and Fashion in Early Modern Europe’, Journal of 
Social History, 41:4 (2008), p. 887. 
56 N. Rothstein, ‘The silk industry in London, 1702-1766’, (Unpublished MA Thesis, University of 
London, 1961); N. Rothstein, Silk Designs of the Eighteenth Century: In the Collection of the Victoria and 
Albert Museum, London, with a Complete Catalogue (London, 1990); W. Farrell, ‘Silk and globalisation in 
eighteenth-century London: commodities, people and connections, c. 1720-1800’ (Unpublished Ph.D. 
thesis, Birkbeck, University of London, 2014). 
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Retailers had to demonstrate their sense of taste and style, and those engaged in work 

as seamstresses, mantua-makers, and milliners were often involved in ‘creative work’, 

which included elements of imaginative design and manufacture, as discussed in 

Chapter Three.  

The myriad interconnections between retailing and clothing manufacture in 

the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, makes the separate categorization of 

women’s activity in these tasks problematic, particularly in relation to the three 

occupational identities in focus.57 In his study of church court records as a source for 

women’s work in London for the period 1695 to 1725, Peter Earle found that the 

majority of working women had paid employment in domestic service (25.4 percent), 

making and mending clothes (20.2 percent), and charring/laundry (11.1 percent).58 

Shop-keeping, which accounted for 7.7 percent of the women in Earle’s study, 

involved keeping chandlers’, milliners’, and haberdashers’ shops, indicating that 

women were connected to London’s fashion trades in a significant manufacturing 

and retailing capacity. Earle’s categories of occupations were informed by the 1851 

census, thus projecting assumed continuity in the nature of these trades back into the 

early modern period.59 Yet, the considerable overlap between retailing and ‘making 

and mending clothes’ in early modern London would potentially place the 

proportion of women engaged in the manufacture and retailing of textiles and 

clothing above those engaged in domestic service. Indeed, the seamstresses in my 

study also kept shops, developing networks of laundresses and piece-workers in order 

to conduct their trade. 

 
57 Anne Buck documented the complex nature of women’s involvement in the retailing and 
manufacture of textiles, clothing and accessories in eighteenth-century Bedfordshire. A. Buck, 
‘Mantuamakers and milliners: Women Making and Selling Clothes in Eighteenth Century 
Bedfordshire’, Bedfordshire Historical Record Society, 72 (1993), pp. 142-155. 
58 Earle, ‘Female Labour Market’, p. 339. 
59 Earle, ‘Female Labour Market’, p. 341. 
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Previous emphasis on the low-skilled nature of women’s work has also 

arguably led to counter-intuitive descriptions of the skill of mantua-makers. For 

example, Madeleine Ginsburg simultaneously praised mantua-makers for shaping 

large-scale patterned fabrics symmetrically to reduce waste whilst commenting that 

eighteenth-century dresses were not ‘refined’, with ‘jagged unmatching armholes and 

unevenly hanging skirts […] made on the customer while she stood, more or less, 

still’.60 These contradictory assessments demonstrate the difficulties of relying solely 

on surviving gowns to assess the skill of mantua-makers as a distinct and homogenous 

occupational group. Contemporary evidence in correspondence, court depositions, 

and trade cards indicate that mantuas were often made up quickly, particularly when 

responding to commissions from provincial customers. Gowns could also be sold 

ready-made. Furthermore, the survival of seventeenth and eighteenth-century 

mantuas in their original form is not guaranteed as they were often remade to make 

use of expensive fabrics as fashions changed. 

Nevertheless, the material culture of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries 

preserved in museum collections offer invaluable insights into the sheer range of 

techniques employed and myriad elements involved in the manufacture of finished 

garments made by women and men. Indeed, growing interest in women’s work in the 

fashion trades has resulted in a concurrent AHRC-funded project entitled ‘The 

mantua-maker in England during the long eighteenth century’, with research 

undertaken by PhD candidate Rebecca Morrison. This project, co-supervised by 

Amanda Vickery at Queen Mary University of London (QMUL) and Susan North 

from the Victoria and Albert Museum, London (V&A), predominantly employs a 

close examination of mantuas held in the V&A’s collection as a source of eighteenth-

 
60 Ginsburg, ‘The tailoring and dressmaking trades’, p. 68; J. Arnold, ‘The Dressmaker’s Craft’, 
Costume, 7:1 (1973), pp. 29-40. 
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century material culture. Morrison’s interpretations of these garments offer vital new 

perspectives on mantua-making, and these two projects therefore provide distinctive 

contributions to the historiography of women’s skilled work in business. 

This thesis defines and explores the three occupational identities of 

‘seamstress’, ‘mantua-maker’, and ‘milliner’ as female-led professions, which were 

part of a wider network of fashion trades. Indeed, Natasha Korda identified several 

related occupational titles, including silk-women, tire-women, spanglers, and starch-

women, as responsible for creating elaborate costumes for the stage and court 

masques.61 However, major projects in Exeter and Uppsala have recently advocated 

for time-use and verb-oriented approaches to studying work in the early modern 

period - in a move away from using occupational titles - in order to better account for 

how individuals made their living, emphasizing the diversity of tasks performed. The 

Gender and Work Project (GaW) at Uppsala University in Sweden utilised verb-

oriented methods to measure tasks undertaken by women and men.62 They used the 

word ‘work’ instead of ‘labour’ in order to account for both paid and unpaid activities, 

where unpaid tasks were predominantly undertaken by women.63 This method was 

adopted in order to overcome problems encountered with studying occupational 

titles. The definition of work thus becomes ‘use of time with the goal of making a 

living’.64 Likewise, the ‘Women’s Work in Rural England 1500-1700’ project at the 

University of Exeter also considered the economic significance of unpaid work 

undertaken by women by adopting the third-party criterion approach, using court 

depositions and household accounts. The project has produced several research 

 
61 N. Korda, Labors Lost: Women’s Work and the Early Modern English Stage (Pennsylvania, 2011), pp. 107-
108. 
62 M. Ågren (ed.), Making a Living, Making a Difference (Oxford, 2016). 
63 R. Fiebranz, E. Lindberg, J. Lindström and M. Ågren, ‘Making verbs count: the research project 
“Gender and Work” and its methodology’, Scandinavian Economic History Review, 59:3 (2011), p. 275. 
64 Fiebranz, Lindberg, Lindström and Ågren, ‘Making verbs count’, p. 279. 
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outputs and has now been expanded as ‘Forms of Labour: Gender, Freedom and 

Experience of Work in the Preindustrial Economy’.65 These successive projects offer 

more nuanced, quantitative accounts of the work undertaken in England, particularly 

highlighting the gender division of labour in rural areas. Furthermore, they have 

sought to complicate traditional assumptions that women only engaged in ‘feminine’ 

tasks and trades, finding that no category of early modern work was gender exclusive, 

and that though housework and care work tasks were largely performed by women, 

these tasks ‘did not dominate their work repertoires’.66 

Scholars have shown that there are inherent difficulties with studying 

occupational identities, particularly in relation to women. Jane Whittle and Laura 

Gowing have both noted that occupational descriptions were rarely recorded for 

women in official records. Indeed, Whittle observed that ‘even men’s occupational 

labels fail to capture the full range of activities their households engaged in’.67 

Nevertheless, Amy Erickson, Mark Hailwood, Tawny Paul, Alexandra Shepard, and 

Brodie Waddell have all recently explored early modern occupational identities in 

more detail in order to expand our understanding of the social and economic 

experience of early modern people.68 By focusing on three occupational identities 

 
65 ‘Women’s Work in Rural England, 1500-1700’: 
https://earlymodernwomenswork.wordpress.com/the-project/, accessed 22 November 2016; Whittle, 
‘A Critique of Approaches’, pp. 35-70; J. Whittle and M. Hailwood, ‘The gender division of labour in 
early modern England’, The Economic History Review, 73:1 (2020), pp. 3-32; ‘Forms of Labour: Gender, 
Freedom and Experience of Work in the Preindustrial Economy’: 
http://formsoflabour.exeter.ac.uk/the-project/, accessed 18 January 2020. 
66 Whittle and Hailwood, ‘The gender division of labour’, p. 18. Alexandra Shepard noted that 
housewifery ‘retained stronger occupational associations akin to and as the counterpart of 
“husbandry”’, suggesting that wives had robust socio-economic responsibilities. A. Shepard, 
Accounting for Oneself: Worth, Status, and the Social Order in Early Modern England (Oxford, 2015), p. 258. 
67 J. Whittle, ‘Enterprising widows and active wives: women’s unpaid work in the household economy 
of early modern England’, The History of the Family, 19:3 (2014), p. 283; Gowing, ‘Girls on Forms’, p. 451. 
68 Erickson, ‘Eleanor Mosley’, pp. 147-172; Erickson, ‘Married Women’s Occupations’, pp. 267-307; 
Erickson, ‘Esther Sleepe’, pp. 15-37; M. Hailwood, ‘The Honest Tradesman’s Honour: Occupational 
and Social Identity in seventeenth-century England’, Transactions of the Royal Historical Society, 24 
(2014), pp. 79-103; T. Paul, ‘Accounting for Men’s Work: Multiple Employments and Occupational 
Identities in Early Modern England’, History Workshop Journal, 85 (2018), pp. 26-46; Shepard, 
Accounting for Oneself; B. Waddell, ‘“Verses of My Owne Making”: Literacy, Work, and Social Identity 
in Early Modern England’, Journal of Social History, early view https://doi.org/10.1093/jsh/shz011 (2019). 
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normally associated with women’s work, I hope to contribute to this scholarship, 

further establishing what each trade entailed to provide a foundation for interpreting 

the occupational information relating to women gleaned from livery company 

records. 

In Accounting for Oneself (2015), Alexandra Shepard remarked on the disparity 

between the incidences of women using occupational titles when compared with the 

evidence of women’s productive capacity based on verb-oriented incidences of work 

in court depositions.69 What becomes apparent is that studying the frequency of 

assigned occupational titles alone cannot reflect the true extent of women’s 

involvement with certain trades and forms of work. Yet, by comparing information 

gleaned about individuals with ascribed occupational titles, we can build 

prosopographies to inform discussions regarding why some occupational titles were 

more acceptable for women. Moreover, occupational identities, when self-ascribed, 

provide an insight into the importance that a particular individual placed on their 

labour, likely denoting the work that constituted the largest proportion of income, 

and conveying socio-economic status. These ideas confirm the complexity of 

occupational identities and their value to historians as a means of studying the nature 

of specific trades and sectors. 

Studying occupational titles and identities raises key questions about the 

nature of the work undertaken by early modern individuals, households, and wider 

communities. Tawny Paul highlighted that ‘occupational plurality was the norm’ in 

the early modern period, and this is further acknowledged by Shepard.70 Sara 

Mendelson and Patricia Crawford also noted the ‘diversity of the work performed by 

women of the middling and upper ranks’, suggesting that women from all levels of 

 
69 Shepard, Accounting for Oneself, pp. 232-236, 256. 
70 Paul, ‘Accounting for Men’s Work’, p. 26; Shepard, Accounting for Oneself, p. 249, 260. 
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society experienced occupational plurality.71 Certainly, when paid and unpaid work 

is accounted for, this allows for a much broader understanding of how early modern 

people supported themselves and contributed to their households throughout their 

life-cycle. Paul emphasized that not only were households made up of individuals 

engaged in different tasks to support the whole, these individuals were also likely to 

engage in multiple forms of employment and might change occupations during their 

lifetime.72 The diverse sources used to study occupational identities must therefore be 

considered carefully. An inventory, will, or livery company record might assign an 

occupational title, yet it was created at a specific point in an individual’s life and does 

not comprise the full range of activities that that individual engaged in. Yet, probate 

inventories provide an opportunity to envisage the shops of retailers and often give 

quite detailed lists of stock and debtors, providing further information on the work 

undertaken at that time. This demonstrates the value of biographical micro studies, 

which provide further insights into life-cycle employment and how an individual 

used work to inform their sense of their own social and economic place in society, as 

Brodie Waddell has shown in his discussion of Joseph Bufton, a self-described 

‘clothier’ from Essex.73 

Verb-oriented and time-use methods of accounting for the breadth of tasks 

undertaken by early modern individuals and households are invaluable to historians 

as they provide a richer understanding of how people made their living in the past. 

Yet, it is impossible to consider early modern work without referring to occupational 

titles and identities as these were important contributing factors to the formation of 

guilds and other trade associations, providing insights into self-fashioning. In fact, the 

 
71 Mendelson and Crawford, Women, p. 303. 
72 Paul, ‘Accounting for Men’s Work’, p. 28. 
73 Waddell, ‘“Verses of My Owne Making”’, pp. 3-5. 
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GaW project acknowledged that the verb-oriented method ‘should not be used 

alone’, suggesting that studies that explore the occupational titles and identities 

commonly assigned to women can ultimately complement each other.74 Though the 

study of early modern women’s work is a vibrant and expanding field, there is 

evidently far more that we can learn about women’s roles in the fashion trades in 

London, and about their economic activity more broadly. This literature review has 

thus demonstrated the ways in which my thesis intersects with multiple 

historiographies in order to further credit women’s agency in business and their 

contributions to the London economy. 

 

1.2 Key sources, approaches and structure 

The apprentice binding books and freedom registers of several livery companies in 

London constitute core sources for this project. The Mercers’, Drapers’, Merchant 

Taylors’, Haberdashers’, Clothworkers’, and Painter-Stainers’ companies were 

chosen for particular focus because their records broadly cover the period between 

1600 and 1800, and include a significant number of women listed as apprentices and 

freemen.75 Conveniently, the Records of London’s Livery Companies Online 

(ROLLCO) includes searchable apprenticeship bindings and freedom admissions for 

11 livery companies. This includes the Mercers’, Drapers’, and Clothworkers’ 

companies, and women from the other companies in ROLLCO’s database are also 

included in quantitative analysis to provide useful context for companies of different 

rank and size.76 Original research using manuscript volumes was conducted for the 

Skinners’, Merchant Taylors’, Haberdashers’, Ironmongers’, Painter-Stainers’, 

 
74 Fiebranz, Lindberg, Lindström and Ågren, ‘Making verbs count’, p. 281. 
75 See Chapters 4 and 6 for the date ranges and sources consulted for specific companies. 
76 ROLLCO: https://www.londonroll.org The other companies included in ROLLCO are the 
Goldsmiths’, Salters’, Tallow Chandlers’, Girdlers’, Founders’, Bowyers’, and Musicians’ companies. 
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Glovers’, and Needlemakers’ companies, and data for the Carpenters’ and Broderers’ 

companies was derived from printed texts.77 The Merchant Taylors’ and 

Haberdashers’ companies in particular enrolled a far higher number of female 

apprentices than the companies featured on ROLLCO and this new research 

contributes substantial new evidence towards our understanding of women in guilds 

in England. 

Whilst undertaking my research, I maintained separate spreadsheets for each 

livery company, chronologically recording female apprentices, then freemen, and 

preserving spelling in its original form. Gender was usually denoted by the use of the 

term ‘daughter’ or the Latin ‘filia’, particularly in apprenticeship binding books, 

though this was not always the case. Consequently, decisions were taken on a case by 

case basis to determine whether an individual was included. Names such as ‘Mary’, 

‘Ann’, or ‘Elizabeth’ were automatically included, whereas some individuals with 

names such as ‘Lucy’ or ‘Patience’ were discounted following further research, which 

confirmed their gender as male. Each spreadsheet was then colour-coded in order to 

identify patterns such as matching surnames (likely denoting siblings or kinship 

connections) and multiple occurrences of mistresses and masters, denoting 

particularly large or successful businesses. Cross-referencing apprentice data with 

freedom records highlighted those apprentices gaining freedom of their respective 

company through servitude, and freedom registers were usually more likely to 

include occupational information, which helped to identify particular individuals for 

further research. 

Collating female apprentices and freemen across numerous livery companies 

in London provided a basis with which to construct a prosopography of their lives. 

 
77 A survey of women in the Painter-Stainers’ Company was undertaken in S. Birt, ‘Mary Beale in 
Context’ (Unpublished MA dissertation, Birkbeck, University of London, 2013). 
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Importantly, binding books establish the maiden names of female apprentices, 

identifying women who were likely to engage in trade later in their working lives. 

Information in the binding books comprise the date for the commencement of the 

apprenticeship, the apprentice’s name, geographic origin, their father’s (or more 

rarely mother’s) name and occupation, whether the father was deceased, the mistress 

or master’s name, the premium paid (after c. 1710), and the duration of the 

apprenticeship, which was usually seven years, as established by the Statute of 

Artificers (1563). Due to the patriarchal nature of record-keeping by the livery 

company clerks in the early modern period, married women’s enrolment of 

apprentices is rarely acknowledged, with the husband’s name prioritized. 

Nevertheless, the existence of female apprentices bound to a master usually suggests 

that they were engaged in work with a female member of the master’s household. The 

occupational identities of mistresses/masters are not systematically recorded. Yet, by 

combining these records with other, diverse sources, a more detailed understanding 

of working women’s interactions with the livery companies and particular trades can 

be established. 

Many female apprentices and freemen in the livery companies worked in 

shops on the Royal Exchange, which was built by Thomas Gresham and officially 

opened in 1571.78 Key sources relating to the Royal Exchange include the Gresham 

Repertories held by the Mercers’ Company Archive, consulted for the years 1669 to 

1733, and tax assessments for the ‘exchange above’ between 1692/3 and 1730. Account 

books for the Gresham Trust consulted between 1667 and 1730 provide 

comprehensive annual lists of shop tenants and these have not been used in studies 

 
78 Women in eighteenth-century Edinburgh also kept small, lockable shops in the Luckenbooths, 
Krames, High Exchange, and Laigh Exchange: Sanderson, Women and Work, pp. 16-22. 
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of women’s work before.79 Indeed, the tax assessments and account books offer the 

opportunity to chart changes in shop ownership over an extended period and, in 

many cases, the names of those paying taxes or rent can be matched with more 

detailed information held in the Gresham Repertories regarding shop leases. Craig 

Spence explored the ‘four shillings in the pound aid’ (1694) and poll taxes to shed light 

on the social and occupational structure of London, including the Royal Exchange in 

the 1690s.80 Jane Muncaster likewise examined the Gresham Repertories from 1678 to 

1722 and Marriage Duty Assessments (1695) to uncover invaluable details about 

women trading on the second Royal Exchange and the proportion of women acting 

as leaseholders of shops.81 Building on the work of Spence and Muncaster, this project 

consults livery company records alongside tax assessments, account books and the 

Gresham Repertories, which, when combined with genealogical research, provides 

unparalleled detail regarding the retailing activity of a small but distinctive group of 

early modern women in business. 

My previous research into the artist Mary Beale revealed the usefulness of 

micro-historical studies of individual women to explore wider themes relating to 

women’s work. A holistic, biographical approach provides further insights into the 

nuanced ways in which women sought out training and education, and negotiated 

the potential restrictions of coverture with the practical considerations of childcare 

and household management. Mary Beale’s position as a successful, professional 

portrait painter indicates that the combination of paid and unpaid by-employments, 

which characterized early modern women’s work could also include high status tasks 

and highly skilled work. Reconstructing biographical case studies to illustrate 

 
79 The Gresham Trust Account Books consulted are: LMA CLA/062/01/041, 1667-1677; CLA/062/01/042, 
1678-1695; CLA/062/01/043, 1696-1713; CLA/062/01/044, 1714-1730. 
80 C. Spence, London in the 1690s: A Social Atlas (London, 2000), pp. 123-7. 
81 J. Muncaster, ‘“Six Foote of Shop Roome”: Women as Subjects in the Records of The Royal Exchange 
in the 1690s’ (Unpublished MA Thesis, Birkbeck, University of London, 2003). 
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individual careers therefore offers a new perspective on how women worked in 

London to support themselves by maintaining a fashionable business in a time of 

rapid social and economic change. Such an approach can overcome some of the 

difficulties of studying women’s work, illuminating how age and changing marital 

status affected longevity in trade, though some sources such as accounts and personal 

correspondence that might have shed even further light on these women’s work 

inevitably have not survived.82 

The thesis is divided into seven research chapters, each focusing on particular 

aspects of women’s work as seamstresses, mantua-makers, and milliners. Chapter 

Two explores these three gendered professions, the nature of each trade, relational 

hierarchies, and the evidence found of women’s occupational identities in the livery 

company records. Chapter Three considers women’s pre-apprenticeship training, 

and skilled, ‘creative work’, followed by a survey of women’s literacy using 

apprenticeship indentures. Chapter Four quantifies the women entering 

apprenticeships, showing that at least 2,577 young women were bound across 21 livery 

companies in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. This chapter charts the rise 

and fall in the number of female apprentices, their geographic origins, socio-

economic backgrounds, and premiums paid. Chapter Five explores the experiences 

of women serving apprenticeships. A case study of the Dewell sisters provides 

evidence of women’s wider socio-economic networks forged through kinship, 

friendship, and locations such as the Royal Exchange. Chapter Six reveals the 

number of freewomen admitted to 16 livery companies, and three case studies 

highlight the experience of women in business throughout the life-cycle. Chapter 

Seven focuses on retailing, luxury goods, and marketing strategies, using the policy 

 
82 Erickson, ‘Eleanor Mosley’, pp. 147-150. 
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registers of the Sun Fire Office insurance company (1710-1725), probate inventories, 

trade cards, fashion dolls, and newspaper advertisements. Finally, Chapter Eight 

locates women’s fashionable businesses within the City and the wider metropolis. 

Studying the apprenticeship and freedom records of London’s livery 

companies furthers our knowledge of women’s interactions with key corporate 

institutions, and what benefits women may have hoped to gain through association 

with these organizations. The records certainly provide new insights into many 

aspects of women’s working lives, revealing their longevity and agency in business. 

By collating many sources together, it is possible to show that thousands of women 

from the middling sort, artisanal classes, and gentry pursued livery company 

apprenticeships and that some travelled great distances in order to undertake 

training in London. They worked in well-known locations such as the Royal 

Exchange, retailing from shops on high streets and busy thoroughfares. 

Ultimately, I aim to provide a quantitative and qualitative assessment of the 

participation of women engaged in the manufacture and retailing of clothing, 

accessories and textiles, particularly in relation to London’s livery companies. 

Pushing further than the existing research, I explore the three occupational identities 

of ‘seamstress’, ‘mantua-maker’, and ‘milliner’, providing greater recognition of their 

contribution to the economic prosperity and cultural status of London. This thesis 

also contextualises auxiliary fashion trades in order to explore the complex socio-

economic networks required to operate fashionable businesses. What follows, then, 

is a discussion that explores three occupational identities normally associated with 

women’s work in order to further integrate women into the social, economic, and 

cultural histories of early modern London. 
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Chapter 2 
Seamstresses, mantua-makers, and milliners: three gendered 
professions in early modern London 
 

Introduction 

The occupational identities ‘seamstress’, ‘mantua-maker’, and ‘milliner’ were 

inextricably linked with women’s work in pre-industrial England. Indeed, they were 

amongst the few occupational titles regularly ascribed to early modern women as part 

of a network of fashion trades, alongside titles such as ‘tailor’, ‘coat-maker’, and 

‘draper’. This chapter will first survey the trades in two eighteenth-century trade 

guides that acknowledged women’s participation, before exploring the work of 

seamstresses, mantua-makers, and milliners in greater detail. By evaluating each 

occupational identity in turn, what was made or sold, and how the maker was viewed 

by society, it is possible to assess occupational hierarchies, and what measure of 

continuity and change was evident between 1600 and 1800. The chapter will conclude 

with a quantitative analysis of the occupational titles ascribed to women in livery 

company records, expanding our knowledge of the trades that women practised 

through guilds in early modern London. Overall, this chapter shows that 

seamstresses, mantua-makers, and milliners had key roles in the production and 

retailing of clothing and accessories, and that these were accepted - and potentially 

lucrative - female-led professions. 

 

2.1 Trade Guides 

Trade guides are often among the first port of call for historians hoping to garner 

information on key trades in early modern London. Whilst guides such as R. 

Campbell’s The London Tradesman (1747) and Joseph Collyer’s The Parent’s and 
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Guardian’s Directory (1761) offer their own sets of bias (and neither includes any 

substantive mention of seamstresses), they nonetheless provide contemporary 

perspectives on specific trades, and incidental details on what those trades entailed.83 

 Campbell’s guide indexed 344 professions and trades, 26 of which mention 

women’s involvement.84 The index noted apprenticeship premiums, the capital 

required to set up in trade, and typical working hours, allowing for a direct 

comparison of mantua-makers and milliners. According to Campbell, apprentice 

mantua-makers paid premiums of between £5 and £20, required £20 to £100 to set up 

in business, with working hours extending from 7 a.m. until 8 p.m. Milliners had the 

same range for premiums and similar working hours but more prohibitive set-up 

costs of £100 to £1,000, explained by the greater mercantile nature of this trade.85 This 

suggests that mantua-making provided an entry into the fashion trades for young 

women with comparable skills but less capital. 

 Collyer’s guide also contained descriptions ‘Of the several Trades and 

Mechanic Arts’, offering a later eighteenth-century insight into 375 trades.86 Though 

Collyer hoped that his book would be useful to ‘those boys who have not yet entered 

into the business that is to constitute their employment through life’, and many trade 

descriptions assumed a male apprentice, 30 trades mention women’s involvement.87 

 
83 R. Campbell, The London Tradesman (London, 1747); J. Collyer, The Parent’s and Guardian’s Directory, 
and the Youth's Guide, in the Choice of a Profession or Trade. (London, 1761). 
84 Campbell, London Tradesman, pp. 331-340. This figure excludes trades deemed equivalent to indexed 
trades. For example, ‘Fletcher’ is indexed as ‘Arrow Maker’. The trades that mention women’s 
involvement are: ‘Basket Maker’, ‘Bodice Maker’, ‘Broom Maker’, ‘Button Maker of Silver & Gold’, 
‘Caul Makers’, ‘Cap Makers’, ‘Child’s Coat Maker’, ‘Cork Cutter’, ‘Embroiderers’, ‘Fine Drawer’, 
‘Fringe and Frog Makers’, ‘Gilders in Metal’, ‘Grocer’, ‘Hoop Petticoat Maker’, ‘Mantua Maker’, 
‘Milliners’, ‘Quilter’, ‘Silk Throwster’, ‘Silk Spinster’, ‘Spinner of Gold Slesy’, ‘Spinner of Yarn for Sail 
Cloth’, ‘Stay-Maker’, ‘Tassel Maker’, ‘Tyre-Woman’, ‘Upholder’, and ‘Woolsted Man’. 
85 Milliners’ premiums often exceeded this range in the livery companies: A. L. Erickson, ‘Eleanor 
Mosley and Other Milliners in the City of London Companies 1700-1750’, History Workshop Journal, 71:1 
(2011), p. 150. See also Chapter 4. 
86 Collyer, Parent’s and Guardian’s Directory. 
87 Collyer, Parent’s and Guardian’s Directory, p. iii. The trades that mention women’s involvement are: 
‘Basket-Maker’, ‘Bodice-Maker’, ‘Broom-Maker’, ‘Button-Maker’, ‘Button-Mould-Maker’, ‘Cap-
Makers’, ‘Carpet-Making’, ‘Cat-Gut Spinner’, ‘Child’s-Coat-Maker’, ‘Coney-Wool-Cutter’, 
‘Embroiderers’, ‘Fan-Painter’, ‘Fan Shop’, ‘Fringe, Frog, and Tassel-Maker’, ‘Gilder’, ‘Glover’, ‘Hat-
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The majority of these trades were connected to textile and clothing manufacture. Yet, 

the descriptions of auxiliary fashion trades such as ‘Haberdasher of Small-Wares’ and 

‘Button-Seller’ failed to acknowledge women’s involvement, demonstrating that this 

was by no means an exhaustive reflection of women’s engagement in trade. 

 Nevertheless, the trade descriptions that acknowledge women’s involvement 

placed their work in context within the wider networks that contributed to the 

production of early modern clothing and accessories. ‘Cap-Makers’, for example, 

served ‘only five years’ apprenticeship and could earn £15 to £20 a year plus board as 

journeywomen, ‘they being qualified not only to serve Cap-makers, but may be shop-

women to the milliners, the haberdashers, or to any buying and selling trade proper 

for women’.88 Likewise, ‘Child’s-Coat-Maker’ was ‘generally performed by women, 

and is a pretty profitable employ’.89 These descriptions indicate that making and 

retailing clothing was often combined under a nominal occupational identity, and 

that female-led occupational identities were respectable and potentially lucrative. In 

fact, Collyer acknowledged that a mistress ‘Child’s-Coat-Maker’ must ‘depend on a 

good acquaintance’, which made this trade ‘not fit for the children of people in low 

circumstances’. Apprentice premiums ranged from £10 to £15 and journeywomen 

could earn 1 s. per day in summer, though employment was not guaranteed in the 

winter months.90 Such details suggest that once trained, a journeywoman’s 

employment was seasonal, and that coat-makers potentially engaged in a range of by-

employments to augment their annual income. The duration of apprenticeships in 

these trades evidently did not always conform to the standard seven years set by the 

 
Shop’, ‘Hoop-Petticoat-Maker’, ‘Milliner’, ‘Pamphlet-Shop’, ‘Pin-Maker’, ‘Quilters’, ‘Ribbon-Weaver’, 
‘Shoe-Maker’, ‘Silver and Gold Thread-Spinners’, ‘Stay-Maker’, ‘Tassel-Makers’, ‘Tire-Woman’, 
‘Tobacconist’, and ‘Tripe-Shop’. 
88 Collyer, Parent’s and Guardian’s Directory, p. 90. 
89 Collyer, Parent’s and Guardian’s Directory, p. 100. 
90 Collyer, Parent’s and Guardian’s Directory, p. 101. 
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Statute of Artificers, rendering them technically irregular in nature, though 

apprenticeship was apparently no less important as a means of gaining skills. 

Women’s involvement and even dominance in such trades reveals the importance of 

their economic contributions in London. 

 These trade guides also acknowledged that women were involved in many 

trades through family affiliation, without embarking on a formal apprenticeship. 

Though they may have engaged in different tasks to the men in their family, it does 

not always follow that their work was menial or unimportant. Campbell noted that 

‘not one Grocer in twenty employs a regular bred Journeyman; their Wives, 

Daughters, or perhaps a Servant-Maid does all the Business of the Shop’, reinforcing 

the connection between women’s work and retailing in London.91 Trade guides show 

that women were chiefly employed in sewing work but needlework skills had diverse 

applications and could be performed by a male tailor’s female relatives or servants. 

For example, ‘Fine-Drawers’, a ‘Branch of the Taylor’s Trade’, employed ‘Women as 

well as Men’ to repair and conceal ‘Rents that happen in the Piece or by Accident to 

Cloaths made’. This skilled work required ‘a quick neat Hand and a nice Eye’. 

Moreover, ‘The whole Mistery of their Business is to perform it in such Manner as to 

conceal that the Work was ever in their Hands’, rendering their labour literally 

invisible.92 Textile and clothing manufacture and food provision were key sectors in 

the economy as a whole and these examples show that women’s work was necessary 

and vital, though their occupational identities were often obscured or subsumed by 

the title of a male relative. 

 Trade guides therefore offer invaluable insights into the professions and 

trades deemed acceptable for women, though they also reflect the opinions and 

 
91 Campbell, London Tradesman, p. 189. 
92 Campbell, London Tradesman, p. 199. 
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prejudices of the authors. The foundation that such guides provide will be developed 

in the following sections of this chapter to explore the occupational identities of 

‘seamstress’, ‘mantua-maker’, and ‘milliner’ in turn. These explorations reveal the 

malleability of the occupational identities connected to the fashion trades, whilst 

highlighting the skilled nature of these professions. 

 

2.2 Seamstresses 

Seamstress, seamster, sempstress, shepster and other such variations reflect the many 

gendered forms of this occupational identity, though seamstress is used throughout 

this thesis as a representative title. The work of a seamstress included making shirts 

or smocks, sleeves, handkerchiefs, night-rails, bands and collars, utilising sewing 

skills for plain stitching and hemming with other related tasks such as cutting to a 

pattern.93 A plain band, as Randle Holme explained, was ‘an Ornament for the neck, 

which is of the finest white Linnen cloth, as Flaxen, Holland, Lawn, &c: & is made by 

the art of the Seamster, and Washed and Starched, Slickened and Smoothed by the 

care of the Laundress’.94 In 1724, Nathan Bailey’s etymological dictionary defined a 

‘Seamster’ or ‘Seamstress’ as ‘a Man or Woman who sows, or makes up Linnen 

Garments’, suggesting that seamstresses were part of a network of labourers, 

manufacturers and retailers of linen, comprising flax dressers, spinsters, weavers, 

linen drapers, and laundresses.95 Indeed, in their study of women’s work in rural 

England, Jane Whittle and Mark Hailwood identified a weaver named Thomasine 

Green who ‘wrought a breadth of Rosterne’ (a type of linen cloth) in 1610, before 

 
93 R. Holme, The Academy of Armory, or A Storehouse of Armory and Blazon, Book III (Chester, 1688), pp. 
97-98. A ‘night-rail’ was a type of night gown. 
94 Holme, Academy of Armory, Book III, p. 15. 
95 N. Bailey, An universal etymological English dictionary, (London, 1724), p. 771. For discussion of the links 
between cleanliness, social status and linen: A. Dolan, ‘Touching Linen: Textiles, Emotion and Bodily 
Intimacy in England c. 1708-1818’, Cultural and Social History, 16:2 (2019), pp. 145-146. 
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selling it to another woman who made it into a ‘falling band’ or collar.96 This indicates 

that there was a chain of individuals responsible for the manufacture of linen cloth 

and clothing, and seamstresses were an integral part of that chain, working to produce 

ready-made and bespoke garments. 

The work undertaken by seamstresses might comprise the production of 

everyday, or more elaborate and decorative wares. Indeed, Jane Ashelford observed 

that ‘embroidered shirts could be very expensive if bought ready-made from a 

seamstress’.97 Furthermore, Patricia Wardle has shown that seamstresses working on 

garments for the royal household from 1623 to 1624 were paid £14 8s. for embroidering 

fine cambric cloth ‘verie rich with gold and silver and coloured silkes’, indicating that 

they employed specialised skills from garment construction through to 

embellishment.98 Later in the seventeenth century, Charles II paid Dorothy Chiffinch 

- described as his seamstress and laundress - £120 9s. ‘for making one hundred and 

eight shyrts’, along with other items such as stockings and handkerchiefs.99 

Chiffinch’s successor, Eleanor Oglethorpe, was also assigned the posts of royal 

seamstress and laundress suggesting that seamstresses combined responsibilities for 

making and laundering clothing, thus preserving the shirts, collars and cuffs edged 

with expensive and delicate lace through multiple wears.100 Wardle speculated that 

Oglethorpe’s title may have been honorific, as it likely was for the artist Joan Carlile 

who worked as the ‘Queen’s Laundress’ for Henrietta Maria between 1626 and 1629.101 

 
96 J. Whittle and M. Hailwood, ‘The gender division of labour in early modern England’, The Economic 
History Review, 73:1 (2020), p. 17. 
97 J. Ashelford, The Art of Dress: Clothes and Society, 1500-1914 (London, 2000), p. 31. 
98 P. Wardle, ‘“Divers necessaries for his Majesty’s use and service”: Seamstresses to the Stuart Kings’, 
Costume, 31:1 (1997), pp. 17-18. According to Campbell and Collyer, women were regularly employed as 
‘Embroiderers’ and ‘Silver and Gold Thread Spinners’, suggesting that embellished shirts utilised 
women’s work at multiple, if not all, stages of production. 
99 Wardle, ‘Divers necessaries’, pp. 16, 20. 
100 Wardle, ‘Divers necessaries’, p. 24. 
101 Henry Mildmay was instructed ‘To deliver to Mrs Joan Carlile, the Queen’s Laundress, 12 oz. of 
plate as a New Year gift for 6 years’: SHC DD/MI/19/35 Warrant to Sir Henry Mildmay, knt., Master of 
the Jewels, 1626. 
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The seamstresses working for elite households therefore managed a team of people 

engaged in needlework, plain sewing, laundry-work and embroidery, reflecting the 

nature of the clothing required. 

The prevailing image of a lonely seamstress or lace-maker working at home, 

perhaps by candlelight, is an enduring one and was certainly a favourite with Dutch 

genre painters such as Nicolaes Maes and Gerrit ter Borch.102 Yet, this solitary 

situation was not necessarily the only model for a seamstress’ workplace. Early 

modern probate inventories provide a window into the shops of seamstresses, 

detailing the items for sale and shop furniture, which hint at the networks of makers 

required to contribute to such retail establishments. Barbara Kay from Highgate was 

described as a ‘sempstress’ in her will, presumably an assertion that she made herself 

when the document was drafted in 1705. She left her estate and wares to her mother 

Elizabeth Gates, a widow from Kent ‘at this time dwelling with me’, suggesting that 

she expected Gates to sell this stock, if not continue her business, in order to support 

herself.103 A surviving inventory from 1707 lists all of the goods in Kay’s shop, 

recording her marital status as spinster and neglecting to add an occupational title. 

The shop furniture comprised a counter, shelves, shutters, a stall glass, scales, 

candlestick, and large glass or mirror, surely required for customers to test the fit or 

suitability of garments. Kay also owned a coffee mill, bringing an element of 

sociability and fashionability to the shop as coffee would have been a prized 

commodity, perhaps offered to wealthier customers in order to charm them into 

spending more, or even representing a by-employment.  

 
102 Idealised and moralising images of women can be highly problematic: N. Phillips, Women in Business, 
1700-1850 (Suffolk, 2006), p. 234. 
103 LMA CLC/313/K/C/006/MS25628/048, Will of Barbara Kay, 1705, number 34. 
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Kay’s shop likely served the local population of Highgate with essentials. Her 

stock, valued at £21 17s. included worsted stockings, 75 pairs of gloves for adults and 

children, handkerchiefs, 36 lb of powder, presumably for wigs or preserving linen, 7 

ells of ordinary Holland and 19 ells of ‘gullick Holland’ along with ‘4 mens shirts 3 

boys shirts’, thereby offering bespoke or ready-made clothing from imported 

materials.104 Seven pairs of yarn stockings were described as ‘moth eaten’, an 

incidental yet evocative material detail suggesting that they were in need of repair. 

Kay’s shop also included more decorative accessories perhaps more readily 

associated with milliners, including 15 fans and four masks with ‘other odd things a 

Small parcel of lace some buckells buttons necklaces & thimbles’.105 This eclectic 

range suggests a relatively small-scale business, with stock accumulated over time, 

whilst the shop served as a useful repository of attire for men, women, and children. 

At the time of her death, Barbara Kay was owed a little over £12 from 22 individuals, 

15 women and 7 men, including ‘Sr George Dowing’ who owed £1 2s. 11d., and ‘Madm 

Doting’ who incurred the largest debt of £3 17s., showing that Kay served customers 

from an affluent social milieu. 

Another apparent seamstress - though no occupational title was recorded - 

named Deborah Tulley had aristocratic connections. She was admitted free of the 

Haberdashers’ Company by redemption in 1671 ‘att the request of the right honoble 

the Countes of Anglesey’.106 Fortunately, an inventory also survives for Tulley, which 

confirms that she was engaged in the work of a seamstress by the goods in her shop:  

In the Shop twelve pair of linnen Socks 
Four and thirty Neckcloaths 
Fifteene pair of Ruffles ten pair of Sleeves 
Twenty Cape four and twenty Collar Bands 

 
104 Hannah Woolley noted her skill in ‘Making sweet Powders for the Hair, or to lay among Linnen’: H. 
Woolley, The Gentlewoman’s Companion; or, a Guide to the Female Sex (London, 1675), p. 11. 
105 LMA CLC/313/K/C/010/MS19504/059/09, Barbara Kay, Inventory, 1707. 
106 LMA COL/CA/01/01/081, Court of Aldermen Repertory, 1671-1672, fol. 44r, 14 December 1671. This 
letter was probably written by Elizabeth Annesley née Altham, Countess of Anglesey	(1620-1698). 
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Three Necks two pair of Holland Drawers 
Three Children’s Shifts, one and thirty Childrens Caps 
Sixteene coloured old Fashion dressing Capps 
Six old Fashion wolly:wiskes, three parson’s bands 
Three pair of Children’s Sleeves and three Bibs three Pincushions, two towers 
Three old Fashion rais’d point heads 
Fifty yards of Broad Edging Bobbing lace with some small pieces.107 

 

The shop furniture included a ‘counter with 8 Drawers and two Shelves’, two cases 

with numerous shelves and drawers for display and storage, a marble table and large 

looking glass. The shop featured sash windows, one with 18 ‘lights’ or small panes of 

glass and ‘In the Front of the Shop a large Sash with 40 lights’, suggesting that this 

was a fashionable establishment at street-level, potentially with a window display to 

entice new customers. That said, some of the shop goods were described as ‘old 

Fashion’, reflecting their depreciated value, or a limited engagement in the second-

hand clothing trade.108 

Deborah Tulley’s shop inventory is unusually prefaced ‘A Declaration instead 

of an Inventory made and exhibited by the Worpll William Oldys Dr of Laws and 

Anne Oldys Spinster’.109 The declaration states that William and Anne Oldys gained 

possession of Tulley’s goods, chattels and credits ‘touching the debt due to her the 

said Anne from the said deceased’. The total value of Tulley’s stock and household 

goods was £32 17s. 5½d., though Anne Oldys declared ‘that the said deceased was 

indebted to her’ for £1000, ‘as informed by the said Dr Oldys who placed out the said 

money for her use’.110 It is unclear whether Anne Oldys meant to set up in partnership 

with Deborah Tulley, or just to accrue interest from her financial investment in 

Tulley’s business. Deborah Tulley was evidently still working as a seamstress at the 

 
107 TNA PROB 32/49/81, Deborah Tulley, Inventory, 1705. 
108 TNA PROB 32/49/81. 
109 TNA PROB 32/49/81. A will for Dr William Oldys makes ‘My loving Cozen Mrs Anne Oldys’ his 
executrix. She was the mother of their illegitimate son, the antiquarian William Oldys (1696-1761). TNA 
PROB 11/501/159, Will of Doctor William Oldys, 28 April 1708. 
110 TNA PROB 32/49/81. 
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time of her death in 1705 given the quantity of stock and shop furniture still in her 

possession. She had been in business for over 30 years but was far from independently 

wealthy. Her inventory thus offers an insight into the precarious position of retailers 

and investors in London but also the substantial investment and even aristocratic 

patronage that seamstress shopkeepers could attract. 

A third inventory for a ‘sempster’ named Robert Antrobus provides another 

perspective on this trade by confirming that men could also claim this occupational 

title but that they were likely working in partnership with their wives. On 16 July 1662, 

Robert Antrobus was admitted free by servitude via his master Robert Lloyd, another 

‘Sempster’, through the Merchant Taylors’ Company.111 Antrobus married a widow 

named Frances Hulse five days later.112 Their shop was at the sign of the ‘3 Gloves’ on 

the Royal Exchange and two apprentices - Anna Harris and Mary Jackson - were 

bound in 1674 and 1688 respectively.113 A probate inventory made after Robert 

Antrobus died in 1688, reveals a vast stock valued at over £338, which comprised 

varying quantities of holland, parcels of ‘black Crape’, ‘Gauze’, ‘Musling’, ‘Cambrick’, 

‘Shirts Shifts and Caps’, ‘laced Child bed suites’, ‘four night Railes’, ‘Maskes’, ‘ready 

made Linnen’, 12 parcels of lace with different values, remnants of lace, black lace, 

and the ‘Lease of the Shop & Drawers & Cupboards and signe and Glasse’.114 This 

represents a substantial investment by husband and wife and we can infer that 

Frances Antrobus intended to continue in trade as a widow because she renewed an 

 
111 GL MS 34018/5, Merchant Taylors’ Company Freedom Registers, 1662-1675. Antrobus was bound 
apprentice on 20 September 1654: GL MS 34038/14, Merchant Taylors’ Company Apprentice Book, 
1654-1658/9, fol. 7. 
112 J. Foster (ed.), London Marriage Licences, 1521-1869 (London, 1869), p. 32. 
113 GL MS 34042, Merchant Taylors’ Company Quarterage Book, 1676/7, fol. 38; GL MS 34038/16, 
Merchant Taylors’ Company Apprentice Book, 1669-1680, fol. 218; GL MS 34038/17, Merchant Taylors’ 
Company Apprentice Book, 1680-1696, fol. 169r. 
114 TNA PROB 4/12879, Robert Antrobus at his shop by the Royal Exchange, London, 13 July 1688. 
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11-year shop lease at the Royal Exchange the following year.115 

 These three inventories show the range of goods sold in three very different 

seamstress’ shops across London and the wider metropolis. Barbara Kay’s business in 

Highgate was a more modest establishment with a small but diverse range of goods. 

Deborah Tulley, another single woman, used her aristocratic connections to secure 

her right to trade in the City and was in business for over 30 years, though she 

incurred large debts. Robert and Frances Antrobus, whose shop was in the Royal 

Exchange, left the greatest quantity and value of stock by far but they also had long 

lists of ‘Good Debts’ and ‘Doubtfull & desperate Debts’, suggesting that managing 

debt was a key requirement of this trade.116 The Antrobus’ increased mercantile 

activity was reflected in the far larger quantities of lace in their stock, which, when 

compared with the more modest stock owned by Barbara Kay, offers an insight into 

the vast disparities afforded by gender, social and marital status, and shop location. 

Nevertheless, Frances Antrobus continued in trade after her husband’s death, 

indicating that women at all stages of their life-cycle were engaged in the production 

and retailing of linen clothing as seamstresses. 

Though women and men worked in this trade, the occupational identity of 

‘seamstress’ had a highly gendered place in the cultural landscape of early modern 

England, particularly in relation to retailing. In Characterismi: Or, Lentons Leasures 

(1631), ‘A Sempster Shopkeeper’ was presented as a female archetype along with other 

characters such as ‘A Country Widdow’ and ‘An Aldermans daughter’. The 

corresponding descriptions are filled with innuendo, though the inclusion of the 

‘Sempster Shopkeeper’ as a character in the early seventeenth-century confirms that 

 
115 MCA Gresham Repertories, 1678-1722, fol. 208. Frances Antrobus’ continuation in trade may have 
been short-lived. When Mary Jackson was admitted free of the Merchant Taylors’ Company in 1697, 
she had been turned over to Robert Minors ‘on the Exchange Milliner’. GL MS 34018/6, Merchant 
Taylors’ Company Freedom Registers, 1675-1698. 
116 TNA PROB 4/12879. 
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this was a long-established occupational identity for women. According to Francis 

Lenton, the ‘Sempster Shopkeeper’ was ‘a feminine Creature furnishe with the finest 

Ware, making her greatest gaine of Sindon, or fine linnen; transforming it into several 

shapes for that purpose’. She was ‘placed in the frontispice of her shop, of purpose, 

(by her curious habit) to allure some Custome, which still encraseth and decreaseth 

as her beauty is in the full, or the wane’. The seamstress ‘may draw you to a shirt, and 

warm it for you too the next morning. [...] She loues not those that lye naked to saue 

linnen, and hopes to grow fat by coyning new fashions’.117 This reference to 

innovation is striking, highlighting the importance of novelty in fashion. Though 

there are hints of what the occupational identity entailed, with further references to 

sewing and selling stockings, ruffs and shirts, the description clearly links the act of 

the seamstress selling her wares and selling herself with its emphasis on her 

appearance and youth as well as the intimate nature of the garments she produced. 

Similarly, a seventeenth-century poem entitled ‘A Semster’ read: 

 
And of all occupations that ever came in my mind,  
I would not be a Semster although she be so fine;  
For she sits all day sowing, and hanging down of her head,  
And oftentimes she steals a kiss, whilst better she would be sped:  
Snip quoth the Scissers, rent quoth the cloth, and still she hath an eye to the door,  
Her husband he may sing Cuckoo, for she will play the who there?118 

 

This satirical verse thus suggests deeper societal fears over sexual indiscretions 

perpetrated by women working unsupervised by their husbands or fathers.  

 Such literary examples are the products of an inherently patriarchal society. 

Yet, a case involving a seamstress named Bridget Baxter from the Court of Arches 

demonstrates the disastrous consequences that could befall a woman working away 

 
117 F. Lenton, Characterismi: or, Lentons leasures Expressed in essayes and characters, never before written on 
(London, 1631), pp. 101-105. 
118 J. Phillips, Wit and Drollery, Joviall Poems: Corrected and much amended, with Additions, By Sir J.M. Fa. S. 
Sir W.D. F. D. and the most refined Wits of the Age (London, 1661), p. 244. 
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from her household-family when she lost her virtuous reputation. Bridget Baxter née 

Cooper married Robert Baxter, a shoemaker and Citizen and Cordwainer in the 

parish of St Peter le Poer on 27 November 1650.119 Two of their daughters - Bridget and 

Anne - survived into adulthood and were mentioned in Robert Baxter’s will of 1677.120 

Bridget ran a seamstress’ shop in Friday Street ‘neere her husbands Shop’.121 However, 

in 1662, she testified that she was ‘forced by the Cruelty and inhumane behavior’ of 

her husband, to ‘forsake and relinquish him and his habitacon’.122 Moving to Charing 

Cross, she ‘kept a Sempstrisses Shop for the space of about halfe a yeere’ before her 

stock was seized and she was imprisoned in Ludgate for debt because her husband 

refused to honour his estranged wife’s existing contracts with her linen drapers.123 

Depositions from witnesses relating to Bridget Baxter’s conduct give a lively 

account of her personality and indiscretions. Whether a genuine aspiration or a ruse 

to buy time, Bridget Baxter promised her creditors ‘to pay them the debts wch shee 

owed them’, and ‘desired them to let her have her liberty in regard shee was to goe to 

act at the Kings Playhouse’, confirming her determination to maintain her 

independence from her husband.124 Robert Baxter’s apprentice Alexander Forster 

described Bridget as ‘of a mighty high spirit’.125 He reported that she frequented 

‘Dancing Schooles’ with a Cheapside milliner’s apprentice named William Boulton, 

relating that she ‘often stayd out wth him till about eleaven or twelve of the Clock at 

Night in a very Suspitious manner’.126 Forster also claimed that a soldier named 

Richard Ogle had sent Bridget Baxter a letter when she ‘sent to the sayd Ogle for some 

 
119 LMA P69/PET2/A/001/MS04093/001, Parish Registers, Saint Peter le Poer, 1561-1723. 
120 LMA DL/C/B/008/MS09172/066/002, Will of Robert Baxter, 15 September 1677, number 225. 
121 LPL Arches Eee 1, Baxter v Baxter, fol. 300r. 
122 LPL Arches Ee 2, Baxter v Baxter, fol. 135v. 
123 LPL Arches Eee 1, fol. 299v. 
124 LPL Arches Eee 1, fol. [3]12r. 
125 LPL Arches Eee 1, fol. 305v. 
126 LPL Arches Eee 1, fol. 301v. 
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money that hee owed her for Linnen being about 32 s.’. According to Forster, Ogle 

replied ‘hee thought hee had payd her sufficiently that night that the king came into 

^London England upon the bed in her owne hall’.127 Putting aside considerations 

regarding the truth of this accusation (plus Forster’s clear allegiances to his employer 

Robert Baxter, and complete disregard for the sanctity of personal correspondence), 

this testimony illustrates the potential vulnerability of a woman in business 

requesting payment for goods if the debtor was unscrupulous and unwilling to pay 

what they owed.  

Though much of the evidence against Bridget Baxter was a judgement on her 

‘lewd and lascivious’ life, detailing neighbourhood gossip to reinforce her ruined 

reputation, insights can be gleaned from witness testimony into how Bridget Baxter 

ran her business both before and after she lived with Robert Baxter. Alexander 

Forster testified that when William Boulton was turned over to a milliner on the New 

Exchange, Bridget Baxter also ‘endeavoured to take a Shop there’ and asked Boulton 

to help her to secure a tenancy. When Boulton failed to complete this task, she sent 

Forster himself ‘to see if there was either a whole Shop or a side of a Shop to be let 

between Temple barr & Chairing Crosse’. Forster went to the New Exchange and met 

William Boulton who gave him a letter addressed to Bridget Baxter ostensibly ‘about 

a Shop upon that Exchange wch hee thought might be convenient for her’, though 

Forster claimed that it actually concerned their relationship.128 This confirms that the 

New Exchange was a desirable location for fashionable businesses, and suggests that 

women could seek commercial premises through intermediaries.  

Bridget Baxter was able to establish a small network of women to assist with 

her business. Maria Holmes ‘used to sow for her’ and Holmes’ sister Elizabeth Pyke 

 
127 LPL Arches Eee 1, fol. 301r. 
128 LPL Arches Eee 1, fol. 302r. 
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‘used to starch for her’ when Bridget lived in Charing Cross. She also employed a 

‘hired Servant’ named Mrs Priest.129 Moreover, her reputation in trade before she left 

her husband was relatively good. Joseph Harris, a Citizen and Merchant Taylor and 

linen draper, thought that ‘whilest shee kept a Sempstresses Shop in Fryday Streete 

[she] was pritty carefull in that profession’.130 He estimated that between 1 February 

1659 and 5 June 1660, Bridget Baxter had purchased linen to the value of £72 4d. from 

him and that she had paid him £35 1s. plus 40s. worth of goods, revealing that she had 

been responsible for paying some debts herself.131 

There were several references to Bridget Baxter’s marriage portion and its 

importance to her as a means of setting up in trade. An item in one interrogatory 

enquired ‘whether the said Robert Baxter did receive […] the sume or value of three 

hundred pounds lawfull money of England besides her Apparell’, and ‘whether the 

father of the said Bridgitt did disburse any money for the setting of her up in the trade 

of a Sempstresse and how much’, questions designed to establish her independent 

financial circumstances.132 Another interrogatory asked ‘whether shee did not pay 

several summes of money to the Linnen Drapers that trusted her with cloth very 

punctually and honestly until such time as her husband tooke from her a great part 

of her stockes’.133 Robert Greene, the brother of one of Bridget Baxter’s linen drapers 

Nicholas Greene, acknowledged that Bridget had told him ‘when she kept a 

sempstresses shop her husband tooke away about tenne pound in money from her’, 

indicating that she was accusing Robert Baxter of appropriating her profits for his 

own use.134 Indeed, she testified that Robert Baxter did ‘receive and convert to his use 

 
129 LPL Arches Eee 1, fols 309v, 314v; LPL Arches Ee 2, fol. 135v. 
130 LPL Arches Eee 1, fols 498v. 
131 LPL Arches Eee 1, fol. 497v. 
132 LPL Arches E 2/104, Baxter v Baxter. 
133 LPL Arches E 2/149, Baxter v Baxter. 
134 LPL Arches Eee 1, fol. 500r. 
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the proffitt and advantage that she made of her said trade’, asserting her fiscal 

responsibility by maintaining that she ‘beleeveth that the wares and goods soe seized 

were sufficient to pay all the debts by her contracted’.135 Another interrogatory article 

drew attention to the irregularity of her being ‘cast into prison and the said Robert 

her husband not imprisoned upon the said Judgements’, which, under the law of 

coverture, would have been the proper legal recourse.136 In answer to this, Maria 

Holmes also ‘wondered that the said Mr Baxter was not put into prison as well as the 

said Mrs Baxter’.137 This indicates the significance of a wife’s imprisonment through 

debts, which had likely been exacerbated by her husband’s claims on her stock and 

profits as his property. 

Unfortunately, the sentence for this case does not survive, leaving little chance 

for a sense of resolution from the archives. Bridget Baxter was omitted from her 

husband’s will, suggesting that the couple never reconciled. Nevertheless, this case 

illustrates contemporary attitudes to women’s independence in business, the legal 

difficulties presented following the breakdown of a marriage, and the vulnerable 

position of a woman who had lost her reputation and struggled to retain her 

occupational identity. It also highlights the importance of linen drapers, laundresses 

and needle-workers to a seamstress’ trade and the large sums required to acquire the 

material to make articles of linen clothing. 

By focusing on seamstresses, this section has revealed the potentially 

lucrative, often retail-oriented nature of that occupational identity. This illuminates 

the hierarchy between the trades of ‘seamstress’ and ‘mantua-maker’ and their 

relation to the tailoring trade. Randle Holme noted in Academy of Armory (1688): 

The Seamster or Seamstry work follows next in order to that of a Taylor; this being 
work to adorn the Head and Hands and Feet, as the other is for the covering of the 

 
135 LPL Arches Ee 2, fols 136v, 137r. 
136 LPL Arches E 2/149. 
137 LPL Arches Eee 1, fol. 313r. 
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Body; nay, very often the Seamster occupieth the room and place of a Taylor in 
furnishing the Nobility and Gentry with such conveniences as serve the whole body, 
especially in the Summer season.138 
 

 
The ‘seamster’ is thus established in a role akin to that of the tailor, though 

seamstresses were often responsible for producing and selling different garments. 

Nevertheless, the overlap between the trades of seamstress and tailor, confirming the 

gendered nature of these occupational titles, is further reinforced by the inventory of 

a tailor named William Rogers from 1612, whose stock included ‘twelve pairs of cuffs, 

ten ruff-bands, fifty-one ‘falling bands’, four yards of canvas, four pieces of lace […] 

three shirts, a number of pairs of hose and five caps’.139 In comparisons of the 

occupational identities ‘seamstress’ and ‘tailor’, the distinction is often drawn 

between the production of outer and under garments, with tailors thought to 

dominate the construction of outer garments, and having the advantage of knowing 

how to cut to a pattern. However, seamstresses also made ‘night-rails’, described as ‘a 

cape of lawn, holland, silk or satin falling to the waist or hips’, and a ‘Nightgown’ was 

a ‘loose gown or long coat’ that was ‘probably the precursor of the mantua’ and could 

be worn for informal, ‘morning visits’.140 Moreover, Holme noted that ‘a Seamster’ 

used paper patterns ‘cut in fashions according as the Work is to be made’, and used 

terms such as ‘cutting’ and ‘shaping’, which was ‘the ordering the Cloth to be cut’.141 

This suggests that seamstresses, milliners and women engaged in sewing work more 

generally were already well-placed in terms of their skills and experience to make 

mantua gowns as they became established as a fashionable mode for women’s 

everyday dress. 

 
138 Holme, Academy of Armory, III, p. 97. 
139 N. V. Sleigh-Johnson, ‘The Merchant Taylors Company of London, 1580-1645 with special reference 
to politics and government’, (Unpublished Ph.D. thesis, University of London, 1989), p. 358. 
140 V. Cumming, C. W. Cunnington and P. E. Cunnington, The Dictionary of Fashion History (London, 
2017), pp. 187-188; M. H. Swain, ‘Nightgown into Dressing Gown A Study of Mens’ Nightgowns: 
Eighteenth Century’, Costume, 6:1 (1972), pp. 10-21. 
141 Holme, Academy of Armory, III, p. 97. 
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2.3 Mantua-makers 

The rise of the occupational title ‘mantua-maker’ in England towards the end of the 

seventeenth century as the mantua gown became established confirms the 

fashionable nature of both this trade and occupational identity. Sources relating to 

mantua-makers in London affirm that this began as a female-dominated profession, 

with the title used as a matter of course by the eighteenth century. Campbell is often 

quoted as a contemporary guide to the mantua-makers’ trade. Though his text was 

published when mantua-makers were already well-established and the mantua bore 

no resemblance to its seventeenth-century incarnation, it is worth repeating his 

description as it is one of the only printed explanations of what the trade entailed: 

 
Her Business is to make Night-Gowns, Mantuas, and Petticoats, Rob de Chambres, 
&c. for the Ladies. She is a Sister to the Taylor, and, like him, must be a perfect 
Connoissieur in Dress and Fashions; […].142 

 

Campbell’s reference to mantua-makers as ‘Sister to the Taylor’ echoes Holmes’ 

description of seamstresses as ‘next in order to that of a Taylor’ in 1688 and indicates 

that their work was directly comparable, at least by the eighteenth-century. Indeed, 

Deborah Simonton used Campbell’s description in her discussion of milliners, 

mantua-makers, modistes and marchandes de mode to highlight that these occupational 

identities were female-led professions, whilst offering myriad examples of women 

working in these trades, particularly in the latter part of the eighteenth century.143 

A comparison between the work of seamstresses, mantua-makers, and tailors 

indicates that these gendered occupational identities inevitably overlapped. Clare 

Crowston asserted that the popularity of the mantua gown ensured that ‘the future of 

 
142 Campbell, London Tradesman, p. 227. 
143 D. Simonton, ‘‘Sister to the tailor’: Guilds, gender and the needle trades in eighteenth-century 
Europe’ in Early Professional Women in Northern Europe, c. 1650-1850 ed. by J. Ilmakunnas, M. Rahikainen 
and K. Vainio-Korhonen (Oxon 2018), pp. 135-157. 
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women’s clothing passed into the seamstresses’ hands’, noting that in England, ‘the 

name for a seamstress throughout the eighteenth century was “mantua-maker”’. This 

was not quite the case as the occupational title ‘seamstress’ prevailed in London. 

Nevertheless, the two occupational identities of mantua-maker and seamstress were 

used interchangeably as mantua-making rose to prominence. This suggests that it is 

unlikely that the mantua gown led to a ‘new female labor force’ as Crowston argued, 

but instead ensured that women became increasingly recognised as the 

manufacturers of women’s clothing, at least in London.144 

Seamstresses likely used the title of ‘mantua-maker’ due to its associations 

with fashionability and social cachet, diversifying their product range to include 

newly fashionable garments. The example of Anne England née Loftus, a mantua-

maker from Lambeth certainly suggests that the two occupational titles could be used 

interchangeably or in conjunction with each other. Anne worked to support herself 

and her child after her husband, William England, who ‘drove a trade of printing 

Callicoe’, committed adultery and abandoned them.145 The couple had married in 

1697 and lived with Anne’s father. Yet, in 1706, an acquaintance named Anna Mayfield 

reported that after her marriage, Anne England ‘learnt to make mantuas and she & 

her sister keep a Sempstress’ Shop […] the sd Wm not living with or taking any care 

of the sd Anne his wife & his Child’.146 Humphrey Jones confirmed that Anne England 

kept a ‘Sempstress’s Shop’ and that ‘by her Industry & the assistance of her Father 

Mother & other freinds hath maintained herself & Child for sevll years’.147 This case 

 
144 C. H. Crowston, Fabricating Women: The Seamstresses of Old Regime France, 1675-1791 (Durham, N.C., 
2001), p. 41. Elizabeth Sanderson asserted that women began making mantuas in Scotland and England 
after ‘a law was passed in 1675 allowing women to make women’s outerwear independently of the 
tailors’ in France, and suggested that mantua-makers ‘were not seamstresses but rather women who 
intended going into business’. E. Sanderson, ‘“The New Dresses”: A Look at How Mantuamaking 
Became Established in Scotland’, Costume, 35:1 (2001), pp. 16, 22. 
145 LPL Arches Eee 10, England v England, fols 32-33. 
146 LPL Arches Eee 10, fol. 32. 
147 LPL Arches Eee 10, fol. 34. 
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indicates that Anne relied on her parents and sister for practical support but that she 

was also careful to gain skills that allowed her to work and provide for her family. 

Though William England’s trade as a calico-printer would certainly have been 

complementary to Anne’s work as a mantua-maker, the couple do not appear to have 

worked together, with Anne instead working in partnership with her sister. This case 

confirms the contemporary connection made by witnesses between mantua-making 

and seamstress’ shops, suggesting that mantua gowns were sold in such 

establishments by the early eighteenth century. 

The occupational title ‘mantua-maker’ was used in England from the 1670s 

onwards, confirming that the title was directly contemporaneous with the fashion. 

For example, an early incidental reference to a mantua-maker in London occurs in 

The Life and character of Mrs. Mary Moders (1678), which offered sensationalist details 

of Moders’ thefts of household goods and clothing from numerous tradespeople in 

London: 

The Landlady of the House, where she once lodged, being a Mantua-Maker, she 
ordered two new Gowns and Petticoats to be made against her Birth-day, as she 
pretended, when several Friends, she said, were to come and be merry with her; a 
great many Workwomen the good Woman hired to get the Work done against the 
time, when several of her sharping Companions came richly habited, and a 
sumptuous Banquet was provided for them, at which the Landlady drank so freely, 
that in the Evening she laid herself on the Bed to repose; and being fast asleep, our 
Princess, with the Help of her Companions, carried off all the Woman’s Plate, and 
every thing else that was portable. She likewise trick’d an Exchange Woman of 
Ribbands, Hoods, Scarfs, Gloves, &c.148 
 

Mary Moders or ‘The German Princess’ was hanged at Tyburn on 22 January 1673. 

Whilst this description of her misdeeds was undoubtedly designed to entertain after-

the-fact, it implies that the reader automatically accepted that Moders’ landlady was 

also working as a mantua-maker in the early 1670s. Despite the potential for creative 

embellishments in the account, the text hints at the mantua-maker’s status as an 

 
148 Anon., The Life and character of Mrs. Mary Moders, Second edition (London, 1678), p. 75. 
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affluent woman able to employ a network of ‘Workwomen’ to assist with Moders’ 

bespoke commissions. 

 Correspondence also confirms that there were clear hierarchies between 

mistress mantua-makers and the work-women in their employ. Occasions such as 

state funerals could increase the demand for gowns, leading to the outsourcing of 

sewing work. For example, in 1737, John Collier recorded the reaction to Queen 

Caroline’s death in London in a letter to his wife: ‘tomorrow all this world appear in 

mourning several mantuamakers have more than a hundred women employ’d and 

work night and day sleeping every 3 hours by turns’.149 Accepting Collier’s potential 

use of hyperbole, the scale of production, strenuous nature of the work and the mass 

employment of women, demonstrates the increased, if potentially fleeting, demand 

for mourning attire. Moreover, the ready availability of 100 women working under 

the direction of several mistresses indicates that some mantua-makers could expect 

to run very successful businesses indeed, managing large numbers of piece-workers 

at busy times. 

References to mantua-makers, which provide an insight into this trade and the 

low wages of journeywomen can also be found in the Proceedings of the Old Bailey. 

In 1719, Francis Sunderland of Westminster was indicted for ‘stealing a Callicoe 

Gown’ from	William Cocket. She stated that she ‘was Journey Woman to	Mary 

Conner a	Manteau-maker who gave her 6 s. per Week’, confessing that she ‘pawn’d 

the Gown for 9s. 5d. and afterwards sold it for 5s. made to another Person, telling her 

it was her Mothers’.150 The weekly wages given to Sunderland as a mantua-makers’ 

journeywoman and the value of a single gown (even when sold second-hand) 

 
149 ESRO SAY 1709, Letter from John Collier, London, to his wife Mary Collier, 3 December 1737. 
150 Old Bailey Proceedings Online	(www.oldbaileyonline.org, version 8.0, 7 December 2018), May 1719, 
trial of Francis Sunderland (t17190514-25). 
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illustrates why such thefts took place, particularly if gowns could be pawned or sold 

on relatively easily. Indeed, Campbell noted that the profits of mantua-makers were 

‘but inconsiderable, and the Wages they give their Journeywomen small in 

proportion’, though the finished garment retained its value.151  

Mantua-makers were also accused - along with tailors - of dishonest practices 

whilst plying their trade as outlined in a verse from the ballad A Cheat in All Trads, or 

The World Turned Upsid down: 

 
The cunning sharp Taylor the Truth for to tell, 
Give him but an Inch, he will soon take an Ell; 
Trust Miss that makes Mantua’s if such tricks she dont play 
You may as well find a Needle in a Bottle of Hay.152 

 

It was a common complaint that tailors, and evidently also mantua-makers, scrimped 

on cutting out garments and kept the remnants, a serious charge when cloth was so 

valuable, and an inevitable fear when the customer provided that cloth. 

Campbell observed that mantua-makers ‘may make a Shift with great Sobriety 

and Oeconomy to live upon their Allowance; but their Want of Prudence, and general 

Poverty, has brought the Business into small Reputation’.153 A second page expounds 

at length on Campbell’s fears that mantua-makers - or perhaps women in business 

more generally - were often prey to ‘designing Men’. He continued: 

 
Parents, who bind their Daughters to this Business, must not think they have done 
their Duty, when according to the Phrase, they have put a Trade into their Hands; 
they must instil into them early Principles of Piety, and inspire them with a virtuous 
Pride, and a delicate Concern for their Reputation […].154 
 

 
151 Campbell, London Tradesman, p.227. 
152 Nat. Lib. of Scotland, Crawford, A Cheat in All Trads, or The World Turned Upsid down, (S.l: S.n., 1640). 
153 Campbell, London Tradesman, p.227. 
154 Campbell, London Tradesman, p.228. 
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This advice confirms that this was a female-led profession whilst highlighting that the 

reputations of mantua-makers - like seamstresses - were perceived as vulnerable if 

their business was conducted without patriarchal protection. 

What is perhaps most remarkable about the introduction and widespread 

acceptance of the mantua gown in England is the longevity of the term ‘mantua-

maker’ as an occupational identity. In a will dated 11 March 1852, Hannah Maria 

Dawkins was described as a ‘Mantua Maker of Chigwell, Essex’ confirming that this 

occupational title long outlived this fashionable mode of dress.155 Nor was this title 

always exclusively reserved for women, as on 11 December 1766, George Martin 

described himself as a mantua-maker of Covent Garden.156 Though tailors and 

seamstresses made mantua gowns, the fashionable nature of the title ‘mantua-maker’ 

led to its increasing use as a new female-led occupational identity, further crediting 

women’s participation in the production of clothing. 

Yet, in order to understand the significance of the mantua-maker as an 

economic actor, it is also necessary to explore the development of the mantua gown 

over time. The ‘mantua’ in mantua gown likely refers to the Italian city where rich 

silks were traditionally made, though it is also convincingly asserted that ‘mantua’ 

was a derivation of the French manteau meaning coat.157 Crowston quoted the 

Académie française (1694), which stated ‘women also call Manteau a sort of pleated dress 

that they close with a belt’, and acknowledged that what had initially been worn as an 

informal overcoat became adapted for more formal occasions.158 Indeed, Randle 

Holme referred to the mantua in a section entitled ‘Terms used by Taylors’ as ‘a kind 

 
155 TNA PROB 11/2148/265, Will of Hannah Maria Dawkins, Mantua Maker of Chigwell, Essex, 11 March 
1852. 
156 TNA PROB 11/924/212, Will of George Martin, Mantua Maker of Saint Paul Covent Garden, 
Middlesex, 11 December 1766. 
157 Crowston, Fabricating Women, p. 40. 
158 Académie française (1694) quoted in Crowston, Fabricating Women, p. 36. 
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of loose Coat without any stayes in it, the Body part and Sleeves are of as many 

fashions as I have mentioned in the Gown Body; but the skirt is sometime no longer 

then the Knees, others have them down to the Heels’.159 Early mantua gowns were 

thereby characterized as a flexible garment, available in numerous forms.  

The mantua gown altered rapidly from its first incarnation as déshabillé attire 

towards the more elaborately constructed court styles of the eighteenth century. 

Figure 2.1 depicts a particularly early example of a silver/grey silk mantua gown with 

contrasting blue silk lining worn in London by Lady Mary Vyner (d. 1674). 

Furthermore, the mantua is again mentioned by Holme in a section entitled ‘Names 

of things made by Seamsters’, reiterating the hypothesis that some seamstresses took 

on the making of mantua gowns as they became fashionable.160 

 
Figure 2.1 John Michael Wright, The Family of Sir Robert Vyner, 1673 

 
© National Portrait Gallery, London, NPG 5568, oil on canvas. 

 

 
159 Holme, Academy of Armory, III, p. 95. 
160 Holme, Academy of Armory, III, p. 98. 
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Figure 2.2 Seventeenth-century coat styles 

 
BL R. Holme, Academy of Armory, III, p. 16. 

 

If early mantuas were derived from a type of coat, it is therefore useful to 

explore coat styles further. The coat as a garment had various forms from the 

medieval through to the early modern period with alternative terms including kirtle 

or doublet, though by the mid seventeenth century it ‘was beginning to acquire its 

modern meaning’.161 Coat could also be used as a shortened form of petticoat, 

referring to the skirt of a garment. In a survey of ‘The Several Parts of a Boys and Girls, 

Coat’, Holme described the style of several of the garments illustrated in Figure 2.2. 

Number 23 was ‘the form of the Russian Embassedors loose Coat when he came first 

to England’ in the 1660s ‘which Garb was so taken too, that it became a great fashion 

and wear, both in Court, City and Country’, indicating that new styles could be 

adopted by members of Court, afterwards proliferating throughout England.162 The 

style of number 22 was ‘used for Children. Such Coats as these are often painted on 

signs, and on cloths, to shew where Taylors, Salesmen, and Brokers live, or keep their 

Shops’, providing an insight into the experience of consumers in early modern 

England.163 Indeed, this style of coat is comparable to the coat prominently hanging 

in a trade card by William Hogarth in Figure 2.3, which advertised his sisters Mary 

 
161 Cumming, Cunnington and Cunnington, Dictionary, p. 64. 
162 Holme, Academy of Armory, III, p. 18. 
163 Holme, Academy of Armory, III, p. 19. 
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and Ann Hogarth’s business, though the Hogarth sisters are usually described as 

milliners rather than as child’s coat-sellers.164 Randle Holme’s observation thus 

highlights the overlap between the artisanal and mercantile occupational identities 

of ‘tailor’, ‘broker’ and ‘salesman’. Campbell noted that ‘Piece-Brokers’ were shop-

keepers dealing in ‘Shreds and Remnants’ purchased from tailors, and that 

‘Salesmen’ dealt in ‘Old Cloaths and some times in New. They trade very largely, and 

some of them are worth some Thousands: They are mostly Taylors’.165 

 
Figure 2.3 William Hogarth, Shop card for Mary and Ann Hogarth, 1730 

 
© British Museum, London, 1853,1210.540 

 

Number 27 in Figure 2.2 is perhaps the most useful image for understanding 

the development of mantua gowns as Holme noted: 

 
164 A Sun Fire Office insurance policy was taken out by Ann Hogarth ‘at the King’s arms in Little 
Brittain’ for ‘her household goods and Stock in Trade’ up to the value of £500 on 10 January 1726, 
though her occupational identity was unfortunately omitted in favour of her marital status as 
‘Spinster’. LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/023, Sun Fire Office Policy Register, 1726-1727, fol. 290. 
165 Campbell, London Tradesman, p. 202. 
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this is a kind of loose Garment without, and stiffe Bodies under them, and was a great 
fashion for Women about the year 1676. Some called them Mantua’s, they have very 
short Sleeves, nay some of the Gallants of the times, have the Sleeves gathered up to 
the top of the Shoulders, and there stayed, or fastned with a Button and Loope, or set 
with a rich Jewel.166 
 

The inclusion of this reference to mantuas in a passage regarding coats, provides 

greater context for the prevalence of women coat-makers and sellers in London as 

there were evidently overlapping skills required for making mantuas for use as a coat 

or gown (an outer garment), as worn in the late seventeenth-century. Coat-sellers 

could therefore be considered as another complementary trade to ‘salesmen’, 

mantua-makers or merchant tailors. 

The most fashionable early mantua gowns in London were likely imported. 

Indeed, in December 1674, a list of goods at the Custom House in London, requiring 

payment of taxes for their release, shows that the Duchess of Cleveland was awaiting 

‘goods sent for her out of France’, which included ‘Velvet for a coat, […] gold and silver 

stuff for 5 petticoats, […] 12 masks, a Mantua of gold and silver stuff, 10 pair of scissors, 

a baby’.167 The ‘baby’ refers to a fashion doll, which documented the latest styles of 

dress from France in miniature for discerning customers.168 Similarly, ‘Customs 

Commissioners [were] to deliver at the house of Madame Churchill’ goods including 

‘a box with two Mantua gowns’, confirming that elite women at Court purchased 

mantuas via agents in France.169 A doll known as ‘Lady Clapham’ made between 1690 

and 1700 in Figure 2.4 depicts one of the earliest surviving examples of a kimono-style 

night gown (left) and mantua gown (right) with matching petticoats. The doll’s 

 
166 Holme, Academy of Armory, III, p. 19. 
167 ‘Entry Book: December 1674, 16-31’, in	Calendar of Treasury Books, Volume 4, 1672-1675, ed. W. A. 
Shaw (London, 1909), pp. 632-642.	BHO http://www.british-history.ac.uk/cal-treasury-
books/vol4/pp632-642, accessed 8 April 2019. 
168 See Chapter 7, p. 282.  
169 ‘Madame Churchill’ likely refers to Arabella Churchill (1648-1730), mistress to James, Duke of York.  
‘Entry Book: December 1674, 16-31’, in	Calendar of Treasury Books, Volume 4, 1672-1675, ed. W. A. Shaw 
(London, 1909), pp. 632-642.	BHO http://www.british-history.ac.uk/cal-treasury-books/vol4/pp632-642, 
accessed 8 April 2019. 
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garments are an important survival for tracing earlier incarnations of déshabillé 

fashions and the mantua gown itself. 

 
Figure 2.4 Lady Clapham, 1690-1700 

 
© Victoria and Albert Museum, London, T.846-1974 

 
Figure 2.5 Antoine Trouvain, Marie Eleonore d'Este Reyne d'Angleterre, 1694 

 
© Royal Collection Trust/Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II 2020, RCIN 602947 
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By the 1690s, the skirt of the open robe was pinned back in a highly elaborate 

train in a style illustrated in Figure 2.5. However, the discussion of coat styles from the 

1660s - particularly the Russian Ambassadors’ coat - places the origins of the mantua 

gown earlier in the seventeenth century indicating that it was derived from imported 

goods from further afield. The Indian gown or banyan as worn by Sir Robert Vyner 

in Figure 2.1 was a popular form of dress for men and women in the 1660s.170 Several 

portraits of middling and elite individuals such as the diarist Samuel Pepys depict the 

sitter wearing this attire. Moreover, there were numerous Indian gown sellers 

connected to the livery companies on the Royal Exchange, including John Turvin, 

Citizen and Haberdasher ‘who sells Indian Gownes’.171 Abraham Dudley, a Citizen 

and Clothworker and ‘Indian Gowneseller’ asserted in 1678 that he ‘hath bestowed 

neare [£200] in the fitting up his shop soe as it makes it an Ornamt to the Exchange’, 

suggesting that his was a lucrative business requiring a large stock and elaborate 

shop-fittings.172  

Indian gowns were not just worn by men. Samuel Pepys recorded in his diary 

that he had received ‘a very noble parti-coloured Indian gowne for my wife’ from his 

kinsman Mr Creed on 21 November 1663. He then ‘went by coach to Ludgate; and by 

pricing several there, I guess this gowne may be worth about 12 or 15l.’, which Pepys 

deemed an insufficient return for his acts on Creed’s behalf.173 An inventory for 

Edward Gunn, an ‘Indian gown maker’ dated 1672 divides his stock by gowns for men 

and women, though they were comparable in nature and the men’s gowns included 

those manufactured from ‘French silke’ and ‘Indian Sattin’. The women’s gowns 

 
170 The term ‘banyan’ derived from the name for a Hindu trader, usually originating from the Gujarat 
province. "banian, n."	OED Online, Oxford University Press, December 2019, 
www.oed.com/view/Entry/15222, accessed 6 February 2020. 
171 MCA Gresham Repertories, 1669-1676, fol. 122. 
172 MCA Gresham Repertories, 1678-1722, fol. 4. 
173 R. Latham (ed.), The Shorter Pepys (London, 1986), p. 325. 
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amounted to £8 and included ‘one stripte lutestring morning gowne’ and ‘one 

flowered lutestring gowne’. Gunn also stocked 23 ‘wastecoates for women greate and 

small’, 10 ‘Mantles’ and three quilted petticoats.174 The depiction of women in pseudo-

classical déshabillé attire in portraits suggests that this was an aesthetic choice made 

by fashionable middling and elite individuals in Restoration London and that this 

promoted the wider acceptance of the mantua gown in the 1670s.  

The Proceedings of the Old Bailey offer connections between women in the 

livery companies and mantua-making. In 1684, John	and	Mary	Tredeech were 

‘Indicted for stealing one Hair Camblet Coat, Value 40 s. one Silk Faringdon Mantua 

Gown, Value 12 s. one Flaxen Shirt, Value 4 s. of the Goods of	Francis Egleton’, a 

freemen of the Haberdashers’ Company and prominent shopkeeper on the Royal 

Exchange.175 This valuable insight into the kinds of goods sold by Egleton shows that 

he offered a broad range of ready-made goods for sale, confirming comparative 

values with the ‘Silk Faringdon Mantua Gown’ valued at 12 s. and ‘Hair Camblet Coat’ 

at 40 s., the fabric of which was likely imported. The mantua gown is specified as 

being made of silk from Farringdon and so was locally made both in terms of the 

woven cloth and construction of the garment. 

Francis Egleton was not ascribed an occupational identity in the 

Haberdashers’ Company records though his son Henry - apprenticed to him on 1 

December 1699 - was recorded ‘of the Royall Exchange Silkman by Francis Egleton of 

Ditto Ditto’ on the occasion of his freedom in 1712.176 Anne F. Sutton shows that 

women connected to the Mercers’ Company were also regularly engaged in work as 

 
174 LMA DL/AM/PI/01/1672/034, Edward Gunn, Inventory, 4 April 1672. 
175 Old Bailey Proceedings Online	(www.oldbaileyonline.org version 8.0, 2 December 2018), September 
1684, trial of John Tredeech Mary Tredeech (t16840903-25). 
176 GL MS 15860/7, Haberdashers’ Company Apprentice Book, 1675-1708, fol. 470; GL MS 15857/2, 
Haberdashers’ Company Freedom Register, 1642-1772, fol. 316. 
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silkwomen and shepsters in medieval London, with some working for the royal 

court.177 This suggests a measure of continuity in the work undertaken by women 

connected to the livery companies from the medieval to early modern periods. 

Francis Egleton married another shopkeeper on the Royal Exchange named Anne 

Terry in 1671 and bound six female apprentices alongside his son Henry.178 These 

livery company apprentices were likely engaged in making mantua gowns for sale as 

well as working as shop assistants. 

 
Figure 2.6 Killerton Fashion Collection, Silk damask gown and petticoat 

 
© National Trust/Sophia Farley and Renée Harvey, NT	1361861.2; NT	1361861.2 

 
177 A. F. Sutton, The Mercery of London: Trade, Goods and People, 1130-1578 (Aldershot 2005), pp. 202-209, 
444-447. See also A. F Sutton, ‘Two Dozen and More Silkwomen of Fifteenth-Century London’, 
Ricardian, 16 (2006), pp. 46-58; M. K. Dale, ‘The London Silkwomen of the Fifteenth Century’, The 
Economic History Review, 4:3 (1933), pp. 324-335; S. Trigg, ‘“Ye louely ladyes with youre longe fyngres”: 
the silkwomen of medieval London’, Studia Anglica Posnaniensia, 38 (2002), pp. 469-484. 
178 LMA P69/KAT2/A/001/MS07889/001, Parish Registers, St Katherine Cree, London. Anne Terry was 
likely a freemen of the Goldsmiths’ Company admitted free by patrimony in 1666. ‘Ann Terry, 
Goldsmiths’ Company’ on ROLLCO: 
https://www.londonroll.org/event/?company=gsm&event_id=GSDM5652, accessed 9 March 2020. GL 
MS 15860/7, fols 58, 166, 275, 287, 358, 400. 
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A mantua gown and matching quilted petticoat, made from silk damask 

woven in Spitalfields and dated by Natalie Rothstein to 1731 in Figure 2.6 provides an 

example of an ensemble from the early eighteenth-century. The gown has been 

heavily altered, with the skirt of the mantua substantially shortened and machine 

stitched to facilitate its later use as a theatrical costume. However, some elements of 

the original construction remain and Figure 2.7 depicts the linen lining of the bodice 

as was typical of gowns in this period.179 Court testimony from a mantua-maker 

named Elizabeth Matthews notes that in 1733 she visited the Rag Fair in London to 

buy ‘Some old Linnen for Body Linings’ from ‘a Woman that stands in the Fair’, 

paying around 4s. for the linen, indicating that linen bodices could be economically 

constructed from second-hand clothes.180 

 
Figure 2.7 Linen bodice lining of mantua 

 

 
The sack-back gown, which featured swathes of pleated fabric in a 

magnificent train, was also popular. Figure 2.8 depicts an example from the mid 

 
179 I am grateful to Shelley Tobin, Costume Curator and Charlotte Eddington, Assistant Costume 
Curator for their insights during my visit to NT Killerton on 10 April 2019. 
180 Old Bailey Proceedings Online (www.oldbaileyonline.org version 8.0, 14 May 2019), April 1733, trial 
of William Harper (t17330404-53). I am grateful to Charlie Taverner for this reference. 
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eighteenth century. The gown was made from hand-painted Chinese silk and the 

outline of the floral design is now visible, barely concealed by the remaining daubs of 

paint. The falling cuffs are elaborately constructed and the front edges of the skirt 

have been pinked using a hot press to create a scalloped-edge pattern. The petticoat 

comprises five widths of matching silk, pleated onto a braided waistband. Inserts of 

plain yellow silk at the back of the petticoat, which would have been concealed when 

the gown was worn, feature ties to secure the petticoat. 

 
Figure 2.8 Killerton Fashion Collection, Gown and petticoat, c. 1730-1770 

 
© National Trust/Sophia Farley and Renée Harvey, NT 1362936.1; NT 1362936.2. 

 

By the 1740s, the Court Mantua had evolved into a highly constructed and 

formalised garment. The example in Figure 2.9 is particularly elaborate. Significantly, 

the train of this mantua is signed ‘Rec’d of Mdme Leconte by me Magd. Giles’ as a 

record of the making process, with Magdalen Giles thought to be the mantua-maker 
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or embroiderer.181 A bill for work ‘done by Leconte & Company’ for embroidering a 

coat and waistcoat at a cost of £15 10s. in the papers of William Pitt, 1st Earl of 

Chatham, dated 1747 indicates that this firm was patronised by the London elite and 

that silver embroidery was a particular speciality.182  

 
Figure 2.9 Mantua, 1740-1745 

 
V&A, T.227&A&B-1970. 

 
Moreover, a trade card for ‘M. Giles Mantua and Sacque Maker in Surrey 

Street on the Strand’ could feasibly identify Magdalen Giles as the mantua-maker. 

Figure 2.10 provides further insights into the processes involved in mantua-making as 

M. Giles noted that ‘Ladies residing in the Country may be fitted in the exactest 

manner by sending wth their Commands a Gown or Pair of Stays wch fitts them’. 

Evidently, women did not have to visit mantua-makers in person in order to have 

 
181 ‘Mdme Leconte’ has been identified ‘as a Huguenot embroiderer working in London between 1710 
and 1746’: S. North, 18th-Century Fashion in Detail (London, 2018), p. 40. 
182 TNA PRO 30/70/1/52, A bill of Leconte & Company to Wm. Pitt, 26 February 1747. 
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bespoke garments made up to size. Another trade card for ‘Randall & Giles Mantua-

Makers’ in Figure 2.11 records the same address, ‘Surry Street in the Strand’, though 

it represents a partnership in trade for M. Randall and S. Giles. Randall and Giles 

served ‘several Ladies of the first Rank’ and always stocked ‘the newest & genteelest 

Fashions’, revealing that their reputation for fashionability was an intrinsic draw to 

consumers. 

 
Figure 2.10 Trade card, M. Giles, Mantua and Sacque Maker 

 
BM Banks,86.49 

 

Figure 2.11 Trade card, Randall & Giles, Mantua-Makers 

 
BM Heal,86.64 
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Though the style of the mantua gown varied widely not only over time but 

also by budget, mantua-making was clearly a highly collaborative endeavour 

between consumer and maker, involving myriad specialist skills and a vast network 

of tradespeople, merchants and piece-workers to produce finished garments. 

Moreover, the surviving gowns depicted above indicate the variety of fabrics used, 

from woven Spitalfields damask to hand-painted imported Chinese silk, to labour-

intensive, highly-skilled metal thread embroidered embellishments. The evolution of 

this fashionable dress from informal attire to a complex, formal garment speaks to the 

dynamic cultural shifts taking place in early modern London, which embraced the 

exchange of ideas and utilised global trade networks, chasing novelty and originality 

as a matter of course. Women were often at the forefront of this process, increasing 

demand as consumers and engaging in ‘creative work’, making gowns and petticoats, 

contributing to London’s reputation as a site for fashionable attire. 

 

2.4 Milliners 

A milliner was historically a ‘vendor of fancy ware’, particularly of imported articles 

from Milan.183 This description suggests that the origins of the occupational titles of 

both ‘milliner’ and ‘mantua-maker’ derived from goods associated with Italian cities, 

an indication of the importance of imported goods to London’s economy and its 

cultural landscape.184 Campbell offers a dizzying array of garments made and stocked 

by milliners, including: 

Cloaks, Manteels, Mantelets, Cheens and Capucheens, of Silk, Velvet, plain or 
brocaded, and [milliners] trim them with Silver and Gold Lace, or Black Lace: They 
make up and sell Hats, Hoods, and Caps of all Sorts and Materials; they find 
[customers] in Gloves, Muffs and Ribbons; they sell quilted Petticoats, and Hoops of 
all Sizes, &c. and lastly, some of them deal in Habits for Riding, and Dresses for the 
Masquerade.185 

 
183 C. T. Onions (ed.), The Oxford Dictionary of English Etymology (Oxford, 1966), p. 577. 
184 See also Chapter 7. 
185 Campbell, London Tradesman, p. 207. 
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According to this description, successful milliners employed large numbers of 

specialist piece-workers to make the goods sold in their shops.  

Both Campbell and Collyer designated millinery as a female-led occupation, 

with Collyer observing that ‘the girl, designed for this employment, ought to have a 

genteel person’, thus associating this profession with a particular social sphere.186 

Collyer noted that a milliner ‘should write a tolerable hand, understand the first rules 

of arithmetic, work quick and well at her needle, and have some fancy and 

imagination’, indicating that this occupational identity required skills in literacy and 

numeracy as well as the ability to make and sell items of clothing and to predict new 

fashion trends.187 Campbell confirmed that a milliner should be ‘a perfect 

Connoissieur in Dress and Fashion’ and highlighted the strong mercantile element 

to this trade, acknowledging that ‘She imports new Whims from Paris every Post’. The 

importance of international connections was stressed further, as ‘the most noted of 

them keep an Agent at Paris, who […] watch the Motions of the Fashions, and procure 

Intelligence of their Changes’. The milliner in London then ‘signifies to her 

Principals, with as much Zeal and Secresy as an Ambassador’ such changes, and 

would therefore be relied upon by her customers to provide advice on the most novel 

trims, styles and accessories.188 

According to Collyer, there were two types of milliners. Shop milliners 

required £400 to £500 to ‘set up genteelly’, (Campbell thought £100 to £1000, which 

was twice the estimated maximum capital required for a tailor), and could ask for £40 

to £50 as a premium if they were ‘in good business’.189 There was also the opportunity 

to ‘get a very good subsistence by being what are called Chamber-milliners, and keep 

 
186 Collyer, Parent’s and Guardian’s Directory, p. 194. 
187 Collyer, Parent’s and Guardian’s Directory, pp. 194-195. 
188 Campbell, London Tradesman, pp. 207-208. 
189 Collyer, Parent’s and Guardian’s Directory, p. 196; Campbell, London Tradesman, pp. 336-339. 
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no shops’. Chamber milliners presumably worked from their personal lodgings in 

‘shops above stairs’ in order to create clothing for a middling and elite clientele, 

suggesting that this branch of millinery was difficult for guilds to regulate.190 Such a 

role might be unpredictable as a steady source of income, an interpretation confirmed 

by Collyer’s observation that ‘the Shop-milliner, who sells the goods of which their 

dresses are made, has greatly the advantage in point of profit’.191 Both Jessica Collins 

and Amy Erickson have significantly contributed to the study of milliners in London’s 

livery companies, showing that successful milliners charged increasingly high 

apprenticeship premiums as the eighteenth century progressed.192 The middling and 

genteel backgrounds of female livery company apprentices verifies that the 

occupational title of ‘milliner’ was a respectable trade for women from this social 

sphere. Young, middling women may even have been more desirable as apprentices 

because of their social connections and the likelihood that they could bring a new 

customer base to an existing business. 

Like the occupational identity of seamstress, milliner was an occupational 

identity also assigned to men. For example, in 1639, Joseph Atkinson and Walter 

Gorstellow at the Royal Exchange were described as ‘Her Majesty’s own milliners’ 

and they successfully requested adjacent shops so that ‘if her Matie repaire in p-son 

divers times to the shops’, she would be better able to locate them.193 Whilst Collyer 

stated that milliners dealt ‘in a great variety of articles principally for ladies wear’, he 

acknowledged that men purchased items from milliners shops too, confirming that 

these were not wholly gendered spaces.194 Indeed, a 1730 affidavit sworn by Henry 

 
190 For further discussion of ‘shops above stairs’, see Chapter 7. 
191 Collyer, Parent’s and Guardian’s Directory, p. 196. 
192 See pp. 164-169. 
193 A. Saunders, ‘The Organisation of the Exchange’ in The Royal Exchange ed. by A. Saunders (London, 
1997), p. 89. 
194 Collyer, Parent’s and Guardian’s Directory, pp. 195-196. 
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Stanton ‘of London Millener’, a ‘person well known and worthy of good Creditt’, 

recorded his efforts to recover debts incurred by John Midford, a merchant, for ‘goods 

sold and delivered’. Midford’s account, running from February 1727 to April 1729, 

included 11 entries for ‘a Parcell of Goods’, amounting to just over £213, though 

Midford had only paid £49 before his death.195 

Yet, millinery could be combined with other, related occupational identities. 

Henry Stanton was a freemen of the Clothworkers’ Company and was alternately 

described as a ‘Clothworker’, ‘boddice maker’, and ‘Staymakr & Milliner’ in their 

records, suggesting that he diversified his trade to attract a wider clientele.196 Between 

1703 and 1739, Stanton bound three female and four male apprentices, including 

Elizabeth Sharpey, who paid a premium of £20 in 1717. Sharpey claimed freedom of 

the company in 1725 when she was described as a milliner ‘between Lumbard St & 

Cornhill, Gracech. St’.197 In 1732, Elizabeth Sharpey enrolled an apprentice named 

Mary Mitchell for £40, suggesting that her business was successful. Mitchell gained 

the freedom of the Clothworkers’ Company in 1741 and was described then as 

‘millener - Grace Church street’.198 Henry Stanton’s own sons William and Joseph 

became his apprentices in 1728 and 1739 respectively, with William admitted free of 

the company in 1739 and described as ‘Milliner etc’. Henry Stanton’s tuition therefore 

allowed both Elizabeth Sharpey, Mary Mitchell and his son William to work as 

 
195 LMA CLC/522/MS00049, Henry Stanton affidavit, 1730. 
196 ‘Henry Stanton’ on ROLLCO: 
https://www.londonroll.org/search/?vb=lr&vw=ps&st=0&rf=company%3Aclw%7Cforename%3AHenr
y%7Csurname%3Astanton%7Cyear_start%3A1400%7Cyear_finish%3A1900, accessed 20 February 
2020. Henry Stanton was described as a ‘Staymaker’ at the ‘Golden Bodice in King Street without the 
Cloysters near West Smithfield’ when he insured his ‘Goods and Merchandize’ for £1,000 on 6 May 
1727. LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/024, Sun Fire Office Policy Register, 1727-1728, fol. 73. 
197 ‘Elizabeth Sharpey’ on ROLLCO: 
https://www.londonroll.org/event/?company=clw&event_id=CLEB4089, accessed 20 February 2020. 
198 ‘Mary Mitchell’ on ROLLCO: 
https://www.londonroll.org/search/?vb=lr&vw=ps&st=0&rf=company%3Aclw%7Cforename%3Amary
%7Csurname%3Ami%2Achell%7Cyear_start%3A1400%7Cyear_finish%3A1900, accessed 20 February 
2020.  
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milliners in London, indicating the transfer of skills between successive generations 

of men and women through formal apprenticeships.  

 Milliners sold a large array of goods suggesting that their stock was built up 

depending on their socio-economic networks. Reflecting on the assigned values and 

accrued quantities of specific items can therefore provide greater insights into this 

trade. A probate inventory from 18 December 1675 for Anthony Lacon, a Citizen and 

Merchant Taylor and milliner notes the following goods in his shop: 

 
In the Shopp 
Impris 84 doz & 9 P of gloves of severall sorts for men women & Children   £47 
It 44 muffs          £10 2s. 8d. 
It 287 Ells of Lutestring Alamodes French love: Ducane &c with a small Pcell of silke  
& 2 Remnts of white Sarsnett        £63 15s. 3d. 
It 155 yards of Gartering and 16 payre of Garters      £5 12s. 9d. 
It 336 peeces 2 dozen & 6 yards of Ribbon       £93 3s. 10d. 
It a Pcell of slight Sattins silver Ribbons & knotts made up     £15 15s. 7d. 
It a Pcell of Fans Pendents & necklaces       £11 2s. 7d.  
It a Pcell of mens & Childrens Capps       £13 15s. 6d. 
It a Pcell of broad & narrow black lace & laced hoods    £15 8s. 9d.  
It a Pcell of plaine & Ermine scarfs       £24 2s. 2d. 
It a Pcell of hood scarfes Aprons & masks       £30 15s. 3d. 
It stomachers Pins rowles laces Combs & Girdles      £17 7s. 3d. 
It a Pcell of damaged Ribbons hoods & scarfes      £3 11s. 0d. 
It boxes shelves signe glasse Candlesticks Stools & a ladder     £4 10s. 0d. 
 

Suma  £356 2s. 7d.199  
 
 
Lacon’s stock is comparable to that of the seamstress shopkeepers detailed earlier in 

this chapter suggesting that ‘milliner’ was a broad term applied to individuals 

engaged in selling enormous varieties of fashionable clothing and accessories. 

The great capital required for this trade is confirmed by the fact that Lacon 

had debts of over £596 and was owed more than £746. He bound four female 

apprentices through the Merchant Taylors’ Company before his death.200 Yet, his 

wife, Dorothy, and daughter Elizabeth were also active in this trade as Dorothy Lacon 

 
199 LMA CLA/002/02/01/1140, Anthony Lacon, Inventory. 
200 GL MS 34038/15, Merchant Taylors’ Company Apprentice Book, 1658/9-1669, fol. 422; GL MS 
34038/16, fols 52, 170, 232. 
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‘vid Anthy Lacon’ bound an apprentice named Sarah Spicer on 25 January 1680 

(Spicer was ‘made free Service Dorothy Lacon her Mrs’ on 7 March 1687) and 

Elizabeth Lacon ‘daughter of Anth Lacon late of London Millener’ was admitted free 

of the Merchant Taylors’ Company by patrimony on 18 June 1686.201 When Dorothy 

Lacon died in 1688, she noted that her son Henry Prior was ‘gon in a voyage to the East 

Indies’ and asked that ‘my Debts abroad be gott in’, suggesting strong mercantile 

connections in the family that could have aided a millinery business by providing 

exotic textiles for sale. Dorothy Lacon also bequeathed ‘my black and white crape 

mantua and petticoate’, ‘a black silke crape mantua and my black mohaire petticoate’, 

‘my best worsted crape mantua’, ‘my second best crape mantua and my best black 

crape petticoate’ to female friends and relatives, indicating that she would have been 

wearing the latest fashions in the 1680s, likely part of a wider trend among women 

working in the fashion trades.202 

Further examples of the value placed on women’s contributions to a family 

business in the millinery trade can be found in relation to the Shuckburgh family. 

According to a Sun Fire Office policy register, Richard Shuckburgh from Bedford 

Street in Covent Garden was a ‘Millener & Sempstress’ in 1712, suggesting that he 

operated a diverse and successful trade in clothing and accessories.203 Yet his will 

gives due recognition to his married daughter Letitia Wotton’s exemplary 

management of his business. Letitia had a key role, maximising the family’s income 

and profits for the benefit of her father and siblings. Shuckburgh acknowledged that 

he had already provided Letitia with her proportion of his estate as her dowry at the 

time of her marriage. However, he noted ‘my said daughter haveing for many years 

 
201 GL MS 34038/17, fol. 7; GL MS 34018/6. 
202 TNA PROB 11/390/224, Will of Dorothy Lacon, Widow of London, 17 February 1688. 
203 LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/002, Sun Fire Office Policy Register, 1711-1712, fol. 67. 
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continued and still continueing to live with me in my way of Trade and by her prudent 

management in my absence […] very much contributed to increase my fortune’. 

Shuckburgh therefore offered ‘a specifick legacie’ of £300 ‘for her seperate use’ 

without interference from her husband.  His trust in Letitia was clear as he stated that 

he expected her to assist his executors ‘in disposeing of my Effects to the best 

advantage and turning the same into moneys in order to make the better provision 

for her selfe her brothers and sisters’.204 Such evidence provides an insight into the 

labour and business acumen of women within a family business. 

Sara Garman and Joseph Cooke, both shopkeepers on the Royal Exchange, 

were alternately described as ‘sempster’ and ‘milliner’ when binding female 

apprentices through the Merchant Taylors’ Company, providing evidence of fluidity 

between these two occupational identities.205 Furthermore, a rare survival of a 

document relating to the employment of a female family member on contract to 

provide services as a milliner and seamstress elucidates the skills and overlap 

between these trades. On 17 October 1701, George and Edward Nevile of Thorney in 

Nottinghamshire bound their married sister Jane Anderson of St. Martin in the Fields 

‘in Consideration of the greate Trust and Confidence which they have and Repose in 

their Said Sister […] for the Improvemt of such Stocke as they Already have or Shall 

at any time or tymes hereafter Comitt to her Care and managemt’. They employed 

Jane Anderson ‘as their Agent or Covenanted Servant in and for the managmt. and 

Carrying on of the Trade or Businesse of a Milliner and alsoe of the Art and Business 

of a Semp^ster both or either of them as the said Jane Anderson shall thinke fitt For 

 
204 TNA PROB 11/628/255, Will of Richard Shuckburgh, Milliner of Saint Paul Covent Garden, 
Middlesex, 11 March 1729. One of Letitia’s sisters - Alice Shuckburgh - was later bound apprentice to 
Frances Dix of the Fishmongers’ Company, see Chapter 5, p. 182. 
205 GL MS 34038/16, fols 105, 129, 153; GL MS 34038/17, fol. 11. 
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the use and benefitt of them’.206 This curious arrangement allowed Jane Anderson to 

use her talents and discretion to engage in business on behalf of her brothers.  

The brothers hired Jane Anderson as their agent using the language 

‘Authorize and Impower’ and noted that she should engage in business ‘in the best 

manner and for the most advantage […] that shee can’. Payment ‘For such her 

Managemt’ was ‘the Sallary or Sume or One pound’ per annum for the term of seven 

years. Jane was expected ‘to Contract for bargaine & buy And alsoe to sell vend and 

dispose of All such Goods Merchandizes Wares and Comodityes and at and for such 

rates and prices as shee the said Jane Anderson shall from time to time thinke fitt’. 

She was also entrusted ‘to take Receipts for All money for goods Bought and give 

Receipts for All goods sold’. She was to ‘Render unto them full and plaine Accompts 

in writeing of All Stocke and Goods bought in and of All then Remaineing unsold and 

of the proffitt and produce of and for those sold And alsoe at the end of the said Terme 

pay and deliver unto them […] All such money and Goods as shall then appeare to be 

justly due […] as a true and Faithfull Agent or Covennt Servant Ought to doe’.207 

Evidently, the brothers viewed the labour of their sister as a reliable means of 

profiting from business even though their role was simply to provide the capital 

required to buy and sell wares. She could choose the focus of her trade and was 

required to provide accounts, again reinforcing the impression that millinery 

required developed skills in numeracy and literacy and also practical knowledge of 

material goods with consideration of their quality and quantity. Nevertheless, her 

salary was tokenistic at best suggesting that she was not able to profit fully from her 

 
206 Jane was the wife of Burdyn Anderson, a Citizen and Skinner. Notts. Archives, DD/N/195/8 
Indenture: Articles of Agreement, 17 October 1701. 
207 Notts. Archives, DD/N/195/8. 
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endeavours and indicating the potentially problematic dynamics within a family-

business. 

This focus on milliners reveals that it was a dynamic, diverse and potentially 

lucrative trade, which combined mercantile elements with the retail and manufacture 

of clothing. This was a far more exclusive trade than that of mantua-making, given 

the higher premiums and capital required to set up in business. Yet, the significant 

number of female milliners demonstrates that this was a trade that provided some 

middling women with a measure of financial security and increased interactions with 

London’s livery companies. 

 

2.5 Women and the Merchant Taylors’ Company in London 

The preceding sections have shown that numerous women worked in the three 

gendered professions of ‘seamstress’, ‘mantua-maker’, and ‘milliner’. These 

occupations formed an essential part of a network of fashion trades in London, 

though their relationship with the livery companies has received less scholarly 

attention. In Chapter One I alluded to the consensus that women did not engage in 

making outer garments until the introduction of the mantua gown in the 1670s, and 

that the occupational title of ‘tailor’ was only applied to men. This section will 

therefore briefly consider the position of women in regional tailors’ guilds in York 

and Oxford before exploring the Merchant Taylors’ Company’s efforts to regulate the 

tailoring trade in London, and evidence of women’s interactions with this company 

more widely. 

Women’s early predominance in mantua-making and the hostility of some 

male tailors towards mantua-makers has been used to illustrate women’s experiences 
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with guilds in England more widely.208 The York Merchant Tailors’ Company first 

exhibited hostility towards mantua-makers a quarter of a century after the mantua 

gown first became fashionable in London. Bernard Johnson provides a lively account 

of the various lawsuits brought against (and by) a mantua-maker named Mary 

Yeoman from 1697, when she was described as a ‘stranger’ despite being free of the 

city, until her admittance to the company in 1699.209 We can infer that Yeoman had 

no desire to be part of the guild as upon her admittance she was exempted from all 

office and ‘free from all fines for her refusall to take any of them upon her’. Despite 

admitting Mary Yeoman in 1699, by 16 October 1702, the Master and Wardens sought 

legal counsel about ‘suppressing women Mantee Makers’.210 There followed a letter-

writing campaign to other guilds in Norwich, Pontefract, Ripon, Wakefield, 

Richmond, Hull, Newcastle, Newark and Oxford, with guilds in Bristol, Exeter, 

Salisbury, Chester and Southampton also exhibiting hostility to mantua-makers 

around this time.211 The York tailors travelled to London to petition parliament about 

this issue but were ultimately unsuccessful.212 This co-ordinated effort shows the 

seriousness with which regional guild members viewed the impact of the presence of 

women working in the tailoring trades outside of guild regulation. Yet, the York 

Merchant Tailors’ Company increasingly accepted women as members and the 

 
208 See Chapter 1.  
209 The York Merchant Tailors’ Company conceded that Mary Yeoman was a ‘Freemans daughter’ 
when she was admitted to the guild for the sum of £10. B. Johnson, The Acts and Ordinances of the 
Company of Merchant Taylors in the City of York (London, 1949), pp. 81-89, 154-159; S. D. Smith, 
‘Women’s Admission to Guilds in Early-Modern England: The Case of the York Merchant Tailors’ 
Company, 1693-1776’, Gender & History, 17:1 (2005), pp. 117-122. 
210 Johnson, Acts and Ordinances, p. 158. 
211 Johnson, Acts and Ordinances, p. 88; B. Lemire, Dress, Culture and Commerce: The English Clothing Trade 
before the Factory, 1660-1800 (London, 1997), p. 47; Walker, ‘The Extent of Guild Control’, p. 237. Phillip 
Gariot - a Huguenot cutler - petitioned Secretary of State Sir Charles Hedges (1649/50-1714) in the early 
1700s because he was being prosecuted by tailors in Southampton due to his wife’s ‘industry as a manto 
maker’. TNA SP 34/35/138, Petition of Phillip Gariot, fol. 176. 
212 Johnson, Acts and Ordinances, p. 88. 
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number of female apprentices exceeded the number of male apprentices by the late 

eighteenth century.213 

In Oxford, Mary Prior noted that ‘women were not enrolled as freemen’ in the 

Tailors’ Company between 1500 and 1800 though the widows of freemen could retain 

their husband’s membership and bind apprentices through continued quarterage 

payments.214 Whilst the company made multiple attempts to curtail unfree labour (as 

was their prerogative), the frequency of their complaints also provides prima facie 

evidence of single and married women’s work outside the company’s regulation. 

Company members were routinely fined for employing women, and women 

themselves were prosecuted for making clothing, even though they could not be 

formal apprentices or journeywomen. In 1632, a journeyman-tailor was fined because 

his wife was making petticoats and selling them at market, whilst ‘Wm Trinityes wife 

& one Jane Wheeler Spinster (Mr Steels maid servt)’ were accused of ‘following the 

trade of a Taylor’ in 1687, and prosecutions of women increased in the eighteenth 

century.215 Furthermore, in the late 1660s, ‘pretended milliners’ were denounced for 

‘useing the trade of Salesmen’, and a later entry indicted Thomas King and other 

milliners ‘for selling of Sale clothes’.216 Even members of the guild were fined for 

‘exposeing to Sale, Old & new Clothes’, indicating that the guild considered ready-

made clothing and the second-hand clothing trade a threat to the pre-eminence of 

bespoke tailoring, whether perpetrated by men or women.217 The contrasting 

experiences of women with tailors’ guilds in York and Oxford reveals that their 

 
213 Smith, ‘Women’s Admission to Guilds’, p. 100. 
214 Prior, ‘Women and the urban economy’, p. 103. 
215 Prior, ‘Women and the urban economy’, p. 111; Bodl. Lib. Morrell 6, 237v. For more on women 
making petticoats, see Lemire, Dress, Culture and Commerce, pp. 64-71; Bodl. Lib. Morrell 16, fol. 48r. 
216 Bodl. Lib. Morrell 6, fols 194v, 195v, 212v. The occupational title ‘Salesman’ or ‘Saleswoman’ denoted 
trade in ready-made clothing. Lemire, Dress, Culture and Commerce, pp. 45-47. 
217 Bodl. Lib. Morrell 6, fol. 195r. 
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position could change over time and that single women perhaps considered 

migration to London as a means of seeking expanded economic opportunities. 

Indeed, women were not wholly excluded from the Merchant Taylors’ 

Company in seventeenth or eighteenth-century London. At least 109 female 

apprentices had been bound and 32 new freewomen admitted before 1670, indicating 

that some women were accepted in the company in the early seventeenth century, 

before the introduction of the mantua gown.218 The earliest female apprentice in this 

period, Agnes Tirrell, commenced her apprenticeship in 1604, when she was bound 

to Walter and Elizabeth Copland.219 In fact, it is likely that more women than appear 

in the company’s apprenticeship binding books worked with Merchant Taylors and 

their wives. Elizabeth Banion, the first freewoman admitted to the company in the 

seventeenth century, was ‘made free by Roger Starky and Margery his wief to whom 

shee was bound, to lerne the arte of dressing of Flax, and the fyne pardoned for not 

enrowlment’ in 1610, suggesting that her apprenticeship began in the previous decade 

but was not officially recorded in the binding books.220 Though Banion was not 

working as a tailor, she was engaged in textile production and likely sought the 

freedom of the company in order to set up in trade. 

These examples are a reminder that members of the Merchant Taylors’ 

Company were not only engaged in work as tailors, and it should be noted that tailors 

could also be members of other companies. Nevertheless, from its earliest origins, the 

Merchant Taylors’ Company nominally held responsibility for regulating the 

tailoring trade in London and this regulation continued, even into the early 

eighteenth century. The Yeomanry or Bachelors’ Company, which had a key role in 

 
218 GL MS 34038/3-15, Merchant Taylors’ Company Apprentice Books. 
219 GL MS 34038/7, fol. 6. 
220 GL MS 34017/2, Merchant Taylors’ Company Freedom Register, 1607-1618. Another freemen, Hester 
Pearcy, was admitted ‘free by her service with William Hallett’ on 8 July 1611 and she also does not 
appear in the binding books consulted. 
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regulating the trade through searches before it was disbanded in 1662, was composed 

of freemen and master tailors below the livery. They sporadically sought to control 

the activities of ‘foreign’ tailors, defined as those working in the trade who were not 

free of the company.221 

By the mid seventeenth century, distinctions were drawn between ‘working’ 

tailors and ‘salesmen’ tailors, suggesting that the ready-made clothing trade was 

established in London at this time and was a source of conflict. Salesmen employed 

larger numbers of makers (including women) to produce garments for sale, and were 

more likely to be wealthy and influential within the company and in the City.222 In 

1649, the ‘workeing Taylors’ petitioned the Court of Assistants, complaining that 

‘Forreyners are kept and mainteined as household Servants’, whilst ‘divers rich men 

of our trade’ were reproached for binding ‘great multitudes of Appntices’, which ‘doe 

weaken the poorer sort of us’.223 By 1650, a petition was drafted for presentation to the 

Court of Common Council. It asked that ‘all psons whether men or women’ who ‘doe 

keepe any Shopps wthin this Citty or Liberties hereof for Sale of such garments may 

be supprest, Excepting such who have served seven years to the trade of a Cutting 

taylor and are also Freemen of this Citty’.224 This confirms that there were 

‘Saleswomen’ working in London and that numerous Londoners were working in the 

tailoring trades who had not been bound as formal apprentices or admitted free of 

the City. However, there is also a sense that these petitions were unlikely to succeed, 

as ‘Forreyne Taylors’ were purportedly ‘entertained & countenanced’ by Aldermen, 

merchants and other ‘psons of quality’, and the Court of Assistants later complained 

 
221 Sleigh-Johnson, ‘The Merchant Taylors Company of London, 1580-1645’, pp. 343-347. For the origins 
of the Bachelors’ Company: N. Sleigh-Johnson, ‘The Merchant Taylors’ Company of London under 
Elizabeth I: Tailors’ Guild or Company of Merchants?’, Costume, 41:1 (2007), pp. 45-52. 
222 Sleigh-Johnson, ‘The Merchant Taylors Company of London, 1580-1645’, pp. 365-372. 
223 GL MS 34010/007, Merchant Taylors’ Company Court Minutes, 1637-1654, fol. 323r. 
224 GL MS 34010/007, fol. 348v. 
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that ‘little fruit hath arisen’ from prosecutions, which they estimated had cost the 

company £100.225 

Regulation declined as the seventeenth century progressed due to the large 

number of apprentices presented and the insufficient resources of the company to 

police infractions, particularly in the suburbs.226 However, in 1675, the ‘working 

Taylors’ asked that the Court ‘assist them in procuring an Act of Parliament to 

suppresse the abuses by the French Taylors & other Forreigners’, which may indicate 

that French fashions - perhaps mantua gowns - were being made and sold in greater 

numbers at that time, though no further mention of this act was made, suggesting that 

it was not prioritized.227 In 1687, Alexander Holmes was accused of ‘useing the Trade 

of a Taylr not being legally qualified’ and he agreed to ‘take his Freedome’ within a 

month.228 Thomas Bardwell and his wife and Thomas R- [illegible] and his wife ‘alsoe 

appeared on the same complaint’, suggesting that foreign workers included women 

working as tailors outside of the guild system and that some tailors and their wives 

worked in partnership in this trade.229 The agitation by tailors in the mid seventeenth 

century may account for the increase in female apprentices that were formally bound 

in the 1640s, 1650s and 1660s as women sought to legitimate their employment. Yet, it 

is never clear how successful regulation was, as unfree tailors were evidently 

undeterred from working, despite the possibility of incurring fines. 

Moreover, women feature regularly in the Court of Assistants minutes in more 

positive ways. Several women provided much-needed credit to the company through 

bonds and two spinsters named Susan and Jane Greene were owed £510 in 1682.230 

 
225 GL MS 34010/007, fols 348r, 386r. 
226 Sleigh-Johnson, ‘The Merchant Taylors Company of London, 1580-1645’, pp. 328-331. 
227 GL MS 34010/009, Merchant Taylors’ Company Court Minutes, 1673-1679, fol. 147. 
228 GL MS 34010/010, Merchant Taylors’ Company Court Minutes, 1679-1688, fol. 425. 
229 GL MS 34010/010, fol. 426. 
230 GL MS 34010/010, fol. 201. 
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Women were also regularly put forward for places in the company’s almshouses. For 

example, Magdalen Aylet - a Merchant Taylors’ widow responsible for binding 

Elizabeth Walker apprentice in 1682 - was ‘chose one of Mr Culstons Penconers’ on 

30 November 1687.231 Women were also tenants of the company’s properties. In June 

1637, two widows, Johan Newbury and Susan Humble were granted 21-year leases for 

their respective shops in Pope’s Head Alley, though their trades were not specified.232 

The company also employed women and paid them a yearly allowance. A humble 

petition from Margery Langton and Jane Butterfeild in 1642 requested that they be 

considered for the task of washing the company’s linen. Their request was granted 

and the two women shared the previous laundress, Katherine Wheatley’s salary of 

£12 per annum.233 In 1644, John Stanger, the company’s cleaner of 40 years, who was 

paid £4 per annum for ‘makeing cleane the Hall & roomes’, requested that his 

daughter Cicely Gill might be considered to succeed him.234 In 1647, Gill successfully 

petitioned for an increase to her yearly wage, was awarded 20 s. for her ‘extraordinary 

paines’ and an increase to £5 per annum, confirming that her work was valued by the 

company.235 Such references imply that women were in regular contact with the court 

and company, though their membership and rights were often limited. 

No hostile references were made specifically regarding mantua-makers in the 

minutes of the Court of Assistants between 1673 and 1748.236 Indeed, only one 

reference to this profession was made on 10 July 1745, when Mary Clarke was bound 

apprentice as part of a charitable bequest to William Saunders ‘whose wife is a 

Mantua Maker’, confirming her responsibility for training Mary Clarke, though 

 
231 GL MS 34010/010, fol. 412; GL MS 34038/17, fol. 73. 
232 GL MS 34010/007, fol. 15r. 
233 GL MS 34010/007, fol. 153r. 
234 GL MS 34010/007, fols 207v, 208r. 
235 GL MS 34010/007, fol. 267v. 
236 GL MS 34010/009-012, Merchant Taylors’ Company Court Minutes. 
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omitting her name.237 The court minutes also noted numerous parish apprenticeships 

such as that of Elizabeth Greene, bound to Elianor Spicer, a Glover, on 31 March 1680 

and arranged by the Churchwardens of St. Andrew Undershaft.238 Another 

apprentice, Sarah Edmunds, was bound by ‘Mr Hublon the Churchwarden of St 

Antholins’ to Priscalla Rider, a ‘Sempster’ on 11 February 1680.239 Apprenticeships 

arranged via charitable bequests also appear in the presentment books of the 

company. For example, on 1 March 1642, Anne Gardiner was presented ‘to bee bound 

Apprentice to Willm Fems and Rebecca usinge the Trade of Sempster allowed for 6 

yeares’. Mary Bayles was bound to ‘Xpian Bence to the Trade of a Sempster’ on the 

same day and both apprenticeships were financed by ‘Mr Coventrys guifte’.240 These 

apprenticeships, arranged via the Merchant Taylors’ Company (though they do not 

appear in the company’s binding books), indicate that these young women were not 

expected to adhere to the mandatory seven-year term stipulated by the Statute of 

Artificers (1563). Nevertheless, they were learning vital skills regarding the 

manufacture and retail of clothing. 

The absence of separate guilds for seamstresses, mantua-makers, and 

milliners in London makes quantifying women’s work in these occupations 

inherently difficult. Indeed, Laura Gowing notes that female apprentices ‘took part in 

a kind of fiction of participation’ because ‘most of the crafts they learned did not have 

guilds of their own’.241 Yet such crafts and trades were closely allied to the nominal 

trades of the Mercers’, Drapers’, Merchant Taylors’, Haberdashers’, and 

Clothworkers’ companies, which were all among the Great Twelve companies. 

 
237 GL MS 34010/012, fol. 433. 
238 GL MS 34010/010, fol. 45. 
239 GL MS 34010/010, fol. 100. 
240 GL MS 34017/5, Merchant Taylors’ Company Court Minutes, 1642-1648. 
241 L. Gowing, ‘Girls on Forms: Apprenticing Young Women in Seventeenth-Century London’, Journal 
of British Studies, 55:3 (2016), p. 452. 
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Whilst in France, separate seamstress’ guilds were formed in the 1670s, there was 

apparently no call for new, female-led guilds in London.242 It is therefore likely that 

the livery companies demonstrated greater flexibility with regards to working 

women, whereby women could be admitted as freemen whilst not necessarily 

engaging in the nominal trade of their parent company. The wives and widows of 

freemen of the companies could also engage in either their own trade or work in 

partnership with their husband, suggesting that many women were working in the 

tailoring trades without any or only limited acknowledgement in the Merchant 

Taylors’ Company records.243 

 
Figure 2.12 A tailor taking measurements 

 
Source: W. Winstanley, The Honour of the Taylors; or, The Famous and Renowned History of Sir John 
Hawkwood, Knight (London, 1687), opposite title page. 

 
242 C. H. Crowston, ‘Engendering the Guilds: Seamstresses, Tailors, and the Clash of Corporate 
Identities in Old Regime France’, French Historical Studies, 23:2 (2000), pp. 339-371. 
243 M. P. Davies and A. Saunders, The History of the Merchant Taylors' Company (London, 2004), p. 58. 
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Despite the growing number of mantua-makers in London, bespoke garments 

for women made by master tailors and the journeymen in their employ were 

frequently commissioned. The woodcut in Figure 2.12 and excerpt from a 

corresponding poem from the 1680s addresses the potential opportunities for 

impropriety when a male tailor was responsible for taking a woman’s measurements: 

 
Behold the Merchant-Taylor, and in’s Hand 
A Measure, whilst a Lady fair does stand 
Patient without a Blush, and lets him do 
What brave Gallants dare not pretend unto. 
When others pine but for a Glance, or Kiss, 
By him the coyest Beauty handl’d is.244 

 

Such insinuations indicate the gendered reasons why women may have increasingly 

chosen to visit mantua-makers for clothing but also suggest that the presence of a 

female relative or apprentice working in a tailor’s household could maintain a sense 

of respectability during fittings for female customers.  

This section shows that though their work was not always credited, women 

interacted with the Merchant Taylors’ Company in myriad ways, and were not wholly 

excluded from training opportunities or (limited) membership. The development of 

the mantua gown led to a greater acknowledgement of their role as manufacturers of 

women’s clothing in England. Yet, the number of women recorded as Merchant 

Taylors’ Company apprentices and freemen in the early seventeenth century offer 

numerous precedents for their roles in textile and clothing production in London. 

 

2.6 Women’s occupational identities in livery company records 

The occupational information recorded when female apprentices were bound, or 

new freewomen were admitted, can provide invaluable insights into the nature of the 

 
244 Winstanley, Honour of the Taylors, opposite title page. 
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work undertaken by these women in London. What emerges from the archives is 

evidence that single, married, and widowed women were actively engaged in guild-

regulated work, particularly relating to the manufacture and retail of clothing. A 

greater understanding and analysis of the work that women undertook within the 

guild system in London provides new perspectives on women’s skilled work more 

generally, leading towards an evaluation of how important membership of the livery 

companies was to working women in London and the wider metropolis. 

 
Table 2.1 Recorded occupations of the mistresses and masters of female apprentices 

in the Merchant Taylors’ Company, 1658-1688 
Trade Number of female 

apprentices 
Seamstress 46 

Tailor/Scissori 49 
Milliner 33 

[Child’s] Coatmaker/seller 22 
Flax-dresser 8 

Perriwig-maker/Perruke-maker 6 
Book-binder 5 

Linen armourer/draper/linen shop 4 
Bodice-maker 4 

Salesman 4 
Gardener/Hortular 4 

Hemp-dresser 3 
Fabro Lignario [Carpenter] 3 

Button seller/maker 3 
Cake-maker 2 

Leather-gilder 2 
Sources: GL MS 34038/14-17 Merchant Taylors’ Company Apprentice Books. 
Notes: The occupations recorded once were ‘Tobacconist’; ‘Tobacco pipe maker’; ‘Throster’; 
‘Upholder’; ‘Mourning seller’; ‘Factor’; ‘flexdrawer’; ‘fringemaker’; ‘Cardmaker’; ‘Fruiterer’; 
‘Clothdrawer’; ‘Chandler’; ‘hoodseller’; ‘stockenmender’; ‘Cheesemonger’; ‘Tennis Court keeper’; 
‘writing Master’; ‘Packer’; ‘Brewers clerke’; ‘Hosier’; ‘Ingraver’; ‘Scrivenor’; ‘Victualler’; ‘Barber 
Chirurgeon’, and ‘Printer’. 
 

Occupational titles were rarely recorded systematically in livery company 

records. However, between 1658 and 1688, the Merchant Taylors’ Company 

apprentice binding books provide a near complete record of the occupations of the 

mistresses and masters binding new apprentices. In this period, 236 female 

apprentices were bound between 3 November 1658, when Bridget Webb was 

apprenticed to Edward Corne, a ‘Bodicemaker’ working at Clerkenwell ‘over agt the 
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Naggs head Taverne’, and 1 August 1688, when Isabella Cole was bound to Leonard 

Peirson, a tailor from Wood Street.245 Only 25 of the bindings within this period omit 

the occupation of the mistress or master, and this figure can be reduced to 13 when 

cross-referencing other entries for the same individuals that do include a trade. Table 

2.1 therefore represents a survey of the trades that were potentially taught to 223 

female apprentices in the Merchant Taylors’ Company in a 30-year period. 

The diversity of occupations indicates that female apprentices were engaged 

in a wide variety of artisanal crafts and trades. Yet, it also demonstrates the 

complexities of using the occupational titles of masters to show what trades or skills 

female apprentices were likely to learn, and what their duties entailed. Though wives 

were sometimes named as mistresses alongside their husbands, it is difficult to 

ascertain whether a husband and wife were always working in the same trade, only 

the husband’s occupation was recorded or whether the wife’s occupation was 

recorded as it pertained to the prospective occupation of the female apprentice. Many 

of the titles such as milliner, bodice-maker and button-maker adhere to the 

occupations that contemporaries acknowledged included women’s involvement, 

likely reflecting the training female apprentices would receive. However, titles such 

as ‘Fabro Lignario’ (Carpenter) and ‘Scrivenor’ suggest that masters’ occupations 

were sometimes prioritised in the records. Nevertheless, women’s labour was 

evidently deemed valuable to urban, middling tradespeople, with formal livery 

company apprenticeships providing one route for young women from the same social 

sphere to secure training in these households. 

Table 2.2 shows that 150 women (67 percent of the sample) were apprenticed 

to tailors, seamstresses, milliners, and coat-makers, suggesting that these were 

 
245 GL MS 34038/14, fol. 353; GL MS 34038/17, fol. 172v. 
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popular trades for young women to pursue via the Merchant Taylors’ Company in 

the late seventeenth century. Moreover, references in Table 2.1 to auxiliary fashion 

trades such as ‘hoodseller’, and trades connected to the production and sale of linen 

including flax-dressers or linen drapers suggests further connections to seamstresses.  

 
Table 2.2 Four occupations in focus in the Merchant Taylors’ Company 

Occupation No. 
apprentices 

No. 
Masters 

No. 
Mistresses 

Master & 
Mistress 

Seamstress 46 8 (4) 34 (12) 4 (2) 
Tailor 49 48 (37) 1 (1) 0 

Milliner 33 27 (16) 6 (6) 0 
[Child’s] Coat-maker/seller 22 19 (11) 3 (2) 0 

Total 150 102 (68) 44 (21) 4 (2) 
Sources: GL MS 34038/14-17 Merchant Taylors’ Company Apprentice Books. 
Notes: The number of apprentices represents the instances of a new female apprentice binding to a 
mistress/master with a designated or assigned occupational title. The numbers in brackets indicate the 
number of individuals as some mistresses/masters bound multiple female apprentices.  
 

Figure 2.13 Four key occupations of the mistresses and masters of female apprentices 
in the Merchant Taylors’ Company, 1658-1688 

 
Sources: GL MS 34038/14-17. 

 

Figure 2.13 confirms that the majority of female apprentices in these four 

occupations were bound to masters rather than mistresses. This speaks to the 

patriarchal nature of livery company records and early modern society more broadly, 
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which regularly concealed the full extent of married women’s involvement in training 

apprentices. Yet, single and widowed women also bound female apprentices 

throughout this period, confirming their small, continued presence in the company. 

Furthermore, as the number of female apprentices increased, this augmented the 

number of freewomen, who then bound further female apprentices, partly redressing 

this gender imbalance. Despite their growing presence in the company, no mistress, 

master or freewoman was assigned the occupational identity of ‘mantua-maker’, 

suggesting that ‘tailor’, ‘seamstress’ and ‘coat-maker’ were more readily used to 

describe clothing manufacturers by the company’s clerk. The occupational title 

‘sempster’ or ‘sempstress’ was predominantly applied to single and widowed women 

in the Merchant Taylors’ Company, in equal proportions, revealing further evidence 

of their complex life-cycle interactions with the company. For example, Marie 

Magdalen Walkden, a ‘sempster’ or ‘sempstris’ as she was alternately described, was 

the widow of Robert Walkden, a tailor, suggesting these were complementary trades 

for husbands and wives. 

Whilst it is often difficult to ascertain definitively that a wife was a partner in 

trade with her husband, there is less ambiguity concerning sempsters Robert and 

Deborah Lloyd. Deborah Lloyd was repeatedly named as mistress alongside her 

husband, confirming her essential role in training their apprentices as seamstresses. 

The couple bound four female apprentices: Ann Orton (12 May 1658), Rachael Erskin 

(29 September 1658), Beatrice Walcott (10 July 1661) and Elizabeth Lambe (31 August 

1670).246 Rachael Erskin was particularly active in business. Admitted free of the 

Merchant Taylors’ Company on 9 March 1669, her occupational identity was 

variously described as a ‘Sempstress upon the Exchange’, ‘sempster’ and ‘Exchange 

 
246 GL MS 34038/14, fols 319, 360; MS 34038/15, fol. 114; MS 34038/16, fol. 64. 
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Linnen shop’, and she bound up to nine female apprentices, though the spelling of 

her surname was erratic, leading to uncertainty over the exact number.247 Erskin was 

one of three appraisers of Robert Antrobus’ shop goods for his probate inventory 

from 1688, suggesting that these two Citizens and Merchant Taylors maintained ties 

in friendship and trade on the Royal Exchange.248 Moreover, Erskin’s role as an 

appraiser shows that she was entrusted to assign accurate values to Antrobus’ wares 

as an established businesswoman. Though no inventory survives for Rachael Erskin, 

she was operating a comparable business to Robert Antrobus (and his wife Frances) 

and Robert and Deborah Lloyd, providing clear evidence of the transfer of skills 

through formal apprenticeships.249 

The Merchant Taylors’ Company apprentice binding books also offer further 

evidence of women’s participation in the tailoring trades before the introduction of 

the mantua gown. By 1670, six female apprentices had been bound to coat-makers, 

salesmen and a ‘Mourning seller’, suggesting engagement in the ready-made clothing 

industry, and nine apprentices had been bound to tailors. The only woman assigned 

the identity of ‘tailor’ who also bound a female apprentice was Rose Cherington, the 

widow of Joshua, also a tailor, suggesting that she had worked with her husband and 

that she was continuing in this trade after his death. She was certainly responsible for 

supporting one of their two apprentices, Susan Barnett, to become free of the 

company by servitude in 1687.250 

The binding books reveal that the occupational identity of ‘coat-maker’ 

should be viewed as a specialist branch of the tailoring trade. Figure 2.14 depicts an 

early surviving apprenticeship indenture for Anna Cowell who was bound to a tailor 

 
247 Variations include: Rashael Carskin, Rachael Arestyn, Rachael Æreskin and Rachael Heskins. 
248 TNA PROB 4/12879, 13 July 1688, Robert Antrobus at his shop by the Royal Exchange, London. 
249 For further discussion of Rachael Erskin, see Chapter 7, p. 293. 
250 GL MS 34038/16, fol. 364; MS 34038/17, fol. 165v; GL MS 34018/6. 
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named William George in 1672.251 After gaining her freedom, Cowell bound two 

female apprentices to the trade of ‘Childs Coate Maker’ in 1681, suggesting that she 

learned transferrable skills during her apprenticeship such as cutting to a pattern and 

sewing outer garments and was able to set up in trade independently.252 Her entry in 

the Merchant Taylors’ freedom register was ‘Ann Cowel made free by Wm George 

hir Master Taylor St Laurence Pountye Hill’, confirming that her occupational title 

was tailor at that time.253 Cowell also signed her indenture, providing prima facie 

evidence of her literacy, a feature of female apprentices in London, which will be 

explored further in Chapter Three.254 

 
Figure 2.14 Apprenticeship indenture for Anna Cowell, 1672 

 
Source: LMA COL/CHD/FR/02/0002/052. 

 
 

 
251 GL MS 34038/16, fol. 144. 
252 GL MS 34038/17, fols 41, 45. See M. Davies, ‘The Tailors of London and the Guild, c. 1300-1500’ 
(Unpublished Ph.D. thesis, Oxford, 1994), pp. 235-237 for discussion of the wider application of skills 
learned by medieval tailor’s apprentices. 
253 GL MS 34018/6. 
254 See Chapter 3, p. 119.  
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Another trade that female apprentices were regularly bound to in the 

Merchant Taylors’ Company was millinery, with 33 female apprentices bound to this 

trade from 1658 to 1688. Many of these apprentices were bound to masters, with only 

four single women and two widows, including Dorothy Lacon, acting as mistress 

milliners. The partnership between Dorothy and Anthony Lacon has already been 

acknowledged indicating that most of the female apprentice milliners would have 

been working with the wife or female relative of the recorded master. Nevertheless, 

there was evidently a recognised and established contingent of men and women 

working as milliners in the Merchant Taylors’ Company in the seventeenth century. 

The apprenticeship records of the Merchant Taylors’ Company in this period 

show that occupational identities could be somewhat malleable, used 

interchangeably, and highly gendered. Though ‘tailor’ was rarely assigned to women 

in the company, this was also true of the title ‘mantua-maker’. Nevertheless, a high 

proportion of female apprentices were bound to tailors between 1658 and 1688. 

Furthermore, seamstresses, milliners and coat-makers worked as part of a network of 

tailoring trades with case studies confirming the agency in business exhibited by 

women assigned these occupational identities. 

By broadening out this survey to include discussion of occupational 

information recorded in the apprenticeship bindings of the Haberdashers’ Company, 

we can infer that women’s involvement in millinery became increasingly visible 

during the eighteenth century. Between 1699 and 1799, when occupational 

information was more frequently recorded, 148 female apprentices were bound, 69 

(46.6 percent) to identifiable milliners, 45 of whom were single or widowed women, 

plus one apprentice was bound to a seamstress, and another to a mantua-maker. 

There were also 30 instances of female apprentices being bound to auxiliary fashion 

trades, including haberdashers (15), tailors (4), merchants (2), mercers (2) and button-
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sellers (2), with one apprentice each to a fan-maker, cap-maker, hat-maker, dyer, and 

glover.255 The apprenticeship records for the Clothworkers’ Company also includes 

24 references to the mistresses and masters of female apprentices engaging in work 

as milliners, confirming that this was a key trade for female apprentices in London.256 

These figures highlight the notable absence of apprentice mantua-makers 

from livery company records. There were only three instances of the term ‘mantua-

maker’ recorded in the livery companies in this study before 1799. Anne Page, a 

Drapers’ Company apprentice was bound in 1789 for £10 to Hester Page, a ‘mantua 

maker - Watling Street, London’. A note states ‘Taken on by Thomas Cook “to serve 

his wife Hester as a mantua maker”’, confirming that Hester Cook née Page was the 

mantua-maker, not her husband and that Anne Page was probably her sister.257 In the 

Haberdashers’ Company, Sarah Leach was admitted free on 5 February 1724 by 

patrimony.258 She was described ‘of Watling Street Mantua Maker’ and bound the 

appropriately named Mary Tailor as her apprentice on 4 June 1725, with Leach’s 

occupation again recorded as ‘Mantua Maker’.259 Furthermore, the Merchant Taylors’ 

Company turned over an apprentice named Sarah Wood on 15 February 1724 to Sarah 

Leach ‘Citizen & Haberdasher’.260 Yet, Nicola Phillips found nine 

mantua/dressmakers in her study of insurance policies in London in 1755 and 36 in 

1780, suggesting that these were established businesses worth insuring and that many 

mantua-makers were simply not acknowledged in guild records.261 

 
255 GL MS 15860/7-9, Haberdashers’ Company Apprentice Books. 
256 Figure derived from ROLLCO: www.londonroll.org. 
257 ‘Hester Page, Drapers’ Company’ on ROLLCO: 
<https://www.londonroll.org/event/?company=drp&event_id=DRHT5674> 13 December 2018. 
258 GL MS 15857/2, fol. 364. 
259 GL MS 15860/8, Haberdashers’ Company Apprentice Book, 1708-1755, fol. 301. 
260 GL MS 34038/19, Merchant Taylors’ Company Apprentice Book, 1718-1761, fol. 70. 
261 Phillips, Women in Business, p. 143. See also Chapter 7. 
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The title ‘mantua-maker’ was evidently not widely used by livery company 

clerks. Yet, George Meriton included the term ‘mantua gown’ as an example of 

nomenclature relating to ‘Apparel and Cloathing’ used by clerks.262 Moreover, a 

section on trades ‘belonging to Men and Women’, included the occupations 

‘Milloner’, ‘Seamster’, and ‘Seamstress’ showing that clerks had awareness of these 

occupational titles, though it would be difficult to ascertain whether all livery 

company clerks owned such books.263 Individual clerks likely had different systems 

of record-keeping and strategies for assigning occupational identities. For example, 

in the Clothworkers’ Company, Hewett and Elizabeth Ram - who bound three female 

apprentices over the course of two years - are particularly noteworthy. Elizabeth Ram 

was mentioned alongside her husband in 1657, when their occupational identity was 

recorded as a ‘Silkweaver’. Hewett Ram was later recorded as master alone and was 

described as a ‘Taylor’ and ‘Coate Seller’ in 1658.264 Such evidence shows that the 

application of occupational nomenclature was idiosyncratic as it is unlikely that the 

Rams had changed their trade three times in two years. ‘Milliner’ apparently acted as 

a catch-all occupation for anyone - particularly women - selling fashionable wares. 

Moreover, occupational titles could be the result of interpretation by clerks to a verb-

oriented description. For example, ‘I sell linen, ribbons and masks’ might be 

interpreted as ‘seamstress’ or ‘milliner’, which could also explain why occupational 

titles varied for individuals.265 

 
262 G. Meriton, Nomenclatura Clericalis: or, the Young Clerk’s Vocabulary in English & Latine (London, 1685), 
pp. 58-59. 
263 Meriton, Nomenclatura Clericalis, pp. 24, 32. 
264 ‘Hewett and Elizabeth Ram’ on ROLLCO: 
https://www.londonroll.org/search/?vb=lr&vw=ps&st=0&rf=company%3Aclw%7Cforename%3Ahew
et%7Csurname%3Aram%7Cyear_start%3A1656%7Cyear_finish%3A1659, accessed 26 April 2019. 
265 See Shepard, Accounting for Oneself, p. 257 for further discussion of women providing verb-oriented 
occupational descriptions. 
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Occupational identities were recorded in the freedom registers of seven of the 

livery companies under review, with 71 freewomen assigned the title of ‘milliner’. The 

majority of milliners were in the Haberdashers’ Company (32), Merchant Taylors’ 

Company (21) and Clothworkers’ Company (10).266 Freewomen were assigned the title 

‘seamstress’ less frequently, with only 23 seamstresses, 18 of which were in the 

Merchant Taylors’ Company between 1660 and 1719.267 Their clustering in the 

Merchant Taylors’ Company suggests that there was a perceived connection between 

the trades of seamstress and tailor in London. This occupational title was rarely used 

during the eighteenth century though that is likely due to the far less systematic 

recording of occupations in the Merchant Taylors’ Company. 

It is well-established that women’s occupational identities were often under-

recorded in official documents. However, the evidence from the livery company 

records under investigation indicates that women at all stages of their life-cycle and 

marital status were engaged in a wide variety of trades in London. Though there is 

little evidence of mantua-makers working in the companies, this is likely a reflection 

of the incomplete nature of the livery company records. Milliner was by far the most 

prevalent occupational title used, suggesting that this was a key trade for the women 

engaged in work and captured by the records of London’s livery companies. 

 

Conclusion 

By studying the three gendered professions of ‘seamstress’, ‘mantua-maker’ and 

‘milliner’ in greater depth, more can be revealed about the nature of the work 

 
266 Figures for the Drapers’, Clothworkers’, Tallow Chandlers’, and Musicians’ companies from 
ROLLCO. Merchant Taylors’ Company: GL MS 34018/5-9; Haberdashers’ Company: GL MS 15857/2-3; 
Broderers’ Company: MS 14663/1. 
267 Figures for the Clothworkers’ and Tallow Chandlers’ companies from ROLLCO. Merchant 
Taylors’ Company: GL MS 34018/5-7; Haberdashers’ Company: GL MS 15857/2; Broderers’ Company: 
MS 14663/1. 
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involved and the women - and men - engaged in those professions. The examples 

presented show that there was a considerable overlap between these trades, with a 

strong retail element to work as a seamstress and milliner, which required large 

networks of piece-workers making goods for sale. The women interacting with the 

livery companies in London were predominantly from the middling and artisanal 

classes with access to the capital required to embark on apprenticeships and to set up 

in trade, suggesting that they represent only a small fraction of the women involved 

in clothing and textile manufacture. It also shows that work-women or piece-workers 

were working outside of the guild system.  

The occupational information recorded in the Merchant Taylors’ Company 

apprenticeship binding books between 1658 and 1688 offers new insights into the 

training and skills that women were most likely to attain through the company. The 

considerable agency demonstrated by individuals such as Rachel Erskin and Dorothy 

Lacon indicates that women built and maintained large socio-economic networks, 

which were vital to their success and longevity in trade. Such women were thereby 

able to contribute significantly to early modern London’s economic prosperity. The 

livery company records also show that the application of occupational nomenclature 

could be idiosyncratic, based on verb-oriented descriptions, or decisions made by 

individual clerks. Nevertheless, women’s active engagement in the fashion trades and 

their agency in business is undeniable and seamstresses, mantua-makers, and 

milliners were evidently vital to the economic prosperity of early modern London. 
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Chapter 3 
Pre-apprenticeship training, skills, and ‘creative work’ 
 

Introduction 

How important were the skills and experiences gained before adulthood to early 

modern women? How did early education and training influence their subsequent 

working lives? Though the educational opportunities and experiences of early 

modern women were fundamentally idiosyncratic, studying female livery company 

apprentices offers the opportunity to build up a prosopography of young women who 

spent at least part of their working lives in early modern London. This in turn affords 

insights into their pre-apprenticeship training and educational attainments. Alice 

Clark believed that it was important to consider all aspects of women’s lives - 

including their marital status, experience of motherhood, and education - in relation 

to their work. She described such themes as ‘inseparably intertwined’, observing that 

service and apprenticeship were ‘links in the educational chain’.268 Clark’s 

acknowledgement that women’s work was connected to, and at times 

indistinguishable from, aspects of family life and social status suggests that the skills 

learned before and during apprenticeship were integral to their later economic 

contributions to early modern society. This chapter will thus explore how far early 

education and the acquisition of practical skills determined women’s position within 

the wider economy. 

The gendered nature of what was considered a typical education for girls 

indicates that this heavily influenced the trades and occupations commonly 

undertaken by early modern women. Indeed, Elizabeth Sanderson noted that 

‘shopkeeping, mantuamaking and millinery all required some education and 

 
268 A. Clark, Working Life of Women in the Seventeenth Century (London, 1919), Preface. 
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training’.269 In Chapter Two I showed that Joseph Collyer considered the ability to 

‘write a tolerable hand, understand the first rules of arithmetic […] and have some 

fancy and imagination’, was essential for milliners in London.270 As the first section of 

this chapter will show, literacy was an indicator of social status. A survey of the 

frequent incidences of signatures on the indentures of female apprentices in the 

second section provides quantitative evidence of their reading and writing ability 

before entering apprenticeships, which also contributes more widely to 

methodological debates surrounding the use of signatures as a mark of literacy. 

Sections on epistolary literacy and financial literacy show that the women who 

worked as seamstresses, mantua-makers, and milliners were frequently ‘literate’ in 

diverse ways. Their ability to write letters to clients and to calculate running totals for 

differently priced, itemized goods indicate that the fashion trades required not only 

skills in needlework but developed literacy and creative skills to design fashionable 

garments and accessories. London - described by Aileen Ribeiro, as a ‘theatre of 

fashion’ - saw fashionable artisans and merchants catering to every whim.271 Women’s 

‘creative work’ as fan-painters, silk designers, and costume makers therefore indicates 

that the fashion trades offered some women opportunities to significantly contribute 

to the cultural history of London. 

 

3.1 Educational opportunities for young women 

Education provision in the early modern period was not a homogenous system. For 

many young people - girls and boys - educational opportunities were dictated at least 

 
269 E. C. Sanderson, Women and Work in Eighteenth-Century Edinburgh (London, 1996), p. 76. 
270 J. Collyer, The Parent’s and Guardian’s Directory, and the Youth's Guide, in the Choice of a Profession or 
Trade. (London, 1761), pp. 194-195. 
271 A. Ribeiro, Fashion and Fiction: Dress in Art and Literature in Stuart England (London, 2005), p. 252. 
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initially by familial circumstances, predominantly by ‘wealth, rank and gender’.272 A 

child’s early education, particularly reading skills, was likely to begin within the 

home, conducted by a parent or tutor. For example, in 1664, Robert Codrington 

offered advice for the ‘Ordering and Education of young Ladies’ aged 7 to 16 years, 

stating ‘the best way to improve the understandings is to bring them up to the 

Knowledge of Letters’, providing book recommendations, which included ‘The 

Arcadia of Sir Philip Sidney’.273 The seventeenth-century writer and artist Anne 

Wemyss published A Continuation of Sir Philip Sydney’s Arcadia in 1651, suggesting that 

this had long been a staple of middling and elite women’s reading literature.274 

Codrington also advised that the educators of young women should be 

‘Gentlewomen well born themselves’, indicating that elder siblings, mothers and 

governesses acted as paid and unpaid educators to the next generation of their social 

sphere.275 Besides reading, more diverse accomplishments were available to women. 

An advertisement made on 22 June 1717 for a ‘Gentlewoman […] to Lodge or Board in 

a good Family near Charter-house-yard. One who teaches French, the Flute, 

Harpsichord, and Needlework’, suggests that these accomplishments were valued by 

urban middling families.276 Once such skills had been learned, they might lead to 

 
272 A. Fox, ‘Words, words, words: Education, literacy and print’ in A Social History of England, 1500-1750, 
ed. by K. Wrightson (Cambridge, 2017), p. 129. 
273 R. Codrington, The Second Part of Youths Behaviour, or Decency in Conversation Amongst Women 
(London, 1664), pp. 2-3, 7. 
274 A. Wemyss, A Continuation of Sir Philip Sydney’s Arcadia (London, 1651). Anne Wemyss was the 
daughter of a clergyman. Her occupational identity as an artist has been overlooked by historians 
and art historians. However, my research has shown that she was the ‘Mrs Weimes’ referred to by 
Sir William Sanderson in his list of notable women artists in 1658, and her will and probate 
inventory confirm her continued work as a limner in the late seventeenth century. This elucidates 
the link between accomplishments in literary and visual arts, and suggests that skills in painting, 
drawing, prose and poetry were attained by more women in England than is usually recognised. 
W. Sanderson, Graphice, The use of the Pen or Pensil. Or The most excellent art of Painting (London, 
1658), p. 20; LMA DL/AM/PW/1698/089, Will of Anne Wemyss, 1698; LMA DL/AM/PI/01/1699/009, 
Anne Wemyss, Inventory, 15 February 1698/9; J. Collins, ‘Weamys, Anna (fl. 1650-1651)’, ODNB, 
Oxford University Press, 2004: https://doi-org.ezproxy.lib.bbk.ac.uk/10.1093/ref:odnb/68376, 
accessed 10 February 2013. 
275 Codrington, Youths Behaviour, p. 8. 
276 Weekly Journal or Saturday's Post, Issue 28, 22 June 1717. 
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opportunities to teach in later life, confirming the continuing value of education, as 

teaching was one of the key professional occupations available to women.277 

Depending on whether a school had been set up nearby, poor and middling 

children might be taught to read in a classroom, with particular attention paid to 

religious instruction. However, Anne Laurence asserted that girls’ schools were often 

founded in order to train them to earn a living, reducing the financial burden on the 

parish, and ‘in that respect they resemble parish apprenticeships more closely than 

the modern idea of a school’.278 Margaret Hunt observed that ‘girls tended to receive 

a narrower education, less capital, and less encouragement than boys’, indicating 

some of the fundamental factors that could constrain the professional success of early 

modern women.279 She stated that middling girls were brought up to contribute to the 

family, with the family’s needs prioritized over their individual aspirations.280 Hunt 

maintained that girls were ‘given significantly less access to skills that would make 

them independent’, and that the skills they did acquire were ‘in a very narrow range 

of traditionally female activities’.281 This rather pessimistic appraisal minimises the 

personal agency of young women, whilst simultaneously reflecting the long-standing 

associations of female education with skills such as needlework. 

In fact, London had myriad educational facilities for young men and women. 

The poet Katherine Philips née Fowler (1632-1664), was educated at home until she was 

eight years old, and afterwards enrolled in Mrs Salmon's boarding school for girls in 

Hackney.282 Boarding schools became more prevalent in the eighteenth century with 

 
277 According to Margaret Hunt it was the only professional occupation open to women, though in 
Chapter 2 I showed that the fashion trades could also be considered female-led professions. M. R. Hunt, 
The Middling Sort: Commerce, Gender, and the Family in England, 1680-1780 (London, 1996), p. 19. 
278 A. Laurence, Women in England, 1500-1760 (London, 1994), p. 169. 
279 Hunt, Middling Sort, p. 11. 
280 Hunt, Middling Sort, p. 81. 
281 Hunt, Middling Sort, p. 99. 
282 W. Chernaik, "Philips [née Fowler], Katherine (1632–1664), poet."	ODNB Oxford University Press, 
2004, https://doi-org.ezproxy.lib.bbk.ac.uk/10.1093/ref:odnb/22124, accessed 10 March 2020. 
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advertisements appearing in the Daily Advertiser in 1742 for a ‘French Boarding-School 

for Ladies’ seeking to admit a young gentlewoman, ‘as she is desirous to perfect 

herself in the French Tongue as expeditiously as may be’. Instruction in foreign 

languages was clearly sought after. On the same page, J. B. Ozinde, author of A 

Rational and Practical French Grammar (1735), offered his services as a tutor to ‘All such 

Gentlemen and Ladies as are desirous to utter French with any Delicacy of Accent’.283 

These eighteenth-century examples indicate that education could be a sustained 

experience into adulthood. 

The educational attainments of women were the subject of fierce 

contemporary debate. According to Amy Erickson, feminist thought in early modern 

England concerned education rather than property laws pertaining to women.284 

There is certainly literary evidence to this effect. In her manuscript discourse ‘The 

Woman’s Right’ (c. 1675), Mary More - an artist associated with the Royal Society - 

wrote that ‘it is the want of learning, & the same education in women that men have, 

which makes them loose their right’.285 Mary Astell also advocated greater equality in 

education in Serious Proposal to the Ladies (1694) stating ‘the cause therefore of the 

defects we labour under, is, if not wholly, yet at least in the first place, to be ascribed 

to the mistakes of our Education’.286 Thirty years earlier, Robert Codrington had 

argued that through learning ‘young Gentlewomen do thereby find a greater means 

to correct, than to corrupt themselves’.287 Reading, he explained, improved the 

conversation of countrywomen, characterized by discourse ‘but of their Ducks, or 

their Geese’, and city women, who ‘can talk of nothing, unless it be of their Whisks, 

 
283 Daily Advertiser, Issue 3727, 29 December 1742. 
284 A. L. Erickson, Women and Property in Early Modern England (London, 1993), p. 13. 
285 BL Harley, MS 3918, Mary More, ‘The Woman’s Right’, c. 1675. 
286 M. Astell, A Serious Proposal to the Ladies (London, 1694), p. 25. 
287 Codrington, Youths Behaviour, p. 2. 
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or their Gorgets, or those Attires that are most in fashion’.288 Mary Astell also 

bemoaned women’s preoccupation with fashion asking rhetorically would a lady ‘be 

so silly’ to ‘think her self the better person’ because she had ‘the good luck to have a 

more ingenious Taylor or Milliner than her Neighbour?’289 A knowledge of fashion 

trends was evidently deemed frivolous and inconsequential by some commentators, 

yet such skills were obviously essential for women working in the fashion trades. 

Associations of needlework with female education permeated all levels of 

society. Books such as John Taylor’s The needles excellency (1640), praised the 

needlework of various high-born women and provided patterns for other women to 

use in their own projects.290 After expounding the value of reading, Codrington 

described the ‘Working’ of pre-teen gentlewomen, ‘which consists in several 

particulars as True-Stitch, Sattin stitch, Queen-stitch, Rock-work, Frost-work, Mosle-

work, and a hundred more of the like curiosity, which being altogether the Exercise 

and Subjects of the Needle, and not of the Pen’, suggesting that needlework was 

taught before - even prioritized over - writing.291 Indeed, Randle Holme listed almost 

50 different types of stitches and sewing work as ‘performed by School Mistresses and 

their Scholars’, including ‘Rosemary=stitch’, ‘Fern=stitch’, ‘Open Cut Work’, and ‘A 

Samcloth, vulgarly a Sampler’.292 The earliest dated embroidered British sampler, 

made by Jane Bostocke in 1598, used numerous sewing techniques including satin, 

chain, ladder, and buttonhole stitches, French knots and beadwork, showing that 

making samplers was an established part of female education.293 Sewing was a useful, 

 
288 Codrington, Youths Behaviour, pp. 2-3. Whisks and Gorgets were a type of collar. 
289 Astell, Serious Proposal, p. 41. 
290 J. Taylor, The needles excellency: a new booke wherin are diuers admirable workes wrought with the 
needle: newly inuented and cut in copper for the pleasure and profit of the industrious (London, 1640). 
291 Codrington, Youths Behaviour, p. 7. 
292 R. Holme, The Academy of Armory, or A Storehouse of Armory and Blazon, Book III (Chester, 1688), pp. 
98-99. 
293 V&A T.190-1960, Jane Bostocke, Sampler: http://collections.vam.ac.uk/item/O46183/sampler-
bostocke-jane/, accessed 18 December 2019. 
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arguably necessary skill for early modern women, which could provide the means for 

demonstrating accomplishments and making, altering and mending clothing as a 

paid or unpaid activity. Sewing skills could be improved through practice and also 

provided opportunities for self-expression and creativity. Examples of needlework 

and knitting being taught to girls in schools are prevalent and Samuel Pepys’ cousin 

Elizabeth Creed started free classes for girls ‘in curious needlework, drawing and 

painting’ at the end of the seventeenth century.294  

 
Figure 3.1 Martha Edlin’s embroidered casket 

 
Source: V&A T.432-1990 © Victoria and Albert Museum, London 

 

However, writing could of course be taught concurrently with sewing 

techniques, which in turn provides evidence of women’s literacy. Bianca Calibresi 

connected the letters stitched on embroidery samplers to a desire to practice forming 

 
294 K. A. Esdaile, ‘Cousin to Pepys and Dryden: A Note on the Works of Mrs. Elizabeth Creed of 
Tichmarsh’, The Burlington Magazine, 77:448 (1940), p. 24. 
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letters more generally, suggesting that a task that might be deemed a leisure activity 

could thus serve a practical function related to female education.295 Figure 3.1 shows 

an exquisitely embroidered casket stitched by an 11 year-old girl named Martha Edlin 

in the 1670s. Edlin signed her work with her initials M. E. picked out in tiny freshwater 

pearls as part of the design, material evidence that she could recognise and form 

letters at this age. Whilst sewing samplers, painting heraldry, and writing with a quill 

might be seen as distinct, specialized skills, they were connected by their role of 

forming letters, and Helen Draper found multiple examples of female heraldic 

painters in the Painter-Stainers’ Company.296 Moreover, seventeenth-century artists 

such as Mary Beale and Susannah Penelope-Rosse occasionally signed their work and 

these examples indicate that a study of material culture provides qualitative evidence 

of early modern female literacy and education. 

Transferrable creative skills including painting, needlework, drawing and 

embroidery required technical knowledge, painstaking attention to detail, and a well-

developed sense of taste and style. Such skills could be gained through formal 

apprenticeships or a liberal education and had diverse remunerative applications. 

Occupations such as fan-making and pattern-drawing, which were connected to the 

work of seamstresses, mantua-makers, and milliners, show that women were engaged 

in paid ‘creative work’. For example, Queen Henrietta Maria’s household accounts 

for 1632 show that Blanche Brown was paid £4 for making ‘one pair of wings for Her 

Majesty’, presumably to a similar design depicted in an early seventeenth-century 

watercolour by Inigo Jones in Figure 3.2.297 

 
295 B. Calabresi, ‘“You Sow, Ile Read”: Letters and literacies in early modern samplers’ in Reading 
Women: Literacy, Authorship, Culture in the Atlantic World, 1500-1800, ed. by H. B. Hackel and C. E. Kelly 
(Philadelphia, 2008), p. 87. 
296 H. Draper, ‘Mary Beale and Art’s Lost Laborers: Women Painter Stainers’, Early Modern Women, 
10:1 (2015), pp. 141-151. 
297 C. Hibbard, ‘“By Our Direction and For Our Use”: The Queen’s Patronage of Artists and Artisans’ 
in Henrietta Maria: Piety, Politics and Patronage, ed. by E. Griffey (London, 2008), p. 131. 
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Figure 3.2 Inigo Jones, Drawing of a Lady Masquer, 1610 

 
©	Devonshire Collection, Chatsworth 

 

Moreover, the textile designer Anna Maria Garthwaite (1688-1763) created 

innovative designs for woven silk. Her numerous surviving works rendered in 

watercolour indicate the inextricable link between drawing, fashion, painting, textiles 

and clothing.298 Garthwaite’s middling background as the daughter of a clergyman is 

directly comparable to the artists Anne Wemyss, Anne Killigrew and Mary Beale, 

suggesting that Garthwaite’s foray into textile design was not as unusual as it first 

appears. She likely learned and improved her painting and drawing skills through a 

 
298 For more on Garthwaite, see Z. Anishanslin, Portrait of a Woman in Silk: Hidden Histories of the 
British Atlantic World (London, 2016), pp. 25-103. 
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mixture of informal tuition and observation of the natural world. Indeed, though 

Joseph Collyer does not acknowledge the role of women as Pattern-Drawers, he does 

note that those ‘designed for this business’ were more likely to be successful if they 

improved their skills in drawing and painting before they commenced their 

apprenticeship, and that ‘this is all the education necessary except reading, writing, 

and common arithmetick’. Textile designs were drawn on paper or directly onto 

fabric, and used by ‘Weavers of Brocades, Damasks, &c. for Callicoe-Printers, 

Embroiderers, Lace-Workers, Quilters, and several little branches belonging to 

women’s apparel’.299 This certainly suggests that there could have been more women 

engaged in this trade. 

There was also an intrinsic link between ‘creative work’ in the form of detailed 

botanical paintings and beautifully rendered embroidery on eighteenth-century 

textiles. Maria Sibylla Merian (1647-1717), author of Neues Blumenbuch (1675), a book of 

embroidery patterns, and Metamorphosis Insectorum Surinamensium (1705), was an 

artist and naturalist who travelled to Central America to document rare plants and 

animals with her youngest daughter in the early eighteenth century. Tomomi 

Kinukawa described Merian as an ‘entrepreneur naturalist’, demonstrating that she 

associated with the Amsterdam silk merchant and natural specimen collector Levinus 

Vincent who was also engaged in a lengthy correspondence with a London-based 

pharmacist James Petiver, in which the two exchanged gifts of unusual creatures, and 

the newest textile designs. Petiver even commissioned the London-based pattern-

drawer Joseph Dandridge - an associate of Anna Maria Garthwaite - to draw 

mushrooms and insects for him, suggesting the very clear links across Europe 

 
299 Collyer, Parent’s and Guardian’s Directory, pp. 211-212. 
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between naturalists, silk merchants and textile designers.300 Merian used her painting 

skills to illustrate her wider scientific interests, placing Anna Maria Garthwaite’s work 

in context and demonstrating the varied remunerative applications of creative skills. 

Indeed, Elizabeth Blackwell (1700-1758) famously produced her book A Curious Herbal 

(London, 1737-9) featuring 500 illustrations, which Blackwell engraved, printed and 

hand-coloured after her own botanical drawings, publishing them as a means to free 

her husband from debtors’ prison.301 

Flower painting was also an essential skill for the occupation of fan-painting. 

In her research regarding Esther Sleepe, mother of the author Fanny Burney, Amy 

Erickson concluded that Sleepe’s journeywomen produced her stock of painted 

fans.302 Collyer referred to fan painting as an ‘ingenious business’, stating that it 

required ‘skill in drawing, in perspective, in the proper disposition of the lights and 

shades, and in laying on the colours’. However, he noted in the 1760s that the business 

was ‘almost ruined, by the introduction of printed Fan-Mounts; and therefore it 

would be a pity that any ingenious girl, who has a taste for drawing, should be put 

apprentice to it’.303 This indicates that though artistic skills had diverse applications, 

these applications were subject to changing fashions and manufacturing processes, 

whilst still confirming the presence of women in this trade. 

By drawing on research into women artists in the seventeenth century, and 

exploring the practical application of skills in painting, drawing, needlework and 

embroidery, it is possible to gain new perspectives on the skilled work undertaken by 

 
300 T. Kinukawa, ‘Learned vs. Commercial? The Commodification of Nature in Early Modern Natural 
History Specimen Exchanges in England, Germany, and the Netherlands’, Historical Studies in the 
Natural Sciences, 43:5 (2013), p. 601; Anishanslin, Portrait of a Woman in Silk, pp. 54-55. 
301 A. Bermingham, Learning to Draw: Studies in the Cultural History of a Polite and Useful Art (London, 
2000), p. 212. 
302 A. L. Erickson, ‘Esther Sleepe, Fan-Maker, and Her Family’, Eighteenth-Century Life, 42:2 (2018), pp. 
21-22. 
303 Collyer, Parent’s and Guardian’s Directory, pp. 134-135. 
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women in early modern England in both the visual arts and luxury fashion trades. 

The vast collection of surviving silk designs by Anna Maria Garthwaite, which 

incorporated instructions to her network of weavers suggests that her natural talent 

and enthusiasm for design combined with an interest in the physical production of 

woven silks. By applying the ‘creative work’ framework we can thereby acknowledge 

the social, economic and cultural contributions of early modern women in England, 

illuminating the myriad ways in which they demonstrated their skills and formed 

personal occupational identities. 

However, whilst evidence of writing by individuals such as Mary More, Mary 

Astell, Katherine Philips, and Anne Wemyss indicates that girls were taught to use a 

pen, some scholars have suggested that this was a far less prevalent skill than reading. 

In a discussion of early modern letters, James Daybell reprised the public/private 

dichotomy refrain, highlighting that ‘men were educated for public roles’ whereas 

‘proponents of female education sought to instruct women for the domestic sphere, 

to be “good” wives and mothers’.304 The public/private dichotomy is problematic 

when applied to the experience of early modern women. When considering the skills 

that were likely to be taught to young girls such as sewing, cooking, cleaning, and 

reading, it is clear that the tasks requiring those skills were generally performed in a 

domestic setting. Yet, writing as a key means of communicating opinions and ideas 

cannot always be divided neatly into public and private spheres, even in 

correspondence, which could be read aloud. Nor can skills such as dancing, playing 

music or singing, all of which are connected at least nominally to (public) 

performance. 

 
304 J. Daybell, ‘Interpreting letters and reading script: evidence for female education and literacy in 
Tudor England’, History of Education, 34:6 (2005), p. 697. 
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Though Ilana Krausman Ben-Amos found that female apprentices in 

sixteenth-century Bristol were often apprenticed to learn ‘huswifery’, it does not 

automatically follow that this training was divorced from the skills of reading and 

writing.305 The existence of manuals to direct the purchase and preparation of food, 

along with recipe books, suggests that these skills were in great demand amongst 

women who could read throughout the early modern period. Robert Codrington 

connected housewifery tasks to marital and social status, stating that a wife ‘is to 

imploy her time in the practice and study of Huswifery, which is the most 

Honourable, and Profitable Profession of a Gentlewoman’.306 Moreover, in 1636, 

Thomas Powell recommended that parents placed their daughters 'in the house of 

some good Merchant, or Cittizen of civil and Religious government [...] In any of these 

she may learne what belongs to her improvement, for Sempstry, Confectionary, and all 

requisits of Huswifery'.307 This suggests that the diverse skills required by a good 

housewife were performed by middling and gentlewomen, and Jane Whittle has 

indicated that huswifery often comprised managerial duties, with wives working as 

the ‘mistress of a household’.308 

Moreover, Wendy Wall has shown that ‘the production and consumption of 

text intersected in complex and various ways with domestic practice’.309 Her concept 

of ‘kitchen literacy’ encapsulates the fact that ‘women produced as well as consumed 

domestic texts’, and her eighteenth-century example of Elizabeth Michel and her 

daughter Dorothy contributing to a family book of recipes suggests that the 

acquisition and perfection of domestic arts was maintained across multiple 

 
305 I. K. Ben-Amos, Adolescence and Youth in Early Modern English Society (London, 1994), pp. 136-137. 
306 Codrington, Youths Behaviour, pp. 75-76. 
307 T. Powell, The art of thriving. Or, The plaine path-way to preferment (London, 1636), p. 115. 
308 J. Whittle, ‘A Critique of Approaches to “Domestic Work”: Women, Work and the Preindustrial 
Economy’, Past and Present, 243:1 (2019), pp. 63-64; J. Whittle and E. Griffiths, Consumption and Gender 
in the Early Seventeenth-Century Household: The World of Alice Le Strange (Oxford, 2012), pp. 26-48. 
309 W. Wall, ‘Literacy and the Domestic Arts’, Huntington Library Quarterly, 73:3 (2010), p. 386. 
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generations by the process of writing.310 Wall’s view, which embraced more nuanced 

classifications of early modern women’s literacy in practice, lies in direct opposition 

to David Cressy’s opinion that ‘most women did not need to be able to write. The 

domestic routine of cooking and sewing and child-rearing had little need for reading, 

and it scarcely afforded the time’.311 However, middling and genteel women who 

employed domestic servants could devote more time to reading and maintaining 

correspondence with family and friends. 

Therefore, whilst it is widely accepted that the typical education of girls was 

considered as separate to that of boys, individual familial circumstances could 

present broader opportunities for young women to learn myriad skills as part of their 

early education. Girls from middling, gentry and elite backgrounds undoubtedly had 

far greater opportunities than poor children, even boys, and the literacy of parents 

likely influenced the value they placed on reading and writing. Moreover, assisting 

with a family business could lead to the acquisition of practical, transferrable skills, 

which might forego the need for a lengthy apprenticeship, particularly if elder 

siblings and sons were prioritized in a household with a fixed income. However, the 

multiple instances of women engaged in formal apprenticeships in London’s livery 

companies suggests that apprenticeships were viewed by some families as a 

continuing and practical form of education for girls. The apparent dominance of 

tuition in needlework for young women suggests that they were more likely to go into 

trades connected to this skill if they set up in business. Yet, the level of an individual’s 

education could also be improved in adulthood, with urban centres in particular 

 
310 Wall, ‘Literacy and the Domestic Arts’, p. 384-387. 
311 D. Cressy, Literacy & Social Order: Reading & Writing in Tudor & Stuart England (Cambridge, 2006), p. 
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providing the means for developing skills such as reading, writing, learning foreign 

languages, and accounting or book-keeping methods.  

 

3.2 Measuring women’s literacy 

Whilst it has been the subject of lively debate among historians, quantitative studies 

of literacy levels have often employed the methodological process of counting 

signatures to indicate reading and basic writing ability. Signatures, described by R. S. 

Schofield as ‘universal, standard and direct’, are - according to R. B. Outhwaite - the 

best of the ‘singly imperfect’ measures of literacy, and in David Cressy’s view, the only 

‘directly measurable’ indicator of literacy.312 Results from employing the signature 

counting method have varied, almost certainly under-representing women’s reading 

ability. However, they can provide an initial gauge of the literacy of a particular socio-

economic group, and I have employed this methodology to analyse the incidences of 

female apprentices signing their indentures from c. 1681 to 1750. This analysis also 

informs subsequent discussions regarding the epistolary and financial literacy of 

seamstresses, mantua-makers, and milliners. 

The classic work on literacy, often cited and critiqued, is Literacy & the Social 

Order (1980) by David Cressy. In this book, Cressy observed that there was ‘no steady, 

cumulative progress in the reduction of illiteracy among men in the early modern 

period’, suggesting that a neat upward trend of increased literacy over time was not 

readily apparent.313 He noted that ‘women were almost universally unable to write 

their own names for most of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries’ but recognized 

that for women in London in particular, signature illiteracy halved between the 1630s 

 
312 R. S. Schofield, ‘The Measurement of Literacy in Pre-Industrial England’, in Literacy in Traditional 
Societies, ed. by J. Goody (Cambridge, 1968), p. 319; R. B. Outhwaite ‘Reviewed Work(s): Literacy and 
the Social Order. Reading and Writing in Tudor and Stuart England. By David Cressy’, The Economic 
History Review, 34:3 (1981), p. 479; Cressy, Literacy & Social Order, p. 53. 
313 Cressy, Literacy & Social Order, p. 142. 
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(90 percent illiterate) and the 1720s (44 percent illiterate).314 When compared to the 

figures for East Anglia over the same period, it is clear that women’s literacy levels 

had significantly improved in London by the eighteenth century.315 Cressy explained 

this increase by suggesting that ‘an educational revolution’ had taken place during 

the Stuart and Hanoverian period, with ‘a creaming off of talent, education and 

energy’ as educated migrants flocked to London.316 

Peter Earle tested Cressy’s two hypotheses using depositions made in three 

church courts in London between 1695 and 1725.317 Earle charted changes over time 

with reference to decade by birth rather than decade by deposition, which he 

reasonably referred to as a ‘more appropriate method since witnesses were of all ages 

and the ability to write is likely to have been learned at a similar age in most people’s 

lives’.318 He found that Cressy’s assertions that women’s literacy improved in the 

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries were broadly supported, though the 

improvement began earlier than Cressy had supposed; in the 1640s for London-born 

women and in the 1660s for migrants.319 

Proximity to London evidently had a positive effect on younger women’s 

ability to master at least rudimentary writing skills, and this is most likely explained 

by the greater prevalence of writing masters and schools available in the metropolis. 

Earle found that women aged between 20 and 44 years old were most likely to be able 

to sign, with the highest percentage (63.8 percent) being 25 to 29 year-old London-

born women. For migrant women, the highest percentage was 53.5 percent of women 

 
314 Cressy, Literacy & Social Order, pp. 144-147. 
315 Cressy found that in East Anglia, 93 percent of women were illiterate in the 1630s and 74 percent 
were illiterate in the 1720s. Cressy, Literacy & Social Order, p. 144. 
316 Cressy, Literacy & Social Order, pp. 147-149. 
317 Depositions were located in the records of the Consistory Court of the Bishop of London, the 
Commissary Court and Court of Arches. P. Earle, ‘The Female Labour Market in London in the Late 
Seventeenth and Early Eighteenth Centuries’, The Economic History Review, 42:3 (1989), pp. 333-336. 
318 Earle, ‘Female Labour Market’, p. 334. 
319 Earle, ‘Female Labour Market’, pp. 334-335. 
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aged 30 to 34 years old.320 Though Earle concluded that his findings suggest that 

deponents learned to write as adults rather than in schools or from their parents or 

guardians, it is worth recognising the greater likelihood that urban parents were 

literate. This observation when paired with the greater prevalence of schools and 

tutors in London, allowed more urban women to acquire skills in reading and writing 

at an earlier age than their provincial counterparts. 

In an analysis of the literacy rates amongst women working in London, Earle 

found that 70 percent of women working in the needle trades and 81 percent of 

women working as shopkeepers, including milliners and haberdashers, were able to 

sign their names.321 Only midwives (87 percent) and schoolteachers (100 percent) 

recorded higher incidences of signatures. Earle surmised that ‘this hierarchy of 

literacy reflects the status hierarchy of women’s jobs’ and he explained that ‘such jobs 

as mantuamaker, milliner and sempstress were just about the only ones thought 

suitable for the daughters of respectable people’.322 This confirms not only the 

preeminent socio-economic background of those engaging in these particular 

occupations but it also supports Collyer’s assertion that reading and writing were 

potentially requisite skills required in order to undertake this work. 

Other scholars have provided a more generous assessment of women’s 

reading ability by moving beyond the signature counting method and employing a 

more holistic approach. Margaret W. Ferguson and Mihoko Suzuki attributed the 

growing number of books aimed at female readers in the later seventeenth-century 

to ‘a rise in women’s vernacular reading skills’, and cited texts such as Hannah 

Woolley’s The Gentlewoman’s Companion (1673) and Anne Maxwell’s Reading and 
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spelling English made easie (1673) as prime examples suitable for a growing population 

of literate women.323 Moreover, Eleanor Hubbard has called for a more nuanced 

assessment of literacy rates, advocating for the use of initials ‘as a proxy for a degree 

of reading ability’. Using Consistory Court depositions in the late sixteenth and early-

seventeenth centuries, she found that whereas only 10 percent of 2,342 women in 

London had signed their names in full on depositions, a further 15 percent signed with 

an initial, providing evidence that a much higher proportion of early modern women 

had at least some reading and/or writing ability by this period and that ‘initials 

corresponded to an intermediate degree of literacy’.324 

 

3.3 Reading, writing, and apprenticeship indentures 

Despite the potential for under-representing women’s ability to read and write, it is 

possible to gauge literacy levels amongst female apprentices in London by using the 

signature counting method for the Ironmongers’ Company apprenticeship records. 

Ranked tenth amongst London’s livery companies, 35 women were enrolled as 

apprentices between 1600 and 1800, 33 of which signed the oath book in full, with a 

further two apprentices using a personalized mark. The earliest apprentice in this 

period - Sabine Yard - was bound to Edmond Rey in February 1608, though Yard’s 

gender is not acknowledged. Figure 3.3 indicates that the entire entry is by the same 

hand, ostensibly by Yard, which suggests a high degree of writing ability.325 The 32 full 

signatures made between 1674 and 1780 and illustrated in Figure 3.4 show varying 

degrees of confidence in using a pen. Yet, this evidence of signature literacy shows 

 
323 M. W. Ferguson and M. Suzuki, ‘Women’s Literacies and Social Hierarchy in Early Modern 
England’, Literature Compass, 12:11 (2015), p. 578. 
324 E. Hubbard, ‘Reading, Writing, and Initialing: Female Literacy in Early Modern London’, Journal of 
British Studies, 54:3 (2015), pp. 555-556. 
325 Seventeenth-century baptism records show that ‘Sabine’ was usually assigned to women in this 
period. 
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that all of the female apprentices were likely able to read, and 94 percent had more 

fluid writing ability in this period. 

 
Figure 3.3 Sabine Yard’s signature 

 
Source: MS 16981/1 

 

Figure 3.4 Signatures of female apprentices in the Ironmongers’ Company 

   

     

   

   

   

   

   

    

   

   
Sources: MS 16981/1; 16981/2 
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Figure 3.5 The marks of female apprentices in the Ironmongers’ Company 

 
Source: MS 16981/2 

 

The signature counting method can also be applied to apprenticeship 

indentures.326 Unfortunately, the sample size is far smaller than the number of 

apprentices overall because only some livery companies have oath books like the 

Ironmongers’ Company, and the apprenticeship indentures of female apprentices 

only survive for women admitted free of the livery companies by servitude.327 

Between c. 1681 and 1753, 98 women gained their freedom by servitude via the 

Mercers’, Drapers’, Merchant Taylors’, Haberdashers’, Clothworkers’ and Painter-

Stainers’ companies.328 Gaps in coverage for the 1680s has ensured that only 65 

original indentures have been identified. However, even this small sample indicates 

a high degree of signature literacy amongst female apprentices. Of the 65 female 

apprentices, aged necessarily over 14 and under 21 years old, 39 indentures (60 

percent) were signed in full by the apprentice and two more indentures were signed 

with a personal mark, indicating that the majority of these female apprentices could 

read and write to a greater or lesser extent. 

 

 

 
326 Indentures had two parts. The apprentice signed one part (if they were able), and the 
master/mistress signed the second part, so this study is affected by the chance survival of the part 
deposited at the Chamberlain's Court at Guildhall, where freedom admissions took place. Surviving 
indentures dating from April 1681 until 1930, are kept at the LMA. Earlier admission papers were 
destroyed by fire in 1786: https://www.cityoflondon.gov.uk/things-to-do/london-metropolitan-
archives/the-collections/Pages/city-freedoms.aspx, accessed 1 September 2017. 
327 L. Gowing, ‘Girls on Forms: Apprenticing Young Women in Seventeenth-Century London’, Journal 
of British Studies, 55:3 (2016), pp. 449-450. 
328 Figures for female freemen in the Mercers’, Drapers’, and Clothworkers’ companies from ROLLCO; 
MCA Mercers’ Company Acts of Court. Merchant Taylors’ Company Freedom Registers: GL MS 
34018/6-9; Haberdashers’ Company Freedom Registers: GL MS 15857/2; Painter-Stainers’ Company 
Freedom Registers: GL MS 5668; Court Minutes: GL MS 5667/2, 1649-1793. See also Chapter 6. 
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Figure 3.6 Selected signatures on female apprentices’ indentures, 1683 to 1745 

         
The mark of Ann Jennings         Anna Haynes    Martha Harrison 
Clothworkers’ Company, 1687          Drapers’ Company, 1683   Mercers’ Company, 1717 
LMA COL/CHD/FR/02/0089/044       LMA COL/CHD/FR/02/0070/054             LMA COL/CHD/FR/02/0443/006 
 

     
Elizabeth Chatteris                               Susana King          Mary Toft 
Drapers’ Company, 1742                              Drapers’ Company, 1687         Drapers’ Company, 1694 
LMA COL/CHD/FR/02/0742/039                             LMA COL/CHD/FR/02/0111/063                       LMA COL/CHD/FR/02/0298/545 
 

     
Agnes Blennerhassett                     Ann Butler          Mary Archer 
Mercers’ Company, 1685                     Merchant Taylors’ Company, 1702     Merchant Taylors’ Company, 1695 
LMA COL/CHD/FR/02/0062/012                    LMA COL/CHD/FR/02/0298/092        LMA COL/CHD/FR/02/0271/102 
 

     
Mary Jackson                                Mary Biggs   Anna King 
Merchant Taylors’ Company, 1688                           Merchant Taylors’ Company, 1684          Haberdashers’ Company, 1693 
LMA COL/CHD/FR/02/0116/052                               LMA COL/CHD/FR/02/0312/112                LMA COL/CHD/FR/02/0173/040 
 

   
Bethiah Paradise       Jane Backhouse 
Haberdashers’ Company, 1691      Haberdashers’ Company, 1732 
LMA COL/CHD/FR/02/0138/078                                                                   LMA COL/CHD/FR/02/0699/122 
 

     
Jane Holt                           Rebecca Mabar                              Sarah Waller 
Clothworkers’ Company, 1745                              Haberdashers’ Company, 1685          Haberdashers’ Company, 1708 
LMA COL/CHD/FR/02/0799/081                        LMA COL/CHD/FR/02/0298/368     LMA COL/CHD/FR/02/0349/009 
 

These signatures reflect differing degrees of confidence with using a pen. On 

the lower end of the scale, the daughter of an Essex husbandman, Ann Jennings’ 

hesitant, stylized mark, made in 1687 lies in stark contrast next to the confident 

signature of Anna Haynes, daughter of a factor from London, and apprenticed via the 

Drapers’ Company in 1683. Given such contrasts, it is notable that Cressy and Earle’s 

findings that London-born women were more likely to be literate is supported by the 

evidence from these indentures. Of the 39 female apprentices who signed their name 

in full, 12 apprentices (30.8 percent) were originally from London, and 13 (33.3 percent) 
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were from the Home Counties. Yet there were also five signatories (12.8 percent) from 

the South West, two (2.6 percent) from the North East, three (7.7 percent) from the 

Midlands, one each from the Eastern Counties, North West and South East, and one 

of unknown origin. Ann Jennings and Martha Rice, who both signed with a personal 

mark, were from Essex and Middlesex respectively, indicating that whilst proximity 

to London could increase the chances of literacy, it was not the only factor. 

For the 39 female apprentices who could sign their name, their father’s 

occupation was not always automatically associated with occupations that might 

readily suggest the potential for literate daughters. For example, signatories include 

10 daughters of gentlemen, six daughters of clerks and other professions but also one 

daughter of a tanner, carrier, factor, brewer, grocer, mealman and three daughters of 

chandlers or tallow chandlers. Martha Harrison was the daughter of an ironmonger 

from Wiltshire, a trade not necessarily associated with the frequent use of a pen. A 

comparison of the signatures of Hannah and Mary Hawkes, the daughters of James 

Hawkes, a gardener from Maldon in Essex in Figure 3.7 suggests that they were taught 

to form letters using the same method and likely by the same person, as the style of 

the letter ‘H’ in particular is similar. This admittedly subjective evidence suggests that 

levels of literacy could vary as much by circumstances related to the individual 

apprentice as the time in which the signature was produced. 

 

Figure 3.7 Signatures of Hannah and Mary Hawkes 

  
Sources: LMA COL/CHD/FR/02/0298/262 and COL/CHD/FR/02/0298/263 
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The ability to read and write could arguably have had a bearing on the 

decision made by a mistress or master to bind a particular female apprentice. 

Certainly, the ability to read and calculate accounts could be extremely beneficial in 

retailing. Given Peter Earle’s conclusion that women were unlikely to learn how to 

sign their name at school or from their parents, it is worth exploring the evidence that 

the indentures of female apprentices present of their writing ability at the 

commencement of their apprenticeship.329 A further 24 indentures (36.9 percent) were 

signed by the apprentice’s mistress or master, indicating that these apprentices were 

entering literate households. This provides prima facie evidence that the female 

apprentices could be taught to read and write during their apprenticeship if requested 

or required.330 

The sample of indentures is unfortunately too small to accurately chart 

chronological change in women’s literacy from the late seventeenth to the early 

eighteenth century, though it does show that female apprentices were remarkably 

literate in the seventeenth century. When the number of apprentices’ signatures and 

mistress/master’s signatures are broken down by decade, increased numbers reflect 

the fluctuations in the number of apprentices, and the survival rate of indentures. 

Nevertheless, many of the apprentices that commenced their training between 1670 

and 1699 were literate or in literate households. In that period, 38 indentures were 

signed in full by the apprentice (19), with the apprentice’s mark (1), or by the mistress 

(5), master (12), or mistress’ mark (1). Of the 27 indentures dated between 1700 and 1753, 

most apprentices signed in full (20) or with a mark (1), and mistresses or masters 

 
329 Earle, ‘Female Labour Market’, p. 336. 
330 23 indentures were signed in full by the mistress or master and one with the mistress’ mark. 
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signed the remaining six indentures. Consequently, this indicates that literacy rates 

for this group remained high and potentially increased over time.331 

 
Figure 3.8 Apprenticeship indenture of Ann Dewell 

 
Source: LMA COL/CHD/FR/02/0297/085 

 

Figure 3.9 Ann Dewell’s signatures, 1729 and 1734 

  
 LMA COL/CHD/FR/02/0649/011            LMA COL/CHD/FR/02/0649/010 
 

In fact, the apprenticeship indenture of Ann Dewell, who features more 

prominently in Chapter Five, indicates a distinct improvement in penmanship, most 

likely obtained through sustained writing practice over time. Three examples of Ann 

 
331 The sources used to establish the date of commencement of the apprenticeship include: Mercers’, 
Drapers’, Clothworkers’ from ROLLCO, and corresponding indentures. Merchant Taylors’ Company: 
GL MS 34038/16-19; Haberdashers’ Company: GL MS 15860/6-8; Painter-Stainers’ Company: GL MS 
5669/1, and corresponding indentures. 
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Dewell’s signature are included in Figures 3.8 and 3.9, providing evidence that the 

signature on Ann’s own indenture, completed when she was around 16 years old in 

1699, was refined in later life. Dewell’s signatures on the indentures for her 

apprentices Carolina Banson and Oriana Michell in Figure 3.9 are by the same hand 

but were made in 1729 and 1734, when Ann was in her mid 40s and early 50s 

respectively, and had been living in London for 30 years.  

Ann Dewell probably benefitted from the emergence of printed texts 

containing examples of popular and fashionable writing hands by writing masters 

such as John Ayres, Charles Snell and William Elder towards the end of the 

seventeenth century.332 The letter ‘A’ is noticeably altered and the later signatures are 

written in a more fluid, less deliberate manner, more reminiscent of the increasingly 

popular ‘round-hand’ writing style. There was certainly an alteration in the style of 

handwriting used from the late seventeenth to early eighteenth centuries and 

handwriting styles were even gendered. For example, by the mid eighteenth-century, 

Joseph Champion’s Penmanship Exemplified (c. 1750) advertised ‘The Italian Hand for 

the Use of the Ladies’ on its title page suggesting that women were likely to refine 

their handwriting style by using such copybooks.333 

The evidence from indentures therefore broadly supports Cressy’s hypothesis 

that urban women and economic migrants to London were more likely to be well-

educated. The high proportion of literacy amongst female apprentices shows that 

these women gained writing skills earlier than Peter Earle supposed. The 

development of Ann Dewell’s signature partly corroborates his theory that women 

gained writing skills in adulthood, though Dewell was clearly refining and improving 

 
332 A. Douglas, Work in Hand: Script, Print, and Writing, 1690-1840 (Oxford, 2017), pp. 53-55. 
333 J. Champion and G. Bickham, Penmanship Exemplified in all the variety of hands used in Great Britain 
(London, c. 1750). 
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existing writing skills. Whilst assessing signatures alone cannot provide a true 

measure of literacy levels, the results from a study of the indentures of female 

apprentices are compelling, indicating that these women were taught to read and 

write as part of their early education. 

 

3.4 Epistolary literacy 

Whilst the frequent ability of female apprentices to sign their apprenticeship 

indentures serves to reinforce the impression that the middling girls who were bound 

to London households had already acquired at least a basic level of writing ability, 

this cannot act as a representative measure of the literacy of early modern women 

overall. Indeed, Earle noted that signing ones name could have been the full extent 

of the signees’ writing ability.334 Furthermore, James Daybell rightly observed that 

quantitative ‘“guesstimates” of female literacy’ by sampling signatures ‘cannot reflect 

the fluency and frequency with which women wrote or indicate whether they could 

pen letters, maintain accounts, keep a diary, or write poetry or plays’, suggesting that 

qualitative assessments of women’s literacy are invaluable as indications of their true 

writing ability.335 Certainly, the ability to write fluently could be an advantage in trade, 

suggesting that women working in London found such skills useful on a personal and 

professional level. 

Susan Whyman’s concept of ‘epistolary literacy’ advances the idea that 

reading and writing skills improved throughout an individual’s life and that 

improvement was born out of necessity in order to participate in an emerging ‘culture 

of letters’.336 She argued that ‘letter-writing helped promote literacy further down the 

 
334 Earle, ‘Female Labour Market’, p. 336. 
335 Daybell, ‘Interpreting letters’, p. 695. 
336 S. E. Whyman, The Pen and the People: English Letter Writers 1660-1800 (New York, 2009), p. 9, 5. 
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social structure than we have imagined’, indicating that the middling sort were 

increasingly likely to be literate as the eighteenth century progressed.337 Women who 

were engaged in mercantile businesses and regular correspondence with family 

members or clients were more likely to demonstrate higher levels of literacy. It is also 

likely that female migrants to London sought to improve their writing skills in order 

to communicate with friends and family at home.  

Unfortunately, few letters by identifiable seamstresses, mantua-makers, and 

milliners have survived. Yet, it is still possible to gain an insight into the reading and 

writing level of some of the women who were engaged in these professions. Dorothy 

Gray née Antrobus (1685-1753), a milliner and mother of the poet Thomas Gray (1716-

1771), was able to read and write proficiently because whilst her son was on a Grand 

Tour with Sir Horace Walpole in 1739, he wrote to her acknowledging ‘we must 

remain in a state of ignorance as to what is doing in England, for our letters are to 

meet us there: If I do not find four or five from you alone, I shall wonder’.338 Whilst 

Dorothy’s letters have not survived, her son’s replies indicate the expectation of a 

prolific correspondence, and the tone that Thomas Gray adopted when writing to his 

mother assumes a level of understanding absolutely equal to his own. 

Another surviving letter by Thomas Gray dated 7 November 1749 was written 

to Dorothy on receipt of the news of the death of his aunt Mary Antrobus who had 

long been Dorothy Gray’s business partner. Thomas Gray wrote ‘the unhappy news 

I have just received from you equally surprises and afflicts me. I have lost a person I 

loved very much […] but am much more concerned for your loss’, indicating that he 

maintained a regular and affectionate correspondence with his mother.339 It is 

 
337 Whyman, Pen and the People, p. 6. 
338 ‘Letter XIII. Mr. Gray to his Mother. Bologna, Dec. 9, N.S. 1739’. W. Mason, The Poems of Mr. Gray: To 
which are Prefixed Memoirs of His Life and Writings, Second Edition (London, 1775), p. 72. 
339 ‘Letter XII. Mr. Gray to his Mother. Cambridge, Nov. 7, 1749’, Mason, Poems of Mr. Gray, p. 207. 
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perhaps unsurprising that the four Antrobus sisters Dorothy, Mary, Jane and Ann 

were able to read and write. Their father was a London scrivener, suggesting that the 

family were highly literate. Certainly, Mary Antrobus’ indenture, dated 4 April 1699 - 

when she was aged 16 years old - in Figure 3.10 displays her full signature. Margaret 

Hunt acknowledged that the ability to read and write was ‘a matter of major import 

to trading parents’ and that full literacy was a mark of respectability.340 Mary 

Antrobus’ parents therefore likely taught her to read and write and arranged her 

apprenticeship in order to ensure that she had a reliable means of subsistence in later 

life. 

 
Figure 3.10 Apprenticeship indenture of Mary Antrobus 

 
Source: LMA COL/CHD/FR/02/0298/013. 

 

 
340 Hunt, Middling Sort, p. 56. 
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Another example of a woman in trade engaged in frequent correspondence - 

often combining business and personal matters - is Hester Pinney. Pamela Sharpe 

noted that ‘her writing, and that of her sisters, shows their deficient education’, and 

Hester’s own explanation was that she had ‘bin bread a Tradeswoman’. However, 

Sharpe also recognized the attempts that Hester Pinney made to practice writing, with 

multiple drafts of letters included amongst Pinney’s papers suggesting that she 

wanted to improve and made efforts to achieve a more fluid writing style.341 Indeed, 

Susan Whyman acknowledged that ‘the phonetically written letters of untrained 

women can reveal hours of dedication and startling confidence’, indicating that it was 

most important to these authors to convey their meaning in correspondence rather 

than perfect spelling or grammar.342 Nevertheless, whilst Margaret Cavendish 

defensively declared ‘it is against nature for a woman to spell right’ in the 1650s, it is 

clear that early modern women were keen to improve their writing ability, and that 

this could improve their social standing and sense of self-worth.343 

The advantage of being able to maintain correspondence with important 

clients is indicated in letters written by Susannah Avery, a mantua-maker working in 

London, to Lady Mordaunt of Walton Hall in Warwickshire. Avery wrote in July 1700 

to explain that she was having difficulties with a woman to whom she had outsourced 

some sewing work. She indicated her frustration by writing that ‘I could not gett the 

gown out of the womans hand. I was often with her & she promised me from day to 

day & now at last she saith she cannot draw it till she washeth it. She promiseth I shall 

have it next week but I am afraid she will fail me as she hath dun oftne’.344 This 

 
341 P. Sharpe, ‘Dealing with Love: The Ambiguous Independence of the Single Woman in Early 
Modern England’, Gender & History, 11:1 (1999), pp. 215-216. 
342 Whyman, Pen and the People, p. 6. 
343 D. Grant, Margaret the First: A biography of Margaret Cavendish, Duchess of Newcastle (London, 1957), 
p. 112. 
344 WCRO CR 1368/4/67 Letter from Susannah Avery to Lady Mordaunt, 21 July 1700. Fabric was 
‘drawn’ by gathering the fabric into folds. 
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indicates the importance of being able to communicate with a client in order to 

explain delays in the completion of a garment. It also highlights the difficulties 

involved with relying on outsourced labour, particularly regarding commissions for 

wealthy clients, which were usually required within a specific, often short, period of 

time. Avery listed the tasks that she had completed as though to mitigate Lady 

Mordaunt’s impatience, stating that she had ‘bought the velvet & gott it printed. […] I 

purpose to send the silk down with the gown when I can have the gown & intend send 

the velvit with it. I purpose to keep the biggest piece of the Gown heare to work’.345 

A second letter to Lady Mordaunt dated 9 August 1700 provided news about 

the mourning attire deemed suitable upon the death of Queen Anne’s son William, 

Duke of Gloucester.346 Avery wrote ‘I have bin at Mrs Rigbees & she saith she hath 

not two persons of quality in town that are her customers & that she hath made Cloth 

gowns for the mourning & she hath one white Anterine lined with blak but she 

knoweth of no new fashion stuffs cum up yet but your Ladyship being with Child she 

knoweth not but sumthing of white may be proper for you’.347 The rituals associated 

with dress and mourning were important to these women, and the demonstration of 

grief for the death of the heir to the throne was apparently widely observed. Avery’s 

letter combined news and gossip with the potential for generating further 

commissions suggesting that the ability to communicate ideas or convey news was of 

paramount importance. This letter also traverses the boundaries between social and 

economic considerations, showing that the ability to write could be crucial for 

maintaining a good relationship with a client, and even continuing success in trade. 

 
345 WCRO CR 1368/4/67. 
346 William, Duke of Gloucester died on 30 July 1700. 
347 WCRO CR 1368/4/68, Letter from Susannah Avery to Lady Mordaunt, 9 August 1700. Antherine 
was a fabric made of wool and silk, or cotton and mohair.  
"antherine, n." OED Online, Oxford University Press, March 2020, www.oed.com/view/Entry/8344, 
accessed 10 March 2020. 
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3.5 Financial literacy 

Many of the female apprentices in London’s livery companies were apprenticed to 

milliners or seamstresses. These occupations, whilst chiefly employing skills in 

needlework, could reasonably be considered to also require rudimentary accounting 

skills in order to facilitate the purchase of fabrics and for recording customer credit 

and stock inventory. Margaret Hunt suggested that skills in accounting became 

desirable during the mid-to-late seventeenth century for middling girls, though she 

claimed that ‘a girl was schooled to think of money in terms of her future dowry’ 

rather than as an aid for pursuing a profit in a trading venture.348 Whilst contributing 

to a marriage dowry may have motivated some young women to gain skills through 

apprenticeships or domestic service, accounting skills helped women to set up and 

run businesses independently. 

In a society that relied on credit-based systems of purchase and sale, effective 

book-keeping skills could have myriad applications for those engaged in retailing 

whether independently or as a shop assistant.349 Indeed, the court testimony of Mary 

Russel in 1750 shows that women were entrusted by business owners with the 

responsibility of working in a shop and keeping accounts. Russel stated ‘I live at Mr. 

Woolfall’s, I am his wife's shop-woman, she keeps a toy-shop, and is a haberdasher of 

smallwares, and did so before he married her’, showing that Mrs Woolfall continued 

in trade after her marriage and that Mary Russel had likely worked for her for some 

time. The shop was broken into and Russel explained ‘there was a box lost from off 

the shop-board, containing several things of value. I keep the books, and have an 

account of what was in it’.350 Her confidence in her accounts is palpable and her 

 
348 Hunt, Middling Sort, p. 89. 
349 C. Muldrew, The Economy of Obligation: The Culture of Credit and Social Relations in Early Modern 
England (London, 1998), pp. 185-188. 
350 Old Bailey Proceedings Online	(www.oldbaileyonline.org, version 8.0, 23 September 2019), September 
1750, trial of Thomas Masterson Jane Poor Margaret Cavenhau Ann Cole (t17500912-72). 
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testimony suggests that she was expected to keep an accurate record of stock 

inventory, assigning values in her role as Mrs Woolfall’s shop-woman. 

 In a survey of early modern numeracy, Keith Thomas confirmed that ‘anyone 

involved in trade was forced by self-interest to make calculations and, if his business 

was at all elaborate, to keep accounts’. He further explained that this ‘was less to 

provide a basis for profit-and-loss calculations than to keep track of dealings with 

others and to make sure that one was not being cheated’, or to provide accurate claims 

regarding goods that were stolen.351 The gradual conversion from using Roman to 

Arabic numerals during the course of the seventeenth century marks a change in the 

process of book-keeping overall. Other developments such as the double-column 

system were also advocated as an accurate way to keep accounts. The benefits and 

importance of keeping even rudimentary records of what had been sold and what 

accounts were still outstanding must have been immeasurable. The millinery trade, 

for example, involved the sale of a vast range of goods of different qualities and prices, 

from ribbons and fans to necklaces and handkerchiefs. It was therefore essential to 

have a confident grasp not only of the price of individual items but to calculate the 

price of specific lengths of fabric, and multiple purchases in an itemized bill. 

Women’s long-standing association with the prerequisite skills relating to 

housewifery suggests that they were likely to track household accounts as a matter of 

course, even if they were not always likely to write these down. Though Keith Thomas 

asserted that arithmetic ‘was not a normal part of the education of a lady’, it would be 

useful to extend Wendy Wall’s nuanced concept of ‘kitchen literacy’ to include 

 
351 K. Thomas, ‘Numeracy in Early Modern England’, Transactions of the Royal Historical Society, 37 
(1987), p. 106. 
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‘kitchen numeracy’ as well.352 Indeed, many women attained numeracy skills whilst 

conducting everyday transactions and engaging in household management.353 

Whilst researching financial investments made by early modern women, Amy 

Froide discovered that men and women’s account keeping methods were not 

markedly different in style or the ability demonstrated in the seventeenth century, 

which suggests that where the skill of accounting was required by an individual, it 

was applied in a broadly comparable fashion by both sexes.354 However, it is likely 

that less formal, more functional accounting methods were employed in this period, 

involving hastily scribbled notes, a mixture of figures and written explanations, 

partially committed to memory, and that many of these rudimentary working 

accounts have simply not survived. 

For the purposes of studying businesswomen in London, it is particularly 

useful to find evidence of how accounting skills could be gained. The anonymous 

author of a printed pamphlet Advice to the Women and Maidens of London (1678) 

advocated ‘the right understanding and use of Accounts’, and noted its benefits for all 

levels of society, both men and women, in ‘any sort of Trade or Commerce, that next 

to a stock of Mony, Wares and Credit, this is the most necessary thing’.355 The first 

section of the pamphlet included sample household accounts, listing amounts paid 

for salt, earthenware, bread, brooms, coach hire, aprons and other such useful 

items.356 Instructions for creating and managing such accounts are laid out clearly and 

concisely and the author also included an example of how to calculate a yearly total 

of household expenses, vital for any household on a fixed income, where the ability 

 
352 Thomas, ‘Numeracy’, p. 113. 
353 A. Vickery, Behind Closed Doors: At Home in Georgian England (London, 2009), Chapter 4. 
354 A. Froide, ‘Learning to Invest: Women’s Education in Arithmetic and Accounting in Early Modern 
England’, Early Modern Women, 10:1 (2015), p. 16. 
355 Anon., Advice to the Women and Maidens of London (London, 1678), p. 1. 
356 Anon., Advice, pp. 4-7. 
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to pay debts was fundamental for maintaining a credit-worthy status and avoiding 

debtors’ prison. 

The second part of the pamphlet concerned the best methods to keep trade 

accounts and the reader was asked to ‘Imagine an Exchange-Woman, Shop-keeper, 

or the like, newly entring upon Trade, is desirous to keep her Accounts in an exact 

Method’.357 This demonstrates that exchange-women kept accounts, and that there 

was a potential market amongst this distinct economic group for a publication of 

account-keeping methods. The retailer’s first task - according to the author - was to 

make an ‘Inventory of her Estate’, and the example inventory included £60 in ready 

money, ‘A Piece of black A-la-mode, Containing 55 Ells’, and ’20 Dozen of Womens 

Gloves, cost 16s. per Dozen’.358 The example trading accounts that followed offer a 

valuable insight into the type of transactions that would have been undertaken by a 

milliner in early modern London and the potential profits that could might be 

expected.  

The businesswoman ‘Having given out 25 Ells of Allamode for making of 

Hoods’ found them ‘returned in 30 Hoods, cost 2s. 6d. each Hood in stuff onely, which 

is equivalent to 3s. per Ell – 3l. 15s.’359 The subsequent amount ‘Paid your Sempstress 

for Silk and making the said Hoods, at 6d. a piece. - 15 s.’, indicates the integral role of 

seamstresses and work-women to the success of milliner’s businesses, and the likely 

amounts paid per garment. The 30 hoods valued at £5 were then included as part-

payment towards ‘20 dozen of Gloves, at 15s. per dozen’, along with ready money of 

£10 to complete the transaction.360 The potential profit for these hoods once the cost 

of materials and labour was accounted for was 10 s., though arguably, no profit could 

 
357 Anon., Advice, p. 19. 
358 Anon., Advice, pp. 19-20. 
359 Anon., Advice, pp. 20-21. 
360 Anon., Advice, p. 21. 
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be guaranteed as this fictitious milliner was left with a large number of gloves to sell, 

and had laid out £10 for this new stock. Further entries indicated the sale of linen to a 

‘Merchant going to Barbadoes’ with payment for the linen made ‘in two Hogsheads of 

Sugar […] amounting to 19l. 6s. 9d.’, suggesting that early modern accounts were not a 

simple matter of recording income and expenditure but included goods paid in kind, 

which must be appraised and potentially divided, sold or traded in order to recoup 

their value.361 

There has been some debate over whether this pamphlet was authored by a 

woman, which would add a considerable sense of authenticity to these sample 

accounts.362 The pamphlet was often paired with Debtor and creditor made easie, or, A 

short instruction for the attaining the right use of accounts (1675) by Stephen Monteage, 

who has also been given credit for Advice to Women.363 However, it seems unlikely that 

Monteage would only claim authorship for one part of the pamphlet. The sample 

accounts suggest that the author had an intimate knowledge of the potential 

transactions of an exchange-woman and went to extraordinary lengths to write from 

her perspective. Unless this was an elaborate strategy to particularly attract female 

readership, it is entirely reasonable to assume that a woman wrote the pamphlet 

anonymously as an income-generating by-employment, not only indicating her 

knowledge of accounting methods but also her ingenuity and literacy. 

Moreover, the anonymous author added a self-conscious defence for 

endorsing the education of women in accounting methods: 

 
Methinks now the objection may be that this art is too high and mysterious for the 
weaker sex it will make them proud: Women had better keep to their Needle-work, 

 
361 Anon., Advice, p. 22. For a discussion of moveable goods as a measure of creditworthiness, see A. 
Shepard, Accounting for Oneself Worth, Status, and the Social Order in Early Modern England (Oxford, 
2015), pp. 37-43. 
362 Froide, ‘Learning to Invest’, p. 9, fn. 21. 
363 P. Sharpe, ‘Lace and Place: women’s business in occupational communities in England 1550-1950’, 
Women’s History Review, 19:2 (2010), p. 301. 
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point laces, &c. and if they come to poverty, those small Crafts may give them some 
mean releif. 
 
To which I answer, That having in some measure practised both Needle-work and 
Accounts I can averr, that I never found this Masculine Art harder or more difficult 
then the effeminate achievements of Lace-makeing, gum-work or the like, the 
attainment whereof need not make us proud: And God forbid that the praise of an 
useful Virtue should prompt us to a contrary Vice.364 

 

The categorization of needlework and accounting skills as feminine and masculine 

arts respectively, perhaps confirms that book-keeping was not a universal skill 

adopted by early modern women in the seventeenth century. Yet, the publication of 

this pamphlet indicates that there was demand among women for books illustrating 

the practical applications of keeping accurate accounts in ledgers, and that exchange-

women were prevalent enough amongst London society to warrant specific mention. 

Account-keeping was a useful skill for tradespeople, and it is not unreasonable to 

assume that female apprentices would have learned such skills in financial literacy in 

order to prepare them for their own business ventures. 

 

Conclusion 

Focusing on women’s pre-apprenticeship training illustrates that the skills attained 

by girls and young women varied widely based on their familial circumstances, social 

status, personal aptitude and proximity to urban centres, particularly London. 

Nevertheless, the wider remunerative applications of creative skills such as drawing, 

painting, embroidery and needlework shows that some women engaged in highly 

skilled work. A clear majority of female livery company apprentices admitted free by 

servitude in six livery companies could sign their names at the time of entering their 

apprenticeship. This suggests that these women were drawn from an overwhelmingly 

literate class of the gentry and middling sort, a characteristic that will be further 

 
364 Anon., Advice, p. 2. 
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explored (and broadly confirmed) in Chapter Four. The high levels of literacy 

amongst women engaged in retailing and ‘feminine trades’, initially recognised by 

Earle and surveyed in this chapter suggests that literacy was indeed an advantage for 

milliners and a likely characteristic of those pursuing such professions. Though the 

narrower educational opportunities available to early modern women frequently 

directed them into work in the fashion trades, this could lead to independent success 

in business, generating profits and longevity in trade. 
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Chapter 4 
Entering apprenticeships 
 

Introduction 

Did women actively seek out formal apprenticeships during the early modern period, 

and what characterized an ‘archetypal’ female livery company apprentice? Typical 

entries in the apprentice binding books of London’s livery companies present a 

wealth of biographical information that can be used to construct a detailed 

prosopography, illuminating the working lives of these early modern women. For 

example, on 11 October 1717, Martha Harrison, the daughter of Thomas Harrison, an 

ironmonger from Wiltshire, paid a premium of £25 and was bound to Mary Reynolds 

of the Mercers’ Company for seven years.365 Reynolds herself had been apprenticed 

to a widow named Susanna Bolt in the 1690s.366 These distinct, yet connected, 

examples demonstrate the transmission of skills from mistress to apprentice, 

suggesting that embarking on a formal apprenticeship offered women greater 

opportunities to establish themselves independently in trade. 

This chapter will first consider the number of women enrolled as apprentices 

through London’s livery companies, charting elements of change and continuity over 

time, and considering the factors that contributed to the mid seventeenth-century rise 

and subsequent early eighteenth-century fall in the number of women entering 

formal apprenticeships. The next section will survey the geographic origins of female 

apprentices to consider whether these young women migrated to London in order to 

seek training and expanded economic opportunities. Previous studies of female livery 

 
365 Harrison’s signature is depicted in Chapter 3. ‘Martha Harrison, 1717’, ROLLCO: 
https://www.londonroll.org/event/?company=mrc&event_id=MCEW365, accessed 22 November 2019. 
366 ‘Mary Reynolds, 1694’, ROLLCO: 
https://www.londonroll.org/event/?company=mrc&event_id=MCEB439, accessed 22 November 2019. 
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company apprentices have established that they were often from middling socio-

economic backgrounds, and this will be further explored in the third section. Finally, 

I will consider the apprenticeship premiums paid by young women and their families, 

which were more systematically recorded from 1710, as a means of indicating the 

perceived value of formal apprenticeships to young women and their families. The 

chapter shows that political, social, cultural and economic factors contributed to the 

greater visibility of female apprentices in livery company records by the end of the 

seventeenth century, and that fashionable businesses afforded a small but significant 

number of young women opportunities to gain skills and training in the City. 

 

4.1 The rise and fall of female apprenticeships 

The value of the skills acquired by young women through formal apprenticeships in 

London has been largely overlooked or minimised by historians, ostensibly due to 

perceived low numbers of female apprentices throughout the early modern period.367 

For example, Vivien Brodsky Elliott asserted that no female apprentices were 

recorded in 15 livery companies between 1580 and 1640, though this conclusion was 

only reached as a result of very selective sampling.368 Whilst no systematic, 

quantitative study has yet been conducted to calculate the total number of female 

apprentices in the livery companies in London, Amy Erickson estimated that women 

 
367 Some texts challenge this trend: A. L. Erickson, 'Eleanor Mosley and other milliners in the City of 
London companies 1700-1750’, History Workshop Journal, 71:1 (2011), pp. 147-172; K. D. M. Snell, Annals of 
the Labouring Poor Social Change and Agrarian England 1660-1900 (Cambridge, 1987), pp. 270-319. 
368 V. Brodsky Elliott, ‘Single women in the London marriage market: age, status and mobility, 1598-
1619’ in Marriage and Society: Studies in the History of Marriage, ed. by R. B. Outhwaite (New York, 1981), 
p. 91. Elliott does not specify the companies in her study in this publication. However, her thesis details 
the companies and date ranges consulted: Carpenters’ (1573-1594), Cordwainers’ (1597-1602), 
Blacksmiths’ (1605-1611), Fishmongers’ (1614-1622), Tylers & Bricklayers’ (1612-1619), Drapers’ (1615-1625), 
Grocers’ (1629-1633), Bakers’ (1632-1637), Merchant Taylors’ (1606-1607), Goldsmiths’ (1605-1611), 
Haberdashers (1605-1606), Joiners’ (1641-1646), Tallow Chandlers’ (1631-1636), Cutlers’ (1618-1626), and 
Brewers’ (1611-1625). V. Brodsky Elliott, ‘Mobility and Marriage in Pre-Industrial England: a 
demographic and social structural analysis of geographic and social mobility and aspects of marriage, 
1570-1690, with particular reference to Middlesex, Kent, Essex and Hertfordshire’, (Unpublished Ph.D. 
thesis, Cambridge, 1979), p. 5. 
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constituted around 1 percent of apprentices in 56 companies between 1700 and 1750.369 

Consequently, Laura Gowing affirmed that ‘apprenticed girls remained exceptional 

in their peer group, among working women, and in the companies’, citing Erickson’s 

and Steve Rappaport’s figures of 1 and 2 percent respectively.370 If apprenticeship was 

indeed ‘the main source of non-agricultural training in pre-industrial England’, such 

low overall figures in London suggest that a key source of occupational training was 

unavailable to women, limiting their opportunities to contribute to the early modern 

economy through a well-established craft or trade.371 

Nevertheless, fluctuations in the number of female apprentices recorded in 

London over the medieval and early modern period have been used to contribute to 

historiographical debates over whether women experienced a ‘golden age’ of 

economic inclusivity, and when this might have occurred.372 Caroline M. Barron 

perceived a ‘deterioration in the position of women’ in the sixteenth century from the 

‘rosy’ medieval period. She cited the Drapers’ Company’s refusal to bind a ‘mayden’ 

apprentice because ‘they had not seen the like before’ in 1570 as evidence that ‘the 

formal economic role of women in London’ had changed.373 Yet, Barron noted that 

the first female apprentice in London was recorded in 1276, with an increase in 

numbers between 1300 and 1450, though no female apprentices were recorded 

between 1450 and 1500.374 These medieval figures provide useful context to numbers 

recorded in the early modern period. Barron’s highest medieval figure of 22 female 

 
369 Erickson, ‘Eleanor Mosley’, p. 150; fn. 8. 
370 L. Gowing, ‘Girls on Forms: Apprenticing Young Women in Seventeenth-Century London’, Journal 
of British Studies, 55:3 (2016), pp. 449-451. 
371 C. Minns and P. Wallis, ‘The price of human capital in a pre-industrial economy: Premiums and 
apprenticeship contracts in 18th century England’, Explorations in Economic History, 50:3 (2013), p. 349. 
372 For a summary of these debates, see J. Humphries and J. Weisdorf, ‘The Wages of Women in 
England, 1260-1850’, The Journal of Economic History, 75:2 (2015), pp. 419-426. 
373 C. M. Barron, ‘The “Golden Age” of Women in Medieval London’, Reading Medieval Studies, 15 (1989), 
pp. 47-48. 
374 See M. K. McIntosh, Working Women in English Society, 1300-1620 (Cambridge, 2005), pp. 134-135. 
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apprentices between 1400 and 1450 suggests that though the wives and widows of 

citizens maintained their role as the mistresses of male apprentices, female livery 

company apprentices were consistently rare, even as the population of London grew. 

 

Table 4.1 Female apprentices in London, c. 1600-1799 
Livery Company (Rank) Date Range Female 

apprentices 
Total 

apprentices 
% Female 

apprentices 
Mercers (1) 1600-1799 37 3894 1.0 
Drapers (3) 1600-1799 142 15458 0.9 

Goldsmiths (5) 1600-1708 78 9335 0.8 
Skinners (6/7) 1603-1799 99 - - 

Merchant Taylors (6/7) 1600-1799 512 - - 
Haberdashers (8) 1602-1799 535 - - 

Salters (9) 1599/1600; 1678-1799 51 2766 1.8 
Ironmongers (10) 1600-1799 35 - - 
Clothworkers (12) 1606-1799 147 29578 0.5 

Tallow Chandlers (21) 1629-1799 49 6001 0.8 
Girdlers (23) 1654-1799 34 2131 1.6 

Carpenters (26) 1651-1674 22 - - 
Painter-Stainers (28) 1666-1795 84 - - 

Founders (33) 1643-1799 26 3147 0.8 
Tylers and Brickayers (37) 1668-1721 11 - - 

Bowyers (38) 1680-1799 10 514 1.9 
Stationers (47) 1600-1799 102 13266 0.8 
Broderers (48) 1679-1713; 1763-1799 45 - - 
Musicians (50) 1624-1799 64 1191 5.4 

Glovers (62) 1675-1679, 1738-1748; 
1694-1794 461 - - 

Needlemakers (65) 1664-1799 33 - - 
Total 2577 87281 0.8 

Sources: Mercers’, Drapers’, Goldsmiths’, Salters’, Clothworkers’, Tallow Chandlers’, Girdlers’, 
Founders’, Bowyers’, Stationers’ and Musicians’ companies data from ROLLCO. Skinners’ Company 
(1603-1799) GL MS 30719/2-5; Merchant Taylors’ Company (1600-1799) GL MS 34038/3-20; 
Haberdashers’ Company (1602-1799) GL MS 15860/3-9; Ironmongers’ Company (1600-1799) MS 16981/1-
2; Carpenters’ Company (1651-1674) ‘Records of the Worshipful Company of Carpenters Volume I: 
Apprentices' Entry Books 1654-1694, ed. Bower Marsh (Oxford, 1913), British History Online’ 
http://www.british-history.ac.uk/no-series/london-carpenters/1654-94, accessed 6 March 2018; Painter-
Stainers’ Company (1666-1795) GL MS 5669/1; Broderers’ Company data from C. Webb, London Livery 
Company Apprenticeship Registers, Vol. 6 Broderers’ Company 1679-1713 and 1763-1800 (London, 1997); 
Glovers’ Company (1675-1679, 1738-1748, 1694-1794) GL MS 4591/1, MS 4592/1, MS 4593; Needlemakers’ 
Company (1664-1799) MS 2818/1. 
Notes: The Mercers’ Company figure includes one further female apprentice, omitted from ROLLCO 
but present in the Acts of Court 1707-1714, fol. 50. Information relating to Glovers’ Company apprentices 
is inconsistent. Entries for 1675 to 1679 in the court minutes (MS 4591/1) are more detailed. Between 1694 
and 1794, only the apprentice’s name and the year that the apprenticeship commenced is recorded.  
 

However, as Chapter Two has shown, by the seventeenth century, women 

were formally apprenticed to a diverse array of skilled trades, from coat-making to 
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book-binding, and in greater numbers than has hitherto been acknowledged.375 

Apprentice binding books have not survived uniformly for each company and the 

date ranges included in Table 4.1 reflect this. Nevertheless, the table shows that at 

least 2,577 women were formally bound across 21 livery companies in seventeenth and 

eighteenth-century London. Figures for other companies are cited by Ilana Krausman 

Ben-Amos who noted that 38 female apprentices were bound in the Cordwainers’ 

Company (ranked 27) between 1657 and 1700, 14 in the Bakers’ Company (19), and 9 in 

the Turners’ Company (51) from 1671 to 1700.376 Roger Feldman found that 16 of almost 

5,800 apprentices in the Dyers’ Company (13) were women between 1650 and 1746.377 

Furthermore, Marjorie McIntosh discovered at least 125 female apprentices in the 

Weavers’ Company (42) between 1664 and 1704.378 These figures confirm women’s 

presence in other companies, suggesting that the number of female apprentices 

varied widely by company. 

The Haberdashers’ and Merchant Taylors’ companies had the highest 

number of female apprentices, accounting for just over 40 percent of the total across 

21 companies. This indicates that women were not discouraged from enrolling in 

higher ranked companies. Indeed, 1,636 (63.5 percent) female apprentices were bound 

across nine of the ‘Great Twelve’ companies. Higher proportions of female 

apprentices do not therefore reflect the rank of the company but its size. For example, 

the Musicians’ Company, number 50 in the hierarchy, had the highest percentage of 

female apprentices but only 1,198 apprentices overall.379 The Bowyers’ Company had 

 
375 See also Chapter 6, p. 215 for examples of female apprentices whose apprenticeship is only revealed 
by their admission as freemen by servitude. 
376 I. K. Ben-Amos, Adolescence and Youth in Early Modern England (London, 1994), p. 136. 
377 R. A. Feldman, ‘Recruitment, training and knowledge transfer in the London Dyers’ Company, 1649-
1826’, (Unpublished Ph.D. thesis, London School of Economics, 2005), p. 65. 
378 McIntosh, Working Women, p. 138. 
379 This figure represents the eighteenth-century proportion because the Musicians’ Company 
apprenticeship records are incomplete. Only two seventeenth-century bindings (for male apprentices) 
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the lowest number but one of the highest overall proportions of female apprentices 

at 1.9 percent, with a total of 515 apprentices. This example suggests that female 

apprentices were present across most, if not all of the 80 or so livery companies by the 

late seventeenth-century, regardless of their nominal trade. 

The overall proportions of female apprentices broadly reflect the calculations 

of Erickson and Rappaport. However, overall figures provide a static view of 

apprenticeship, masking changes over time. Though women continuously held a 

small presence as formal apprentices in several companies throughout the 

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, there was a distinct rise in their number from 

the 1640s onwards.380 By the late seventeenth-century, women entered the companies 

in greater numbers. In the Merchant Taylors’ Company, the proportion of female 

apprentices increased from 1.3 percent in the 1660s, to 3.5 percent in the 1670s.381 

Around 4 percent of apprentices in the Painter-Stainers’ Company were women 

between 1666 and 1700.382 Moreover, in the Haberdashers’ Company, the proportion 

by decade was 4.2 percent in the 1670s, 3.9 percent in the 1680s and 3.8 percent in the 

1690s, falling to 2.9 percent by the 1700s.383 The Glovers’ Company also had a large 

number of female apprentices, and a sample for the year 1676 shows that 19 of 39 

apprentices (48.7 percent) were women.384 These higher proportions suggest that 

 
are included on ROLLCO, and apprenticeship records only survive more systematically from the late 
1720s. 
380 Prior to 1640, there were 38 female apprentices in nine of the companies under review: Drapers’ (3); 
Goldsmiths’ (4); Merchant Taylors’ (9); Haberdashers’ (6); Salters (1); Ironmongers (1); Clothworkers’ 
(11); Tallow Chandlers (1) and Stationers’ (2). J. Collins, ‘Jane Holt, Milliner, and Other Women in 
Business: Apprentices, Freewomen and Mistresses in The Clothworkers’ Company, 1606-1800’, Textile 
History, 44:1 (2013), p. 75; Gowing, ‘Girls on Forms’, p. 450, fn. 7. 
381 These figures are derived using totals calculated by N. Sleigh-Johnson, ‘The Merchant Taylors 
Company of London, 1580-1645 with special reference to politics and government’, (Ph.D. thesis, 
University of London, 1989), p. 351. 
382 A total of 1,496 Painter-Stainers’ Company apprentices were bound between 1666 and 1700, 
including 60 female apprentices. GL MS 5669/1. 
383 GL MS 15860/6-8 Haberdashers’ Company Apprentice Books. 
384 GL MS 4591/1, Glovers’ Company Court Minutes, 1675-9. Amy Erickson calculated overall 
percentages c. 1600 to 1800 (where records survive) for the Pinmakers’ (44 percent), Glovers’ (13 
percent), Fanmakers’ (6 percent), Gardeners’ (6 percent), Broderers’ (6 percent), and Spectaclemakers’ 
(5 percent) using Cliff Webb’s data and transcriptions, though she noted that these figures represent a 
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though the total number of female apprentices in the seventeenth and eighteenth 

centuries was generally low, there were distinct variations between companies and 

by decade and these changes are worthy of further exploration in order to contribute 

to our understanding of women’s experiences with guilds in early modern England. 

 

Figure 4.1 Female apprentices in six livery companies, c. 1600-1799 

 
Sources: Mercers’, Drapers’, Clothworkers’ companies data from ROLLCO; Merchant Taylors’ 
Company (1600-1799) GL MS 34038/3-20; Haberdashers’ Company (1602-1799) GL MS 15860/3-9; 
Painter-Stainers’ Company (1666-1795) GL MS 5669/1. 
 

Focusing discussion on the Mercers’, Drapers’, Merchant Taylors’, 

Haberdashers’, Clothworkers’, and Painter-Stainers’ companies offers the 

opportunity to explore the factors that contributed to the rise and fall of female 

apprentices across the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries in more detail. Five of 

these companies have surviving apprenticeship records that span the two centuries, 

and the Painter-Stainers’ Company records have been consulted from 1666 to 1795. 

Moreover, three of the companies are included on ROLLCO, allowing for further 

 
minimum as gender was not always explicitly recorded and this was not ‘an aim of Webb’s research’. 
A. L. Erickson, ‘Married women’s occupations in eighteenth-century London’, Continuity and Change, 
23:2 (2008), p. 287, fn. 79. 
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quantitative analysis, including comparisons in the number of male and female 

apprentices over time. 

These companies for the most part were historically connected to the 

production and retailing of textiles and clothing, thereby offering links to the 

occupational identities of ‘seamstress’, ‘mantua-maker’, and ‘milliner’. Furthermore, 

four of the companies had long-standing ties to the Royal Exchange, where a great 

quantity of women (and men who bound female apprentices) had fashionable 

businesses in the early modern period. Matthew Davies and Ann Saunders noted that 

when Queen Elizabeth I opened the Royal Exchange in 1571, the shop tenants 

included 17 Merchant Taylors, 55 Haberdashers, 25 Mercers, and 21 Painter-

Stainers.385 The shops on the Royal Exchange were reliant on women’s labour. 

Indeed, in the 1630s Thomas Powell remarked 'there is a pretty way of breeding young 

maides in an Exchange shop, or S. Martins le grand’, suggesting that the Royal 

Exchange and the area around Cheapside, which housed many mercers’ shops, were 

established locations for young women to learn professional skills, though they were 

not always formally enrolled as livery company apprentices.386 

Figures for the number of female and male apprentices in the Mercers’, 

Drapers’ and Clothworkers’ companies offer further insights into the gender division 

of apprentices. Table 4.2 records apprentices by decade between 1600 and 1799, 

indicating fluctuations in the proportion of new enrolments of female apprentices by 

company. The Mercers’ Company witnessed the most volatile fluctuations, though 

the total number of apprentices was far lower than the Drapers’ and Clothworkers’ 

companies. Consequently, even low numbers of female apprentices became more 

 
385 M. Davies and A. Saunders, The History of the Merchant Taylors’ Company (Leeds, 2004), p. 130. 
386 For further discussion of retailing on Cheapside, see Chapter 8. T. Powell, The art of thriving. Or, The 
plaine path-way to preferment (London, 1636), pp. 115-116. 
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significant, particularly in the 1700s, 1740s and 1770s. The Drapers’ Company had 

roughly the same number of female apprentices with half the number of male 

apprentices when compared to the Clothworkers’ Company and so the proportion of 

female apprentices within the company c. 1650 to 1750 is consistently greater. 

However, the Clothworkers’ Company is distinctive because female apprentices were 

bound across the entire period.  

 

Table 4.2 Male and female apprentices by decade, c. 1600-1799 
Date 

Range 
Mercers Drapers Clothworkers Total F M % F M % F M % 

1600-1609 0 2 0 0 991 0 1 1108 0.1 2102 
1610-1619 0 19 0 0 1468 0 6 2998 0.2 4491 
1620-1629 0 335 0 1 1500 0.1 3 2621 0.1 4460 
1630-1639 0 414 0 2 1439 0.1 1 2747 0 4603 
1640-1649 0 408 0 2 1209 0.2 8 3132 0.3 4759 
1650-1659 0 459 0 16 1403 1.1 18 2789 0.6 4685 
1660-1669 0 364 0 12 1118 1.1 14 2284 0.6 3792 
1670-1679 7 364 1.9 19 1007 1.9 18 1648 1.1 3063 
1680-1689 6 332 1.8 23 677 3.3 12 1207 1.0 2257 
1690-1699 6 361 1.6 20 747 2.6 11 1121 1.0 2266 
1700-1709 9 218 4.0 12 644 1.8 13 1293 1.0 2189 
1710-1719 2 159 1.2 8 507 1.6 4 1257 0.3 1937 
1720-1729 2 132 1.5 7 457 1.5 5 934 0.5 1537 
1730-1739 0 100 0 2 342 0.6 10 864 1.1 1318 
1740-1749 3 53 5.4 6 307 1.9 4 657 0.6 1030 
1750-1759 0 36 0 3 299 1.0 5 668 0.7 1011 
1760-1769 1 33 2.9 1 311 0.3 8 663 1.2 1017 
1770-1779 1 24 4.0 5 247 2.0 4 526 0.8 807 
1780-1789 0 18 0 2 284 0.7 1 452 0.2 757 
1790-1799 0 26 0 1 359 0.2 1 460 0.2 847 

Total 37 3857 1.0 142 15316 0.9 147 29429 0.5 48928 
Source: ROLLCO. 

 

The visual representation of this data in Figures 4.2 and 4.3 shows that the 

number of male apprentices increased across all three companies in the early 

seventeenth-century, markedly declining after 1680. Indeed, by the end of the 

seventeenth century, Vivien Brodsky Elliott observed a decline in the overall number 

of apprentices in eight livery companies, noting the ‘waning significance’ of formal 
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apprenticeships ‘as a form of education and way of life’.387 The number of female 

apprentices rose during an apparent peak of male apprentices in the 1640s and 1650s, 

indicating that the British civil wars affected the number of male and female 

apprentices in London. 

 

Figure 4.2 Male Mercers’, Drapers’ and Clothworkers’ apprentices, 1600-1799 

 
Source: ROLLCO. 

 
Figure 4.3 Female Mercers’, Drapers’ and Clothworkers’ apprentices, 1600-1799 

 
Source: ROLLCO. 

 
387 Elliott, ‘Mobility and Marriage’, p. 7. 
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Figure 4.4 illustrates clearly the decline in the number of male apprentices in 

these three companies over the course of the seventeenth century. The three 

companies broadly follow the same pattern. The outbreak of war in 1642 had a sudden 

impact on the number of new male apprentices being bound. Whilst the numbers 

recovered almost to pre-war levels between 1644 and 1646, they dropped again after 

1647 and did not recover until the mid 1650s. The number of new female apprentices 

in these companies rose after 1646, from 10 in the 1640s, to 34 in the 1650s. This 

suggests that more female apprentices were bound when the number of male 

apprentices fell. There was a sharp decline in the number of male and female 

apprentices in 1665, indicating that the Great Plague had a profound impact. Yet, the 

numbers improved even after the Great Fire devastated the City in 1666, suggesting 

that the companies endeavoured to recover quickly. 

 

Figure 4.4 Male Mercers’, Drapers’ and Clothworkers’ apprentices, 1640-1670 

 
Source: ROLLCO. For a comparable chart of the Joiners’, Mercers’, Drapers’, Clothworkers’, and 
Tallow Chandlers’ companies 1650-1720, see L. A. Lindey, ‘The London Furniture Trade, 1640-1720’, 
(Unpublished Ph.D. thesis, Institute of Historical Research, University of London, 2016), p. 101. 
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The social and political upheavals of the British civil wars therefore likely 

contributed to the rise in women entering formal female apprenticeships in the 

parliament-led City during the 1640s and 1650s. Indeed, Laura Gowing suggests that 

‘familial disruptions and dislocations helped open opportunities’ for women in the 

mid seventeenth century.388 According to the livery company records, ‘familial 

disruptions’ consistently motivated young women to enter into formal 

apprenticeships. On average, around 40 percent of female apprentices in the 

Mercers’, Drapers’, Merchant Taylors’, Haberdashers’, Clothworkers’, and Painter-

Stainers’ companies had lost their fathers, suggesting that formal apprenticeships 

were considered a suitable means of providing training to girls of the middling sort in 

such circumstances. Though there was no marked increase in the proportion of 

deceased fathers in the 1640s and 1650s for female apprentices in the Merchant 

Taylors’ and Haberdashers’ companies when compared with later decades, the civil 

wars certainly affected the number of male apprentices, thereby opening further 

opportunities for young women in the companies. 

Historians have posited several theories for the rise in the number of female 

apprentices towards the end of the seventeenth century. Michael Walker found that 

‘substantial numbers of women were bound, particularly from 1690 to 1720’ in the 

Shipwrights’ Company and suggests that this could have been ‘a way of binding 

cheap surplus labour to reduce costs’.389 He then rather contradictorily acknowledged 

that ‘there was a general movement of women in to more skilled occupations in the 

late seventeenth century’, referring specifically to the role of mantua-makers in the 

tailoring trade.390 By equating female labour with cheap labour, Walker seemingly 

 
388 Gowing, ‘Girls on Forms’, p. 453. 
389 M. J. Walker, ‘The Extent of Guild Control of Trades in England’ (Unpublished Ph.D. thesis, 
Cambridge, 1985), p. 207. Walker’s date range reflects the incomplete survival of the Shipwrights’ 
Company records. 
390 Walker, The Extent of Guild Control’, p. 207, fn. 90. 
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corroborates Marjorie McIntosh’s view that apprenticeship changed in its nature and 

relationship to women during the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. 

McIntosh perceived a ‘transition away from skilled craft training’, towards a system 

that exploited poor women in search of remunerative employment, working mainly 

in household tasks, though this is not a key characteristic of female livery company 

apprentices.391 She attributed the rise of female apprentices in the Weavers’ Company 

to the shortage of labour incurred by the population decrease caused by the great 

plague and fire in the 1660s.392 Ilana Krausman Ben-Amos also cited the great plague 

as a factor, suggesting that a fall in migration in the later seventeenth-century reduced 

the competition for training, allowing women to undertake formal apprenticeships 

more readily.393  

Changing demographic patterns have also been posited as a theory for the 

increasing number of women bound as formal apprentices towards the end of the 

seventeenth century. Indeed, Vivien Brodsky Elliott contextualised their presence as 

evidence ‘that the status of single women had improved in the later seventeenth 

century, contrary to Alice Clark’s contention’.394 Keith Snell also linked the perceived 

fall in female apprenticeships in the eighteenth century to demographic changes in 

England, stating that ‘it seems significant that the extent of female apprenticeship 

declined alongside the fall of female marriage ages and the proportion never 

marrying, to their low points in the early nineteenth century’.395 Certainly, some 

female apprentices and freewomen seemingly elected not to marry once they had 

established themselves in trade, and the late seventeenth century, when the highest 

 
391 McIntosh, Working Women, pp. 135-139. 
392 McIntosh, Working Women, p. 138. The Weavers’ Company apprenticeship binding books have not 
survived before c. 1655. 
393 Ben-Amos, Adolescence and Youth, p. 136. 
394 Elliott, ‘Mobility and Marriage’, p. 243. 
395 Snell, Annals, p. 311. 
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proportion of female apprentices were bound, was a time in which women married 

later in life, if at all.396 Indeed, Laura Gowing observed that ‘a skill could provide an 

intermission, or a life’s work’ for unmarried women.397 This suggests that some young 

women and their families perceived the benefits of occupational training in London 

as a means of attaining skills and independent subsistence, particularly in a society 

where marriage was by no means a guaranteed - or enduring - life-cycle event. By 

entering formal apprenticeships, women had the opportunity to gain the freedom of 

their respective companies, offering them a greater degree of independence. 

Attitudes towards women’s formal inclusion in the livery companies had 

evidently changed by the 1650s, and this was likely also related to the worsening 

financial circumstances of the companies. Loans made to parliament during the civil 

wars, which were never repaid, surely encouraged the companies to increase their 

membership and to secure more funds from freedoms and apprenticeship 

bindings.398 This financial precarity was compounded after the fire of London, which 

destroyed the Royal Exchange and a significant proportion of the stock and 

commercial property of tradespeople in the City.399 John Evelyn’s evocative 

description of the fire’s aftermath on 7 September, ‘200,000 people of all ranks and 

degrees dispers’d and lying along by their heapes of what they could save’, suggests 

that this was the case.400 Furthermore, once women were apprenticed in greater 

numbers during the 1640s, they were increasingly likely to become free via servitude 

and to bind apprentices of their own. This then had a cumulative effect, gradually 

 
396 A. Froide, Never Married: Singlewomen in Early Modern England (New York, 2005), pp. 2, 192-4; A. M. 
Poska, ‘The Case for Agentic Gender Norms for Women in Early Modern Europe’, Gender & History, 
30:2 (2018), p. 356. 
397 L. Gowing, ‘“The Manner of Submission”: gender and demeanour in seventeenth-century London’, 
Cultural and Social History, 10:1 (2013), p. 29. 
398 I. W. Archer, The History of the Haberdashers’ Company (Chichester, 1991), p. 89. 
399 Though Walker states that the fire ‘did not deal a disastrous blow to the Companies’, the loss of 
numerous company halls surely had an impact. Walker, ‘The Extent of Guild Control’, p. 188. 
400 A. Dobson (ed.), The Diary of John Evelyn (London, 1954), p. 75. 
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increasing the likelihood of greater numbers of female apprentices over the following 

decades. Moreover, J. R. Kellett noted that ‘all persons who offered to take up 

permanent residence in the new-built houses and shops were admitted gratis into the 

freedom of the City’ in 1673, indicating a concerted effort to revitalize the City, and to 

record and admit previously unfree Londoners as citizens.401 This, when paired with 

declining numbers of male apprentices, afforded women a larger presence in 

London’s livery companies as apprentices by the late seventeenth century. 

 

Figure 4.5 Female apprentices in six livery companies, c. 1660-1730 

 
Sources: Mercers’, Drapers’, Clothworkers’ companies data from ROLLCO; Merchant Taylors’ 
Company: GL MS 34038/15-19; Haberdashers’ Company: GL MS 15860/6-8; Painter-Stainers’ Company: 
GL MS 5669/1. 

 

The expansion of opportunities in the wider metropolis and the more 

widespread eighteenth-century decline in guild control may in turn account for the 

subsequent - and arguably inevitable - decline in instances of formal female 

 
401 J. R. Kellett, ‘The Breakdown of Gild and Corporation Control over the Handicraft and Retail Trade 
in London’, The Economic History Review, 10:3 (1958), pp. 382-383. 
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apprenticeships in the early 1700s.402 Figure 4.5 plots the number of new female 

apprentice bindings in six companies by year between c. 1660 and 1730, confirming 

the impact of the plague and fire. This suggests that the introduction of the mantua 

gown in the mid-1670s was not the only factor affecting the increase in formal female 

apprenticeships, particularly as their number rose in the preceding decades, though 

the growth of the ready-made garment trade and developments in fashionable dress 

after the Restoration probably likely affected numbers in the early 1660s.  

The marked eighteenth-century decline across the six companies saw 

numbers drop from 226 formal female apprentices in the 1690s, to 134 in the 1700s, and 

56 in the 1710s. Mistresses and masters in the Painter-Stainers’ Company enrolled no 

new formal female apprentices between 1713 and 1723, and far lower numbers are 

apparent after 1714 across all six companies. Walker acknowledged that a ‘change in 

attitude to business and towards corporate regulations’ among artisans and 

merchants acted as a key cause of guild decline in the late seventeenth and eighteenth 

centuries.403 Moreover, the various wars, acts and agitations increasingly prevalent 

from the 1690s, including the Calico Act of 1700, conceivably had a dampening effect 

on import and export networks in fashionable textiles, adversely affecting 

fashionable businesses, and contributing to the fall in formal female apprenticeships, 

and perhaps even to the terminal decline in shop occupancy rates in the upper pawn 

of the Royal Exchange by the 1720s.404 

Figure 4.6 plots data for all 21 companies by decade, revealing that 1,223 female 

apprentices (47.5 percent of the total) were bound in the 1670s, 1680s and 1690s. The 

 
402 V. Harding, ‘The Population of London, 1550–1700: a review of the published evidence’, The London 
Journal, 15:2 (1990), p. 123. 
403 Walker, ‘The Extent of Guild Control’, p. 219. 
404 See Chapter 6, p. 240; B. Lemire, Fashion’s Favourite: The Cotton Trade and the Consumer in Britain, 
1660-1800 (New York, 1991), pp. 29-42; N. Rothstein, ‘The Calico Campaign of 1719-21', East London Papers, 
7 (1964), pp. 3-21. 
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Glovers’ Company anomalously sustained high numbers of female apprentices in the 

1700s, reflecting that this company had a high proportion of female apprentices more 

widely. A smaller peak of female apprentices occurred in the 1740s, 1750s and 1760s 

but this was not reflected across every company. It was most evident in the Merchant 

Taylors’, Haberdashers’, Glovers’, Stationers’ and Musicians’ companies, and 

therefore could be explained by the survival of records as much as any external factor. 

However, the increase in women admitted free of the companies in this period as 

acknowledged in Chapter Six likely also had some bearing on this rise. 

 

Figure 4.6 Female apprentices bound across 21 companies, c. 1600-1799 

 
Sources: See Table 4.1. 

 

A combination of social, cultural and economic factors - catalysed by the 

political upheavals of the 1640s - had an impact on the number of female apprentices 

in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Whilst female apprentices maintained 

their presence in some livery companies even into the nineteenth century, the unique 

combination of factors, which led to their late-seventeenth century rise, did not 
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reoccur. The decline of guild control and the process of industrialization offered new 

and ever-changing opportunities for remunerated employment, whilst those 

seamstresses, mantua-makers, and milliners who continued in business became far 

less likely to formally bind apprentices through London’s livery companies. This was 

particularly the case once the shops of the upper pawn of the Royal Exchange had 

closed by the 1730s, suggesting that the visibility of women in business declined with 

the fortunes of that once prestigious retail venue. 

 

4.2 Geographic origins of female apprentices 

The apprentice binding books of London’s livery companies also provide quite 

detailed information regarding the geographic origins of female apprentices.405 This 

information can be used to investigate whether young women were more likely to 

seek formal apprenticeships as economic migrants, or as existing residents of London. 

Historians have already observed broader changes over this period for livery 

company apprentices. For example, Tim Leunig, Chris Minns and Patrick Wallis 

noted that in the seventeenth century, young men migrated greater distances in order 

to take up apprenticeships in London, and Jacob Field acknowledged the important 

role of economic migrants in sustaining population growth given high urban 

mortality rates.406 Yet, by the later eighteenth century, a larger proportion of 

apprentices were drawn from London, Middlesex and Surrey.407 This section will 

 
405 Technically, the location recorded in the binding books was the father’s geographic origin but this 
has been taken as the implicit origin for female apprentices in this study. 
406 T. Leunig, C. Minns and P. Wallis, ‘Networks in the premodern economy: the market for London 
apprenticeships, 1600-1749’, Journal of Economic History, 71:2 (2011), p. 420; J. F. Field, ‘Apprenticeship 
Migration to London from the North-East of England in the Seventeenth Century’, The London Journal, 
35:1 (2010), p. 2. 
407 Leunig, Minns and Wallis, ‘Networks’, p. 420. Laurie Lindey observed this trend for Joiners’ 
Company apprentices. Lindey, ‘The London Furniture Trade’, pp. 126-132. 
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therefore focus on the observable patterns for female apprentices in six livery 

companies in order to compare and contrast their experience with male apprentices.  

Table 4.3 shows the overall figures for female apprentices in the seventeenth 

and eighteenth centuries. According to the data, many female apprentices were 

drawn from the City itself or from the surrounding Home Counties, accounting for a 

cumulative 54.7 percent of apprentices. For individual companies, the Painter-

Stainers’ (34.5 percent), Clothworkers’ (32 percent) and Drapers’ (29.6 percent) had the 

highest proportions of apprentices drawn from London, whereas the Mercers’ (29.7 

percent) and Merchant Taylors’ (29.3 percent) companies drew greater numbers of 

apprentices from the Home Counties. 

 

Table 4.3 Geographic origins of female apprentices, c. 1600-1799 
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London 10 42 130 151 47 29 409 28.1 
Home Counties 11 36 150 132 39 19 387 26.6 

East 3 3 49 36 10 7 108 7.4 
North East 0 2 26 19 7 2 56 3.8 
Midlands 3 24 59 85 19 6 196 13.5 

North West 1 4 14 11 2 4 36 2.5 
South West 7 10 30 44 7 10 108 7.4 
South East 1 12 37 41 16 6 113 7.8 

Wales 0 4 3 8 0 0 15 1.0 
Scotland 0 2 6 0 0 0 8 0.5 
Ireland 0 1 2 3 0 0 6 0.4 
Abroad 0 0 4 2 0 0 6 0.4 

Unknown 1 2 2 3 0 1 9 0.6 
Total 37 142 512 535 147 84 1457 100.0 

Home Counties: Middlesex, Hertfordshire, Surrey, Kent, Essex; East: Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire, 
Suffolk, Norfolk, Lincoln, Huntingdonshire; North East: Yorkshire, Northumberland, Durham; 
Midlands: Warwickshire, Nottinghamshire, Derbyshire, Staffordshire, Leicestershire, Shropshire, 
Herefordshire, Worcestershire, Northamptonshire; North West: Cheshire, Cumberland, 
Westmorland, Lancashire; South West: Gloucestershire, Bristol, Wiltshire, Somerset, Dorset, Devon, 
Cornwall; South East: Berkshire, Buckinghamshire, Sussex, Hampshire, Isle of Wight, Oxfordshire. 
Notes: Date ranges are as follows: Mercers’ Company, 1600-1799; Drapers’ Company, 1600-1799; 
Merchant Taylors’ Company, 1600-1799; Haberdashers’ Company, 1602-1799; Clothworkers’ Company, 
1606-1799; Painter-Stainers’ Company, 1666-1795. 
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When the numbers are observed by decade for the period 1650 to 1749 (Figure 

4.7), it is clear that the percentage of apprentices from London and the Home Counties 

was consistently around 50 percent or above but this increased to between 60 and 70 

percent by the eighteenth century. This broadly confirms Jessica Collins’ assertion 

that female livery company apprentices ‘could easily be satisfied locally from an early 

date’ in the Clothworkers’ Company, suggesting that this was a more widespread 

trend for female apprentices across the livery companies.408 

 

Figure 4.7 Female apprentices by geographic origin in six companies, 1650-1749 

 
Sources: Mercers’, Drapers’, Clothworkers’ companies data from ROLLCO: 
https://www.londonroll.org. Merchant Taylors’ Company: GL MS 34038/15-20; Haberdashers’ 
Company: GL MS 15860/6-9; Painter-Stainers’ Company: GL MS 5669/1. 

 

Nevertheless, some women travelled great distances to undertake formal 

apprenticeships in London, even in the eighteenth century. These six companies 

recorded economic migrants from Scotland, Wales and Ireland, and from even 

further afield including ‘Bombay, East Indies’, Rotterdam and Norway. Three female 

 
408 Collins, ‘Jane Holt’, p. 76. 
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apprentices were described as from Jamaica including Rebecca Hudson, the daughter 

of a ‘merchant’, who was bound to John Garlick via the Merchant Taylors’ Company 

for a premium of £40 in 1710.409 By tracing her father’s will, we can better comprehend 

the reasons for her entering into a formal apprenticeship. Thomas Hudson died in 

1706, leaving equal shares of his estate to his three sons and two daughters, and 

naming two London-based merchants Justus and Abraham Otgher as the children’s 

guardians. He explicitly requested that his sons be ‘putt out to Apprentice’ before they 

reached the age of 16 years old and instructed the Otghers to provide £250 ‘to the 

Master and Mistress of said son unto whom they shall be placed out in 

Apprenticeship’, a figure which lies in stark contrast to the £40 premium paid for 

Rebecca’s apprenticeship. Hudson clearly did not expect his daughters to enter into 

formal apprenticeships. Instead, he stipulated that they should receive their portions 

at the age of 21 or ‘their respective daies of Marriage’. 410 However, Rebecca’s 

apprenticeship was seemingly arranged as a means of providing her with a trade, as 

John Garlick was described as a milliner on Paternoster Row in the Merchant Taylors’ 

Company records.411 

A significant proportion of female apprentices were also drawn from the 

Midlands, though several young women also travelled from northern counties, the 

South West and South East. This suggests that formal apprenticeships in the City 

were viewed as a means for some young women to learn new skills and potentially 

later establish themselves in trade through the livery companies. When the number 

of female apprentices reached its peak in the later seventeenth century, roughly 

 
409 GL MS 34038/18, fol. 262. 
410 Thomas Hudson referred to enslaved Africans in his will, as well as numerous ‘Ships Sloopes 
Vessels Boats’, suggesting active involvement in the transatlantic slave trade. TNA PROB 11/491/113, 
Will of Thomas Hudson, Merchant of Kingston Jamaica, West Indies, 13 November 1706. 
411 John Garlick left his estate to his wife Hannah, suggesting that she was a milliner. TNA PROB 
11/592/362, Will of John Garlick, Merchant Tailor of London, 19 August 1723. 
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three-quarters of the young women bound were economic migrants to the City. This 

indicates the importance of training to these individuals, their families and guardians, 

offering further insights into the small but dynamic role of formal apprenticeships as 

part of their education.412 

 

4.3 The socio-economic background of female apprentices 

In 1761, Joseph Collyer observed of the millinery trade, ‘I know none fitter for the 

daughters of numerous families, where the parents live handsomely, yet have no 

fortunes to leave their children’.413 Millinery in particular was therefore seemingly 

viewed by parents of the middling sort as a suitable trade for young women to engage 

in, in order to support themselves with a degree of independence. An analysis of the 

socio-economic backgrounds of female apprentices reveals some striking insights 

into the social status of the young women who chose to embark upon a formal 

apprenticeship in London’s livery companies. They were the daughters of artisans, 

gentlemen, clerks, clergymen, and tradespeople, broadly from the middling sort and 

entering households of a similar socio-economic status. 

Table 4.4 shows the occupations recorded for the fathers of female apprentices 

in the Mercers’, Drapers’, Merchant Taylors’, Haberdashers’, Clothworkers’, and 

Painter-Stainers’ companies in London c. 1600 to 1799. There were some variations 

between companies but almost a third of the female apprentices were the daughters 

of people engaged in crafts or trades, including merchants and fathers labelled as 

citizens of London. Though the company is often specified for these ‘citizens’, this 

unfortunately cannot be deemed an accurate representation of their occupation. 

 
412 Between 1650 and 1699, there were 968 female livery company apprentices in these six companies 
and 255 were originally from the city of London, equating to 26 percent. 
413 J. Collyer, The Parent’s and Guardian’s Directory, and the Youth's Guide, in the Choice of a Profession or 
Trade. (London, 1761), p. 105. 
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However, it does suggest that 12.4 percent of female apprentices had a direct 

connection to the livery companies already and that their parents were aware of the 

value of apprenticeship in order to learn a trade. The fathers whose occupations 

related to textiles, clothing and accessories accounted for 7.9 percent of the overall 

sample, indicating that the majority of apprentices were hoping to gain skills that they 

could not necessarily learn at home. 

 
Table 4.4 Socio-economic background of female apprentices, c. 1600-1799 
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No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % 
Esquire / 

Gentleman 13 35.1 35 24.6 154 30.1 169 31.6 26 17.7 32 38.1 29.4 

Clerk / 
Profession 2 5.4 16 11.3 72 14.1 68 12.7 19 12.9 10 11.9 12.8 

Trade/Craft 9 24.3 46 32.4 165 32.2 170 31.8 53 36.1 26 31.0 32.2 
Yeoman/ 

Agriculture 1 2.7 14 9.9 56 10.9 42 7.9 22 15.0 3 3.6 9.5 

Victualling 
trades 6 16.2 7 4.9 20 3.9 35 6.5 14 9.5 7 8.3 6.1 

Labourer 1 2.7 6 4.2 8 1.6 7 1.3 5 3.4 0 0 1.9 

Mariner 2 5.4 2 1.4 17 3.3 9 1.7 2 1.4 0 0 2.2 

Unknown 3 8.1 16 11.3 20 3.9 35 6.5 6 4.1 6 7.1 5.9 

Total 37 100 142 100 512 100 535 100 147 100 84 100 100 
Sources: See Figure 4.1. 

 

The next highest title was ‘gentleman’ or ‘esquire’, confirming the markedly 

genteel social background of many female apprentices.414 The Painter-Stainers’ 

Company had the highest percentage of gentlemen recorded with the Mercers’, 

Haberdashers’, and Merchant Taylors’ companies all recording around a third of 

 
414 The genteel socio-economic background of female apprentices in the Clothworkers’, Cordwainers’, 
Painter-Stainers’, Salters’, and Skinners’, 1700-1750 has been acknowledged and deemed as one of the 
‘hallmarks of millinery apprenticeships’, see Erickson, ‘Eleanor Mosley’, p. 152. 
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female apprentices with a genteel background. Some fathers exhibited particularly 

high social standing. For example, Penelope Duncombe was the daughter of Francis 

Duncombe, Baronet. She was apprenticed to Francis Cinway, a milliner ‘att the 

exchange’ through the Clothworkers’ Company in February 1678/9.415  

The relatively high proportion of fathers referred to as ‘clerk’ or grouped into 

the professions category also points towards a greater likelihood that female 

apprentices were literate. Another notable apprentice whose father was included in 

the ‘profession’ category was Dorothy Throckmorton, daughter of the Worshipful Dr 

Raphael Throckmorton, the Archdeacon of Lincoln. Dorothy was apprenticed 

through the Haberdashers’ Company in 1664, and was admitted free of the company 

by redemption in October 1669, having ‘served Six yeares Appntishipp of her terme’, 

with her master John Spencer ‘freely remitting’ the remainder of her term.416 

Jacqueline Eales suggests that ‘the literacy rates of women educated by clerical 

relatives rivalled those of aristocratic and gentry women, and may even have 

approached 100 percent by the end of the seventeenth century’, confirming that the 

social sphere that many female apprentices were drawn from was highly literate, 

supporting the high rates of signature literacy found in apprenticeship indentures, as 

discussed in Chapter Three.417  

Consequently, the socio-economic background of female apprentices can be 

defined as broadly middling, but what did this mean in reality? Peter Earle defined 

the lower boundaries of the middling sort in terms of ‘personal wealth of a few 

hundred pounds and an annual income of about £50’, though he acknowledged that 

 
415 ‘Penellope Duncombe, apprenticeship, Clothworkers’ Company’ ROLLCO: 
https://www.londonroll.org/event/?company=clw&event_id=CLEB9257, accessed 6 February 2020. 
416 LMA COL/CA/01/01/078, Court of Aldermen Repertory, 1668-1669, fol. 38v. 
417 J. Eales, ‘Female Literacy and the Social Identity of the Clergy Family in the Seventeenth Century’, 
Archaeologia Cantiana, 133 (2013), p. 68. 
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some middling individuals included in his study had ‘rather less’ than that.418 

However, in his micro-historical account of John Bedford, Jeremy Boulton noted the 

ambiguous social status of his ‘hero’, stating that Bedford’s probated wealth could not 

have qualified him as amongst the middling sort but that his ‘ascribed status […] 

derived from his offices, education and social contacts rather than his property’.419 If 

a young woman were from a large, middling family, her parent’s fortunes may not 

ensure her financial security for life. Indeed, in 1675, an anonymous author noted that 

the archetypal apprentice exchange-woman: 

is generally the Honourable off-spring of some Country Gentleman, who being curst 
with a multitude of Blessings (I mean Children) and by ambition made slave to his 
eldest Son, is forced to piece out his Daughters fortune with a profitable employ […] 
Thus having the advantages of a Gentile Birth, good Education, and virtuous 
Inclination, she is design’d by her Parents […] to be put under the discreet tuition of 
some honest and able Exchange-Woman, thereby to obtain an honest and 
honourable employment, to secure her from those storms of Fate which are 
commonly severe on little Fortunes.420 

 

Caution is therefore required when comparing status hierarchies because the 

personal wealth of a London ‘grocer’ could conceivably exceed that of a provincial 

‘gentleman’. 

Indeed, the occupational title of ‘gentleman’ was more liberally applied in the 

early modern period. Alexandra Shepard found that the ‘mutual exclusivity of 

gentility and trade’ waned in the later seventeenth century, particularly among the 

‘urban gentry’ in London.421 In fact, even livery company clerks self-ascribed this title 

alongside their occupational status as ‘clerk’ in company records.422 The more 

 
418 P. Earle, The Making of the English Middle Class: Business, Society and Family Life in London, 1660-1730 
(Los Angeles, 1989), p. 14. 
419 J. Boulton, ‘Microhistory in early modern London: John Bedford (1601-1667)’, Continuity and Change, 
22:1 (2007), p. 122. 
420 Anon., An Answer to the Character of an Exchange-wench. (London, 1675), pp. 2-3. 
421 Shepard, Accounting for Oneself, p. 271. 
422 Robert Blayney described himself as ‘Gent’ on the title page of the Haberdashers’ Company binding 
book in 1675. The text reads ‘Apprentices bound att Haberdashers-Hall […] entred by Robert Blayney 
Gent. ^John Would & Richard Stare Clerkes of the Company of Haberdashers’. John Would and Richard Stare’s 
names were entered in their own hands as superscripts. GL MS 15860/7. 
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widespread adoption of the term ‘gentleman’ as an occupational descriptor therefore 

likely accounts in part for the increase in the proportion of female apprentices with 

fathers assigned that description found by Jessica Collins in the Clothworkers’ 

Company. In a quantitative study that compared the socio-economic origins of male 

and female apprentices between 1606 and 1799, Collins noted that the proportion of 

female apprentices from gentry, professional and noble backgrounds increased from 

6 percent between 1606 and 1649 to 30 percent between 1650 and 1699. However, the 

percentage of male apprentices from these backgrounds was steady at 14 and 16 

percent respectively.423 Despite the potentially misleading title of ‘gentleman’ as a 

true indication of the occupations of the fathers of female apprentices, it is still clear 

that the young women engaged in formal apprenticeships in London were 

predominantly drawn from the more affluent and better-educated strata of society. 

 

4.4 Apprenticeship premiums 

An analysis of the apprenticeship premiums paid to the mistresses and masters of 

London’s livery companies can contribute to wider debates surrounding the potential 

access to skilled training available to young people in early modern London. 

Premiums were beneficial to mistresses and masters because they offset ‘high rates of 

attrition’, financing the considerable time invested in teaching apprentices the skills 

related to a particular craft or trade.424 Premiums also represented an investment for 

the parents and guardians of apprentices who might otherwise have put this fee 

towards a dowry, commercial lease or as a payment for stock on behalf of the 

apprentice. Recent research suggests that premium rates did not necessarily prevent 

young men and women from engaging in formal training, and that the perceived 

 
423 Collins, ‘Jane Holt’, p. 77. 
424 Minns and Wallis, ‘The price of human capital’, p. 336. 
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benefits of undertaking an apprenticeship in one of London’s livery companies 

outweighed the initial cost of a one-off fee. In a study of premiums in eighteenth-

century England, Chris Minns and Patrick Wallis concluded that ‘the financial 

barrier presented by premiums has been overstated, varied widely between 

occupations and individuals, and was in many cases dwarfed by the cost of starting a 

business following a successful apprenticeship’.425 

Certainly, when focusing on the amounts paid by female apprentices, it 

appears that there was room for flexibility on the rate of premiums. Variations within 

the same household were common, suggesting that fees were determined based on a 

complex consideration of the apprentice’s likelihood to complete their full seven-year 

term, the success of the master or mistress’s trade and any pre-existing social 

connections with the apprentice. The initial cost of setting up a milliner’s shop was 

likely to be prohibitive for many young women without significant further financial 

assistance from relatives. Yet, premiums of £40 or £50 were regularly paid, suggesting 

that the skills gained during apprenticeship and the potential to obtain the freedom 

of the City by servitude justified a substantial premium. 

The apprenticeship binding books for the livery companies under 

consideration do not systematically record premiums until the introduction of the 

Stamp Act (1709).426 Between 1710 and 1804, the Stamp Tax, which was paid by masters 

and mistresses constituted a 2.5 percent payment on premiums up to the value of £50, 

and 5 percent on premiums over £50.427 The value of premiums were recorded in the 

‘Board of Stamps: Apprenticeship Books’ at The National Archives, on indentures, 

and (usually) in livery company binding books, though company clerks did not 

 
425 Minns and Wallis, ‘The price of human capital’, p. 336. 
426 Field, ‘Apprenticeship Migration’, p. 5. 
427 Minns and Wallis, ‘The price of human capital’, p. 340. 
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always record premiums even after 1710.428 In total, premiums were recorded for 243 

of the 272 female apprentices bound between 1710 and 1799. Table 4.5 shows that over 

a quarter of apprentices paid no fee at all and it is likely that some of the ‘unknown’ 

premiums not included in the company records or stamp tax assessments were also 

deemed ‘no consideration’. Where premiums were not charged, this was often 

recorded due to ‘affection’ suggesting that there was an existing kinship relationship 

between mistress/master and apprentice. Nevertheless, some surprising 

idiosyncrasies appear in the records as even sisters might be obliged to pay premiums. 

Rebecca Dewell paid her sister Ann a fee of £40 in 1724, and likewise Jane Sarrizin 

paid her sister Catherine £30 in 1730.429 

 

Table 4.5 Apprenticeship premiums in six companies, c. 1710-1799 
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No Cons 1 7 29 34 0 1 72 26.5 
Up to £10 0 3 4 6 4 0 17 6.3 
£11 to £20 1 3 9 4 2 3 22 8.1 
£21 to £30 4 4 11 10 1 0 30 11.0 
£31 to £40 0 1 11 8 7 1 28 10.3 
£41 to £50 1 3 4 14 6 3 31 11.4 
£51 to £60 1 2 2 7 2 0 14 5.1 
£61 to £70 0 0 1 5 8 0 14 5.1 
£71 to £80 0 0 1 2 3 2 8 2.9 
£81 to £90 0 0 0 2 1 0 3 1.1 
£91 to £100 1 0 1 2 0 0 4 1.5 
Unknown 0 11 0 3 8 7 29 10.7 

Total 9 34 73 97 42 17 272 100 
Sources: Mercers’, Drapers’, Clothworkers’ from ROLLCO. Merchant Taylors’ Company: GL MS 
34038/7-20; Haberdashers’ Company: GL MS 15860/7-9; Painter-Stainers’ Company: GL MS 5669/1. 
 

Amy Erickson has acknowledged that it would be useful to compare the 

‘relative amounts paid with girls and with boys’, and in different companies in order 

 
428 TNA IR1 Board of Stamps: Apprenticeship Books, 1710-1811. These records unfortunately do not 
include apprentices paying no premium. 
429 GL MS 5669/1, Painter-Stainers’ Company Apprentice Book, 1666-1795, fol. 131r. 
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to comprehend the similarities and differences by gender and between trades.430 

Certainly, some male apprentices paid extremely high premiums for prestigious 

trades, with amounts including £200, £500 and even £1000 in some cases. 

Nevertheless, some comparisons can be made. The high percentage (26.5 percent) of 

female apprenticeships marked ‘No Consideration’ is broadly comparable to figures 

for male apprentices. Indeed, Minns and Wallis found that a third of apprentices 

learning to be grocers and druggists paid no premium, whilst £10 was typical of most 

craft apprenticeships in London, only 19 percent of apprenticeships incurred a fee of 

more than £50, and 6 percent of more than £100.431 Regarding female apprentices, 14.5 

percent paid premiums of between £51 and £99, somewhat lower than the overall 

figures. However, only 6.3 percent of female apprentices paid around £10, suggesting 

that female apprentices were more likely to engage in trades such as millinery that 

incurred a higher average premium. In fact, a third of female apprentices were 

charged a premium of between £21 and £50. Furthermore, in the 57 instances in the 

Clothworkers’ and Haberdashers’ companies where the occupation of the mistress or 

master was recorded as ‘milliner’ along with the premium paid, an average fee of £51 

can be calculated, confirming the prestige of this trade.432 

 
Table 4.6 £100 premiums 

Date of 
apprenticeship Company Name Father's 

Profession Master/ mistress 

17 Mar 1738 Haberdashers Anne Merry Gentleman William Yeat 
1 Aug 1750 Merchant Taylors Hester Degulhon [Esquire] Elizabeth Halsey 
31 May 1753 Haberdashers Elizabeth Coker Grazier Elizabeth Peirce 
10 Mar 1761 Mercers Margaret Coopman Sugar maker Mary Wall 

Sources: Mercers’ Company: ROLLCO; Merchant Taylors’ Company: GL MS 34038/19, fol. 314; 
Haberdashers’ Company: GL MS 15860/8, fol. 614. 
Notes: Hester D’Egulhon’s father was described as ‘Esquire’ in his will: TNA PROB 11/699/243, Will of 
Stephen D'Egulhon of London, 1 December 1739. 
 

 
430 Erickson, ‘Eleanor Mosley’, p. 150. 
431 Minns and Wallis, ‘The price of human capital’, p. 343. 
432 This does not vary widely by company. The Clothworkers’ Company average is £53 and the 
Haberdashers’ Company average is £50. See also Collins, ‘Jane Holt’, p. 78. 
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The highest premium recorded in these six companies was £100, and Table 

4.6 provides details of the four female apprentices who paid this fee.433 The father’s 

occupations indicate that a grazier and sugar maker could compete on financial terms 

with gentlemen. Anne Merry and Elizabeth Coker were both bound to milliners on 

Lombard Street. Anne Merry’s master William Yeat doubled his premium rate in ten 

years, binding four female apprentices between 1728 and 1738, two for £50, one for £63 

and one for £100. Elizabeth Peirce was admitted free of the Haberdashers’ Company 

via servitude in 1746 and subsequently bound two female apprentices for £84 each in 

1750 before increasing her rate for Elizabeth Coker in 1753. It is striking that three out 

of the four apprentices paying £100 were bound to mistresses suggesting that they 

were trading independently and that their businesses were substantial. These 

mistresses were able to charge high premiums due to the nature of their trade and 

this indicates that success in business was reflected in both the number of apprentices 

bound and the rate of premiums. 

Examples of the value of premiums paid before the eighteenth century are 

rare. Yet, the Repertories of the Court of Aldermen provide an early indication that 

seventeenth-century premiums were comparable in value to those of the eighteenth 

century. In November 1655, an unmarried woman named Winifred Cervington 

petitioned to ‘bee Admitted into the freedome of this Citty by Redemption’ because 

she had served five years apprenticeship with ‘the widowe of a Freeman […] (whoe 

received with her fourty pounds) in expectation of her freedome of this Citty’. 

Cervington was subsequently admitted to the Drapers’ Company upon paying a fee, 

though the amount is obscured by an ink blot.434 The Drapers’ Company records 

 
433 Sarah Storey of the Skinners’ Company charged £105 for two of her apprentices Sarah Hooke (bound 
7 May 1745) and Ann Pettitt (6 October 1747), and £100 for a third apprentice named Catherina Guest (5 
February 1750). GL MS 30719/4, fols 32v, 35v, 42r. 
434 LMA COL/CA/01/01/068, Court of Aldermen Repertory, 1655-1656, fols 8r, 14v. 
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indicate that Cervington bound two female apprentices in 1656 and 1658 respectively, 

and was described as an exchange-woman.435 This shows that the Royal Exchange 

was an important draw for women working as apprentices even during the 

interregnum and that though there is a pattern of increasing premiums towards the 

end of the eighteenth century, some mistresses charged high premiums for the skills 

that they transmitted even in the seventeenth century. 

 

Conclusion 

The considerable increase in female apprentices in several companies at the end of 

the seventeenth century appears to have been part of a trend resulting from changing 

attitudes to women’s inclusion in the companies from the 1640s, seemingly 

compounded by the great plague and fire in the 1660s. This rise, with numbers 

sustained until the 1690s was followed by a sharp decline in the early eighteenth 

century. Whilst male apprentices migrated to London in greater numbers during the 

earlier seventeenth century, with numbers increasingly drawn from the south of 

England by the eighteenth century, most female apprentices originated from London 

or the surrounding Home Counties throughout the period. This suggests that women 

with existing ties to London were able to fill the majority of the spaces afforded to 

women in the livery companies. The socio-economic backgrounds of female 

apprentices show that they were largely drawn from the middling sort, or were the 

daughters of gentlemen and esquires. With regards to apprenticeship premiums, a 

quarter of female apprentices paid no fee but a significant proportion paid between 

 
435 Her surname was recorded as ‘Sewington’ but in context, this is the same individual. 
‘Winifred Sewington, mistress to Elizabeth Heborne, 1656’, ROLLCO: 
https://www.londonroll.org/event/?company=drp&event_id=DREW7121, accessed 29 November 2019. 
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£20 and £50, with some paying as much as £100, indicating that formal female 

apprentices were primarily engaged in prestigious fashion trades in the City. 
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Chapter 5 
Serving apprenticeships 
 

Introduction 

Having established the middling socio-economic origins of the young women 

entering formal apprenticeships through the livery companies in London, it is 

important to consider their experience of serving apprenticeships, including their 

potential duties and occupational training. This chapter will first present a micro-

historical study of the Dewell sisters from Worcestershire to explore the visible 

kinship and friendship ties that connected women in business. A focus on these 

women reveals the complex socio-economic networks forged on the Royal Exchange 

through formal apprenticeships, as at least five of the eight sisters worked in shops at 

this location in the early eighteenth century. 

Given that many female apprentices were engaged in retailing, it is also 

expedient to consider their role in manufacturing the wares offered for sale. 

Inventories illuminate the importance of piece-workers in the fashion trades, and the 

Advice to the Women and Maidens of London (1678) certainly suggested that seamstresses 

were employed by mistress shop-keepers to make their wares. Yet, it is likely that 

female apprentices had wide-ranging duties in order to support the businesses of 

their mistresses and masters, depending on the scale of trade. Exploring the 

opportunities for tacit learning within households reveals how training was 

potentially organised and skills were transmitted. This chapter also considers the 

perceived benefits for women engaging in livery company apprenticeships, thereby 

providing a more comprehensive view of the experience of serving apprenticeships 

in London. 
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5.1 Forging socio-economic networks through London apprenticeships 

Quantitative studies of the geographic and socio-economic origins of female 

apprentices - and the premiums they paid - reveal broader patterns regarding the 

women entering formal apprenticeships in London. However, a more qualitative, 

micro-historical approach illustrates how economic migrants used apprenticeships 

as a means of establishing socio-economic networks in London. 

Finding suitable mistresses and masters might be difficult - though not 

impossible - for young migrants without close family networks in the City. Peter Earle 

notes that the families of youths based outside of London could solicit the help of ‘a 

professional intermediary, such as a scrivener’, suggesting that direct kinship ties 

were not always necessary to arrange formal apprenticeships.436 Likewise, the clerk 

or beadle of individual companies could intercede to place new apprentices with a 

mistress or master, based on their knowledge of company members.437 For many 

apprentices, a ‘liking’ period took place, and this was undoubtedly an important 

means for both parties to ensure a good working relationship. Furthermore, by the 

eighteenth century, trade guides provided useful information on specific crafts or 

trades for young people hoping to embark upon occupational training.438 These 

examples show that though apprenticeship opportunities and advice might be sought 

by parents or guardians via kinship networks, this was not the only means of securing 

training with citizens in the City. 

Key locations such as the Royal Exchange, New Exchange or Exeter Exchange 

might also provide a draw for young women hoping to secure training at a prestigious 

 
436 P. Earle, The Making of the English Middle Class: Business, Society and Family Life in London, 1660-1730 
(Los Angeles, 1989), p. 91. 
437 Leonard Cotes, the beadle for the Painter-Stainers’ Company bound 170 apprentices as master 
between 1669 and 1700 including five female apprentices. These apprentices were surely turned over 
to a suitable master or mistress, though this process was not documented in the records. 
438 See Chapter 2, p. 38. 
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venue, thereby encouraging chain migration within families. Vivien Brodsky Elliott 

noted that ‘chain migration was an important mechanism for the transfer of rural 

youths to apprenticeships within the one company’, suggesting that once a business 

was established, siblings and other relatives would also be encouraged to migrate. 

Indeed, Elliott stated that chain migration ‘usually rests upon kinship and friendship 

networks’, though she acknowledged that these connections are extremely difficult 

to trace in livery company records.439 This places the case study of the Dewell sisters 

in context, highlighting that young women did not necessarily choose apprenticeship 

opportunities based on a specific livery company but on the location, reputation, and 

nature of the business of their mistress or master, and even on friendships cultivated 

by shared experiences and occupational identities. 

The Royal Exchange certainly had historic ties to businesses run by women, 

and to the livery companies under investigation. Built as a joint venture between 

Thomas Gresham, the Corporation of London, and the Mercers’ Company, it was 

officially opened by Elizabeth I on 23 January 1571, burned down in 1666, and was 

rebuilt thereafter with interim shops erected at Gresham College until it fully 

reopened on 25 March 1671.440 According to Ann Saunders, the second Royal 

Exchange illustrated in Figure 5.1, had ‘four arcades, their upper storeys lined once 

again with small shops’, and ‘the central courtyard for trading’, which offered 

distinctive areas for brokers, merchants and retailers to conduct their business.441 The 

upper floor or pawn of the Royal Exchange was where many of the shops were 

situated, around 140 at full capacity, though figures vary and shop occupancy rates 

 
439 V. Brodsky Elliott, ‘Mobility and Marriage in Pre-Industrial England: a demographic and social 
structural analysis of geographic and social mobility and aspects of marriage, 1570-1690, with particular 
reference to Middlesex, Kent, Essex and Hertfordshire’, (Unpublished Ph.D. thesis, Cambridge, 1979), 
p. 209. 
440 For details on the shops at Gresham College, see H. Forsyth, Butcher, Baker, Candlestick Maker: 
Surviving the Great Fire of London (London, 2016), pp. 51-56. 
441 A. Saunders, ‘The Second Exchange’ in The Royal Exchange ed. by A. Saunders (London, 1997), p. 133. 
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changed over time. Shops measured around ‘Seaven foote in the front and five foote 

fower ynches deepe’, though dimensions also varied, depending on the requirements 

of the tenant.442 The terms ‘shop’, ‘stall’, and ‘standing’ were used interchangeably 

and each of the shops had a distinctive sign, depicting animals, mythical beasts, and 

birds.443 Female apprentices working on the Royal Exchange were drawn from 

London, the wider metropolis, and further afield, and it was evidently a pre-eminent 

site for training in the City. Indeed, a 1675 pamphlet referred to it as ‘no less than an 

Academy’ with ‘careful Tutoresses [who] take such pains with their Pupils that they 

never leave instructing them till they have made them as knowing as themselves’.444 

Moreover, the established use of the term ‘exchange-woman’ indicates that this was 

as much a social, as an occupational identity. 

 

Figure 5.1 Robert White, The Royall Exchange of London, 1671 

 
Source: BM 1880,1113.3683 

 
442 MCA Gresham Repertories, 1669-1678, fol. 79. 
443 A. Saunders, ‘The Organisation of the Exchange’ in The Royal Exchange ed. by A. Saunders (London, 
1997), p. 89. 
444 Anon., An Answer to the Character of an Exchange-wench. (London, 1675), p. 4. 
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A case study of the Dewell sisters from Bewdley in Worcestershire reveals the 

many interconnections among female apprentices across multiple livery companies, 

confirming that kinship and location were important factors in encouraging their 

chain migration to London. Between 1681 and 1708, Hannah Dewell née Haddersich 

(d. 1720) and her husband Thomas Dewell (1653-1720) had nine daughters and three 

sons. Eight daughters survived into adulthood, and remarkably, five of these 

daughters, Elizabeth (1681-1733), Ann (c. 1683-1755), Gratiana (1692-1756), Julia (1695-

1743?), and Rebecca (1708-1778) were formally apprenticed through the livery 

companies in London, where they all served their apprenticeships on the Royal 

Exchange.445 

In 1697, the eldest daughter Elizabeth was bound at the age of 16 to Thomas 

Jones of the Drapers’ Company. Elizabeth Dewell was admitted free of the company 

in her early thirties, on 8 October 1712. Just two weeks later, she formally enrolled her 

first apprentice, her 20-year-old younger sister Gratiana (Grace) Dewell, suggesting 

that the ability to bind her sister apprentice was one incentive for her seeking the 

freedom of her company. Two further female apprentices were bound to Elizabeth. 

Mary Gibson, the daughter of a Citizen and Cooper from London, and Susan Barnes, 

the daughter of a pharmacist from Oundle in Northamptonshire both paid £60 

premiums. All three apprenticeships potentially overlapped if their seven-year terms 

were completed in full.446 This indicates that Elizabeth Dewell had established herself 

in a trade that was large enough to require the labour of multiple apprentices. 

 
445 Details of the working lives of Diana and Sabrina Dewell are not forthcoming at this time, though 
the wills of Elizabeth, Ann, Gratiana, and Hannah Dewell indicate that their married names were 
Diana Caldwall and Sabrina Hassall. TNA PROB 11/664/124 Will of Elizabeth Dewell, Spinster of Saint 
Peter Le Poer, City of London, 9 March 1734; PROB 11/818/476 Will of Ann Dewell of Croydon, Surrey, 
28 November 1755; PROB 11/822/446 Will of Gratiana Dewell, Spinstor of Croydon, Surrey, 25 May 1756; 
PROB 11/881/158 Will of Hannah Dewell, Spinster of Lewisham, Kent, 10 November 1762. 
446 ‘Elizabeth Dewell, Drapers’ Company’ on ROLLCO: 
https://www.londonroll.org/search/?vb=lr&vw=ps&st=0&rf=company%3Adrp%7Cforename%3Aeliza
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Elizabeth Dewell’s name was included in a list of taxpayers at the ‘exchange 

above’ from 1703/4, suggesting that she had completed her apprenticeship by that 

point and was trading independently.447 A probate inventory for the Jones family 

dated 1703 valued ‘The Shop Goods’ at over £2,059, indicating that she had learned 

how to manage a substantial range of merchandize.448 Account books for the Royal 

Exchange show that Dewell worked in partnership with Ann Rogers née Antrobus 

from at least 1713, and that they were the tenants of eight feet of shop room. They were 

described as milliners when they insured their joint goods and merchandize through 

the Sun Fire Office insurance company on 4 January 1716.449 Though none of their 

apprentices obtained the freedom of the Drapers’ Company, Ann Rogers and 

Elizabeth Dewell were joint tenants of their shop until 1725/6, and their apprentices 

likely assisted in the shop, making and retailing millinery wares.450 

Elizabeth Dewell’s business appears to have been a success. According to her 

will, dated 1732, Elizabeth bequeathed her sister Ann Dewell her share in the land that 

she had inherited from their paternal grandfather, plus £100 and all of her goods. She 

also bequeathed £50 to her niece and god-daughter Elizabeth King ‘to be Improved 

for her as She thinks fit or to Put her out Apprentice’, thereby explicitly providing for 

her education and maintenance. She left £100 each to her sisters Diana, Gratiana, 

Hannah and Rebecca, two freehold tenements in Reading to Sabrina, and £150 in trust 

for Julia, ‘Exclusive of this or any other after taken husband’, a common stipulation, 

which sidestepped the rules of coverture quite neatly. Reflecting her close friendship 

 
beth%7Csurname%3Ad%2Awell%7Cyear_start%3A1400%7Cyear_finish%3A1900, accessed 2 
December 2019. 
447 LMA CLC/525/MS11316/013, Assessment Book Candlewick - Farringdon Within, 1703, fol. 77r. 
448 LMA CLA/002/02/01/2551, Thomas Jones, Inventory, 4 May 1703. 
449 LMA CLA/062/01/043, Gresham Trust Account Book, 1696-1713; LMA 
CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/006, Sun Fire Office Policy Register, 1716-1717, fol. 116. See Chapter 6 for 
further discussion of Ann Antrobus. 
450 LMA CLA/062/01/044, Gresham Trust Account Book, 1714-1730. 
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with the Antrobus sisters, Elizabeth bequeathed her business partner Ann Antrobus-

Rogers £100, her ‘Silver plate and Silver Lamp’, ‘Finest Chintz Carpet and Chintz 

Gown and Coate And the ring I made in memory of her Brother Antrobus’, with ‘Five 

Guineas apiece’ for Jane, and fellow milliners Mary and Dorothy, plus ‘a ring of a 

Guinea’ to Dorothy’s son Thomas Gray. Further connections in friendship through 

apprenticeship are discernible by the fact that Carolina Banson - one of Ann Dewell’s 

apprentices - and Henry Marshall, the son of Ann Dewell’s master Thomas Marshall, 

witnessed the will.451 

The second eldest sister Ann Dewell was apprenticed to Thomas Marshall of 

the Painter-Stainers’ Company on 22 July 1699, two years after Elizabeth Dewell had 

migrated to London to commence her apprenticeship.452 Ann gained her freedom a 

few weeks before her elder sister in 1712, nevertheless suggesting a measure of 

coordination between the two sisters.453 Like Elizabeth, Ann Dewell was already 

trading independently, as account books note that in 1709, Ann Dewell and her 

business partner Mary Dix were joint tenants of eight feet of shop room in the south 

outward pawn.454 Mary Dix was another of Thomas Marshall’s apprentices, and 

Dewell and Dix’s shop was located near to their former master, indicating that they 

maintained close links with the Marshall family. However, Mary Dix did not become 

free of the Painter-Stainers’ Company and is not mentioned in tax assessments for the 

‘exchange above’, indicating how easily businesswomen might be overlooked by their 

absence from official records. 

In her will, written in 1718, Mary Dix confirmed her continued partnership 

with Ann Dewell, indicating that partnerships were often formed through friendship, 

 
451 TNA PROB 11/664/124. 
452 GL MS 5669/1, Painter-Stainers’ Company Apprentice Book, 1666-1795, fol. 89v. 
453 GL MS 5667/2, Part 1, Painter-Stainers’ Company Court Minutes, fol. 396. 
454 LMA CLA/062/01/043. 
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not kinship, though the Dewell sisters retained close ties as part of a wider network 

of exchange-women. Dix’s will also delineates their working practices, as she noted 

‘my partner Mrs Anne Dewell and myself had Sundry Debts one and owing from 

several persons to us at Christmas’ in 1717, ‘amounting in the whole’ to £1,017 ‘as by the 

accompt of our Debts then taken appears’, revealing that they had acquired skills in 

financial literacy whilst serving their apprenticeships, and subsequently had a 

substantial turnover in trade. Mary Dix continued that ‘a good part’ of their debts ‘are 

yet standing out’, and that ‘other fresh Debts have become due to us and fresh credit 

must be given soe long as we carry on our joint Trade’. Dix even conditioned her 

legacies to her siblings upon the basis that the debts ‘shall prove good’.455 This 

suggests not only that Dewell and Dix kept accounts, with running totals to calculate 

debts, but it also exposes the anxieties and fiscal obligations incurred by tradespeople 

operating in a credit-based economy. Tawny Paul observed that even affluent people 

could find themselves in debtors’ prison if their wealth was not invested in a way that 

could be ‘easily mobilised when debts were called in’, and Mary Dix therefore used 

her will to ensure that Ann Dewell was not financially encumbered by her death.456 

After Mary Dix’s death, Ann Dewell continued in trade as the named tenant 

of multiple shops on the Royal Exchange. Between 1724 and 1743, she bound three 

apprentices, including her youngest sister Rebecca, another example of chain 

migration, and particularly notable because Rebecca was charged a premium of £40. 

The other two female apprentices were both from London. Carolina Banson was 

bound in 1729 for a premium of £49 10s., and Oriana Michell was bound in 1734 for 

£50. Banson and Michell were both admitted free of the Painter-Stainers’ Company 

 
455 TNA PROB 11/565/319, Mary Dix, Spinster of London, 6 October 1718. 
456 T. Paul, The Poverty of Disaster: Debt and Insecurity in Eighteenth-Century Britain (Cambridge, 2019), 
p. 67. 
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in August 1742 and Carolina Banson bound two further female apprentices, Sarah 

Stevens from Southampton, and Mary Pettit from London in 1743 for £73 10s. and £80 

respectively.457 Rebecca Dewell married Richard Sunderland, a colourman from 

Budge Row in 1745, and the couple had a child named Elizabeth (baptised 15 

December 1747), though Richard died on 16 June 1747.458 Diana Dewell’s kinsman 

William Caldwall was later described as a colourman from Budge Row, suggesting 

that Sunderland’s trade remained in the extended family.459 

Ann Dewell relocated her business to a shop at street level after leaving the 

Royal Exchange, and three newspaper advertisements in the Daily Advertiser from 

July 1744 place her at the ‘Anchor and Crown in Lombard-Street’.460 The first 

advertisement dated 6 July reads: 

DROPT Yesterday about Six o’Clock, going from the Anchor and Crown in 
Lombard-Street, down Abchurch-Lane, through Cannon-Street, to Castle-Court in 
Budge-Row, two Pieces of loop’d Mechlin Lace, one joined in a Corner for a 
Handkerchief, the other a Border of a Ruffle. Whoever brings them to Mrs. Dewell, 
at the Anchor and Crown as above shall have a Guinea Reward.461 

 

A second advertisement was placed on 11 July, reiterating the description of the lost 

merchandize, and the reward was increased to three guineas ‘no Questions askd’.462 

By 19 July, a stipulation was made that the lace should be brought ‘on or before Friday 

next’, and that ‘No greater Reward will be given, nor any more advertised’, in a last 

 
457 GL MS 5669/1, fols 131r, 137r, 144r, 154v, 155v. GL MS 5667/2, Part 1, fol. 524. 
458 TNA PROB 11/756/73, Will of Richard Sunderland, Colourman of Saint John the Baptist, City of 
London, 5 August 1747. Elizabeth Sunderland married Joseph Pickford (d. 1819) on 16 November 1765. 
His first wife, Katherine Percival, was heir to Royton Hall. Rebecca Sunderland was buried at Royton 
on 3 November 1778, indicating that she lived with her daughter towards the end of her life. Joseph 
Pickford was later made a baronet, and changed his name to Sir Joseph Radcliffe. Elizabeth 
Sunderland-Pickford died at the age of 48 and was buried at Royton on 1 April 1796. 
459 Lanc. Archives DDHP 40/19, Settlement, 28 February 1770. 
460 The sign of the ‘Anchor and Crown’ was occupied by ‘Mrs. Derrell’ in 1746, according to 
contemporary deeds, though this is almost certainly a transcription error as land tax records place Ann 
Dewell in this location in 1745. F. G. Hilton Price, The Signs of Old Lombard Street (London, 1887-1902), p. 
75; LMA CLC/525/MS11316/143, Assessment Book, Farringdon Without - Walbrook, fol. 8. 
461 Daily Advertiser, Issue 4203, 6 July 1744. 
462 Daily Advertiser, Issue 4207, 11 July 1744. 
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attempt to secure its return.463 ‘Mechlin’ lace was an extremely fine, imported bobbin 

lace, originating from the city of Mechelen, in the Low Countries. Losing imported 

handmade lace from one half of a pair of sleeve ruffles could therefore have proved 

difficult to replace, particularly if it had been chosen by a customer. The detailed 

description of the journey taken between the shop on Lombard Street and the address 

at Budge Row (a location associated with Rebecca Dewell) suggests that the lace was 

part of a bundle being transported to a dwelling house in order to continue sewing 

work. The description of the lace as ‘joined in a Corner for a Handkerchief’ offers an 

insight into the making process, confirming the Dewell sisters’ continued work as 

milliners, with Ann Dewell performing a matriarchal role by leasing shops in her 

name as the eldest surviving sister and head of the business. 

Julia Dewell also appeared in livery company records. She was apprenticed to 

Martha Pott of the Grocers’ Company for £35 on 15 December 1713, and her 

apprenticeship indenture was signed by her mistress, thus confirming Martha Pott’s 

ability to read and write.464 Elizabeth and Ann Dewell’s shops in the Royal Exchange 

were in close proximity to a shop run by Martha Pott in the south section of the pawn. 

This indicates that the Royal Exchange represented a unique community of female 

apprentices and freemen, able to forge strong social and business networks and even 

locate suitable apprenticeship opportunities for siblings.  

Julia Dewell was also engaged in independent trade, though she only bound 

one apprentice named Catherine Sarrizin before her marriage to Thomas King in 

1725.465 Nevertheless, her name was included in the account books for the Royal 

Exchange between 1724 and 1726 as the tenant of six foot of shop room, when her shop 

 
463 Daily Advertiser, Issue 4214, 19 July 1744. 
464 LMA COL/CHD/FR/02/0410/118, Indenture for Julia Dewell, 1713. 
465 LMA P69/CLE/A/001/MS04783, Parish Registers Saint Clement, Eastcheap, 6 February 1725. 
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was situated next to Elizabeth Moland in the ‘East Inner Pawne’.466 Julia did not 

charge Catherine Sarrizin a premium, and Sarrizin’s indenture includes the 

explanation that a fee was not required ‘in Consideracion of the Love and Affeccion 

wch she behold towards her said Apprentice’, suggesting pre-existing ties to this 

family.467 Catherine Sarrizin was the daughter of a merchant from Threadneedle 

Street. Julia Dewell could therefore have waived a premium in lieu of a mutually 

beneficial trading relationship with Sarrizin’s parents. Catherine Sarrizin’s first 

apprentice was her sister Jane, repeating the pattern evident with Elizabeth and Ann 

Dewell, as both women bound their sisters first after becoming free of their respective 

companies. Catherine Sarrizin was the tenant of a shop on Cornhill, which was ‘Burnt 

Out’ in the fire of 1748.468 Figure 5.2 shows a detail of a map of the fire and the 

businesses affected, including ‘Mrs Sarrazin Milliner’.469 

 

Figure 5.2 Detail, Mrs Sarrazin’s shop on Cornhill 

 
Source: BL Maps Crace Port. 8.56. 

 

 
466 LMA CLA/062/01/044. 
467 LMA COL/CHD/FR/02/0506/021, Indenture of Catherine Sarrizin. 
468 LMA CLC/525/MS11316/148, Assessment Book, Candlewick - Farringdon Within, 1748/9, fol. 6. 
469 BL Maps Crace Port. 8.56, J. Thomas, ‘A plan of all the houses, destroyed & damaged by the great 
fire which begun in Exchange Alley Cornhill, on Friday March 25, 1748’. 
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Further research has revealed more insights into the Dewell sisters’ wider 

socio-economic networks. Mary Dix’s will mentions three unmarried sisters named 

Elizabeth, Sarah and Frances. Frances Dix was a member of the Fishmongers’ 

Company (bound to John Marsh in 1709), and one of her apprentices was Alice 

Shuckburgh, bound on 5 February 1728.470 Frances Dix also bound Elizabeth LeGay 

apprentice on 2 November 1739, and received a £63 premium to instruct her in the ‘Art 

of a Milliner’.471 Indeed, Frances Dix’s will, dated 1741, confirms yet more connections 

to her trade as a milliner and to the Dewell family because Dix stated that Hannah 

Dewell and Elizabeth Moland were her business partners.472 Elizabeth Moland was 

the tenant of 10 feet of shop room in the ‘East Inner Pawne’ from 1723 until 1727, 

suggesting that this shop - which was situated next to Julia Dewell’s shop - was shared 

by Hannah Dewell and Frances Dix.473 Bonds of partnership and friendship were still 

evident in the 1760s as Hannah Dewell was residing in Lewisham, ostensibly with 

Elizabeth Moland-Blackwell at ‘Lewisham House’ at the time of her death.474 The 

multiple interconnections across several livery companies show that wide networks 

 
470 See Chapter 2, p. 78 for further discussion of the Shuckburgh family. 
471 LMA COL/CHD/FR/02/0750/016, Elizabeth LeGay’s indenture was signed by Elizabeth LeGay and 
was ‘sealed and delivered in the presence of’ - and signed by - Ann Rose, another apprentice to Frances 
Dix, indicating that Ann Rose was still working with her mistress, and that administrative duties were 
sometimes part of the role played by women serving formal apprenticeships. Ann Rose was later the 
business partner of Elizabeth Ravenhill and Elizabeth LeGay: TNA PROB 11/785/81, Will of Elizabeth 
Ravenhill, Spinster of Saint Christopher le Stock, City of London, 8 January 1751. Frances Dix also 
bound Elizabeth LeGay’s sister Lucy LeGay on 13 October 1741: LMA COL/CHD/FR/02/0750/015. 
472 TNA PROB 11/713/351, Will of Frances Dix, Spinster of Saint Christopher Le Stock, City of London, 
12 November 1741.  
473 LMA CLA/062/01/044. 
474 Elizabeth Moland married Ebenezer Blackwell at St Paul’s Cathedral on 12 January 1744/5: J. W. Clay 
(ed.), The Registers of St. Paul’s Cathedral (London, 1899), p. 148. Hannah Dewell bequeathed her ‘^very 
dear and worthy Friend Elizabeth Blackwell’ £100, a ‘blew and Gold Snuff Box’, a mourning ring with 
five diamonds and £50 per annum legacy. Hannah Dewell asked her sister Rebecca to offer a range of 
household goods including silver candlesticks and spoons ‘now in use at Lewisham House’ to Elizabeth 
Blackwell, and also bequeathed £20 to ‘Eliza Patt our Servant’ [emphasis added], suggesting that she 
was living in the same household: TNA PROB 11/881/158. Lewisham House was owned by the Huguenot 
Sir John Lethuillier from 1680 and was sold by the Lethuillier family in 1776, indicating that the house 
was sub-let. Confirmed by correspondence with Robert Jones, Local Studies Librarian at the Local 
History and Archives Centre, London Borough of Lewisham, 19 September 2017. 
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of kinship and friendship contributed to the longevity of businesses and the training 

of future generations of milliners. 

The Dewell sisters thus provide an excellent case study for charting chain 

migration and the subsequent, complex networks of kinship and friendship that 

could be forged through apprenticeships in the livery companies in London. The fact 

that at least five of the Dewell sisters were formally apprenticed across three different 

livery companies suggests that family ties to particular companies were less 

important than the skills that could be gained from apprenticeship under particular 

mistresses or masters based at the Royal Exchange. No diaries or correspondence 

appear to have survived relating to the Dewell sisters’ trade. However, by piecing 

together information from wills, parish records, apprenticeship bindings, freedom 

registers, indentures, account books, tax assessments and newspaper advertisements, 

a broader understanding of the lives of these women can be achieved. Moreover, we 

can chart changes to their marital status and the age at which they became 

apprentices and freemen, a useful guide to the experience of other women working 

in London. The fortunate survival of the wills of four of the sisters and two of their 

business partners particularly illustrate the socio-economic networks of friendships 

gained through serving apprenticeships and reinforced through fashionable 

businesses. 

 

5.2 Tacit learning and skill diversity in City households 

A focus on the Painter-Stainers’ Company reveals new insights into the structure of 

households connected to a thriving, yet lower ranking livery company in London. 

Occupational information was rarely included in the Painter-Stainers’ Company’s 

records, making it initially difficult to identify the potential training available to many 

of these young women. Yet, my research has shown that over 60 percent of the female 
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Painter-Stainers’ Company apprentices bound before 1700 had a connection to the 

Royal Exchange, and many of these were milliners. For example, a probate inventory 

confirms that tenants Martha and Francis Hunlock had stock valued at over £647, 

which included ribbons, gloves, muffs, fans, hoods, linen, lace, necklaces, masks, 

powder, pins ‘& other sorts of millenary ware’.475 They bound five female apprentices 

between 1668 and 1687.476 Likewise, five female apprentices were bound to the 

widowed milliner Judith Gresham, and 14 female apprentices were bound to her 

husband Seiliard Gresham’s former apprentice Thomas Marshall, also in that trade, 

between 1676 and 1712.477 These examples show that many of the households that 

bound multiple female apprentices were engaged in the retailing of fashionable 

clothing and accessories. 

The records of this company can also reveal skill diversity within City 

households. Around 70 percent of the female apprentices in the Painter-Stainers’ 

Company were bound to masters, though in reality their female relatives would have 

been responsible for the training of female apprentices, either in the couples’ trade or 

in the separate trade of a wife, mother or sister. Nevertheless, this indicates the 

potential for tacit learning in multiple trades by apprentices. For example, Kate 

Loveman recently contributed invaluable new research on the portraitist Daniel 

Savile, who bound seven female Painter-Stainers’ apprentices between 1669 and 1688. 

She concluded that the presence of women in his painting studio ‘would lend 

respectability’, and they could certainly have assisted with portrait sittings.478 

However, Loveman overlooked the role of Savile’s wife Dorothy, who was the named 

 
475 LMA CLA/002/02/01/1539, Francis Hunlock, Inventory, 4 September 1679. 
476 GL MS 5669/1, fols 29v, 31v, 43v, 44r, 68v. Another apprentice, Hannah Gerrard, paid 20s. upon 
admittance to the company for ‘not being inrolled’: GL MS 5668. 
477 GL MS 5669/1, Greshams: fols 40v, 45r, 71v, 72r, 81r; Marshall: fols 46v, 56r, 58v, 69r, 70v, 74r, 75v, 79v, 83r, 
86r, 89v, 96v, 98r, 112r. See Chapter 6, p. 238 for further discussion of the Gresham family business. 
478 K. Loveman, ‘Samuel Pepys’s First Portrait Painter: Daniel Savile and Portraiture for the Middling 
Sort in Restoration London’, Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes, 81 (2018), pp. 276-277. 
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tenant - along with her business partner Elizabeth Eaton - of two shops in the Royal 

Exchange in 1693/4.479 Daniel Savile’s female apprentices therefore probably worked 

predominantly with Dorothy Savile, most likely as milliners or seamstresses. Yet, they 

would surely also have had numerous opportunities to observe Daniel Savile’s 

painting practice, potentially gaining varied creative skills, including how to run an 

artist’s studio. 

Another artist named John van der Spriett was noted ‘of Delft, painter of 

portraits’ by Horace Walpole in 1762.480 He was the former apprentice of Johannes 

Verkolje, headman of the Guild of St Luke in Delft.481 After moving to London in the 

late seventeenth century, ‘Mr VanSpreat’ paid 40 s. and was ‘admitted as a forreigne 

Brother’ of the Painter-Stainers’ Company on 22 September 1682, promising his 

‘proofe peice’ to indicate his competency as a painter.482 The following year he 

married Anne Randall, a union endorsed by Francis Hunlock’s son, perhaps 

indicating that Anne worked with Martha Hunlock on the Royal Exchange.483 

Certainly, by 1687 Anne was an exchange-woman, as the Gresham Repertories 

instructed ‘Mrs Vandespritt who is Tennant’ to ‘Speedily pay’ her rent.484 In 1689, John 

van der Spriett renewed their shop lease, obtaining a further ‘foot and a halfe of 

Shoppe Roome’ in 1698, though tax records for 1693/4 again confirm ‘Ann 

 
479 LMA CLC/525/MS11316/008, Assessment Book, Cordwainer Ward, 1693/4, fol. 85v. The Gresham 
Repertories show that Daniel Savile was a long-standing leaseholder at the Royal Exchange. A Tylers 
and Bricklayers’ Company apprentice named Elizabeth Eaton was bound to Elizabeth Kingsbury, a 
widow, through that company on 7 April 1681: GL MS 3045/2. 
480 Walpole’s source was J. Descamps, La Vie des Peintres Flamands, Allemands et Hollandois, vol. III, 
(Paris, 1753), p. 261, in H. Walpole, Anecdotes of Painting in England, Volume III, (London, 1828), p. 312. 
481 W. Liedtke, M. C. Plomp and A. Rüger, Vermeer and the Delft School (New York, 2001), p. 352. Three 
engravings after a portrait of Increase Mather by ‘Jan van der Spriet’ are in the National Portrait 
Gallery collection: http://www.npg.org.uk/collections/search/person/mp62769/jan-van-der-spriet-
spriett, accessed 5 March 2017. 
482 GL MS 5667/2, Part 1, fol. 272. 
483 LPL FM I/9, Marriage Allegation, 7 April 1683. 
484 MCA Gresham Repertories, 1678-1722, fol. 175. 
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Vanderspritt’ as the tenant of ‘½ a shop’.485 No indication of her trade is given in these 

records. However, she was one of 72 signatories on a petition to the House of Lords 

dated 1698, which requested amendments to an act of parliament that prohibited the 

sale of imported lace, thereby confirming her separate trade as a retailer in ‘Bone 

Lace, Needle-work, Point and Cut-work’.486 In November 1704, ‘Mrs Vandesprite’ was 

again summoned by the Gresham Committee to pay the fines for her shop, revealing 

her independent fiscal responsibility for managing her business.487  

 

Table 5.1 Apprentices bound to John van der Spriett, 1688-1693 
Date Apprentice Master Apprentice’s 

Father Father’s Occupation 

16 Aug 1688 Charles Quinton John Vanspreet William Quinton Gentleman 

21 Nov 1689 Elizabeth Brabin John Vandespreat Thomas Brabin Esquire 

21 Nov 1689 Nicholas Phillipps John Vanspreat James Phillipps Yeoman 

6 May 1692 Elizabeth Poole John Vanderspritt John Poole Gentleman 

10 Oct 1693 Mary Baker John Vandespriett William Baker Citizen & 
Haberdasher 

Source: GL MS 5669/1. 
 

Table 5.1 lists the five apprentices bound to John van der Spriett through the 

Painter-Stainers’ Company. Marriage Duty Assessments show that in 1695, John, 

Anne, and their daughter Williampee van der Spriett lodged in the household of 

Zachery Dixon. Only Nicholas Phillipps was listed as a servant in the household, 

suggesting that their other apprentices lodged elsewhere.488 Nevertheless, whilst it is 

likely that Elizabeth Brabin, Elizabeth Poole and Mary Baker worked chiefly with 

Anne van der Spriett in her trade, their connection to a Delft-trained portraitist 

 
485 MCA Gresham Repertories, 1678-1722, fols 211, 340; LMA CLC/525/MS11316/008, Assessment Book, 
Cordwainer Ward, 1693/4. 
486 Parl. Archives HL/PO/JO/10/1/498/1215, Petition of several retailers of Bone Lace, Needle-work, 
Point and Cut-work, 23 February 1698. See Chapter 7, p. 297 for further discussion of this petition. 
487 MCA Gresham Repertories, 1678-1722, fol. 396. 
488 LMA COL/CHD/LA/04/01/021, Marriage Assessment, St. Benet Fink, 1695. 
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working in late seventeenth-century London is significant. The female apprentices 

bound to John van der Spriett - and Daniel Savile - may well have acquired drawing 

or painting skills as part of their training. Crucially, their formal apprenticeships 

demonstrate women’s engagement in skilled, creative work, confirming the 

important economic contributions of both Dorothy Savile and Anne van der Spriett 

and their apprentices to these households. 

 

5.3 Duties of female apprentices 

Female apprentices were enrolled in every livery company under investigation. Yet, 

one of the key features of women’s formal apprenticeships is that they were often 

bound to a comparatively small number of mistresses and masters. Indeed, between 

1666 and 1795, 54 female apprentices (64.3 percent of the total) were bound to just 10 

masters/mistresses in the Painter-Stainers’ Company.489 In a study of the proportion 

of male apprentices serving livery company apprenticeships in their masters’ 

households in the 1680s and 1690s, Chris Minns and Patrick Wallis found that the 

number of apprentices per household was generally higher for wealthier masters, 

with an average of 2.4 apprentices in London.490 This signifies that wealthier masters 

were more likely to hold a prominent role within their livery companies, and that 

larger business concerns required more labour. 

Locating female apprentices within the households of their masters or 

mistresses is challenging. However, surviving Marriage Duty Assessments do provide 

an insight into some households in 1695. Thomas Marshall bound at least 18 

apprentices through the Painter-Stainers’ Company between 1676 and 1712.491 Besides 

 
489 GL MS 5669/1. 
490 C. Minns and P. Wallis, ‘Rules and reality: quantifying the practice of apprenticeship in early 
modern England’, The Economic History Review, 65:2 (2012), p. 559. 
491 No will appears to have survived for Thomas Marshall. However, his widow Mary’s will includes a 
bequest of £20 to ‘Mrs Elizabeth Sutle’, suggesting that Mary Marshall was also involved in training 
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the nuclear family, comprising Thomas and his wife Mary Marshall née Martyn and 

their three children Jane, Henry and William, four of the Marshall’s female 

apprentices were living with them in 1695. These were Ann Antrobus (bound in 1690), 

Elizabeth Suttle (1691), Catherine Collinson (1693) and Dorothy Nelson (1695), though 

they were termed ‘Servants’, not apprentices. A further two female servants named 

Elizabeth Worsley and Sarah Sandland (probably also apprentices, though they were 

not formally bound), a widow named Elizabeth Hurd, a bachelor lodger John 

Wharton, and two lodgers named Jane Bouer and Margaret Brook who were also 

called servants completed this large household-family.492 This shows that the four 

female apprentices that can be matched with the Painter-Stainers’ Company records 

were engaging in a standard formal apprenticeship. They lived in the same household 

as their master and mistress, receiving training, whilst also working in the Royal 

Exchange.  

Such a large number of apprentices suggests that training could be provided 

not only by the master or mistress but by more experienced apprentices. Patrick 

Wallis has asserted that ‘any explicit instruction’ during early modern 

apprenticeships ‘was likely to be delivered in fragments over a long duration’, with 

training provided ‘through observation, imitation, and practice’ throughout the 

seven-year term.493 The later business partnership between two of Thomas Marshall’s 

apprentices Ann Dewell and Mary Dix indicates that the two women forged long-

standing ties of friendship during their apprenticeship, and their likely cohabitation 

in the Marshall household would have strengthened such ties, reinforcing bonds 

 
apprentices. Her brother was John Martyn, another Royal Exchange tenant and freemen of the 
Haberdashers’ Company. TNA PROB 11/543/365, Will of Mary Marshall, Widow of Saint Bartholomew 
the Less, City of London, 22 December 1714. 
492 LMA COL/CHD/LA/04/01/021. 
493 P. Wallis, ‘Apprenticeship and Training in Premodern England’, The Journal of Economic History, 
68:3, p. 849. 
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through shared experiences. Ann Dewell began her apprenticeship five years before 

Mary Dix, who was bound apprentice in 1704, and it is therefore reasonable to infer 

that Ann Dewell was still working for the Marshalls in 1704, potentially contributing 

to Mary Dix’s training. 

It is impossible to discern the division of labour between the male and female 

apprentices working for Thomas Marshall, though the female apprentices do appear 

to have received occupational training. The young women bound to the Marshall 

household likely managed the stock for the shops and warehouses, supervised in 

these tasks by Mary Marshall and her daughters Elizabeth and Jane. The considerable 

overlap of female apprentices indicates that there were several young women 

engaged in work as apprentices concurrently. They may have been alternately 

engaged in retailing and making wares to sell because the limited dimensions of the 

shops probably made it difficult for more than two apprentices to work in each shop 

at one time.  

Furthermore, it is likely that Marshall bound even more apprentices than the 

Painter-Stainers’ Company records suggest. The freedom register of the Painter-

Stainers’ Company records the freedom of Elizabeth Small by servitude to Thomas 

Marshall on 13 June 1688. However, the earliest female apprentice to Thomas 

Marshall in the binding book was Thomasine Cox, on 25 December 1676, suggesting 

that either Elizabeth Small was bound before the surviving records began in 1666, or 

that she was never formally enrolled.494 Elizabeth Small bound an apprentice named 

Ellin Hood on the same date that she was admitted free of the company, suggesting 

that she gained the freedom of the Painter-Stainers’ Company in order to officially 

bind an apprentice. 

 

 
494 GL MS 5669/1, fol. 46v. 
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Figure 5.3 Abraham Bosse, Galerie du Palais, 1637-1638 

 
Source: Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam, RP-P-OB-42.103 

 

Contemporary descriptions of the Royal Exchange refer to ‘shops of agreeable 

females’ in the upper pawn, with women ‘busy in the folding of ribbons’, and ‘in the 

sale of patches, pins, and wires, on each side of the counter’, hinting at the work tasks 

engaged in by female apprentices and their mistresses.495 Though no images of the 

interior of the upper pawn appear to have survived, engravings of similar 

establishments in Paris in Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show women actively serving customers. 

An early eighteenth-century description from Edward Ward relayed his experience 

of shopping at the upper pawn. He said ‘we went up where Women sat in their 

Pinfolds, begging of Custom, […] My Ears on both sides were so baited with Fine 

Linnen, Sir; Gloves and Ribbons, Sir; that I had a Milliner’s and a Sempstress’s Shop in my 

Head for a Week together’.496 The wares including cuffs and collars, fans, gloves and 

caps, particularly displayed in Figure 5.3 closely match the items in the inventories of 

 
495 The Spectator, Issue 454, 11 August 1712. 
496 E. Ward, The London-Spy Compleat In Eighteen Parts, Part III, Fifth Edition (London, 1718), p. 73. 
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seamstresses and milliners from London, confirming the striking similarities between 

available merchandize in the two cities. Moreover, Ward’s description offers a lively 

insight into the upper pawn of the Royal Exchange, with women actively vying for 

customers and advertising their wares verbally. 

 
Figure 5.4 Noël Le Mire, after Hubert François Gravelot, ‘Galerij van het Paleis van 

Justitie te Parijs’, 1765 

 
Source: Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam, RP-P-2015-26-122. 

 

A rare insight into the process of shopping (or rather shop-lifting) at a stall in 

the Royal Exchange can also be found in the Proceedings of the Old Bailey, further 

indicating the nature of the work engaged in by exchange-women. In 1694, Elizabeth 

Jones was prosecuted for stealing ‘Six Yards of Bonelace’ to the value of £10 16 s. from 
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the shop of ‘Mrs. Bassett’.497 Mary Bassett was a freewoman of the Mercers’ Company. 

She had been admitted to the company by patrimony in October 1698, though she had 

been a tenant of the Royal Exchange from as early as 1694.498 Bassett testified that her 

‘maid’ was keeping shop at the time of the attempted theft. Elizabeth Jones 

‘cheapened some Lace to make a Pair of Sleeves, and afterwards shifted the Lace 

under her Petticoat; and rising out of the Chair, to go away, the Lace dragg’d after her’. 

This indicates that she had entered the stall and had been seated in a chair, perhaps 

in order to survey the goods for sale in a more leisurely manner. Jones had also 

apparently discussed her reasons for purchasing the lace indicating that she had 

spent time browsing and conversing with the shop assistant.499 This description 

suggests that shop assistants were expected to cultivate cordial relationships with 

customers, using their material knowledge to advise on purchases, whilst also 

remaining vigilant to prevent thefts of valuable merchandize. 

By participating in large-scale businesses, female apprentices would have 

observed a variety of business practices, learning skills directly and tacitly. Roger 

Feldman extols the virtues of livery company training, stating that knowledge and 

skills transmissions related to ‘technical aspects of the speciality occupation’, but that 

they also included ‘ancillary skills in running a business and developing a customer 

base’.500 Such skills might only have been gained through the observation and 

imitation of both masters and mistresses and other, more experienced apprentices. 

 
497 Old Bailey Proceedings Online (www.oldbaileyonline.org, version 8.0, 10 November 2018), August 
1694, trial of Elizabeth Jones, alias Owen (t16940830-4). 
498 LMA CLC/525/MS11316/008, Assessment Book, Cordwainer, Cornhill, Cripplegate Within, 
Dowgate, 1693/4, fol. 97v. 
499 MCA Mercers’ Company Acts of Court, 1693-1700, fol. 137r. Mary Bassett had eight foot of shop room 
and bound four female apprentices between 1699 and 1709. Bassett’s maidservant in the shop at the 
time of Elizabeth Jones’ theft was not bound formally as an apprentice because Bassett was not yet free 
of the Mercers’ Company. 
500 R. Feldman, ‘Dyeing and the London Dyers’ Company: Membership, Craft, and Knowledge 
Transmission, 1649-1829’, The London Journal, 39:1 (2014), p. 38. 
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Furthermore, vital elements to a business such as maintaining a good level of 

customer service and developing partnerships with other tradespeople were 

fundamental if a single woman were to go into business independently. 

Though female apprentices must surely have engaged in sewing work, 

specialized piece-workers were also hired. Herbert Allen, a Citizen and Haberdasher 

and his wife Katherine, whose shop was ‘known by the Signe of the Parrett’ were 

seamstresses in the west part of the pawn on the Royal Exchange. Their stock - valued 

at over £1,077 - comprised vast quantities of holland, and lace including ‘English 

pointlace’, ‘yellow French lace’, and ‘point Venice lace’. The inventory, dated 10 

February 1667 also included ready-made ‘whole Shirts’ and ‘halfe shirts’, ‘boothose’, 

‘trowsers’, a parcel of ‘womens aprons & Sleevs’, and ‘Childrens Caps’, plus £5 12 s. 

worth of ‘holland and Cambrick in the hands of work women to make up’.501 Another 

Citizen and Haberdasher Charles Leigh owed £20 ‘for worke to Severall 

workewomen’ in 1681, suggesting that this was a more widespread practice.502  

However, the Allens also bound multiple apprentices through the 

Haberdashers’ Company. Herbert Allen formally enrolled an apprentice named 

Hellen Dugdale, daughter of the antiquarian and scholar of medieval history Sir 

William Dugdale of Blyth Hall on 24 June 1663, and Katherine Venner was admitted 

free by Herbert Allen that year, though she is not recorded in the binding books. 

Herbert Allen’s 1668 will notes payments of 40 s. to his ‘House=maid Servant’, and £4 

apiece ‘unto my Two Shopp=maid Servants’, and ‘unto my Man Servants Five pounds 

to buy them mourning’.503 The differentiation between women working in the 

household indicates that female livery company apprentices were accorded greater 

 
501 LMA CLA/002/02/01/0570, Herbert Allen, Inventory, 10 February 1667. 
502 LMA CLA/002/02/01/1776, Charles Leigh, Inventory, 6 April 1681. 
503 TNA PROB 11/328/85, Will of Herbert Allen, Haberdasher of London, 6 October 1668. 
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recognition for their labour, likely due to their elevated social status. After her 

husband’s death, Katherine Allen continued to trade in widowhood binding three 

apprentices named Penelope Waller (24 June 1669), Jane Hardy (22 September 1675), 

and Mary Stoughton (20 June 1677), showing her active part in this trade.504 

 

Table 5.2 The Gunter family 
Name Date of 

Apprenticeship Master/Mistress Freedom Notes 

Ferdinand 
Gunter 17 Jun 1666 Richard Carpender 14 Apr 1675 £500 paid 

William 
Beaten 15 Apr 1675 Ferdinand Gunter - - 

Anna 
Haynes 20 Jun 1683 Fardinando Gunter 

& Elizabeth his wife 21 May 1693 To learn the ‘Art of 
Milliner’ 

Susana 
King 20 April 1687 Ferdinando Gunter 

& Elizabeth his wife 1696 To learn ‘the Art, Mistery or 
occupacon of a Milliner’ 

Anne 
Harrison 9 Sep 1693 Ferdinand Gunter - - 

Elizabeth 
Wall 1695 Ferdinand Gunter - - 

Ely Rose 6 May 1697 Ferdinand Gunter - Noted as male on ROLLCO 
Rebecca 
Loggin 1700 Ferdinand Guntus - - 

Diana 
Woolley 1704 Ferdinand Gunta - - 

Sources: ROLLCO 
 

The Gunter family provides a further example of the strategic timings of 

apprenticeship bindings to support a family with small children. Claire Walsh has 

noted that retailing was ‘hallmarked by flexibility and expediency’, and Tim Reinke 

Williams observed that running a shop enabled women to combine retailing with 

maternal and household management responsibilities.505 Table 5.2 shows that both 

male and female apprentices were bound to the household indicating a successful 

 
504 ‘Ferdinand Gunter, Drapers’ Company’ on ROLLCO: 
https://www.londonroll.org/search/?vb=lr&vw=ps&st=0&rf=company%3Adrp%7Cforename%3Aferdi
nand%7Csurname%3Agunt%2A%7Cyear_start%3A1400%7Cyear_finish%3A1900, accessed 11 March 
2020. 
505 C. Walsh, ‘Stalls, Bulks, Shops and Long-Term Change in Seventeenth- and Eighteenth-Century 
England’ in The Landscape of Consumption: Shopping Streets and Cultures in Western Europe, 1600-1900, 
ed. by J. H. Furnée and C. Lesger (Basingstoke, 2014), p. 42; T. Reinke-Williams, Women, Work and 
Sociability in Early Modern London (Basingstoke, 2014), p. 104. 
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trade. Yet, though Ferdinand Gunter had received eight years of training with his 

master Richard Carpenter, a silkman from Cheapside, Elizabeth Gunter was also 

responsible for training their female apprentices. 

The couple married on 21 May 1674, before Ferdinand became free of the 

Drapers’ Company, when he was 23 years old and Elizabeth was a 19-year-old 

orphan.506 Elizabeth does not appear to have been an apprentice herself, so she 

perhaps received training from her husband. Parish records show that their children 

were born in 1675, 1676 and 1677, suggesting that Ferdinand Gunter took on a male 

apprentice the same year that his wife gave birth to their first child in 1675, probably 

to compensate for the partial loss of her labour. Elizabeth had two daughters aged 7 

and 8 years old when the couple bound their first female apprentice.507 It is from 

surviving indentures for Anna Haynes and Susana King and not the livery company 

records that we learn that Ferdinand’s wife was named Elizabeth, and that she 

worked as a milliner. In her discussion of female apprentices in sixteenth-century 

Bristol, Ilana Krausman Ben-Amos noted that female apprentices were increasingly 

expected to engage in household duties as a ‘major obligation of their 

apprenticeship’.508 However, whilst it is likely that both Haynes and King assisted 

with childcare duties throughout their respective terms of apprenticeship in the 

Gunter household, the fact that they both claimed the freedom of the Drapers’ 

Company suggests that they later established themselves independently in trade. In 

fact, Susana King bound her own apprentice in 1699, indicating that her training had 

prepared her for the role of a mistress milliner. 

 
506 LMA DL/A/D/002/MS10091/028, Marriage Allegation, 21 May 1674. 
507 TNA PROB 11/428/404, Will of Ferdinando Gunter, Gentleman of Kintbury, Berkshire, 28 
November 1695. The Gunter were children baptised in the parish of Saint Matthew Friday Street: 
Elizabeth Gunter, 18 February 1675; Anne Gunter, 9 February 1676; Mary Gunter, 11 July 1677. 
508 I. K. Ben-Amos, ‘Women apprentices in the trades and crafts of early modern Bristol’, Continuity 
and Change, 6:2 (1991), pp. 229, 234. 
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This study provides an insight into how the proprietors of fashionable 

businesses combined occupational training with the childcare requirements of a 

married mistress. The frequent rate with which apprentices were added to the Gunter 

household indicates that their labour was required regularly to support the business 

venture, perhaps when other apprentices were absent. The Gunters’ two daughters 

would also likely have received training as milliners and assisted in their parents’ 

shop when they were old enough. Clearly, female apprentices were engaged in a wide 

range of tasks from making stock for shops and retailing, to training other 

apprentices, and perhaps even the daughters of the household. They were a vital part 

of the household-family, learning crucial skills, which could prepare them to run 

their own households and businesses in later life. 

 

5.4 Benefits of formal apprenticeships in London 

Apprenticeships in London offered a practical means of support and subsistence for 

some young women in difficult circumstances, particularly if they were orphaned. 

This is evident in a case study relating to the Nuttall family, who were early 

manufacturers of water pumps and fire engines on Long Acre in the eighteenth 

century. Adam Nuttall married Elizabeth Fowke on 13 July 1742 and they had four 

surviving children, Elizabeth, (bap. 6 October 1748), Ann, (2 November 1749), Sarah, (1 

October 1752), and Adam (7 June 1757).509 Adam Nuttall senior died in 1761 and his 

widow Elizabeth ran the business on Long Acre successfully until her own death in 

1768.510 Two of her daughters Elizabeth and Ann are recorded in Stamp Duty 

Assessments on 15 March that year suggesting that they were bound as apprentices 

 
509 LMA P69/MAG/A/002/MS11362, Parish Register, St Magnus the Martyr. Elizabeth Fowke was the 
daughter of John and Ann Fowke, both engine makers. 
510 WCRO CR 1291/310/1-53 includes an advertisement for Elizabeth Nuttall’s fire and garden engines. 
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within a few weeks of their mother’s death. The following year, on 5 July 1769, the 

youngest daughter, Sarah was apprenticed to Isaac Rimington, a master in the 

Musicians’ Company. Their apprenticeships signified a pragmatic approach because 

although all three girls were bequeathed £500 each in their father’s will, this was not 

due to be paid until they reached the age of 21. 

 

Table 5.3 The Nuttall sisters’ apprenticeships 
Name Date Master Duration Premium Age 

Elizabeth 
Nuttall 15 March 1768 Honour Upham, James Street, 

Covent Garden, Warehouskeeper 5 years £52 10s. 20 

Ann 
Nuttall 15 March 1768 Sarah Stevens, Saint Pauls, Covent 

Garden, Milliner 3 years £52 10s. 19 

Sarah 
Nuttall 5 July 1769 Isaac Rimington, Citizen & 

Musician of London 7 years £42 17 

Sources: Elizabeth Nuttall TNA IR1/25, fol. 147; Ann Nuttall TNA IR1/25, fol. 148; Sarah Nuttall on 
ROLLCO: 
https://www.londonroll.org/search/?vb=lr&vw=ps&st=0&rf=company%3Amus%7Cforename%3Asara
h%7Csurname%3Anuttall%7Cyear_start%3A1400%7Cyear_finish%3A1900, accessed 11 March 2020. 
 

A closer reading of the wills of Adam and Elizabeth Nuttall affords an insight 

into the prospects and provision made to London widows and children. Besides the 

£1,500 for his daughters, Adam Nuttall left the house and shop on Long Acre along 

with ‘all my Stock in Trade Tools Implements and Utensils whatsoever belonging to 

the Trade of an Engine Maker’ upon trust that Elizabeth ‘do and carry on the Trade 

of Engine making in the said house’. He then explicitly stated that he wanted his son 

to ‘be brought up to the Trade or Profession of an Engine Maker’. Upon reaching 21, 

Nuttall expected that his son and widow would become equal partners in the business 

‘for their Mutual Benefit and Advantage’.511  

Whilst this will appears generous in its intents, Elizabeth Nuttall senior was 

clearly displeased. Her own will states ‘my Son Adam Nuttall in and by my late 

husbands Will is much better provided for than my three Daughters’. Without 

 
511 TNA PROB 11/864/22, Will of Adam Nuttall, Engine Maker of Saint Martin in the Fields, Middlesex, 
4 March 1761. 
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further reference to her son, she left ‘All my real or personal Estate’ to her executors 

to be invested in ‘three per Cent Bank Annuities’, which would then be used for the 

‘Maintenance Education and Cloathing of my Said three Daughters’.512 She had 

substantial knowledge of managing an engine-making business from her father, and 

significantly, from her mother who also managed her husband’s engine-making 

business as a widow, securing substantial contracts through the Admiralty.513 The 

subsequent apprenticeships of all three daughters, with high premiums, indicates 

that by their mother’s efforts, all three girls were given the potential to gain training 

from diversified masters and mistresses, which would enable them to set up in 

business later in life if required. It is notable that at least two of the daughters chose 

trades associated with millinery and the retail of clothing despite the considerable 

occupational training that they could have received in engine-making from their 

grandmother, father and mother. This indicates that either they or their guardians 

felt that millinery was a more appropriate trade, whilst confirming that 

apprenticeships were considered suitable as a means of gaining training even in late 

eighteenth-century London. 

Further evidence of the perceived benefits of formal apprenticeships for 

young women in England can even be found in the state papers. In October 1660, 

orphaned siblings Robert and Margaret Lendall petitioned Charles II, asking him to 

‘comisserate theire present suffering condition and to allow them a subsistence 

dureing theire minoritie’.514 Their father, Captain Robert Lendall, had ‘endeavored to 

manifest his fidellitie […] by bringing of twelve shipps from the Ennimie to yor Majtie’, 

but after their parents died in Vlissingen, the siblings were left ‘in a sad and wanting 

 
512 TNA PROB 11/936/111, Will of Elizabeth Nuttall, Widow of Saint Martin in the Fields, Middlesex, 8 
February 1768. 
513 TNA ADM 106/1070/266, Ann Fowke, 17 May 1746. 
514 TNA SP 29/20, Petitions, October 1660, fol. 46. See also Saunders, ‘Organisation’, p. 97. 
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condition’.515 There is no further trace of Robert Lendall the younger. However, 

Margaret Lendall petitioned Charles II again several years later, crucially providing 

more details about the help that she had received from the king. Charles II had: 

put up yor Petr to be an Apprentice in the Royall Exchange London for the Terme of 
Seven yeares the wch is now expired and the Said Trade being to Sell all Sorts of Rich 
Laces and other things of great value requireing a Considerable Stock for want 
whereof, yor Petr (who is destitute of Freinds and all other meanes of Subsistance) 
cannott Sett up the Same wthout yor Mats Espetiall Grace and favor.516  
 

The decision to put Margaret out as an apprentice was surely intended as a practical 

means of establishing her self-sufficiency, and she had evidently acquired the skills 

required in order to set up in business independently. However, this second petition 

makes the drawbacks of entering a trade that required a substantial stock of sufficient 

quality and quantity clear. Without capital, Lendall was once more dependent on the 

charity of her patron. She made no further mention of her master and it is possible 

that she felt that Charles II could be further prevailed upon to provide her with the 

start-up costs necessary to run her own business. The Treasury Minute Book for 1668 

notes that on 24 July, ‘Margaret Lendall Peticon read’, and a warrant for £200 on the 

Exchequer was issued. By 4 August 1668, ‘special direccons’ had been dispensed by 

the king ‘to draw ordrs for paymt […] unto Margaret Lyndall daughter of Capt Robert 

Lendall as of his Mays free guift an reward of Eminent Services by him pformed to his 

late Maj on Board the Fleete in the year 1648’.517 The order was signed on 5 August 

1668 suggesting that this generous response ‘of his Majties bounty’ allowed Margaret 

Lendall to start up in trade.518 

Cross-checking with livery company binding books confirms that Margaret 

Lendall had indeed been apprenticed following her petition to the king in October 

 
515 TNA SP 29/20, fol. 46. 
516 TNA SP 29/281A, Undated petitions and papers, fol. 103. 
517 TNA T51/18, Treasury Miscellanea Warrants Early, fol. 50. 
518 TNA T60/36, Treasury Order Book, fol. 46. 
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1660. She was bound to Richard Chapman of the Haberdashers’ Company on 7 

November 1660. The timing indicates that her case had been deemed not only 

legitimate but also urgent. Moreover, in the Haberdashers’ records, her father was 

described as a gentleman from Strode in Kent but we discover from Margaret - with 

confirmation from the king - that he was also a Captain of the Royalist navy.  

 Margaret Lendall’s term of seven years had elapsed before she presented her 

second petition, suggesting that she had completed the full term. However, it is likely 

that Margaret served a tumultuous apprenticeship as it coincided with both the Great 

Plague and Fire. On 16 August 1665, Samuel Pepys recorded in his diary that there 

were ‘very few upon the Change [...] about us two shops in three, if not more, generally 

shut up’ with ‘plague being all thereabouts’ in mid-September and the ‘Change pretty 

full, and the town begins to be lively again’, though ‘most shops shut’ on 26 October 

1665.519 When the Great Fire destroyed the Royal Exchange the following year, 

Gresham College served as an interim space for tenants before the Second Exchange 

was rebuilt, though the shops in the upper pawn only reopened in March 1671.520 

Placing Margaret Lendall’s apprenticeship in context with the events of the mid 1660s 

provides an insight into her experience of serving a formal apprenticeship in London 

and the potential disruption to her training that she endured. 

Margaret Lendall does not appear to have sought the freedom of the 

Haberdashers’ Company and unfortunately no further trace of her can be found. It is 

possible that she married, died young or moved into the suburbs of London, perhaps 

nearer to the Court and a wealthier clientele where she may have enjoyed some 

celebrity as the daughter of a Royalist sea captain. This example shows that livery 

 
519 16 August 1665, 14 September 1665, 26 October 1665 in R. Latham (ed.), The Shorter Pepys (London, 
1986), pp. 516, 526, 546. 
520 Saunders, ‘Second Exchange’, p. 134. 
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company apprenticeships were deemed a suitable source of training for young 

women in London. It also shows that Lendall waited until the end of her seven-year 

term before requesting assistance in order to set up in business independently. 

Having fulfilled her obligations by engaging in the apprenticeship, she leveraged her 

claims on the king to successfully procure the considerable sum of £200 to purchase 

stock. Yet, this also indicates that though skills and training were valuable, such 

businesses were heavily dependent on capital, making work as seamstresses, mantua-

makers, and milliners beyond the reach of many women. 

 

Conclusion 

This chapter has surveyed the wide-ranging experiences of young women serving 

formal apprenticeships in London. One of the most striking findings from an in-depth 

investigation of the social and kinship ties that can be traced between female 

apprentices is the distribution of sisters across multiple companies. The micro-

historical study of the Dewell sisters and the related households and families 

connected to them in friendship and trade suggest that young (particularly migrant) 

women were not apprenticed based on long-standing familial associations to certain 

companies but were instead apprenticed to individuals engaged in specific, successful 

trades in a prestigious location. Members of the six companies in focus often had 

particularly strong connections to the Royal Exchange, which afforded opportunities 

for women to run fashionable businesses. This often increased the likelihood of 

female apprentices being bound to freemen of those companies as they were more 

likely to engage in trade as milliners and seamstresses.  

Though some scholars such as Ilana Krausman Ben-Amos have suggested that 

female apprentices primarily engaged in domestic tasks, this does not appear to have 

been the case for the majority of the female apprentices bound through the livery 
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companies.521 The case study of the Gunter household implies that female apprentices 

were learning a trade and had potential responsibilities for childcare. Most 

apprentices - male and female - had a supportive role in their household but also 

received occupational training, which enabled them to run their own businesses and 

to become free of the City of London. Moreover, many female apprentices were 

bound to businesses run on a large-scale, with several female apprentices working in 

particular households at one time. The diverse skills gained from connections to such 

businesses afforded these women greater insights into how to build trade networks 

and keep accounts. A qualitative study of female apprentices in London, drawing 

evidence from myriad sources therefore illuminates the lives - and work - of a small 

but distinct socio-economic group of women. 

  

 
521 Ben-Amos, ‘Women apprentices in the trades and crafts of early modern Bristol’, pp. 229, 234. 
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Chapter 6 
Freewomen of the livery companies 
 

Introduction 

Obtaining the freedom of a livery company was a fundamental precursor to gaining 

the freedom of the City of London, which was in turn technically a necessity in order 

to engage in trade. But did women require the freedom of a livery company and the 

City in order to actively contribute to the early modern economy? Overall, only 1 

percent of new freemen in the livery companies were women. However, the 

proportion of women varied widely by company and over time. Moreover, only 

around 40 percent of male apprentices who began apprenticeships in London were 

eventually admitted free of their companies.522 Ilana Krausman Ben-Amos has 

suggested that the reasons for apprentices in Bristol remaining unfree were ‘diverse 

and idiosyncratic’, relating to personal temperament and individual aspirations, with 

technical skills and knowledge deemed ‘the single most valuable asset of their 

apprenticeship’.523 The first part of this chapter will therefore consider the number of 

new freewomen admitted across 16 livery companies in seventeenth and eighteenth-

century London, and what factors encouraged or prevented women from admittance 

to a company and the City by servitude, patrimony or redemption. 

 Married women were entitled to engage in trade in London if their husband 

was a citizen. The second part of this chapter will therefore explore the effects of 

changing marital status on the continuation of women’s businesses through life-cycle 

case studies. Apprentice binding books offer a unique opportunity to chart women’s 

 
522 P. Wallis, ‘Apprenticeship and Training in Premodern England’, The Journal of Economic History, 
68:3 (2008), p. 839. 
523 I. K. Ben-Amos, ‘Failure to Become Freemen: Urban Apprentices in Early Modern England’, Social 
History, 16:2 (1991), pp. 165, 170. 
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life-cycle employment, as all female apprentices were by necessity single when bound 

apprentice. Providing it is possible to trace any changes in name obtained through 

marriage - and providing the woman outlived her husband - we can consider the 

effect of marriage and widowhood on urban, middling women’s working lives. Case 

studies reveal that the position of married women in the companies was complex. 

Whilst wives were able to trade under their husband’s free status, their apprentices 

were invariably bound solely under his name, and citizen’s widows could continue 

their own or their husband’s trades but lost their customary free status if they 

remarried a man who was unfree. Considering married women’s interactions with 

the livery companies thus elucidates their lived experiences and the practical 

strategies they employed to continue in trade. 

Many factors could influence the decision of a female apprentice to seek the 

freedom of her company including gaining the ability to formally bind apprentices. 

The women admitted as freemen were single or widowed, thereby substantially 

reducing the number of working women captured by livery company records. These 

women likely felt vulnerable trading without the freedom of the City and sought 

company affiliation to further legitimate their trade and provide some recourse to 

charitable help in old age.524 They would surely also have felt a sense of prestige by 

acquiring and maintaining company membership, though women were not regularly 

ascribed the title of ‘Citizen’ in sources such as wills - despite their technical 

qualification as such - because their marital status denoted their legal position.525 

Women could not claim the civic rights or privileges of their male counterparts by 

 
524 Elizabeth Sanderson notes that in the Merchants’ Company in Edinburgh, ‘even burgesses’ 
daughters, who had the right to trade, often did not enter the Company until “discovered” or reported’, 
and that they staved off the expenses inherent in membership for as long as possible. E. C. Sanderson, 
Women and Work in Eighteenth-Century Edinburgh (London, 1996), p. 10. 
525 A. L. Erickson, ‘Married women’s occupations in eighteenth-century London’, Continuity and 
Change, 23:2 (2008), p. 267. 
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attaining higher rank within the livery companies or by voting, lessening their 

incentive to pursue the freedom of a company, particularly if they had already 

attained skills through apprenticeship and/or married a freemen. Indeed, Peter Earle 

noted that acquiring the freedom of a livery company and the City conveyed ‘various 

beneficial trading rights, the most important being the right to trade or open shop 

within the City’.526 Many freewomen in the livery companies were connected to the 

Royal Exchange between 1670 and 1730, suggesting that this was a factor in their 

decision to become free. Building on the work of Jane Muncaster and Craig Spence, 

and using the key sources outlined in my introduction including the Gresham 

Repertories, tax assessments and Gresham Trust account books, alongside livery 

company records and genealogical research, further illuminates the working lives of 

this small but distinctive group of early modern women in business.527 By the end of 

this chapter, a more comprehensive picture will emerge of freewomen engaged in 

trade in connection to the livery companies in the City of London. 

 

6.1 Women admitted as new freemen 

Whilst women rarely sought the freedom of London’s livery companies, the number 

of women admitted as freemen was subject to fluctuations over the early modern 

period and is therefore worthy of further examination. Table 6.1 presents the rates of 

admission of women as new freemen in 16 livery companies between c. 1600 and 1799, 

with the corresponding numbers of full company membership where available. The 

table shows that the overall proportion was 1 percent, though women constituted 3.3 

percent of new freemen admitted to the Painter-Stainers’ Company between 1658 and 

 
526 P. Earle, The Making of the English Middle Class: Business, Society and Family Life in London, 1660-1730 
(London, 1991), p. 85. 
527 J. Muncaster, ‘“Six Foote of Shop Roome”: Women as Subjects in the Records of The Royal 
Exchange in the 1690s’ (Unpublished MA Thesis, Birkbeck, University of London, 2003); C. Spence, 
London in the 1690s: A Social Atlas (London, 2000), pp. 123-7. 
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1799. The low rates of women’s membership in individual companies and their 

scattering throughout the various companies is in part explained by the lack of 

female-led companies in London. Indeed, J. R. Kellett suggests that Londoners 

engaged in new and unincorporated trades including ‘lace and mantua makers’, who 

were ‘obliged by custom and Act of Common Council to procure freedom of a 

Company before they set up shop or practised their craft’, chose membership of the 

‘Great Twelve’ companies in particular because ‘larger Companies offered the 

necessary legal qualifications with the minimum interference’.528 This suggests that 

artisans and shopkeepers fulfilled their civic obligations by obtaining company 

membership but did not necessarily seek out further involvement with these 

companies.  However, women were present in livery companies of all ranks in the 

early modern period, and so their inclusion was part of a wider trend. 

 
Table 6.1 Women admitted as new freemen, c. 1600-1799 

Livery Company (Rank) Freedoms 
Date Range Female Total % 

Mercers (1) 1600-1799 44 2771 1.6 
Drapers (3) 1600-1799 71 7668 0.9 

Goldsmiths (5) 1600-1708 11 4399 0.3 
Skinners (6/7) 1603-1764 31 - - 

Merchant Taylors (6/7) 1600-1799 172 - - 
Haberdashers (8) 1600-1799 229 17656 1.3 

Salters (9) 1636-1656; 1716-1799 16 1404 1.1 
Ironmongers (10) 1600-1799 24 - - 
Clothworkers (12) 1600-1799 87 15096 0.6 

Tallow Chandlers (21) 1629-1799 34 1630 2.1 
Girdlers (23) 1654-1799 12 1116 1.1 

Painter-Stainers (28) 1658-1799 63 1896 3.3 
Founders (33) 1767-1799 1 506 0.2 
Stationers (47) 1600-1799 67 7356 0.9 
Broderers (48) 1694-1799 13 683 1.9 
Musicians (50) 1624-1799 9 1534 0.6 

Total 884 63715 1.0 
Sources: Figures for the number of female freemen in the Mercers’, Drapers’, Goldsmiths’, Salters’, 
Clothworkers’, Tallow Chandlers’, Girdlers’, Founders’, Stationers’, and Musicians’ companies from 
ROLLCO. Skinners’ Company (1603-1764) GL MS 30719/2-4; Merchant Taylors’ Company (1600-1799) 
GL MS 34017/1-5, GL MS 34018/3-9, GL MS 34037/1-4; Haberdashers’ Company (1600-1799) GL MS 
15857/1-3; Ironmongers’ Company (1600-1799) GL MS 16977/1-3; Painter-Stainers’ Company (1658-1799) 
GL MS 5668 Freedom Register, 1658-1820, GL MS 5667/2 Court Minutes, 1649-1793; Broderers’ Company 
(1694-1799) GL MS 14663/1-2. 

 
528 J. R. Kellett, ‘The Breakdown of Gild and Corporation Control over the Handicraft and Retail Trades 
in London’, Economic History Review, 10:3 (1958), p. 390, fn. 3. 
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Notes: The genders assigned on ROLLCO for Mercers’ Company freemen were sometimes inaccurate. 
Numbers were amended using the Mercers’ Company Acts of Court: 1675-1681, 1681-1687, 1687-1693, 
1693-1700, 1700-1707, 1707-1714, 1721-1728, 1728-1735, 1735-1742, 1747-1751, 1751-1756, 1756-1760, 1760-1765, 1766-
1830. The Bowyers’ Company freedom registers (included on ROLLCO from 1724) recorded only one 
woman admitted free in 1813 and so this company has not been included. 
 

Figure 6.1 Women admitted as new freemen by decade, c. 1600-1799 

 
Sources: See references for Table 6.1. 
 

In Chapter Four, I showed that the number of female apprentices bound 

through the livery companies rose towards the end of the seventeenth century, with 

a smaller peak in the mid eighteenth century. Figure 6.1 illustrates that there were also 

two peaks in the number of women admitted as freemen, though the highest peak 

occurred in the eighteenth century, with 96 new freewomen in the 1740s, and 89 in 

the 1750s. The rise and fall of women’s membership of London’s livery companies 

therefore broadly reflects the rise of female apprenticeships from the mid 

seventeenth century but shows a more pronounced increase in new freewomen 

admitted in the mid eighteenth century, which likely contributed to the rise in female 

apprentices in those decades. Kellett attributes the increased number of freemen in 

London (10,000 between 1675 and 1680) to more relaxed measures undertaken to 
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admit ‘foreigners’ in order to revitalise the City after the Great Fire.529 This accounts 

for the rise in new freewomen in the 1670s and 1680s as the companies consolidated 

their membership and the number of female apprentices peaked. 

 Two petitions recorded in the Court of Aldermen Repertories on 12 and 22 

November 1668 suggest that women were increasingly likely to obtain the freedom of 

a livery company and the City because of the devastation wrought by the Great Fire. 

In the first petition, Edward Stretch, a tailor, and Mary Lynne, a spinster and 

‘sempstress’, were both granted ‘libty for the space of one yeare […] to continue their 

Trades […] in regard of their said sufferings’ due to their ‘habitacons beings burnt 

downe in the late dismall fire’. Whilst this petition does not specifically mention 

membership of any livery company, the second petition from Jane Sutton, spinster 

and ‘by trade a Semstress’, also ‘burnt out […] in the dismall fire’, records that Sutton 

was granted the freedom of the Weavers’ Company by redemption, upon payment of 

£5. Sutton had been apprenticed for seven years to Katherine Sutton, probably her 

sister, ‘who was capable of her freedome by service but for ought appears did never 

receive the same’.530 Mary Lynne and Jane Sutton were linked not only by trade but 

also by location. Both women originated from the parish of St Martin’s Le Grand, and 

by 1668, kept shops in the cloisters of St Bartholomew’s Hospital. Perhaps Mary 

Lynne’s success with the Court of Aldermen encouraged Jane Sutton to petition as 

well. It is possible that they had worked from lodgings before the fire, trading under 

the radar of the City companies, and that leasing shops in St Bartholomew’s Hospital 

compelled them to obtain official recognition of their right to trade. 

The cause of the mid eighteenth-century peak in freewomen cannot solely be 

explained by an increase in female apprentices nor by extraordinary events such as 

 
529 Kellett, ‘Breakdown of Gild and Corporation Control’, p. 383. 
530 LMA COL/CA/01/01/078, Court of Aldermen Repertory, 1668-1669, 12 and 22 November 1668. 
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the Great Plague or Great Fire. Though the number of female apprentices rose in the 

1740s and 1750s, the figures never matched the peak of the late seventeenth century. 

Yet, financial considerations apparently again held sway. Indeed, Kellett observed 

that companies could not ‘ignore the proportion of their budget which they raised 

from their members by fees, fines and quarterage’.531 Consequently, as the number of 

men admitted as new freemen declined, most markedly after 1720, the proportion of 

freewomen increased within individual companies. Table 6.2 displays comparative 

figures by decade for the Mercers’, Drapers’, Haberdashers’, and Clothworkers’ 

companies between 1670 and 1769, showing the proportion of women by company. By 

the mid eighteenth century, women represented a more significant proportion of new 

freemen than is widely recognised, particularly in the Mercers’ Company, where 

women constituted 17.8 percent of all new freemen admitted in the 1750s.  

 

Table 6.2 New freemen admitted in four companies, 1670-1769 
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1670-1679 1 152 0.7 4 483 0.8 30 1606 1.8 3 970 0.3 3249 
1680-1689 3 179 1.6 7 329 2.1 17 1046 1.6 5 714 0.7 2300 
1690-1699 5 187 2.6 9 337 2.6 11 901 1.2 5 668 0.7 2123 
1700-1709 1 167 0.6 1 304 0.3 15 884 1.7 3 641 0.5 2016 
1710-1719 0 126 0.0 6 294 2.0 16 821 1.9 2 644 0.3 1909 
1720-1729 3 141 2.1 3 276 1.1 10 727 1.4 2 816 0.2 1978 
1730-1739 3 79 3.7 4 252 1.6 12 642 1.8 8 582 1.4 1582 
1740-1749 7 55 11.3 5 203 2.5 23 456 4.8 10 478 2.0 1237 
1750-1759 8 37 17.8 10 151 6.2 19 342 5.3 10 454 2.2 1031 
1760-1769 2 19 9.5 1 172 0.6 17 295 5.4 10 421 2.3 937 

Total 33 1142 2.8 50 2801 1.8 170 7720 2.2 61 6388 0.9 18362 
Sources: Figures for the numbers of freemen in the Mercers’, Drapers’, and Clothworkers’ companies 
from ROLLCO; Mercers’ Company Acts of Court. Haberdashers’ Company (1670-1769) GL MS 15857/2. 

 
531 Kellett, ‘Breakdown’, p. 387. In the Painter-Stainers’ Company, 32 widows paid quarterage between 
1711 and 1797. For example, Ann Atkinson, recorded in the freedom register on 17 September 1750, was 
also recorded in the Court Minutes as ‘Mrs Ann Atkinson Widow and Extrix of Willm Atkinson deced 
paid his Quarterage due at Michas 1750. Mrs Atkinson paid two years Qage for herself’, confirming her 
continued membership of the company. GL MS 5668; MS 5667/2, Part 1, fol. 573. 
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With the trends over time firmly established, it is necessary to discuss freedom 

methods in more depth as this had a significant bearing on the increased number and 

proportion of female freemen in the livery companies. The freedom of one of 

London’s livery companies was primarily gained through servitude, patrimony or 

redemption. D. V. Glass has provided useful data for the total number of freemen 

admitted between 1690 and 1800 from completed indentures deposited with the 

chamberlain’s court and the registers of freemen. The data shows that 75.5 percent of 

all London freemen were admitted free of the City by servitude, with patrimony and 

redemption accounting for 12.6 and 11.9 percent respectively.532 Glass’ data also 

indicates the inextricable link between the number of new freemen admitted by 

servitude and new apprentices bound in London. When the number of apprentices 

declined, the number of freemen admitted by servitude also declined, as we might 

expect. However, when the figures for only new freewomen are divided by freedom 

method in six companies (the Mercers’, Drapers’, Merchant Taylors’, Haberdashers’, 

Clothworkers’ and Painter-Stainers’ companies), a different picture emerges. The 

most prevalent method for admitting women as freemen overall was patrimony (67.3 

per cent), followed by servitude (26.3 per cent), and redemption (5.7 per cent). This 

confirms that freewomen were less likely to have been enrolled as livery company 

apprentices when compared with their male counterparts, though they likely 

received informal training in the family and exercised their right to freedom by 

patrimony in order to establish themselves independently in trade. 

Figure 6.2 confirms the two peaks in the number of new freewomen already 

established. The initial rise in freewomen admitted by servitude and patrimony was 

 
532 D. V. Glass, ‘Socio-economic status and occupations in the city of London at the end of the 
seventeenth century’ in Studies in London History Presented to Philip Edmund Jones, ed. by A. E. J. 
Hollaender and W. Kellaway (London, 1969), p. 585. 
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evenly matched between 1640 and 1690, and there was a distinct rise in women 

admitted free by redemption after the Great Fire.533 This was followed by a collective 

decline in the early eighteenth-century, and thereafter the freedom methods diverged 

considerably with the number of women admitted by patrimony far surpassing the 

women admitted by servitude or redemption after 1720.534 This suggests that 

freewomen were increasingly drawn from London as their fathers had existing livery 

company connections. A more in-depth analysis of the freedom methods undertaken 

by women in several livery companies in early modern London therefore provides an 

opportunity for more nuanced discussion of why some women became freemen.  

 

Figure 6.2 Freedom methods for women in six companies, c. 1600-1799 

 
Sources: Female freemen in the Mercers’, Drapers’ and Clothworkers’ companies from ROLLCO. 
Merchant Taylors’ Company (1600-1799) GL MS 34017/1-5, MS 34018/3-9, MS 34037/1-4; Haberdashers’ 
Company (1600-1799) GL MS 15857/1-3; Painter-Stainers’ Company (1658-1799) GL MS 5668. 
Notes: Unknown figures were reduced by locating patrimony vouchers or apprenticeship indentures, 
consulting the Court of Aldermen Repertories, and Mercers’ Company Acts of Court. The 32 widows 
in the Painter-Stainers’ Company Freedom Register have been classified as free by patrimony. 
 

 
533 For further discussion of women’s petitions to obtain the freedom of the City by redemption, see 
H. L. Smith, ‘“Free and Willing to Remit”: Women’s Petitions to the Court of Aldermen, 1670-1750’, in 
Worth and Repute: Valuing Gender in Late Medieval and Early Modern Europe Essays in Honour of Barbara 
Todd, ed. by K. Kippen and L. Woods (Toronto, 2011), pp. 277-307. 
534 J. Collins, ‘Jane Holt, Milliner, and Other Women in Business: Apprentices, Freewomen and 
Mistresses in The Clothworkers’ Company, 1606-1800’, Textile History, 44:1 (2013), pp. 80-81. 
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Figure 6.3 Rhoda Moreland, patrimony voucher 

 
Source: LMA COL/CHD/FR/02/0444. 

 

The child of a freemen could be admitted to the freedom of a livery company 

and the City of London by patrimony as long as they had been born after their father’s 

admission to the city freedom. Patrimony vouchers had to be signed by six guarantors 

and often recorded the date of the father’s admission and in many cases, the year of 

the new freemen’s birth. Figure 6.3 shows the voucher of Rhoda Moreland who was 

admitted to the Painter-Stainers’ Company by patrimony on 2 December 1724, aged 

35 years old. Moreland was described as a ‘Milliner in Leadenhall Street’ in the 

company’s court minutes and this is corroborated by a Sun Fire Office insurance 

policy that she took out for her ‘goods and Merchandize’ on 13 May 1720, which 

confirmed her occupational identity as ‘milliner’ and her location ‘against Bricklayers 
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hall in Leadenhall Street’.535 Yet, Moreland was already established as a milliner before 

she attained the freedom of the company. Indeed, she bound three apprentices in the 

early 1720s and Table 6.3 lists these apprentices chronologically, along with five 

female apprentices bound through the Painter-Stainers’ Company between 1725 and 

1736. The table shows that Moreland increased her premiums after she was admitted 

to the Painter-Stainers’ Company, ostensibly because she could provide her 

apprentices with a pathway to secure their own freedom. 

 

Table 6.3 Female apprentices bound to Rhoda Moreland 
Name Date of 

apprenticeship Master Fee 

Elizabeth Watson 29 Mar 1721 Rhoda Morland, milliner £10 
Anne Beech 20 Aug 1724 Rhoda Morland £10 

Elizabeth Brown 20 Aug 1724 Rhoda Morland £12 12s. 
Rhoda Moreland freed by patrimony in the Painter-Stainers’ Company, 2 December 1724 

Amy Grant 4 Aug 1725 Rhoda Moorland £20 
Lucy Pinchback 2 Aug 1727 Rhoda Moorland £15 

Ann Gataker 6 May 1730 Rhoda Moorland £20 
Martha Milward 3 Jul 1734 Rhoda Morland - 

Ann Goodwin 2 Jun 1736 Rhoda Morland £50 
Sources: TNA IR1/8, fol. 118; TNA IR1/10, fol. 58; GL MS 5667/2, Part 1, fol. 449; GL MS 5669/1, Painter-
Stainers’ Company Apprentice Book, 1666-1795, fols 132r, 134r, 137v, 143r, 146r. 
 

Higher rates of admittance by patrimony suggest that a company was no 

longer controlling its nominal trade, a recognised trend in the eighteenth century 

across many livery companies.536 The custom of London, which allowed a son or 

daughter to gain the freedom of a company and therefore the City by patrimony, 

certainly increased the likelihood of a decline in guild control over trade. Yet, a closer 

examination of the women admitted free of the Mercers’ Company in the mid-to-late 

 
535 GL MS 5667/2, Painter-Stainers’ Company Court Minutes, 1649-1793, Part 1, fol. 449; LMA 
CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/011, Sun Fire Office Policy Register, 1720, fol. 355. Rhoda Moreland took out 
another insurance policy on 17 July 1727. At this point she was in a partnership with Elizabeth Kendall 
‘at the Cap and Hand in Leadenhall Street’, and ‘their Household Goods and Stock in Trade’ were 
insured up to £500. LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/024, Sun Fire Office Policy Register, 1727-1728, fol. 
220. 
536 Walker, ‘Extent of Guild Control’, pp. 207-210. 
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eighteenth century offers an insight into the company’s important role of providing 

poor relief for the daughters of its members. On 24 March 1763, the Acts of Court 

reveal that seven out of 12 ‘poor members of the company’, chosen as recipients of a 

yearly charitable bequest known as ‘Daniel Westall’s Gift’, were women. Ann 

Harding, Mary Russell, Sarah Greneeway, Elizabeth Wildbore, Elizabeth Harding, 

Flora Locke and Mary Hatcher received 5s. each and four of these women had been 

admitted free of the company by patrimony in the 1740s.537 This suggests that some 

Mercers’ Company freewomen were admitted in order to acknowledge their right to 

relief due to their father’s affiliation with the company. However, not all freewomen 

admitted by patrimony were in need of poor relief. Though occupational information 

was not recorded, one Citizen and Mercer named Mary Wall, admitted by patrimony 

on 14 December 1753, bound Margaret Coopman apprentice on 10 March 1761 for a 

premium of £100, indicating a substantial trade. 

Though the number of women gaining the freedom of their respective 

companies by servitude declined in the eighteenth century, this method still 

accounted for over a quarter of freewomen between c. 1600 and 1799. When an 

apprentice was bound, their master or mistress was expected to enrol the apprentice 

with the chamberlain’s court within one year. If this had not occurred, the apprentice 

was obliged to pay a higher fee when obtaining the City freedom. Other fees were 

incurred if the mistress or master had not maintained their quarterage payments. For 

example, when Oriana Michell, ‘Servt to Ann Dewell’, was made free in 1742, she was 

described as ‘not inrolled’ and paid £1 for her freedom. She also ‘paid Ann Dewells 

Quarteridge Seven Years & Six Months’, amounting to 18 s. 8 d.538 Whilst these fines 

and fees were not prohibitively expensive for some, continued membership of a livery 

 
537 MCA Mercers’ Company Acts of Court, 1760-1765. 
538 GL MS 5667/2, Part 1, fol. 524. 
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company evidently required a regular financial commitment, maintaining its 

exclusivity for more affluent individuals. Another of Ann Dewell’s apprentices, 

Carolina Banson was also admitted free of the Painter-Stainers’ Company by 

servitude in 1742 for a fee of £1. Her apprentices were bound on 4 May 1743 for 

substantial premiums, suggesting that both Oriana Michell and Carolina Banson 

believed that the remunerative benefits of formally binding apprentices - and 

charging premiums - outweighed the costs of company membership. 

It is often only when women were admitted free of a company by servitude 

that their apprenticeship is revealed, suggesting that masters and mistresses were 

often remiss in their administrative duties when binding apprentices. In the 1660s, 

five out of nine women admitted free of the Merchant Taylors’ Company by servitude 

incurred fines of 5 s. ‘for not binding at the hall’.539 Freewomen Margaret and Jane 

Brookes’ apprenticeships were not entered in the company binding books, though 

their sister Thomasin Brookes was formally enrolled on 9 January 1655.540 All three 

sisters were admitted free of the Merchant Taylors’ Company by servitude to the 

same master, Miles Martin, a sempster, in the 1660s, showing that these three sisters 

trained together in the same household, though only Thomasin Brookes was formally 

enrolled.541 Moreover, six of the 65 surviving indentures surveyed in Chapter Three 

were for women whose names were not present in the binding books for their 

respective companies. This evidence suggests that the number of female apprentices 

was far greater in practice than records show, particularly if we remember that only 

around 40 percent of apprentices typically gained the freedom of a company. 

 
539 GL MS 34018/5, Merchant Taylors’ Company Freedom Registers, 1662-1675. 
540 GL MS 34038/14, Merchant Taylors’ Company Apprentice Book, fol. 127. 
541 GL MS 34018/5. Another sister named ‘Fratua Brookes’ was bound to Jane Brookes on 23 May 1667: 
GL MS 34038/15, Merchant Taylors’ Company Apprentice Book, 1658/9-1669, fol. 315. 
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Men and women could also petition the Court of Aldermen to be admitted 

free of a livery company and the City by redemption. Though this freedom method 

accounted for only 5.7 percent of the women under investigation, surviving examples 

suggest that women petitioned for the right to freedom when their financial 

circumstances changed. Around two-thirds of the women admitted free by 

redemption by the Court of Aldermen in the six companies under investigation were 

admitted to the Haberdashers’ Company, suggesting that the Haberdashers’ 

Company was perceived as most appropriate for the trades engaged in by female 

petitioners. For example, in April 1700, Mary German asserted that she had been 

apprenticed to Daniel Williamson, a freemen of the Haberdashers’ Company, ‘about 

Twenty Six yeares Since but by Forreigne Indentures’. After serving her full seven-

year term, she had neglected to claim freedom of the company by servitude ‘thinking 

she should never have an Occasion for her freedome being of a good family’. 

However, she found herself ‘much reduced and would follow the Imployment of a 

Sempstress’ in London and so was able to gain the freedom of the Haberdashers’ 

Company, paying a fine of 46 s. 8 d. for the freedom of the City.542 

According to the Haberdashers’ Company records, Daniel Williamson had 

been a member of the Haberdashers’ Company since 1669 and so it is rather curious 

that he used ‘Forreigne Indentures’ to document Mary German’s apprenticeship.543 

Michael Walker suggests that masters bound second or third apprentices against 

guild regulations in order to increase production and profits, thereby meeting 

consumer demand.544 It would be difficult to discern how widespread this practice 

was in London, though Williamson bound another female apprentice named Sarah 

 
542 LMA COL/CHD/FR/02/0152, Mary German, Freedom Admission Papers, 23 April 1700; ‘Mary 
Jerman by Daniell Williamson’, 12 April 1700: GL MS 15857/2, Haberdashers’ Company Freedom 
Register, 1642-1772, fol. 268. 
543 GL MS 15857/2, fol. 127. 
544 Walker, ‘Extent of Guild Control’, p.273. 
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Boswell, the daughter of a ‘Feltmaker’ from Southwark, on 18 August 1684, around the 

same time as the commencement of Mary German’s apprenticeship.545 We can 

perhaps infer that Boswell’s apprenticeship was considered ‘official’, and German’s 

was not, though it was broadly devised along the same terms. Sarah Boswell’s brother 

John was also apprenticed to Williamson, on 25 October 1687, and his indenture 

survives and was official suggesting that Williamson was binding multiple 

apprentices for his own and his wife’s separate trades, with only some apprentices 

enrolled through the Haberdashers’ Company.546 

Another petition dated 1699 from Mary Poynter, a widow, notes that she ‘was 

bound to Frances Browne, Citizen and Paynter-Steyner and duely served her the full 

terme of seaven yeares’.547 Poynter declared that her husband had been entitled to the 

freedom of the City by servitude and patrimony ‘but liveing altogether in the 

Countrey never took up the same So that your petitioner is informed she cannot be 

admitted into the Freedome of this City by service’. However, she asked to be 

admitted free of the City by redemption, ‘being willing to follow some Imploy where 

to maintene her selfe and Children’. Deemed to be ‘in a very Poore condition’, her 

request was granted and she was admitted free of the Painter-Stainers’ Company and 

the City on payment of a fine.548 By marrying a non-citizen, Mary had forfeited her 

own legitimate right to freedom by servitude. Nevertheless, petitioning the Aldermen 

offered her a pathway to citizenship and redress. 

 
545 GL MS 15860/7, Haberdashers’ Company Apprentice Book, 1675-1708, fol. 159. 
546 GL MS 15860/7, fol. 226; GL MS 15857/2, fol. 274; LMA COL/CHD/FR/02/0165, John Boswell, Freedom 
Admission Papers, May 1701; L. Gowing, ‘Girls on Forms: Apprenticing Young Women in Seventeenth-
Century London’, Journal of British Studies, 55:3 (2016), p. 469. 
547 According to the Painter-Stainers’ Company’s records, Frances Browne was admitted free by 
servitude to Daniel Savile (and his wife Dorothy, who worked on the Royal Exchange). The only female 
apprentice bound to Browne was Mary Scrope, the daughter of a gentleman, on 1 March 1681 and it is 
therefore likely that Mary Poynter’s maiden name was Scrope. GL MS 5669/1, fol. 34v, 56v. 
548 LMA COL/CA/05/01/0005/1699, Court of Aldermen, Papers. I am grateful to Brodie Waddell for this 
reference. 
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Another widow admitted free of the Clothworkers’ Company by redemption 

indicated that her petition was the result of financial hardship. Ann Robinson 

explained that her husband was ‘cast away’ in ‘the Service of the Guinea Company’ 

leaving her in ‘great distress’. Her solution was ‘to Set up a Small Shop within this 

City which she cannot continue unless she Obtain her Freedome’, and the Court of 

Aldermen admitted her without payment of a fine. This suggests that the Aldermen 

viewed freedom by redemption as a means of granting clemency to distressed women, 

whilst female petitioners employed language that outlined their intention to work 

and support themselves, usually through retailing, once they had received their civic 

freedom.549 

The petitions of Mary German, Mary Poynter and Ann Robinson demonstrate 

why individuals might seek the freedom of the City by redemption. Though we 

cannot establish how Mary German’s circumstances had become much reduced, it is 

revealing that she had not thought to take up the freedom of the Haberdashers’ 

Company and the City because she was ‘of a good family’. Evidently, she had expected 

to obtain financial support from her family or future husband and though she had 

been bound apprentice, this was viewed as an opportunity to live, work and gain skills 

in London for a time rather than as an opportunity to set up in business 

independently. Ultimately, after falling on hard times, these women sought to 

improve their financial position through trade in London and were afforded the 

opportunity by the Court of Aldermen, though their success was likely determined 

by their more privileged middling social status. This supports Ben-Amos’ assertion 

that the reasons for gaining the freedom of a guild or city were ‘diverse and 

 
549 LMA COL/CA/01/01/089, Court of Aldermen Repertory, 1679-1680, 9 December 1679, fol. 34r. 
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idiosyncratic’, and that the women located in livery company records were just a 

small proportion of the true number of women working in London. 

 

6.2 Changing marital status and life-cycle case studies: Dorothy Gray and Mary 

Antrobus, Susannah Caswall-Budding, and the Gresham family 

The position of married women in trade is particularly difficult to chart in the early 

modern period due to the frequent invisibility of their economic activity in official 

records. Indeed, Alexandra Shepard has observed that occupational studies ‘fail to 

capture women’s work (and especially that performed by married women)’ because 

women’s marital status was prioritized over their ‘occupational training or social 

position’.550 Furthermore, Amy Erickson noted that though marriage ‘was important 

for women for legal and contractual reasons’, fundamentally it had ‘little impact’ on 

whether they worked.551 This section provides three life-cycle case studies of married 

women who significantly contributed to their household’s income, showing that 

married women were an integral and enduring part of the early modern economy in 

London. 

 The economic activity of freemen’s wives was often concealed by the doctrine 

of English common law, which categorised wives as ‘femme couvertes de baron (covered 

by their husbands)’, and the tendency of livery company clerks to record the 

husband’s name as the master of female apprentices, making married women’s 

economic activity especially difficult to investigate.552 According to the custom of 

London, if a married woman engaged in her husband’s trade, legally ‘she doth it as a 

servant’, indicating that although a wife may have provided invaluable support to her 

 
550 A. Shepard, Accounting for Oneself: Worth, Status, and the Social Order in Early Modern England 
(Oxford, 2015), p. 216. 
551 Erickson, ‘Married women’s occupations’, p. 292. 
552 M. K. McIntosh, ‘The Benefits and Drawbacks of Femme Sole Status in England, 1300-1630’, Journal 
of British Studies, 44:3 (2005), p. 411. 
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husband’s business, it was in the legal capacity of an assistant, not equal partner, and 

was rarely acknowledged.553 In London, wives could claim femme sole status if engaged 

in a trade, ‘wherein her husband doth not intermeddle’, allowing them to make 

contracts autonomously as though a single woman.554 However, Marjorie McIntosh 

has argued that wives often retained their femme couverte status in order to gain legal 

flexibility even whilst working independently of their husbands, suggesting that the 

legal situation of married tradeswomen was often more ambiguous than patriarchal 

theory suggests.555 Indeed, Nicola Phillips has reasoned persuasively that femme sole 

status could prove detrimental to married tradeswomen, as it was the only means of 

declaring a woman bankrupt if her business failed.556 

 Wives could circumvent the rigidities of English common law by holding 

‘separate estate’ or equitable title, held in trust by family or friends for the wife’s 

separate use, and established by a contract or settlement signed by husband and 

wife.557 Evidence of family members providing for female relatives can also be found 

in wills, with examples such as Thomas Marshall the younger who left £500 for his 

‘Sister Butler’ to be placed out at interest by his executor, their brother Henry, 

‘notwithstanding the Coverture [...] in all Events during her life and that her husband 

shall not incumber the same or intermeddle therewith or have any thing to do 

therewith nor any Creditor or Creditors of his’.558 Elizabeth Butler was a Royal 

 
553 W. Bohun, Privilegia Londini; Or the Laws, Customs, and Privileges of the City of London (London, 1702), 
pp. 123-4. 
554 Bohun, Privilegia Londini, pp. 123-4; Earle, Making of the English Middle Class, p. 160. 
555 McIntosh, ‘Benefits and Drawbacks’, p. 412. 
556 N. Phillips, Women in Business, 1700-1850 (Suffolk, 2006), pp. 36-38. 
557 Earle, Making of the English Middle Class, p. 159. 
558 TNA PROB 11/538/309, Will of Thomas Marshall, Gentleman of Lincoln’s Inn, Middlesex, 17 
February 1714. See M. R. Hunt, The Middling Sort: Commerce, Gender, and the Family in England, 1680-1780 
(London, 1996), pp. 140-142, for the less fortunate circumstances of Mary Holl whose husband went 
bankrupt leading to his creditors taking her stock in recompense, despite her femme sole status. 
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Exchange tenant in the early eighteenth century, and this clause was plainly designed 

to protect the bequest in any eventuality.559 

Wives could also make their own wills if their marriage settlement had so 

specified, and the will of Mary Toms née Toft, a freemen of the Drapers’ Company 

provides an excellent example. Her signature from her apprenticeship indenture was 

included in Chapter Three.560 Clearly a literate and savvy businesswoman, Mary 

acknowledged the existence of a pre-nuptial contract with her husband, which 

stipulated ‘I should still retaine the property of and in my moneys goods and Estate’. 

She left the greater part of her ‘money & stock in Trade Government and other 

securities plate Watch household goods furniture wearing apparell goods chattells 

rights Creditts and Estate whatsover’ to her ‘Deare and loveing Sister Ann Toft 

Spinster’, which strongly suggests that the sisters had been business partners, and 

that Ann was expected to continue in trade.561 Mary Toft and Philip Toms exemplify 

one of several unions forged between shopkeepers on the Royal Exchange in the early 

modern period. Mary Toft took the precaution of arranging a marriage settlement, 

thereby ensuring financial security for her unmarried sister. The following case study 

shows that such precautions were invaluable if a marriage proved unsuccessful. 

 

Dorothy Gray and Mary Antrobus 

Whilst exploring the kinship ties forged through apprenticeships in the previous 

chapter, it was noted that the Dewell sisters’ expanded social circle included a group 

 
559 She was listed in tax assessments for the ‘exchange above’ as Elizabeth Cartwright (1703-1706) and 
Elizabeth Butler (1708-1722). See for example assessment books for Candlewick - Farringdon Within, 
‘exchange above’: LMA CLC/525/MS11316/013, 1703; LMA CLC/525/MS11316/022, 1706; LMA 
CLC/525/MS11316/028, 1708, LMA CLC/525/MS11316/070, 1722. TNA PROB 11/587/296, Will of Elizabeth 
Butler, Widow of Throgmorton Street, City of London, 23 October 1722. Her first husband’s will: TNA 
PROB 11/446/95, Will of William Cartwright, Haberdasher of London, 9 June 1698. 
560 Chapter 3, p. 122. 
561 TNA PROB 11/628/191, Will of Mary Toms late Mary Toft, Wife of London, 4 March 1729. 
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of sisters from the Antrobus family: Ann, Jane, Mary and Dorothy. Ann Antrobus was 

the business partner of Elizabeth Dewell, and she became the wife of an attorney 

named Jonathan Rogers in July 1710. Jonathan Rogers was unfree of the City, so their 

apprentices were bound in Elizabeth Dewell’s name.562 Marriage Duty Assessments 

for the parish of St Benet Fink confirm that Ann Antrobus lived with the Marshall 

family in 1695, whilst her grandmother Jane Goodwin, widowed mother Jane 

Antrobus and siblings Jane, Mary, Dorothy and William lived together in the nearby 

parish of St Michael Cornhill.563 This shows that though Ann Antrobus-Rogers had 

served her apprenticeship, she relied on her business partner’s free status in order to 

legitimate her trade. 

 Mary Antrobus was apprenticed on 4 April 1699 to Henry and Mary Pyke of 

the Grocers’ Company and was admitted free of the company in October 1712.564 She 

never married but was wealthy in her own right, leaving more than £700 in bequests 

in her will.565 An entry in the British Mercury from February 1714 lists Mary Antrobus 

as a recipient of a Sun Fire Office insurance policy, with the entry ‘Antrobus, Mary, 

and Company Coat-Sellers’, confirming her status as head of the business because 

she was a freewoman.566 In fact, the policy, dated 15 January 1712, stated that ‘Mary 

Antrobus and Dorothy Gray at the Blackamoores head in Cornhill’ had taken out 

insurance as ‘Coat Sellers, for their Goods & Merchandises in their Shop’, thereby 

 
562 LMA P69/MRY4/A/001/MS04546, Parish Registers, Saint Mary at Hill; TNA PROB 11/841/45, Will of 
Ann Rogers, Widow of Stoke Poges, 6 October 1758; TNA PROB 11/722/111, Will of Jonathan Rogers, 
Gentleman of Stoke Poges, 15 November 1742. Jonathan Rogers was marked unfree in Anon., A True 
and Impartial Account of the Poll of the Inhabitants of the Ward of Broad Street (London, 1711), p. 10. 
563 LMA COL/CHD/LA/04/01/021, Marriage Assessment, St Benet Fink, 1695; LMA 
COL/CHD/LA/04/01/074, Marriage Assessment, St Michael Cornhill, 1695. 
564 Mary’s apprenticeship binding listed Henry Pyke as her master but another female apprentice 
named ‘Eliz Browne’ was apprenticed to Henry and Mary Pyke on 12 March 1699. See C. Webb, 
Grocers’ Company apprenticeships, 1629-1800 (London, 2008), pp. 4, 27, 157; LMA 
COL/CHD/FR/02/0298/013, Indenture for Mary Antrobus, October 1712. 
565 TNA PROB 11/776/31, Will of Mary Antrobus, Spinster of Saint Michael Cornhill, 3 January 1750. 
566 British Mercury, Issue 451, 17-24 February 1714. 
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acknowledging Mary’s married sister Dorothy’s stake in their goods.567 Dorothy 

Antrobus had married Philip Gray on 6 January 1709, and though it would prove an 

unhappy union, the sign of ‘the Blackmores head and Point’ advertised the shop in 

the Grays’ marital home on Cornhill, near the Royal Exchange.568 Philip Gray had 

been admitted free of the Drapers’ Company by servitude on 25 February 1701, though 

he in fact worked as ‘an Exchange Broker of Reputation and Fortune’.569 He appears 

to have kept his trade entirely separate to his wife’s as he took out his own insurance 

policy for his goods and merchandize ‘excluding his Shop’ on 25 December 1722.570 

Mary Antrobus and Dorothy Gray took out a further policy on 5 January 1727 for ‘their 

Goods and Stocks’ in the house and shop to the value of £1,000, revealing the scale of 

their separate trade.571 

It is through biographies of Dorothy and Philip Gray’s son, the poet Thomas 

Gray, that we learn far more about Mary Antrobus and Dorothy Gray’s business 

partnership. Dorothy made an account of her married life, which she sent to John 

Audley of Doctors Commons in 1735 as part of an attempt to gain a legal separation 

from her husband. She explained that before her marriage to Philip Gray, she and her 

sister Mary were already partners in trade, and that Philip ‘entered into articles of 

agreement’ that Dorothy’s £240 stock in trade ‘should be employed by the said Mary 

in the said trade, that the same, and all profits arising thereby, should be for the sole 

benefit of the said Dorothy, notwithstanding her intended coverture’.572 Their brother 

 
567 LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/002, Sun Fire Office Policy Register, 1711-1712, fol. 164. 
568 A bronze plaque marks the site at 39 Cornhill in London. R. L. Mack, Thomas Gray: A Life (New 
Haven, 2000), p. 68. 
569 ‘Obituary’, Daily News, 7 November 1741, quoted in J. D. Baird, ‘Gray, Thomas (1716-1771)’, ODNB, 
Oxford University Press, 2004: http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/11356, accessed 1 July 2017. For 
more information about his work as a Royal Exchange broker, see B. E. McCarthy, ‘Thomas Gray’s 
Father: “Exchange Broker”’, Dalhousie Review, 82:3, (2002), pp. 331-345. 
570 LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/015, Sun Fire Office Policy Register, 1722-1723, fol. 14. 
571 LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/025, Sun Fire Office Policy Register, 1727-1728, fol. 469. 
572 J. Mitford (ed.), The Works of Thomas Gray, Volume I (London, 1836), p. xcvi. 
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Robert Antrobus, a Cambridge scholar, was to act as trustee. Though Dorothy’s status 

was technically still femme couverte, she used her marriage settlement to establish her 

separate estate, maintain her financial independence from her husband, and protect 

her initial investment in trade. 

In 1735, Dorothy stated that her business partnership with her sister had lasted 

‘for near thirty years, with tolerable success’, suggesting that they had been trading 

since the early 1700s.573 Indeed, Mary Antrobus likely sought the freedom of the 

Grocers’ Company in 1712 in order to establish her independent right to claim half of 

the business as a freewoman, though she did not bind any apprentices through the 

company. Philip Gray bound two apprentices through the Drapers’ Company. Before 

his marriage to Dorothy, he bound Thomas Lovell for eight years in 1704, presumably 

to learn his trade as a broker. After his marriage, he bound Elizabeth Thronley for 

seven years in 1732 for a premium of £50.574 Elizabeth would surely have been 

apprenticed as a milliner under the supervision of Mary Antrobus and Dorothy Gray, 

and the substantial premium paid indicates that the business was successful in the 

1730s, though it is not clear whether Philip, or Dorothy and Mary benefitted from the 

fee. 

 Dorothy stated that ‘she hath been no charge to the said Philip’, and that she 

had ‘found herself in all manner of apparel, but also for all her children, to the 

number of twelve, and most of the furniture of his house; and paying 40l. a year for 

his shop’, as well as ‘providing every thing for her son’ whilst he was at Eton and 

Cambridge.575 This hints at the combined challenges of motherhood and operating a 

business. Presumably, many milliners used their skills to procure clothing for their 

 
573 Mitford, Thomas Gray, p. xcvii. 
574 ‘Philip Gray, Drapers’ Company’ in ROLLCO: 
https://www.londonroll.org/search/?vb=lr&vw=ps&st=0&rf=company%3Adrp%7Cforename%3Aphili
p%7Csurname%3Agray%7Cyear_start%3A1400%7Cyear_finish%3A1900, accessed 8 March 2020. 
575 Mitford, Thomas Gray, p. xcvii. 
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own children. Unfortunately, parish burial records show that at least seven of 

Dorothy’s children died in infancy, indicating the considerable distress and frequent 

pregnancies that Dorothy endured during her years in business. The language 

employed by Dorothy to stress that she had never been a financial burden to her 

husband and had provided for her children, even paying rent for his shop, is 

somewhat surprising given the patriarchal structure of early modern households, 

which would have placed such costs within the husband’s purview. It also places the 

value of apprentice premiums into perspective as a means of covering annual rent for 

commercial premises. It is clear that Dorothy hoped to assert her financial 

independence during the marriage in order to obtain a more permanent, legal 

separation from her abusive husband and maintain her sister’s rights to the business. 

 Dorothy explained that Philip Gray ‘almost ever since he hath been married, 

he hath used her in the most inhuman manner, by beating, kicking, punching, and 

with the most vile and abusive language’. As a result, Dorothy had ‘been obliged this 

last year to quit her bed, and lie with her sister’. When attempting to explain her 

husband’s behaviour she noted ‘it is presumed if he can make her sister leave off 

trade, he thinks he can then come into his wife’s money, but the articles are too secure 

for his vile purposes’. Philip Gray had reportedly ‘given warning to her sister to quit 

his shop, where they have carried on their trade so successful, which will be almost 

their ruin’. Dorothy ‘must be forced to go along with her, to some other house and 

shop, to be assisting to her said sister, in the said trade, for her own and son’s support’. 

Determined to continue in trade and resolved to leave her husband when he 

threatened to destroy her business, Dorothy sought John Audley’s advice on what 

Philip Gray ‘can, or possibly may do to molest his wife in living with her sister, and 
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assisting in her trade’.576 She was concerned that she could be forced to return to him 

and asked if she might be able to write a will in order to ‘dispose of the interest, or 

produce, which hath, or may arise, or become due for the said stock as she shall think 

fit, it being apprehended as part of her separate estate?’577 

On 9 February 1735, John Audley replied. He counselled that Dorothy could 

be compelled ‘to return home’ unless she could ‘make proof, before the court, of such 

cruelties as may induce the judge to think she cannot live in safety with her husband’, 

confirming that her word was not enough. He recommended that she solicit the help 

of a mutual friend to resolve the couple’s marital differences, as ‘sentences of 

separation, by reason of cruelty only, being very rarely obtained’. Audley continued 

that ‘no power of making a will is reserved to Mrs. Gray, by her marriage settlement’ 

concluding ‘it is my opinion she has no power to dispose of [her stock or interest] by 

will, or otherwise’, an unfortunate oversight, which would have left Mary Antrobus 

in a very difficult financial position if Dorothy Gray died before her husband.578 

Whilst this case serves as an indictment of the precarious legal position of married 

women in early modern England, it also provides a valuable insight into the 

importance that Dorothy placed on her work as a milliner and coat-seller. She was 

evidently engaged in a separate trade to that of her husband and, though she does not 

appear to have been apprenticed formally through the livery companies, she would 

have benefitted tacitly from the knowledge gained by her sisters Ann and Mary 

during their apprenticeships. Dorothy may also have gained skills informally by 

assisting her aunt Mary Dolderne, who kept a lace shop at the sign of the Leopard on 

the Royal Exchange until around 1712.579 

 
576 Mitford, Thomas Gray, p. xcvii. 
577 Mitford, Thomas Gray, p. xcviii. 
578 Mitford, Thomas Gray, p. xcviii. 
579 F. G. Hilton Price, ‘Signs of Old London: Cornhill’ in London Topographical Record, Volume 5 
(London, 1908), p. 162. Mary Dolderne’s husband William was a Citizen and Skinner. The Doldernes 
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Philip Gray was buried on 12 November 1741.580 Tax assessments confirm 

Dorothy’s continued ownership of the property on Cornhill, with ‘Mrs Gray’ named 

as tenant in 1742 and 1743. However, they also demonstrate that widows could easily 

be omitted from official records and overlooked as businesswomen, as Philip Gray’s 

name was used as tenant in 1745 despite his death four years earlier.581 The property 

was destroyed by fire in 1748, and Dorothy received £485 on an insurance policy.582 

This precaution fortunately staved off potential bankruptcy due to loss of property or 

merchandize. Moreover, it was not the only occasion that Dorothy and Mary 

indicated a propensity for insurance policies even accounting for their Sun Fire Office 

policy dated 1712. A chance find in the Mercers’ Company Acts of Court dated 8 May 

1724 reveals that their brother-in-law Jonathan Rogers pledged £100 on Dorothy’s 

behalf as part of Dr Assheton’s Annuity Scheme, an early attempt at arranging life 

insurance policies for the benefit of widows. The entry concludes ‘Query of Mr Grays 

health’, and a marginal note confirms ‘She was refused’, probably because Dorothy 

was still young enough (her age was listed as 37, his as 47) to draw numerous annuities 

in the event of Philip Gray’s death.583 Whilst it is impossible to fathom whether 

Dorothy and Mary instigated the investigation into such insurance policies, the 

evidence suggests a high level of financial literacy and acumen within the Antrobus 

family overall. 

 Though Mary and Dorothy’s business concluded in the 1740s, Mary’s will 

indicates that she maintained her financial independence after several decades in 

 
bound eight female apprentices between 1690 and 1710: GL MS 30719/2, Skinners’ Company, 1603-
1694, fols 311r, 317v, 318r, 323r; GL MS 30719/3, Skinners’ Company, 1694-1724, fols 17, 29, 39, 69. 
580 LMA P69/MIC2/A/003/MS04063/002, Parish Registers, Saint Michael Cornhill. 
581 LMA CLC/525/MS11316/121, Assessment Book, Candlewick - Farringdon Within, 1745, fol. 5. 
582 Mack, Thomas Gray, p. 68. 
583 The scheme provided £30 per annum to every £100 subbed and had nearly bankrupted the company 
by 1725. D. Hughson, London; Being an Accurate History and Description of the British Metropolis, Volume 
III (London, 1806), pp. 430-431. 
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trade, and Thomas Gray’s letters to his mother, particularly concerning the death of 

his Aunt Mary referred to in Chapter Three indicate that the sisters remained 

extremely close. All four Antrobus sisters supported Thomas Gray financially, 

ensuring that he prospered and remains a well-recognized figure as a poet and 

scholar. Indeed, the letter sent by Dorothy to John Audley only survives in print 

because it relates to Thomas Gray. This rare but invaluable evidence of Dorothy’s 

efforts to assert her economic independence thus speaks to the historic priority given 

to documents that relate to ‘great men’, nevertheless serving to illuminate the 

successful economic activity of married and single women in business in early 

modern London. 

 

Susannah Caswall-Budding 

Exploring sources relating to Susannah Budding née Caswall reveals her complex 

interactions with the livery companies from single through to married, and widowed 

status, as well as her agency in business. In 1730, Susannah Caswall was apprenticed 

to her uncle Sir George Caswall, via the Haberdashers’ Company. No premium was 

recorded, though later records in the Court of Chancery assert that a premium of £50 

was paid from her father James Caswall’s estate.584 Susannah Caswall had not entered 

a typical apprenticeship, and Sir George Caswall’s role was to provide financial 

assistance for his niece to set up in business, rather than offering occupational 

training. When Susannah was admitted free of the Haberdashers’ Company by 

redemption on 5 March 1735, her father’s occupation was recorded as ‘Glover’, 

suggesting that she had gained skills in retailing through the family business in 

 
584 GL MS 15860/8, Haberdashers’ Company Apprentice Book, 1708-1755, fol. 368. Susannah Caswall’s 
cousin George Caswall Junior used the payment of this premium as evidence that George Caswall 
Senior had diligently performed his duties as his brothers’ executor. However, he neglected to mention 
that Sir George Caswall was Susannah Caswall’s master and that the premium therefore directly 
benefitted him. TNA C12/2204/25, Caswall v Budding, 1743. 
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Herefordshire. She was also described as a milliner of Lombard Street, indicating that 

she was established in trade less than five years after moving to London.585 

In July 1737, Susannah bound her first apprentice, Elizabeth Emerton, the 

daughter of a gentleman from nearby Threadneedle Street for £60.586 In February 

1737/8, she married a woollen draper named William Budding, and two further female 

apprentices - Martha Barnardiston (1738) and Ruth Wright (1739) - were subsequently 

bound in William Budding’s name via the Clothworkers’ Company.587 However, 

though Susannah’s name was omitted from the records, William Budding was 

described as a ‘coat seller’ from Lombard Street, confirming Susannah’s role in 

training these apprentices, and suggesting that the couple has combined their 

resources by sharing her established retail space. Both Martha Barnardiston and Ruth 

Wright were admitted free of the Clothworkers’ Company on 7 May 1745 and 9 

September 1747 respectively. Barnardiston was described as a coat seller in Hatton 

Garden and Wright was a milliner in Cornhill indicating that they had indeed 

received occupational training from Susannah Caswall-Budding.588 William 

Budding’s will was proved on 21 May 1742, wherein he named his wife sole executrix 

of his ‘Goods Chattells Ready Money Stock in Trade Stock in the publick funds 

Government Securitys’, which left his young widow entirely responsible for the 

couple’s debts.589 

 
585 LMA COL/CHD/FR/02/0573/115, Susannah Caswall, Freedom Admission Papers, March 1736; GL MS 
15857/2, fol. 398. 
586 GL MS 15860/8, fol. 455. 
587 LMA CLC/199/TC/014/MS09667, Saint Katherine by the Tower Register of Marriages, 1735-1751. 
William Budding was originally from Gloucestershire and the son of a clothier, William was 
apprenticed to Edward Gardner in 1724. By 1734 he was made free of the Clothworkers’ Company and 
was working as a journeyman in Lombard Street when he married Susannah Caswall.  
588 ‘W Budding’ on ROLLCO: 
https://www.londonroll.org/search/?vb=lr&vw=ps&st=0&rf=company%3Aclw%7Cforename%3Aw%7
Csurname%3Abudding%7Cyear_start%3A1400%7Cyear_finish%3A1900, accessed 14 December 2019. 
589 TNA PROB 11/718/240, Will of William Budding, Clothworker of London, 21 May 1742. 
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Records from the Court of Chancery reveal further information regarding the 

financial dealings of businesswomen working in London, including Susannah 

Caswall-Budding. Nicola Phillips notes that these courts offered ‘remedial and 

protective functions’ that were ‘relevant to many women in business regardless of 

their marital status’, and she surveyed 30 cases from 1684 to 1714.590 Susannah Caswall-

Budding and her unmarried sister Margaret Caswall’s involvement in an acrimonious 

inheritance dispute in the Court of Chancery in 1742/3 provides figures for her initial 

investment in stock, whilst also recording a figure of almost £1,500 for the value of her 

stock in trade in the 1740s. The sisters were aware that the court was their best chance 

of receiving a favourable outcome to their case, declaring ‘Your Oratrixes are 

Remediless in the Premises at and by the Strict Rules of Common Law, but are 

Properly Releivable in a Court of Equity before Your Lordship where Matters of this 

Sort are properly Cognizable’.591 The two women's statement regarding their legal 

position shows that women recognised the court as an avenue with which to seek 

legal redress against the constraints of Common Law. 

When James Caswall made his brother Sir George Caswall executor of his 

estate in 1715, he asked that he ‘take care to Dispose of Such Overplus to my fower 

Daughters Anne Mary Margaret and Susan in such proportion and manner and at 

such time and times as to him Shall Seem best, Desireing him [...] to bestow most on 

such of my Said Daughters as or are most obedient to him’.592 This offered 

considerable leeway for Sir George Caswall - who was expelled from parliament 

briefly in 1717 for bribery, and faced substantial criticisms over his dealings as a 

director of the South Sea Company - to distribute resources as he saw fit, leaving the 

 
590 Phillips, Women in Business, p. 70. 
591 TNA C12/2201/5, Budding v Caswall, 1742-1743. 
592 TNA PROB 11/545/268, Will of James Caswall, Gentleman of Leominster, Herefordshire, 8 April 
1715. 
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sisters in a decidedly vulnerable financial position.593  Indeed, matters relating to 

James Caswall’s estate were still unresolved more than 25 years after his death. In 

their bill to the court, Margaret Caswall and Susannah Caswall-Budding thus 

acknowledged the power disparity at work, stating that their uncle was ‘a Man of 

Riches and Power […] and these Defendants being so much in his power by their 

Fathers Will as aforesaid they were fearful of him and affraid to Contend with him, 

and therefore were Contented to make such Agreement in the best manner they 

could’.594 

 The case primarily concerned Susannah Caswall-Budding’s bonds with Sir 

George Caswall, which had enabled her to set up and continue in trade. These bonds 

had been partly repaid before she entered into ‘co-partnership’ (after the death of her 

husband William Budding in 1742) with her unmarried sister Margaret Caswall, thus 

providing evidence of substantial familial socio-economic interactions. Their cousin 

George Caswall junior claimed that in 1736, Susannah ‘being about to set upon 

otherwise to engage in and carry on the Trade of selling Linnen Coates and other 

Goods’ was advanced £300 as her share of her father’s estate, and that in 1737 she 

requested a further £300. At which point, Susannah entered into a bond dated 3 

March 1737, with a condition that Interest would be charged on £300. In Susannah’s 

 
593 ‘George Caswall’: https://www.historyofparliamentonline.org/volume/1715-1754/member/caswall-
george-1742, accessed 10 September 2019. Sir George Caswall lived at Muddiford Court, Fenchurch 
Street in 1740. His bank ‘Caswall and Mount’ was on Lombard Street: Anon., A Compleat Guide to All 
Persons who have any Trade or Concern with the City of London and Parts adjacent (London, 1740), p. 121. 
James Caswall’s widow Anne née Bangham was only mentioned once in his will: ‘Anne my now Wife 
and my said Brother George Caswall to be Guardians over my Son George Caswall till he attains to the 
Age of One and Twenty’. According to the character of his will, James and Anne Caswall’s son George 
died suddenly on 20 June 1731. The will began abruptly: ‘My Body to be decently buryed out with as 
little Expence as possible’, and ends ‘God have Mercy on you all and sends your lives to be more happy 
and comfortable than mine have been to me’. This concluding sentence followed a request that his 
debts of around £12 be satisfied, and included bequests to his two married sisters Anne Powell and 
Mary Apperley with £20 for Susannah Caswall. Margaret Caswall was to receive his wearing apparel 
‘to sell keep or dispose of as she shall think fitt’, suggesting that he perceived that she would most 
benefit from his personal effects as a means of subsistence. TNA PROB 11/645/236, Will of George 
Caswall, Batchelor of Woodford, Essex, 6 July 1731. 
594 TNA C12/2204/25, 1743. 
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counter bill, she explained that she ‘readily Gave her Bond’ for this second £300 ‘not 

doubting but that the said Sir George Caswall would deliver up […] to be Cancelled 

as Soon as the Accounts of her said Fathers Estate should be settled’, with the amount 

‘Adjusted’ if it transpired that she was not owed as much as £300.595 

After Susannah married William Budding, the couple requested a further 

advance of £480 in February 1741 in William Budding’s name. Soon after William’s 

death, Susannah and Sir George ‘made a Computation together of what was due and 

owing’. Sir George Caswall ‘was then indebted to the said Susan Budding’ for £70 16s. 

6d. ‘for Goods sold and delivered’, and so this amount and ‘some Money the said Sir 

George Caswall had received on Account’, was deducted. Susannah Budding then 

‘became bound’ to her uncle for one combined bond amounting to £667 1 s. 9 d. In 

July 1742, Sir George Caswall endorsed £351 15 s. from this bond, which constituted 

£300 for Margaret Caswall as her portion of her father’s estate and £51 15s. for an 

amount that Sir George owed her.596 Susannah Budding contended that her uncle had 

in fact ‘Promised that he would make up Your Oratrix Margaret Caswalls fortune or 

Stock equal to Your Oratrix Susan Buddings Share therein’, which was calculated at 

over £1,488, a figure reached when Sir George Caswall ‘sent a person’ to ‘Cast up her 

Books, and to see what Stock this Defendant then had in the said Trade’.597 However, 

George Caswall junior claimed that this was never his father’s intention and that he 

only intended to advance £300, plus £30 for Margaret Caswall ‘when She did have 

occasion to buy her Freedom’, confirming that the Caswall sisters were expected to 

seek freedom by redemption by their uncle.598 

 
595 TNA C12/2204/25. 
596 TNA C12/2204/25. 
597 TNA C12/2201/5. 
598 TNA C12/2204/25. 
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 According to the two sisters, their father James Caswall had ‘considerable Real 

Estate both Freehold and Coppyhold’ in Herefordshire worth £100 per annum and a 

personal estate of £3,600 or more. They stated that Sir George Caswall ‘always 

Concealed’ the true extent of the estate ‘but often promised to Come to an Account 

[…] and pay to Your Oratrixes their Just and Equal Proportions’.599 Evidently, he had 

not offered Margaret any portion of her father’s estate until the event of her co-

partnership with Susannah. On 26 July 1742, the two sisters chose to ‘mutually execute 

Articles of Copartnership […] By which Articles they respectively agreed to become 

^Copartnership in the said Trade for Seven Years and did make up a joint Stock’ of £1,240 

15 s. consisting of £889, ‘the whole Stock of the said Susan Budding in the said trade’ 

plus the £351 15 s. advanced by their uncle. By these articles, Susannah Budding 

contributed £620 7 s. 6 d. as her half share. Margaret Caswall added £351 15 s., 

executing a bond to her sister for £268 12 s. 6 d. as the remainder, which she would 

pay back over time - presumably through their profits - in order to make her a full 

partner.600 

On 25 August 1742, Sir George Caswall returned from surveying his properties 

in Leominster and was ‘confined to his Lodgings by the Illness of which he afterwards 

dyed’. He sent for Susannah Budding, discovered that she had arranged the articles 

of co-partnership without him, and when she reiterated that he had promised to make 

Margaret Caswall’s stock equal to her own, he grew angry. Susannah Budding ‘fell 

into Tears’, and ‘contrary to his own meaning Declarations and Intentions and in his 

own Wrong Inadvertently’ directed his clerk Mr Watts to deliver the bond for £667 1 

s. 9 d. (the full sum that Susannah Budding owed him) to Margaret Caswall at her 

lodgings in Hackney. Margaret Caswall promptly returned this bond to Susannah as 

 
599 TNA C12/2201/5. 
600 TNA C12/2204/25. 
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her full share in their partnership in trade and Susannah immediately took the 

opportunity to destroy the bond by burning it. Sir George Caswall afterwards realised 

his mistake and tried to pressure Susannah Budding into making a new bond for what 

he felt she owed him but she refused. This action instigated an argument in which Sir 

George Caswall reportedly called Susannah Budding ‘a saucy lying impertinent Slut’ 

for asserting her right to a greater share of her fathers’ estate. He also threatened to 

‘post her as a Cheat ^in Every Coffee house in town’, which would have seriously 

harmed her reputation as an honest businesswoman in London, particularly given 

the location of her shop, next door but one to Tom’s Coffee House on Birchin Lane.601 

Despite these tumultuous proceedings, Susannah bound two further female 

apprentices through the Haberdashers’ Company, Susannah Garlick (1742) and Lydia 

Cave (1743). Both were admitted free of the company - on 6 September 1751 and 9 

February 1753 respectively - and the freedom registers confirm that Susannah Garlick 

was a child’s coat-maker in Paternoster Row, and Lydia Cave was a milliner in St 

Paul’s Churchyard. Susannah Budding was described as a ‘Warehousekeeper’ on 

Lombard Street in the entry for Lydia Cave’s freedom, confirming the large scale of 

her business.602 Susannah Caswall-Budding’s undated trade card in Figure 6.4 reveals 

that her shop sign was the ‘three Angels & Star’, whilst also detailing the vast array of 

clothing and accessories for women and men that made up her stock in trade. The 

final line - ‘Merchants may be supply’d with any Quantitys of the above-mention’d 

Goods for Exportation at the lowest Prices’ - confirms her status as a wholesaler and 

implies that she had cultivated wider networks of manufacturers to produce the 

goods sold. 

 

 
601 TNA C12/2204/25. 
602 GL MS 15860/8, fols 516, 526; GL MS 15857/2, fols 449, 455. See Chapter 7, p 279 for further discussion 
of Susannah Garlick’s business partnership with Alice Page. 
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Figure 6.4 Trade card of Susan Budding, milliner 

  
Source: BM, Banks, 86.20 

 

Figure 6.5 Detail Map of Fire in Cornhill, 1748

 
Source: BL Maps.Crace VIII, A New & Correct Plan Of All The Houses Destroyed 

And Damaged By The Fire Which Began In Exchange-Alley, Cornhill’, 1748, Engraving 
 

Though it has not been possible to trace the outcome of the dispute in the 

Court of Chancery, Susannah Caswall-Budding certainly continued in trade. She 

bound a further four female apprentices between 1748/9 and 1755 through the 
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Clothworkers’ Company, commanding high premiums of £63 for three of these 

apprentices.603 Figure 6.5 illustrates her continued occupation of the ‘three Angels & 

Star’ at the corner of Lombard Street and Birchin Lane, as her business was labelled 

‘Budding Milliner’ in 1748. The shop was damaged though fortunately not destroyed 

by the fire on Cornhill, and her location was still confirmed as Birchin Lane when she 

bound apprentices in the 1750s. 

Susannah Caswall-Budding’s complex interactions with the Haberdashers’ 

and Clothworkers’ companies illustrate how she negotiated her membership of two 

companies throughout alterations in her marital status. Though she was entitled to 

bind apprentices through the Clothworkers’ Company as a wife (in her husbands’ 

name) and widow (in her married name), she also bound apprentices through the 

Haberdashers’ Company in widowhood, suggesting that this was her choice, or 

perhaps even a request from her apprentices. ‘Widow Budding’ appeared in tax 

records as late as 1757 for her shop at the ‘three Angels & Star’, though unfortunately, 

her will does not appear to have survived, making it difficult to assess her wealth at 

death.604 Nevertheless, the myriad sources relating to her work offer insights into the 

socio-economic dynamics within middling families, and the immense capital 

required to set up a successful trade in the retail of clothing and textiles. Ultimately, 

Susannah Caswall-Budding was able to maintain her business over multiple decades, 

whilst conferring opportunities for several other young women to gain their freemen 

status and set up as milliners and coat-sellers across the City. 

 

 
603 ‘Susan Budding’ on ROLLCO: 
https://www.londonroll.org/search/?vb=lr&vw=ps&st=0&rf=company%3Aclw%7Cforename%3Asusa
n%7Csurname%3Abudding%7Cyear_start%3A1400%7Cyear_finish%3A1900, accessed 15 December 
2019. One apprentice, Susan Powell did not pay a premium. She may have been a relative of Susannah 
Caswall-Budding’s married sister Anne Powell. 
604 LMA CLC/525/MS11316/176, Assessment Book, Langbourn Ward, 1757. Her shop was occupied by 
another proprietor after 1757. 
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The Gresham family 

A third case study of the Gresham family business presents evidence that women 

were responsible for sustaining business activity across multiple generations. Seliard 

Gresham and Judith Beckingham were married on 26 February 1660 and had five 

children.605 They were long-standing tenants of the Royal Exchange - ‘Silliard 

Gresham’ was listed as a tenant ‘under the Rhetorick Astronomy Lodgeings’ in 

Gresham College in 1668 - and bound at least three apprentices - Mary Cox, Thomas 

Marshall, and Edward Pettit - before his death in 1672.606 When Seliard Gresham died 

in 1673, a probate inventory was compiled by Henry Duke of the Haberdashers’ 

Company, and Gresham’s former apprentice Thomas Marshall. The ‘Wares in the 

Shopp’ included ribbons, capes, fans, stomachers and linen, amounting to over £306, 

suggesting that the Greshams were milliners. Moreover, the list of debts from over 

100 individuals amounted to over £834, a comparable sum to that incurred by Ann 

Dewell and Mary Dix.607 

The dates of Sarah Bullen’s (22 January 1673) and Mary Brookes’ (16 November 

1675) apprenticeships after Seliard Gresham’s death confirm that Judith Gresham was 

active in the business, using her status as a freemen’s widow to bind new apprentices 

through the Painter-Stainers’ Company. Moreover, the Gresham Repertories reveal 

that on 13 April 1686 she was granted a new lease for ‘12 foote of shop roome in the 

 
605 LMA P69/ALP/A/001/MS05746/001, Parish Register, Saint Alphage, London Wall, fol. 29v;  
LMA P69/PET2/A/001/MS04093/001, Parish Register St Peter le Poer: Judith bap. 25 November 1662; 
Mary bap. 31 July 1666; John bap. 7 March 1666; Mary bap. 6 December 1668; Jane bap. 27 June 1672. 
606 Gresham College became an interim site for Royal Exchange tenants during rebuilding efforts after 
the Great Fire of London: LMA CLA/062/01/041, Gresham Trust Account Books, 1667-1677. Mary Cox 
was admitted free of the Loriners’ Company by redemption on 4 October 1669. According to the Court 
of Aldermen Repertories, she had ‘served five yeares Appntice with Siliard Gresham a freemen of this 
Citty using the trade of a Spinster upon the Exchange’: LMA COL/CA/01/01/078, Court of Aldermen 
Repertory, 1668-1669, fol. 291r. Unfortunately, the Loriners’ Company records do not survive for that 
period. The Painter-Stainers’ Company Court Minutes note that Thomas Marshall ‘servant to Mr 
Gresham made free’ on 11 January 1669, indicating that Marshall had been apprenticed to Seliard 
Gresham on the Royal Exchange: GL MS5667/2, Part 1, fol. 115. 
607 LMA CLA/002/02/01/0890, Seliard Gresham, Inventory, 29 November 1673. For more about the 
Marshall family, see Chapter 5. 
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North outward Pawne of the Exchange for 11 yeares’, for £18 per annum.608 Judith 

Gresham bound a further three female apprentices, and the Broad Street Ward Poll 

Tax returns suggest that some of these apprentices were living in the Gresham 

household, as ‘Judith Gresham, two children and four servants’ resided in the parish 

of St Peter le Poer in 1690. Two of the ‘servants’ were surely Elizabeth Peck and Edith 

Hickson, apprentices bound on 7 November 1688 and 23 May 1689 respectively.609 

When Judith Gresham died in March 1694/5, she had three surviving children, 

Judith, John and Mary.610 Her daughters Judith and Mary, aged 32 and 26 respectively 

had gained the freedom of the Painter-Stainers’ Company by patrimony for a fee of 

£1 each on 2 May 1694, and were made joint executrixes of her will.611 Though they did 

not bind any further apprentices through the company, Judith and Mary Gresham 

used their right to freedom by patrimony in order to continue in trade. This suggests 

that they had been trained by their mother, likely also contributing to the training of 

her apprentices, including Elizabeth Pemberton, whom she bound on 4 July 1694.612  

The sisters did not retain their family home after their mother’s death as 

Marriage Duty Assessments indicate that they were lodging in the household of Anne 

and Francis Speidell in 1695.613 Nevertheless, Judith Gresham the younger remained 

a tenant on the Royal Exchange until 1708, presumably in partnership with her sister, 

though Mary’s name never appeared in account or tax records.614 The sisters also 

acted as guardians to their brother John’s children, thereby combining caring duties 

 
608 MCA Gresham Repertories, 1678-1722, fol. 145. 
609 LMA COL/CHD/LA/03/022/009, Poll Tax 2 WM & M C.2, 2 July 1690, fol. 40; GL MS 5669/1, fols 71v-
72r. 
610 TNA PROB 11/419/46, Will of Judeth Gresham, Widow of Lambeth, Surrey, 7 March 1694. 
611 GL 5667/2, Part 1, fol. 334. 
612 GL MS 5669/1, fol. 81r. 
613 LMA COL/CHD/LA/04/01/074, Marriage Assessment, St Michael Cornhill, 1695. 
614 LMA CLA/062/01/043, Gresham Trust Account Book, 1696-1713; LMA CLC/525/MS11316/028, 
Assessment Book, Candlewick - Farringdon Within, fol. 7. 
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with their trade as milliners.615 The Gresham sisters both marked their occupational 

identities as ‘traders’ in their own wills, suggesting that they were still in business in 

the late 1720s.616 Moreover, their niece Martha Susannah Gresham acted as their 

executrix and was the chief beneficiary of their estate, suggesting that she had also 

benefitted from training in their household and demonstrating the transfer of skills 

through multiple generations of the same family. 

These three case studies show that the women connected to the livery 

companies in London often used the freedom of the livery companies to establish 

themselves as the mistresses of female apprentices, though their work was sometimes 

concealed by the patriarchal nature of early modern record keeping. Mary Antrobus 

and Dorothy Gray’s determined attempts to navigate the subjugated position of 

married women under English common law in order to retain control of their trade 

and Dorothy’s separate estate are illuminating. Susannah Budding née Caswall - an 

economic migrant to the City - was responsible for training a new generation of 

women as milliners via two of the ‘Great Twelve’ livery companies whilst also 

defending her right to a share of her father’s estate. Judith and Seliard Gresham 

ensured that their daughters received occupational training and were able to 

continue in trade by gaining the freedom of the Painter-Stainers’ Company by 

patrimony, enabling them to support themselves, their niece and two nephews 

financially. These women all demonstrated their financial acumen in business 

regardless of their marital status, providing economic contributions to their 

respective households. 

 

 
615 TNA PROB 11/536/299, Will of John Gresham, Gentleman of Middle Temple, 13 November 1713. 
616 TNA PROB 11/610/21, Will of Mary Gresham, Trader, Spinster of London, 2 July 1726; TNA PROB 
11/624/216, Will of Judith Gresham, Trader, Spinster of London, 11 September 1728. Both sisters were 
buried in the Parish of St Mary Colechurch: LMA P69/MRY8/A/002/MS04439, fols 23-24. 
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6.3 Freewomen and the Royal Exchange, 1670-1730 

The upper pawn of the Royal Exchange, originally built by Sir Thomas Gresham in 

the late sixteenth century, offered numerous women the opportunity to establish 

businesses and to train apprentices in conjunction with London’s livery companies. 

Moreover, surviving sources relating to Royal Exchange tenants provide 

extraordinarily detailed information regarding women in business. The Gresham 

Repertories record the acquisition of shop leases including incidental information 

about the location of shops, whilst tax assessments for the ‘exchange above’ record 

women as taxpayers for several years. Yet, the Gresham Trust account books are the 

most comprehensive source, listing tenants on a yearly basis, along with shop 

dimensions and locations.617 Though no plan appears to have survived for the upper 

pawn, account books suggest a complex and often irregular layout, with shops in the 

North, South, East and West designated as ‘outward part’, ‘outward part inner’ and 

‘inner part inner’, with ‘Inward & Outward walkes’.618 This perambulating space was 

populated by a remarkably close-knit community of retailers, trading over many 

years and, in some cases, through multiple generations. 

Charting individual shop-owners trading in the pawn offers clear evidence of 

women and men working together. Friendships developed and strong business ties 

were forged. Not only is there evidence of intermarriages between tenants as with 

Mary Toft and Philip Toms, some traders left tokens to fellow business owners. For 

example, Jane Feilder, a freemen of the Haberdashers’ Company, tenant of seven feet 

of shop room in 1694, and business partner of Ann Gregor, left £345 South Sea Capital 

 
617 More limited information is recorded between 1687 and 1691. Gresham Trust Account Books: LMA 
CLA/062/01/041, 1667-1677; CLA/062/01/042, 1678-1695; CLA/062/01/043, 1696-1713; CLA/062/01/044, 1714-
1730. Tax assessment books have been consulted for 1692-4, 1703, 1704, 1706, 1708, 1709, 1710, 1711, 1712, 
1713, 1714, 1715, 1716, 1718, 1720, 1722, 1723, 1725, 1729, and 1730. 
618 MCA Gresham Repertories, 1669-1678, fol. 120. See Muncaster, ‘“Six Foote of Shop Roome”’, 
Appendix 2 for more information regarding a prospective plan for the upper pawn. 
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Stock, £110 South Sea Annuity Stock, and £60 Stock in the Royal Exchange Insurance 

Company to Henry Marshall, Painter-Stainer, and Henry Egleton, Haberdasher in 

her will.619 A proviso stipulated that they assign a moiety of the interest and dividends 

from this stock to her sisters and niece during their lifetimes, suggesting that Feilder 

placed a substantial amount of trust in these two citizens. They were allies to many 

exchange-women, and Henry Egleton, the son of the silkman Francis Egleton, was 

married to Dorothy Grey, a Royal Exchange tenant between 1712 and 1720. 

The Royal Exchange had a long history of female traders. Gertrude Watkin 

was the first woman to acquire a shop lease in her own right in 1598.620 Yet, towards 

the end of the seventeenth century, female tenants became more visible in records, 

presumably because the number of female apprentices and freewomen was 

increasing. For example, in 1668, 17 of 128 tenants at Gresham College were women 

(13.3 percent) but by 1676, this figure had increased to 36 of 136 upper pawn tenants 

(26.5 percent).621 Using the Gresham Repertories, Jane Muncaster found that women 

constituted 37.1 percent of new leaseholders in the Royal Exchange between 1689 and 

1700.622 In comparison, using the four shillings in the pound aid for 1693/4, Craig 

Spence calculated that 46.6 percent of taxpayers were women, and this higher figure 

is accounted for by the greater likelihood that tax collectors encountered female sub-

tenants or leaseholder’s wives. Spence stated that the Royal Exchange, Westminster 

Hall, the New Exchange, and Exeter Exchange ‘perhaps provided the sheltered 

environment’ for ‘small-scale retailing activities associated with women trading on 

their own’ to flourish.623 Yet, the prestige of the location and the collective opportunity 

 
619 TNA PROB 11/625/14, Will of Jane Fielder, Spinster of Saint Benet Fink, 2 October 1728. See Chapter 
7, p. 266 for further reference to Jane Feilder and Ann Gregor. 
620 A. Saunders, ‘The Organisation of the Exchange’, in The Royal Exchange, ed. by A. Saunders 
(London, 1997), p. 91. 
621 LMA CLA/062/01/041. 
622 Muncaster, ‘“Six Foote of Shop Roome”’, p. 26. 
623 Spence, London in the 1690s, p. 127. 
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for multiple businesses to benefit from passing trade when the pawn was at the height 

of its popularity made it a desirable location for the businesses of women and men. 

Moreover, the valuable nature of the stock listed in probate inventories indicates that 

though shop dimensions were small, these businesses were far from small-scale. 

Due to the overlap in the three key sources of account books, Gresham 

Repertories and tax assessments, the year 1694 offers the invaluable opportunity to 

compare information relating to the upper pawn of the Royal Exchange, and 

Appendix 1 provides a list of tenants from the account books.624 Account books show 

that the smallest shops were 4.5 feet and the largest were 18 feet with around half of 

the shops measuring 7 or 8 feet in length, though there is no evidence that women 

were always likely to occupy smaller individual shops. Indeed, Mary Cooke’s shop 

measured 18 feet, and Mary Banford and Mary Hawkins shared a shop of 17 feet 2 

inches. In 1694, 57 of 131 (43.5 percent) shop tenants were women, though this does 

include the same tenant multiple times, as tenants could lease more than one shop.625 

The existence of multiple tenancies provides further evidence of the importance of 

the labour of female apprentices to shopkeepers on the Royal Exchange, suggesting 

that masters and mistresses had a managerial role, with apprentices performing more 

regular shop-keeping duties. 

The figure of 43.5 percent primarily indicates the proportion of single and 

widowed women working on the Royal Exchange. Of course, for some married male 

tenants, it was likely that their name was used when it was actually their wife working 

in the shop, either in partnership with her husband, or in a separate trade. One 

example from the account books - Zorobabell Crouch - had married an exchange-

 
624 LMA CLC/525/MS11316/008, Assessment Book, Cordwainer, Cornhill, Cripplegate Within, Dowgate, 
1693/4. This reference relates to the ‘Four Shillings in the Pound’ Assessment for 1692-1694; LMA 
CLA/062/01/042. 
625 LMA CLA/062/01/042. 
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woman named Elizabeth Kidd in 1692 and it is her name, not Crouch’s that appears in 

the tax assessment for the ‘exchange above’ in 1694.626 The couple bound Margaret 

Maurice (30 August 1692), Mary Hayward (22 June 1697), Barbara Hill (30 October 

1699), and Esther Swift (24 February 1704/5) apprentice via the Cutlers’ Company. 

Their daughters Anna and Elizabeth Crouch were also bound to their father on 8 

December 1713 through that company, and another daughter, Susanna Crouch, was 

bound to John Garlick, a milliner on Paternoster Row via the Merchant Taylors’ 

Company on 5 June 1717.627 Likewise, John van der Spriett was listed as tenant but his 

wife Anne appeared in tax assessments, with her agency in business already outlined 

in Chapter Five.628 Comparing account books and tax assessments therefore credits 

the economic activity of married female shop tenants. 

Furthermore, both the account books and Gresham Repertories often record 

changes in name incurred by single or widowed tenants. Hence Mary Wyatt ‘als 

Jones’ and Rachel Kallendrine ‘als Bond’ were recorded in the 1694 accounts. ‘Rachell 

Callindrine’ was first listed as a Royal Exchange tenant in 1682. Though she did not 

appear in the account books systematically, she obtained an 11-year lease for ‘Six foot 

of Shop room’ on 16 August 1689 and had been admitted free of the Scriveners’ 

Company by servitude to Elizabeth Billingsley in August 1682.629 Other marriages 

included Mr Braford with Mrs Dunstall, Mr Cooper and Mrs Hudson, and Sam 

 
626 LMA P69/OLA1/A/002/MS28869, Parish Registers, Saint Olave, Hart Street, 17 May 1692. A marginal 
note in the Gresham Repertories noted ‘Eliz: Kidd marryed wth Zerubabel Crouch & the Lease was 
made in his Name’, a retrospective alteration as Kidd’s lease was dated 11 March 1690: MCA Gresham 
Repertories, 1678-1722, fol. 242. 
627 C. Webb, Cutlers’ Company 1442-1448, 1565-1800 (London, 2001); GL MS 34038/18, Merchant Taylors’ 
Company Apprentice Book, 1696-1718, fol. 371. 
628 Both Elizabeth Crouch and Anne van der Spriet signed petitions to the House of Lords in the 1690s. 
In 1696, Elizabeth Crouch sought amendments to a Bill that prevented ‘retailing and wearing East India 
Persia and China wrought silks Bengalls and painted Callicoes in this Nation’: Parl. Archives 
HL/PO/JO/10/1/484/1051 (m). In 1698, Anne van der Spriett hoped to amend an Act, which prevented 
the sale of imported bone lace in England: Parl. Archives HL/PO/JO/10/1/498/1215. See also Chapter 7 
and Appendix 2. 
629 MCA Gresham Repertories, 1678-1722, fol. 206; LMA COL/CHD/FR/02/0012/031, Freedom 
Admission Papers, August 1682. Callendrine’s apprenticeship commenced on 1 October 1674. 
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Stratford ‘who Marryed Anne Whitter’, a milliner and freemen of the Merchant 

Taylors’ Company who had served an apprenticeship with Peter Short, another Royal 

Exchange tenant.630 This evidence suggests that clerks found it useful to track long-

standing tenants who changed their name through marriage, particularly as a means 

of establishing continuity in the terms of leases, and attributing rent arrears. 

Sub-tenancies were also common, obscuring the total number of women’s 

businesses on the Royal Exchange. Gertrude Rolles the elder was highlighted by 

Margaret Hunt for her decision to leave much of her estate to her two daughters upon 

her death in 1698 because ‘they have bin Industrious & diligent In the getting thereof’, 

thus presenting evidence of ‘older women providing for the financial independence 

of women of the next generation’.631 The language employed by Rolles places 

Gertrude Rolles the younger’s and Elizabeth Rolles’ work in the context of its value 

to their mother, making it clear that they had earned their share of her estate. 

Indentures relating to Rolles’ sub-tenancy in the Royal Exchange are also 

illuminating, revealing the complicated process of sub-letting shops. ‘Mr Thornleys 

Covent to Mrs Rolles the Elder’ dated 1685 formally offered Rolles the occupancy of 

his shop - which an earlier indenture from 1681 noted was at the ‘signe of the spotted 

hound’ - for four and a half years at £45 per annum rent.632 Yet, George Thornley 

continued as the named tenant for two shops in 1686, one of 16 feet at £44 rent per 

annum, and another of 8 feet at £22 rent per annum, suggesting that he was 

considerably overcharging Gertrude Rolles for the smaller of the two shops. 

In 1689, Rolles signed for another two years in the same shop for £40 per 

 
630 MCA Gresham Repertories, 1669-1678, fol. 114 (18 January 1672); fol. 132 (8 November 1673); fol. 139 
(13 December 1673). See Chapter 7 for further discussion of Peter Short’s business. 
631 LMA DL/C/B/009/MS09172/088/159, Will of Gertrude Rolles, 1 August 1698; Hunt, The Middling 
Sort, pp. 143-144. 
632 TNA C112/181v, Bond to Pforme Covts, 1689. The earlier indenture dated 24 September 1681 valued 
the yearly rent at £50. 
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annum. It was not until 1693 that ‘Gartwright Rolles’ appeared as a tenant in account 

books, as she had secured an 11-year lease for her 8-foot shop at £22 per annum with 

a £23 fine in 1691.633 Whilst it is possible that women accepted higher yearly shop rents 

as sub-tenants because they did not want to be bound by the standard 11-year leases 

or hoped to scope out the business potential of the upper pawn, Thornley certainly 

appears to have profited substantially by sub-letting his shop. This also suggests that 

the Corporation of London and Mercers’ Company had missed a trick by not offering 

shorter leases. In fact, on 3 May 1682, it was acknowledged that ‘most of the Tenants 

in the Exchange doe suffer their Leases to expire before they come to renew by wch 

meanes the City & Compa are kept out of the benefit of their fynes’, suggesting that 

leaseholders knew how to work the system.634 However, a further indenture dated 1 

July 1703 details the transfer of the shop from Gertrude Rolles the younger to Phillip 

Bass for a payment of £200, and so she also profited by sub-letting her shop.  

 

Figure 6.6 Signatures of Gertrude Rolles and her daughter 

 
Source: TNA C112/181v. 

 
633 LMA CLA/062/01/042; MCA Gresham Repertories, 1678-1722, fol. 253. 
634 MCA Gresham Repertories, 1678-1722, fol. 85. 
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A rare survival depicting the signatures of Gertrude Rolles and her daughter 

in Figure 6.6, establishes their joint responsibility for their shop, hinting at the 

improvements in female literacy towards the end of the seventeenth century as the 

younger woman had a more confident hand. This reinforces the impression 

established in Chapter Three that female apprentices, freewomen and exchange-

women were often literate and able to make contracts as required. They were also 

likely to leave wills, which offers further opportunities to trace their financial 

concerns and business networks. 

Though the period 1670 to 1730 witnessed a significant number of female shop 

tenants, parts of the pawn closed over time as they were found to be unsuitable for 

trade. As early as 8 October 1675, the shops in the outward pawn were deemed ‘not of 

like value with the Shops of the Inner pawnes nor will lett for Fines as they do’.635 The 

rents were reduced and the fines abolished. By 13 September 1697, the committee 

ordered that the north outward pawn ‘shall bee shutt upp’.636 The previous June saw 

a dispute between Judith Gresham the younger, Anna Hardcastle and Samuel 

Hoecraft with the Gresham Committee. Despite being leaseholders for the north 

outward pawn, they had ‘entred upon three severall Shopps in the South Outward 

Pawne’, a more popular location.637 The evidence that tenants of the Royal Exchange 

were experiencing financial difficulties can also be found in the copious lists of 

tenants in rent arrears. By 1719, the Gresham Committee had to acknowledge that they 

were unlikely to recoup these debts, though ‘Mrs Alders’ had her arrears of £2 15 s. 

‘discharged out of the Quarter Book for Collecting the Rents at the Exchange’.638 By 

1730, many of the shops in the upper pawn were closed and the tenants had moved 

 
635 LMA CLA/062/04/016, Accounts of money received of the tenants for their fines, 1670-1677. 
636 MCA, Gresham Repertories, 1678-1722, fol. 330. 
637 MCA, Gresham Repertories, 1678-1722, fols 323-324. 
638 MCA Gresham Repertories, 1678-1722, fol. 547. 
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on. Instead, the Royal Exchange Assurance had an office on the south outward pawn, 

and the Governor of the ‘Mines Royall and Minerall and Battery works’ was situated 

in the north west corner, indicating that the smaller shops were forsaken for larger, 

commercial concerns.639 

Nevertheless, insights can still be gained into how female tenants and 

freewomen managed their businesses during this decline. Elizabeth and Hannah 

Martyn, prevailing tenants of an eight foot shop in the south inner pawn in 1730, were 

the daughters of John Martyn, a Citizen and Haberdasher, who bound several female 

apprentices.640 In his will, Martyn left his eldest daughter Rhoda ‘over and above the 

rest of my Children’, including his sons, all of his Leasehold Estate or £200, whichever 

she preferred ‘upon Consideration of her Want of Health and never been bred in 

Business’.641 Ostensibly, Rhoda was unable to earn her living independently, and was 

therefore due special paternal consideration. However, her sisters Elizabeth and 

Hannah had formed a business partnership - presumably after training with their 

parents - as milliners. They gained the freedom of the Haberdashers’ Company by 

patrimony in 1732 and 1736 respectively, and Elizabeth Martyn later bound 

apprentices for substantial premiums including Anna Hayes in 1738 (£70), Jane 

Wagstaff in 1744 (£73 10s.), and Ann Bridges in 1748 (£84).642 Elizabeth Martyn paid 

stamp duty but did not formally enrol these apprentices through the Haberdashers’ 

Company, suggesting that the livery companies were declining as the pre-eminent 

means of procuring training in London.643 

 
639 LMA CLA/062/01/044, 1714-1730. 
640 Elizabeth Martyn noted that Henry Marshall was her cousin in her will: TNA PROB 11/806/347, 
Will of Elizabeth Martyn, Spinster of Saint Peter Cornhill, City of London, 11 February 1754. 
641 TNA PROB 11/608/53, Will of John Martin or Martyn, Haberdasher of Saint Stephen Coleman 
Street, City of London, 8 March 1726. 
642 Hannah Martyn was admitted on 4 August 1732 and Elizabeth Martyn on 14 January 1736 when she 
was described as ‘Stocksmarkett Milliner’. 
643 TNA IR1/15, fol. 200; IR1/17, fol. 85; TNA IR1/18, fol. 111. 
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Hannah Martyn’s will, dated 1734, bequeaths ‘my part of the Furniture of our 

Bed Chamber which we purchased together’ along with ‘my part of fitting the Shop 

looking glass etc’ to ‘my Dear Friend Mrs Eliz Ravenhill’. She also divided her wearing 

apparel equally between her sister Elizabeth, and Elizabeth and Henrietta 

Ravenhill.644 Though Elizabeth Ravenhill had a separate shop on the Royal Exchange 

in 1730, which she presumably kept with her sister Henrietta, it seems that the sisters 

Martyn and Ravenhill were lodging together by 1734. Moreover, Elizabeth Pierce, 

apprenticed to Hannah Martyn in 1732 - when Martyn was described as ‘Poultry, 

Milliner’ - was turned over to Elizabeth Ravenhill, Citizen and Needlemaker in 1737, 

suggesting that their businesses were later run in conjunction with each other from a 

new ‘fixed shop’ location.645 Pierce - admitted free of the Haberdashers’ Company in 

1746 - was later described as a Lombard Street milliner and bound three female 

apprentices of her own in the early 1750s.646 This indicates that former exchange-

women were adaptable and able to operate their businesses from shops nearby. 

 Elizabeth Ravenhill was the niece of Elizabeth Baker, and held the 

responsibility of appraising Baker’s goods in 1727, suggesting that she was connected 

with Baker’s business, perhaps as an informal apprentice. The shop inventory - signed 

by Ravenhill - included multiple parcels of cambric, holland and silks, ‘brussells lace 

for ruffles’, ‘Scalloped Mechlen’, ‘work’t Cambrick Turnovers’, ‘English lace’, ribbons, 

necklaces, and handkerchiefs, amounting to £150.647 Ravenhill did not become free of 

the Needlemakers’ Company until 30 November 1736, when she was admitted by 

redemption with her occupational identity acknowledged as ‘a Milliner’, reinforcing 

 
644 TNA PROB 11/668/375, Will of Hannah Martyn of Saint Mary Woolnoth Lombard Street, City of 
London, 23 December 1734. 
645 GL MS 15860/8, fol. 399. 
646 GL MS 15860/8, fols 590, 593, 614; MS 15857/2, fol. 428. 
647 TNA PROB 3/26/115, Baker, Elizabeth, p. of St. Edmund the King, London. Elizabeth Ravenhill, 
spinster, adtrix, 10 July 1727. 
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the impression that female Royal Exchange tenants did not always require the 

freedom of a livery company in order to rent commercial space. Ravenhill bound two 

female apprentices through the Needlemakers’ Company, including Margaret 

Parsons for £84 in 1747, and was working in partnership with Frances Dix’s 

apprentices Ann Rose and Elizabeth LeGay at the time of her death.648 This suggests 

that Ravenhill had received training without enrolling as a formal apprentice but was 

able to obtain her freedom by redemption due to her familial affiliations with the 

livery companies. 

Mary Toft was also named as a tenant in 1730 and, though her will was proved 

in 1729, prior to her death she was working in association with other freewomen. The 

accounts from 1729 list ‘Mary Toft Mary Hawks Hanna Taylor & Company’ as the 

proprietors of a shop in the south outward part inner pawn. Sisters Mary and Hannah 

Hawkes were admitted free of the Haberdashers’ Company on 3 October 1712, and 

their occupations were stated as ‘Royall Exchange Milliners’ in the freedom registers, 

suggesting that they were already established in trade.  

These examples show that the women working on the Royal Exchange were 

often already experienced and established as businesswomen either through a family 

business or as apprentices before they gained the freedom of the livery companies 

and the City. The account books for the Royal Exchange also list ‘Nancey Soley & 

Lucy Vernon’ as joint tenants of a shop in 1700 measuring 11 feet 5 inches in the ‘West 

inner part inner Pawne’, more than two decades before Solly gained the freedom of 

the City.649 Furthermore, in Chapter Five I noted that both Elizabeth and Ann Dewell 

were listed in tax assessments for the ‘exchange above’  before they became 

 
648 GL MS 2818/1, Needlemakers’ Company, fols 285, 295; TNA IR1/18, fol. 43. See Chapters 5 and 7. 
649 LMA CLA/062/01/043. 
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freewomen in 1712.650 This suggests that though the freedom of the City was 

technically a requirement in order to engage in trade, in practice even City officials 

did not always check that Royal Exchange tenants met that requirement. 

 

Figure 6.7 Royal Exchange Rental Income, c. 1670-1730 

 
Sources: LMA CLA/062/01/041; CLA/062/01/042; CLA/062/01/043; CLA/062/01/044. 

 

Though there was competition for shops at the Royal Exchange after the Great 

Fire, the period 1670 to 1730 presents the story of a rise and then steady decline in 

shop-keeping on the upper pawn, particularly after 1700. Writing in 1720, John Strype 

noted that the Royal Exchange had cost £80,000 to rebuild, with the Corporation of 

London and Mercers’ Company ‘supposing the Rents of the Shops above Stairs and 

below, would in time re-emburse them; which it appears now (too late) it will not: And 

so they are left in Debt for it’.651 Figure 6.7 certainly shows the decline in income over 

this period, indicating that though the upper pawn had represented a significant 

proportion of shop rental income at the end of the seventeenth century this had 

 
650 See Chapter 5, p. 176. 
651 J. Strype, A Survey of the Cities of London and Westminster, Volume I, Book II (London, 1720), p. 137. 
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dwindled by 1730. Indeed, by 1739 William Maitland noted that ‘the upper part of the 

Royal Exchange (till of late) was completely filled with shops, stored with the richest 

and choicest sorts of merchandize; but the same being now forsaken, it appears like a 

wilderness’.652 The lists of rent arrears increased as shop occupancy dwindled, and 

the upper pawn was deemed to be unfit for purpose as a shopping venue. This reveals 

changes to patterns in retailing and consumption during the eighteenth century. 

However, in its heyday, the Royal Exchange offered women opportunities to operate 

fashionable businesses via the livery companies. 

 

Conclusion 

By focusing on the rate of women admitted as new freemen between 1600 and 1799, 

the first section of this chapter reveals that many of the livery companies were 

experiencing a sea-change in the early modern period as declining overall 

memberships encouraged them to expand the proportion of female members to 

bolster their financial position. Consequently, the proportion of new freewomen was 

higher than previously acknowledged, particularly in the mid eighteenth century. 

When freedom methods are examined in relation to gender, it is clear that more 

women were admitted by patrimony - a divergence from the pattern for freemen 

overall, which speaks to the previously invisible nature of the work of the daughters 

and wives of citizens. 

 Case studies of individuals and households show how the freedom of the 

livery companies and the City benefitted some single and widowed women. 

Certainly, it appears that the ability to bind apprentices was a useful means of 

obtaining further income, with apprenticeship premiums contributing towards shop 

 
652 W. Maitland, The History of London (London, 1739), p. 467. 
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rents or the accumulation of new stock. The training of these apprentices by women 

engaged in retailing shows that women were fulfilling one of the fundamental aims 

of the livery companies - to transfer skills - at every stage of the life cycle. The case 

studies all demonstrate that these women had considerable agency in business, 

demonstrating their longevity in trade across multiple decades and generations. 

 Finally, a study of the freewomen of the Royal Exchange allows for a more 

nuanced insight into the importance of such prestigious retailing locations to increase 

opportunities for women to engage independently in trade. Women’s integral role in 

the fashion trades is reinforced by their constituting over 40 percent of shop tenants 

in the Royal Exchange in the 1690s. Yet, the examples of female apprentices Nancy 

Solly, Lucy Vernon, the Martyn sisters, Elizabeth Ravenhill, and Elizabeth and Ann 

Dewell paying rent as shop-tenants before they gained their company and City 

freedoms, challenges the view that all women operating retail businesses were forced 

to gain free status before they could trade. This suggests that occupational training 

and socio-economic connections were sometimes more important than free status in 

practice. Therefore, whilst some women such as Susannah Caswall-Budding did 

perceive a benefit in maintaining ties to the companies, they did not always require 

the freedom of a livery company or the City in order to establish fashionable 

businesses in London. 
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Chapter 7 
Fashion, retail and luxury goods: running a fashionable 
business 
 

Introduction 

This chapter surveys the practical strategies used by women as the proprietors of 

fashionable businesses in London and the wider metropolis. Building on information 

gleaned from livery company records, I will also draw evidence of women’s work 

from early policy registers for the Sun Fire Office insurance company, the 

Proceedings of the Old Bailey, petitions and inventories.  

The first section focuses on retailing, surveying the types of retail 

establishments used by seamstresses, mantua-makers, and milliners, particularly 

larger scale businesses operated by women as evidenced in insurance policy registers 

for the period 1710 to 1725. The importance of business partnerships and companies of 

women in these trades is also considered through a case study of the Holt family. The 

Holts took out a number of insurance policies and collectively bound at least 20 

female apprentices through the Musicians’ Company over several decades, thus 

elucidating the complex socio-economic networks within families over multiple 

generations. 

 The second section explores how women promoted their businesses in 

London. Claire Walsh considered shop design itself to be ‘a key form of marketing in 

the eighteenth century, promoting both the shop and its wares’, indicating the 

importance of display to both shop-keepers and consumers.653 Yet, there were other 

complementary strategies that women could employ to market their merchandize, 

 
653 C. Walsh, ‘Shop Design and the Display of Goods in Eighteenth-Century London’,  
Journal of Design History, 8:3 (1995), p. 157. 
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including the use of printed ephemera. Advertisements in newspapers, trade cards 

and the function of fashion dolls will be surveyed to explore how retailers promoted 

their shops and the range of goods and services that they provided. Trade cards 

described the location and range of goods provided by particular businesses. They 

also had an important function as receipts, recording what goods were bought by 

particular customers. Fashion dolls offered a means for the dissemination of new 

trends from Europe and could generate excitement over new styles and products, 

thus contributing an important element to shop display and the proliferation of new 

fashions. 

 The final section considers fashion à la mode, surveying the vast range of 

luxury goods - both domestic and imported - available in the shops of London’s 

seamstresses and milliners. The petitions presented by retailers - signed by numerous 

women - to plead for amendments to several Acts of Parliament, which sought to 

restrict certain trades in fashionable textiles such as printed calicoes and lace are 

particularly illuminating. This section shows that women were often reliant on 

international trade networks to provide fashionable wares for sale and that they 

formed distinct occupational associations through connections forged whilst working 

on the Royal Exchange and New Exchange. Ultimately, this chapter reveals that 

retailing was an essential component to fashionable businesses run by women and 

that they were integral actors in the sale of luxury goods in early modern London. 

 

7.1 Retailing in London: Sun Fire Office insurance policies, 1710-1725 

The study of retailing and consumption has developed significantly over the past fifty 

years. Key areas of enquiry identified by Nancy Cox include the introduction of 

luxury commodities, the concept of the consumer revolution and long-term changes 
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in retailing.654 A focus on the Industrial Revolution and the development of 

department stores has frequently resulted in a desultory view of retailing prior to 

industrialization, with medieval and early modern shops often characterized as 

having ‘primitive’ or ‘at best rudimentary’ retail systems, though some scholars have 

challenged this view.655 Between 1700 and 1900 retailing ostensibly changed, as ‘the 

model of the “fixed shop” came to dominate the English urban landscape of 

consumption’, though elements of continuity remained, including the involvement 

of women in this sector of the economy.656 It is therefore expedient to survey the 

typical types of retail establishments used by seamstresses, mantua-makers, and 

milliners in order to explore how their businesses operated. 

London was home to a multitude of shops in the seventeenth and eighteenth 

centuries. Gregory King estimated that there were 50,000 shops in 1688 though this is 

considered to be a conservative figure.657 In 1759, the Excise Office counted 141,700 

shops in London, not including ‘shops above stairs’, stalls at fairs or wholesale 

warehouses.658 These excluded categories of retailing - difficult to document and trace 

- were used by seamstresses, mantua-makers, and milliners, suggesting that these 

figures again underestimated retailing activity in London. Claire Walsh expounds on 

the importance of ‘shops above stairs’ to the retail sector, suggesting that these were 

often considered more exclusive, offering an ‘intimate selling space, especially for 

high-class retailers’, and that retailers even considered them to be more secure.659 The 

 
654 N. Cox, The Complete Tradesman: A Study of Retailing, 1550-1820 (London, 2000), pp. 2-14. 
655 Cox, Complete Tradesman, p. 11. 
656 C. Walsh, ‘Stalls, Bulks, Shops and Long-Term Change in Seventeenth- and Eighteenth-Century 
England’ in The Landscape of Consumption: Shopping Streets and Cultures in Western Europe, 1600-1900, 
ed. by J. H. Furnée and C. Lesger (Basingstoke, 2014), p. 53. 
657 H. Mui and L. H. Mui, Shops and Shopkeeping in Eighteenth-Century England (London, 1989), pp. 29-
30. 
658 Mui and Mui, Shops and Shopkeeping, pp. 34-36; M. R. Hunt, The Middling Sort: Commerce, Gender, 
and the Family in England, 1680-1780 (London, 1996), p. 18. 
659 Walsh, ‘Stalls, Bulks, Shops’, p. 41. 
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‘shop above stairs’ could therefore easily be operated by women in London, 

combining lodging apartments with rooms to entertain customers and take fittings, 

though tradeswomen could risk their reputations by operating businesses in this 

manner. For example, R. Campbell referred to ‘private Hedge Milliners’ who ‘deal 

only with a few select Customers, who scorn to keep open Shop’ as ‘a more polite 

name for a Bawd’.660 However, Joseph Collyer was more generous, calling them 

‘Chamber-milliners’ and suggesting that they were involved in substantial trade. He 

noted that £400 to £500 was required to set up in trade and that ‘they require a large 

acquaintance among people in genteel life; who frequently find their own materials, 

and give them to the work-woman to make up’.661 This suggests that ‘Chamber-

milliners’ often worked exclusively for wealthier patrons and perhaps even for family 

and friends, combining retailing with making garments and accessories. 

Such businesses are far more difficult to quantify, though it is possible to find 

examples of women engaged in trade from their private lodgings in court 

proceedings. On 11 July 1759, Mary Lawson, ‘a Mantua-maker by trade’ testified that 

she lived ‘at a Cheesemonger’s, near Exeter-Change, in the Strand; in lodgings’ on the 

first floor of the building. She had four rooms in total and had hired a woman named 

Anne Cannon as her servant. Lawson stated ‘I hir’d her no farther, than from week to 

week’ at the rate of 2 s. per week, explaining ‘I have business for a servant, to clean my 

room; I do not put out any thing to be done, I wash, and iron, at home; but can’t do 

that myself, nor clean rooms’. Mary Lawson evidently had need of a laundress to help 

with her business and was able to pay a servant to clean her rooms, presumably in 

order to ensure that they were suitable for receiving customers and to allow her more 

 
660 R. Campbell, The London Tradesman (London, 1747), p. 206. 
661 J. Collyer, The Parent’s and Guardian’s Directory, and the Youth's Guide, in the Choice of a Profession or 
Trade. (London, 1761), p. 196. 
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time to pursue her trade. Unfortunately, Cannon stole various moveable items of 

clothing and household goods including a pair of stays, shoes and lawn ruffles, a 

stomacher, copper sauce-pan and ‘a pair of stone-buckles, set in silver’ from her 

mistress. She sold some of these goods to Rebecca Parsons, a ‘Dealer in old Cloaths’ 

at Gray’s Inn Lane for 10 s.662 Though Anne Cannon was found guilty, Rebecca 

Parsons was acquitted for her part in receiving stolen goods after producing a 

character witness, thereby preserving her reputation for honesty. This case indicates 

the practical arrangements required by a mantua-maker with a ‘shop above stairs’, 

and the hazards of hiring servants on a short-term basis. It also highlights that the 

second-hand clothing trade was more important to Londoners than is often 

recognised, placing Rebecca Parsons’ trade in context. Beverly Lemire has shown that 

all levels of society bought used clothing, and Miles Lambert argues that individuals 

‘pursued complex personal clothing consumption patterns’, which included 

‘combining new and second-hand, bespoke and made-up, cheap and costly’ 

purchases.663 Mary Lawson and Rebecca Parsons therefore had distinctive - yet vital - 

roles in the clothing trades as retailers in bespoke and second-hand garments. 

Seamstresses, mantua-makers and milliners also combined making garments 

with running a ‘fixed shop’. For example, in 1743, Jacob Chapman was indicted ‘for 

stealing a Cotton Gown unfinished, value 12 s. […] in the Shop of Susannah Buck’. 

Susannah Buck testified: ‘I keep a Haberdashers, and Stuff-Shop in Grays-Inn-Lane, 

and am a Mantua Maker’, indicating that her street-level shop sold fabrics, trimmings 

and other embellishments to adorn the gowns that she made, a strategy that arguably 

provided a more encompassing consumer experience. Buck continued ‘this Gown lay 

 
662 Old Bailey Proceedings Online (www.oldbaileyonline.org, version 8.0, 3 September 2019), July 1759, 
trial of Anne Cannon Rebecca, wife of Samuel Parsons Samuel Parsons (t17590711-17). 
663 B. Lemire, ‘Consumerism in Preindustrial and Early Industrial England: The Trade in Secondhand 
Clothes’, Journal of British Studies, 27:1 (1988), p. 4; M. Lambert, ‘Bespoke Versus Ready-Made: The 
Work of the Tailor in Eighteenth-Century Britain’, Costume, 44:1 (2010), p. 56. 
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in the Shop Window, and on the 18th of August, about Nine in the Evening. I saw 

somebody snatch the Gown out of the Window’.664 Her testimony suggests that the 

commissioned gown had been kept in view of the street perhaps in order to advertise 

the occupational identity of the shopkeeper and even to provide an example of her 

work. Buck was also apparently still working in the shop late in the evening, offering 

an insight into her shop-keeping practice. These examples indicate that whether 

working from a ‘shop above stairs’ or at a ‘fixed shop’ at street-level, women engaged 

in retailing as a means of contributing significantly to their household’s income and 

as an integral part of the retail sector. 

Policy registers for the Sun Fire Office insurance company provide further 

insights into established female-led businesses in the eighteenth century. These 

registers were sampled by Nicola Phillips for the years 1735, 1755, 1780, 1809 and 1845 

and Beverly Lemire consulted the registers for the period 1777 to 1796 in order to study 

slop-sellers and salesmen/women.665 Peter Earle also consulted Sun Fire Office 

policies for the period 1726 to 1729, finding that 317 or around 9 per cent were taken out 

by women, and that 30.7 percent of the women engaged in trade were part of textile 

and clothing manufacture and retail.666 However, the earliest policies dating from 1710 

onwards have not been thoroughly explored as a source for women’s work and this 

section will therefore review the period 1710 to 1725.667 

 
664 Old Bailey Proceedings Online (www.oldbaileyonline.org, version 8.0, 3 September 2019), September 
1743, trial of Jacob Chapman (t17430907-3). 
665 N. Phillips, Women in Business, 1700-1850 (Suffolk, 2006), p. 121; B. Lemire, Dress, Culture and 
Commerce: The English Clothing Trade before the Factory, 1660-1800 (London, 1997), pp. 51, 104-107. Alison 
Kay reviewed women’s Sun Fire Office insurance policies in 1851 and 1861. A. C. Kay, The Foundations 
of Female Entrepreneurship: Enterprise, Home and Household in London, c. 1800-1870 (Abingdon, 2009), pp. 
83-103. Margaret Hunt consulted the Royal Exchange Assurance Company registers between 1775 and 
1787, finding that 127 milliners, including 77 women, had insurance policies, with 19 mantua-makers, 11 
of which were women. Hunt, The Middling Sort, pp. 132-134. 
666 P. Earle, The Making of the English Middle Class: Business, Society and Family Life in London, 1660-1730 
(London, 1991), pp. 168-171. 
667 LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/001-022, Sun Fire Office Policy Registers, 1710-1725. 
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Women were quick to engage with the process of obtaining insurance for their 

property and merchandize. Policy number 1 of the Sun Fire Office company was in 

the name of Mrs Mary Height, a victualler ‘at the Blackamoors head in Exeter Street’ 

in Covent Garden, though she does not appear first in the policy register because 

policies were entered in the order of presentment.668 Women even worked as agents 

for the insurance companies and their involvement as regional insurance brokers has 

been discussed further by Nicola Phillips.669 Quarterage payments were standardized, 

with single policies covering goods ‘not exceeding’ £500 in most cases, though no 

explicit valuations of goods were provided until the early 1720s.670 There was still a 

tendency for women to be described by their marital rather than their occupational 

status, yet some women were assigned occupational identities and these identities and 

the information recording the location of the women’s houses, shops and warehouses 

offer a spring board for further research.  

 
Table 7.1 Sun Fire Office Insurance policies, 1710-1715 

Year(s) Total number of policies taken 
out by women 

Number of policies with 
women’s occupational identities 

recorded 
1710-1711 92 26 

1712 104 36 
1713-1714 83 21 
1714-1715 133 25 

Total 412 108 
Sources: LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/001-004 

 

Table 7.1 indicates the total number of insurance policies taken out by at least 

one woman for the period 1710/11 to 1714/15.671 An average of 103 policies per year were 

taken out by women in this period, and in 1712, women were in receipt of 104 out of 

 
668 LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/001, fol. 7. 
669 Phillips, Women in Business, pp. 123-130. 
670 F. B. Relton, An account of the fire insurance companies associations, institutions, projects and schemes 
established and projected in Great Britain and Ireland during the 17th and 18th centuries including the Sun 
Fire Office (London, 1893), p. 365. 
671 When joint policies between women are taken into account, 421 women were named in policies in 
the registers in this period. 
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1,310 policies, equating to 7.9 percent of the total number of policies for that year.672 

Occupational information was provided for roughly a quarter of those women though 

a far larger proportion were likely engaged in trade. By 1714/15, there were three stock 

phrases used to describe what was protected by individual policies. These were ‘for 

her house’, ‘for her goods’ and ‘for her goods and merchandizes’, with 58 women 

assigned the latter description for their policies, suggesting that at least 40 percent of 

women were insuring merchandize. The recorded occupational titles assigned to 

women were diverse, including cheesemonger, gunmaker, letter founder, 

tobacconist, jeweller, coffee roaster, baker, sailmaker, woodmonger and soap seller. 

Elizabeth Stevenson was ‘the Queens Confectioner’, suggesting that some of these 

women had elevated occupational status and connections at Court.673 

 

Table 7.2 Seamstresses, mantua-makers, and milliners, 1710-1725 
Volume Year(s) Seamstresses Mantua-

makers Milliners Related 
Occupations Total 

001 1710-1711 1 1 2 9 13 
002 1712 1 0 3 9 13 
003 1713-1714 0 0 2 8 10 
004 1714-1715 0 0 3 6 9 
005 1715-1716 2 0 1 5 8 
006 1716-1717 1 0 2 9 12 
007 1717 1 0 3 9 13 
008 1718 0 0 4 1 5 
009 1718-1719 1 0 4 2 7 
010 1719 0 0 1 11 12 
011 1720 0 0 4 5 9 
012 1721 1 0 2 3 6 
013 1721-1722 0 0 3 4 7 
014 1722 0 2 6 12 20 
015 1722 0 0 5 16 21 
016 1723-1724 0 0 1 4 5 
017 1723-1724 0 0 2 6 8 
018 1724-1725 0 0 3 3 6 
019 1724-1725 0 0 4 5 9 
020 1725-1726 0 0 2 10 12 
021 1725-1726 0 0 4 6 10 
022 1725-1726 0 0 2 4 6 

Total 8 3 63 147 221 
Sources: LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/001-022. 

Notes: Related occupations includes brokers and merchants, which could be quite general terms. 

 
672 LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/002. 
673 LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/002, fol. 48. 
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For the period, 1715/16 to 1725, I have focused on the 176 policies taken out by 

women working as seamstresses, mantua-makers and milliners - along with related 

occupations - in London and the wider metropolis.674 Table 7.2 therefore represents 

data for a total of 221 policies, showing that the occupational title used most often for 

women between 1710 and 1725 was milliner. The women assigned this occupational 

identity included Ann Rogers née Antrobus and Elizabeth Dewell, whose goods and 

merchandizes were insured for their dwelling house ‘next Austin Fryers gate in 

Broadstreet’ on 4 January 1716, when they were still tenants at the Royal Exchange.675 

 Only three mantua-makers took out policies in this period though we can 

discern distinctive patterns regarding the location of their businesses. Elizabeth Cary 

lived at ‘Exeter Exchange Court’ on the Strand when she took out her policy on 3 

January 1711.676 Her will, dated 3 February 1713, survives, in which she reaffirmed her 

occupational identity as a mantua-maker and it is signed by her own hand, providing 

evidence of her literacy. Cary appears to have been relatively affluent. She 

bequeathed her ‘monies Plate Rings houshould=Goods Moveables & wearing Cloths’ 

to her ‘well Beloved friend’ Mary Peters, perhaps suggesting that Peters was a 

business associate rather than a relative.677 Two other mantua-makers appear in the 

register for 1722. Mary Girovin was situated ‘agt Toms Coffee House in St Martins 

Lane’, and Patience Heyton was ‘at the Crown and Glove in Pall Mall’, a prestigious 

West End location. Mary Girovin appears to have run a ‘shop above stairs’ as her 

goods were insured ‘in her Apartment in the Dwelling House of Mr John Colemans 

 
674 The policy registers also cover provincial towns and cities in England and Scotland. Milliners et al 
working outside of greater London have been excluded. 
675 LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/006, fol. 116. Two later policies in Elizabeth Dewell’s name related 
to her properties in Reading: LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/007, fols 277, 278. 
676 LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/001, fol. 166. 
677 LMA DL/AM/PW/1714/017, Elizabeth Cary, Mantua Maker, Saint Clement Danes, Middlesex, 3 
February 1713. 
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Coachmaker in the said Lane only & not Else where’.678 All three mantua-makers 

were situated near the Court at St James’s Palace, and both Giroven and Heyton’s 

‘goods & Merch’ were valued explicitly at £500 each, suggesting that they were 

engaged in high-end retailing activity. 

The auxiliary occupations included in this study indicate the broad range and 

potentially large-scale nature of these women’s businesses as well as their locations. 

Examples include Catherine Fielding and Mary Stephens, linen drapers at the ‘Dyall’ 

in Drury Lane.679 Elizabeth Tadmore was a hosier ‘next door to Botchkin Gate in 

Bishopgate Street’, Frances Harper sold buttons ‘at the Stripd Ball in King Street’ in 

Covent Garden, and Mary Mathews was a mercer at the Crown in Bedford Court.680 

Mary Wotters was a ‘Neckless Seller’ at the Lyon and Lamb on London Bridge, 

Barbara Harper was a hoop-petticoat-maker at the second door in Conduit Court in 

Long Acre, and Mary Elliott had a ‘Stuff Shopp’ at ‘the black Py’d Cow & milk Pail agt 

the halfe Moon Tavern’ in Southwark.681 Katherine Hancock was a Coat Seller ‘at the 

Sun in the Cloisters in St Bartholomews Hospitall’, showing that this had remained a 

site of business following its adoption as such immediately after the Great Fire.682 

Insurance policies were also taken out by Damoris Mellish, a widowed silk thrower 

in Shoreditch, Ann Wintild, a silk dyer in Thames Street, and Elizabeth Green, 

another silk dyer ‘at the Crown Anchor & Rainbow’ in Leadenhall Street.683 Anna 

Bella Hodsham, a ‘Scarlet Dyer’ from Wandsworth had three policies, one for her 

house, another for her goods and merchandize in that house, and a third ‘for her Dye 

 
678 LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/014, fols 12, 367. 
679 27 policies were taken out by women with the occupational identities draper, linen draper or linen 
seller. LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/007, fol. 76. 
680 LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/001, fols 39, 17; LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/002, fol. 125. 
681 LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/005, fols 293, 126; LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/010, fol. 159. 
682 LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/014, fol. 62. 
683 LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/009, fol. 51; LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/003, fol. 41; LMA 
CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/006, fol. 201. 
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House only adjoining to her Dwelling House’.684 It is possible that she provided 

services for tradespeople in London given the larger scale of her dyeing business and 

property portfolio.  

A surviving trade card for John Boaman, a ‘Scarlet-Dyer’ shows that this 

occupational title could encompass a wide variety of services, which would have been 

essential for mantua-makers and other manufacturers of clothing or household 

textiles. Boaman advertised that he dyed ‘All Sorts of Silks, Brocades, Damasks, 

Tabbies, Sattins, Lustrings & Cleans or Dyes Velvets [...] on all Sorts of Goods 

Wrought or Unwrought’, offering ‘all Colours & Shades’.685 This was an important 

service for those responsible for creating a finished garment. When Agnes Brooks was 

indicted for stealing twelve pieces of silk, valued at 6 s. from Catherine Rowley, a 

mantua-maker in 1762, Rowley stated ‘I had these pieces to make up into a gown […] 

they were rolled up as they came from the dyer’s’, showing that she was responsible 

for liaising with a silk dyer in order to achieve a specific colour for a silk gown for her 

client, Sarah Enfery.686 The mantua-maker Susannah Avery mentioned in her letter 

to Lady Mordaunt in 1700 that she had ‘bought the velvet & gott it printed’.687 

‘Printing’ was another process advertised by John Boaman along with ‘Sheering and 

Pressing’, showing that cultivating networks with trusted textile manufacturers was 

an important element to mantua-making because it ensured that textiles could be 

processed or altered in order to suit the taste of particular customers. 

The rich array of occupations engaged in by women in London as outlined 

above indicates that hosiers, haberdashers, necklace and button sellers were part of 

wider interconnected networks that also included textile manufacturers, processors 

 
684 LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/010, fols 381-2. 
685 V&A E2289-1987, Trade card of John Boaman.  
686 Old Bailey Proceedings Online (www.oldbaileyonline.org, version 8.0, 3 September 2019), September 
1762, trial of Agnes Brooks, widow, otherwise Taylor (t17620917-17). 
687 WCRO CR 1368/4/67, Letter from Susannah Avery to Lady Mordaunt, 21 July 1700. 
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and retailers such as linen drapers. These wider networks indicate that the 

boundaries between retailing and manufacturing were often traversed. 

Tradeswomen engaged in auxiliary occupations complemented the work of 

seamstresses, mantua-makers, and milliners, showing that women contributed to 

each stage of the processes required to provide Londoners with fashionable apparel. 

Business partnerships offered women further opportunities to increase their 

trade and to contribute to their household’s income. Partnerships in trade were 

extremely practical because they divided the costs of renting commercial premises 

and offered security. Groups of sisters were often engaged in trade together, whether 

single, married or widowed, and women’s businesses were also sometimes referred 

to as ‘companies’ in the policy registers, suggesting that they worked as part of wider 

kinship collectives and business networks.688 

Evidence of businesswomen sharing retail space is widespread in the Sun Fire 

Office policy registers. For example, Elizabeth and Martha Ridley were milliners ‘at 

the 3-Queens in Southampton Street’, and Joyce Fisher and Company were described 

as ‘Milleners and Spincers [sic]’ at ‘the Kings Arms in Pater Noster Row’.689 Two 

milliners in partnership - Prudence Richards and Elizabeth Dennett - took out a 

policy for their ‘goods & Merchandize’ at ‘the golden Ball in Dukes Court in the Parish 

of St Martins in the Fields’ in 1716. A later note confirmed that the policy ‘is now 

become the Property of Thos Haynes in Right of his Wife the above Prudence 

Richards & Edward Haynes in right of his Wife the above Eliz: Dennett & both 

residing in the same House Entd 9th May 1724’, which suggests that the women had 

married two kinsmen, were living together and had continued to trade.690 Ann Foord, 

 
688 For further discussion of female kinship networks in business, see A. Froide, Never Married: 
Singlewomen in Early Modern England (Oxford, 2005), pp. 109-112. 
689 LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/002, fol. 83; LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/004, fol. 58. 
690 LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/006, fol. 129. 
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Elizabeth Adams and Penelope Wittington were sempstresses ‘near the May Pole in 

St Olaves Street’ in Southwark, though less than a year later they had moved and were 

‘agt the Red Cross’ in Bermondsey Street.691 Partnerships also existed between men 

and women. For example, Mary Van Ryssen and John Dubourg were merchants in 

Corbet Court in Gracechurch Street.692 

Women engaged in separate, yet complementary trades also shared sub-

divided shop - and living - space. Sarah Kellett, a milliner, and Edith Clarke, a hosier, 

lived and worked at ‘No four in Dean Street by Red Lyon Square’ just off High 

Holborn. On 2 March 1724, they took out a joint insurance policy for their goods and 

merchandize in their dwelling house, to the total value of £150. Fortunately, the value 

of their goods was itemized, with ‘The Shop Goods of Sarah Kellett on one Side of the 

Shop’ valued at £30, and ‘Her furniture of Three Rooms’, namely a parlour, ‘a Two 

pair Stairs back room’ and ‘back Garret’, not exceeding £20. Edith Clarke’s shop 

goods, ‘on the other side of the said Shop’, were valued at £60, and her furniture ‘of 

Two Rooms’ - the ‘Dining Room’ and ‘Bed Chamber’ - was valued at £40.693 Kellett 

and Clarke’s stock in trade was unequal and this was reflected explicitly in the 

insurance policy, probably at their request. They occupied the same house, which had 

been expediently divided, with separate rooms and furniture showing that their 

partnership was eminently pragmatic. Their engagement in related retailing activities 

diversified the household income, whilst also enabling them to combine their 

resources to acquire shop space that they may not have been able to afford 

independently. Their joint insurance policy therefore protected their property whilst 

delineating their respective assets. 

 
691 LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/006, fol. 249. 
692 LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/006, fol. 231. 
693 LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/019, fol. 481. 
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 A focus on the Holt family provides further insights into the scale and 

longevity of some milliner’s businesses, and the large networks of labour required to 

run such ambitious concerns. Their earliest Sun Fire Office policy dates from 1711, 

when Ann Holt, a widow in Nags Head Court in Bartholomew Lane, was insured for 

her goods, though her occupation was not recorded.694 By 1717, her daughters 

Margaret Holt and Susanna Cole, also located in Nags Head Court, took out a joint 

insurance policy for their goods and merchandize ‘in their Shopp being the Starr in 

the Southwalk of the Royall Exchange’, with their occupation described as 

milliners.695 Two years later in 1719, their sister Mary Holt also of Nags Head Court, 

and the Star on the Royal Exchange was insured for her goods, though her 

occupational identity was described as ‘Coat Seller’.696 This suggests that the three 

sisters shared their shop and diversified their business in order to provide a wider 

range of goods.697 

Marriage Duty Assessments for the parish of St Bartholomew-by-the-

Exchange indicate that in 1695 the Holt family’s capacious household included 

parents Walter and Ann Holt, six children including Margaret, Susannah and Mary, 

ten lodgers and four servants.698 Nine of the lodgers were women, including Jane 

Feilder and Ann Gregor who were also long-standing tenants on the Royal Exchange, 

as were married couple and lodgers William and Jane Deards.699 Three of the servants 

were also women and they may have acted as apprentices to the Holt family or their 

lodgers. Walter Holt was a master of the Musicians’ Company, working as a dancing 

 
694 LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/001, fol. 121. 
695 LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/007, fol. 100. 
696 LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/010, fol. 446. 
697 Their mother Ann Holt was buried in 1719. LMA P69/BAT1/A/001/MS04374/002, Parish Register 
Saint Bartholomew by the Exchange. 
698 LMA COL/CHD/LA/04/01/020, Marriage Assessment, St Bartholomew by the Exchange, 1695. 
699 In Ann Gregor’s will from 1704, she bequeathed £5 for mourning to Jane Feilder. TNA PROB 
11/474/432, Will of Ann Gregor, Spinster of London, 4 February 1704. 
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master until his death in 1706; his son Walter followed in his footsteps and was the 

creator of several new dances in the eighteenth century.700  

Despite Walter Holt senior’s engagement in a separate trade, in 1703, he and 

William Deards were listed in account books as joint tenants of 12 foot of shop room 

in the ‘south inner pawne’.701 However, a comparison with land tax records show one 

shop in the name of ‘Anne Holt’ (who perhaps worked with Jane Deards) and another 

entry for Margaret Holt, who appears to have sub-let an eight foot shop at this time.702 

In 1717, Walter Holt was still the named leaseholder of 16 foot of shop room in the 

south inner pawn though his widow and daughters were the actual tenants. By 1720, 

after Ann Holt’s death, the shop was transferred into Mary Holt’s name. The sisters 

seemingly down-sized to 12 foot of shop room by 1726 and their shop was listed as 

empty by 1729 suggesting that they had moved to a ‘fixed shop’ location as the upper 

pawn of the Royal Exchange entered its terminal decline as a retail venue.703 Indeed, 

two insurance policies taken out by Mary Holt and by Margaret Holt and Susanna 

Holt-Cole on 16 January 1727 note the location of their shop as ‘the Cross Keys and 

Starr in Cornhill’, though their residential location was Bell Alley in Coleman Street. 

The policies were valued at £800 each, with Mary Holt given the occupational identity 

of a coat seller, and Margaret Holt and Susanna Cole as milliners.704 

Apprenticeship records reveal the scale of their business. The Holt sisters had 

already been retailing on the Royal Exchange for a number of years by the time they 

took out their insurance policies. Margaret Holt had been bound to her father Walter 

 
700 TNA PROB 11/488/371, Will of Walter Holt, Musician of London, 13 June 1706; R. Crewsdon, Apollo’s 
Swan and Lyre: Five Hundred Years of the Musicians’ Company (Suffolk, 2000), p. 125. 
701 LMA CLA/062/01/043, Gresham Trust Account Book, 1696-1713. 
702 In account books, John Foster was named tenant of a 16-foot shop situated between Mary and 
Katherine Swinfen and Frances and Elizabeth Pemberton. In corresponding tax records, which match 
closely for the south inner pawn, two tenants - Elizabeth Baker and Margaret Holt - paid the rate £4 
8s., equating to 8-foot of shop room each, suggesting that Foster’s shop was sub-let and sub-divided. 
703 LMA CLA/062/01/044, Gresham Trust Account Book, 1714-1730. 
704 LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/025, fols 557-558. 
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through the Musicians’ Company on 6 March 1694 and Mary Holt was likewise bound 

to him on 29 September 1702, though they were evidently working with their mother 

in the upper pawn. Both Margaret and Mary were admitted free of the Musicians’ 

Company in 1712 enabling them to formally bind apprentices.705 The true extent of the 

Holts’ interactions with the Musicians’ Company are difficult to trace because the 

company’s records do not uniformly survive for the early eighteenth century. 

Fortunately, Stamp Duty Assessments for apprenticeships, which began in 1710 reveal 

that the Holts were extraordinarily active in binding apprentices.706 By collating these 

records with surviving Musicians’ Company records, it is possible to show that 

women in the Holt family bound at least 20 female apprentices to their business 

between 1714 and 1752, as detailed in Table 7.3. 

 

Table 7.3 Holt family apprentices, 1714-1752 
Date Apprentice Mistress Premium Sources 

12 Nov 1714 Jane Lovell Ann Holt £40 IR1/3, fol. 81 
5 Sep 1714 Jane Younghusband Margaret Holt £50 IR1/3, fol. 68 

10 Mar 1719 Sarah Rooke Margaret Holt £50 IR1/7, fol. 105 
19 Dec 1719 Martha Green Mary Holt £50 IR1/7, fol. 69 
11 Dec 1723 Anne Bruce Margaret Holt £50 IR1/9, fol. 152 
6 Aug 1725 Elizabeth Humberston Mary Holt £50 IR1/10, fol. 217 
24 Jun 1730 Grace Taylor Margaret Holt £50 ROLLCO / IR1/12, fol. 50 
2 Apr 1731 Rachel Barry Mary Holt £50 ROLLCO / IR1/12, fol. 149 
7 Jun 1732 Sarah Smith Mary Holt £60 ROLLCO / IR1/13, fol. 68 

14 Mar 1732 Mary Biggs Mary Holt £63 ROLLCO / IR1/13, fol. 150 
5 Jan 1732/3 Mary Taylor Margaret Holt £50 ROLLCO / IR1/13, fol. 130 
31 Dec 1735 Mary Cole Margaret Holt - ROLLCO 
24 Mar 1738 Esther Swynfen Margaret Holt - ROLLCO 
16 Dec 1740 Ann Bailey Mary Holt £50 ROLLCO / IR1/16, fol. 19 
23 May 1744 Honoria Lidgould Margaret Holt £63 IR1/17, fol. 62 
8 Aug 1744 Mary Price Mary Holt £63 ROLLCO / IR1/17, fol.88 
23 Jun 1748 Susanna Mulcaster Margaret Holt £68 5s ROLLCO / IR1/18, fol. 122 
5 Jul 1749 Elizabeth Ekins Margaret Holt £84 4s ROLLCO / IR1/18, fol. 195 

1 Feb 1749/50 Jane Burney Margaret Holt - ROLLCO 
20 Sep 1752 Elizabeth Summers Margaret Holt £73 10s ROLLCO / IR1/19, fol. 61 

 

 
705 LMA COL/CHD/FR/02/0297/141 Mary Holt Indenture, 1712; LMA COL/CHD/FR/02/0297/142, 
Margaret Holt Indenture, 1712. 
706 These records (held by TNA) do not include apprenticeships where no premium was paid. 
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Susannah Holt-Cole’s role in training apprentices was obscured by her status 

as a married woman (she does not appear in the livery company records), though her 

participation in trade and ownership of merchandize was acknowledged through the 

insurance policy she took out with her sister Margaret in 1717. Susannah’s husband 

Sidney was ‘first Lieut of his Majties Ship the Dorsetshire’ when he made his will in the 

presence of Margaret and Mary Holt in 1743. This was a potentially dangerous 

occupation, suggesting that Susannah Holt-Cole’s engagement in trade as a milliner 

provided her with an independent means of supporting her household-family. 

Sidney Cole bequeathed his entire estate to his wife and their children, William and 

Mary Cole.707 Mary Cole had been bound apprentice aged around 14 years old to her 

aunt Margaret in 1735 but would surely also have been working with her mother.708 

Moreover, Jane Burney - who also did not pay a premium, thereby suggesting kinship 

ties - was likely Margaret, Mary and Susannah’s great-niece.709 This indicates that the 

Holt’s millinery business benefitted multiple generations of women in the family. 

Mary Holt’s will from 1746 reveals the importance that she placed on her stake 

in this business. She writes ‘what is in the Shop of my side is all my own and one third 

of the Furniture of the House and Plate and Linnen and other Moveables in the House 

is one third mine’, suggesting that the three sisters were still sharing a house and shop 

and had sub-divided their household goods equally. She bequeathed the remainder 

of her estate plus £100 each ‘unto my Sisters Margtt Holt and Susanna Cole’, and they 

were also named as the executrixes of her will. An addendum dated 24 November 1746 

 
707 TNA PROB 11/729/312, Will of Sidney Cole, first Lieutenant of His Majesty’s Ship Dorsetshire of 
Saint Christopher Le Stock, City of London, 20 October 1743. 
708 LMA P69/ALH5/A/004/MS05086, Parish Registers, All Hallows, London Wall. Mary Cole was 
baptised on 31 December 1721. 
709 Their brother Walter Holt junior mentioned in his will that his daughter Frances was married to 
Thomas Burny, a dancing master. Frances Holt-Burny and Thomas Burny had a daughter named Jane. 
The other apprentice who did not pay a premium, Esther Swynfen, was likely a relative of Mary and 
Katherine ‘Swinfen’ who had been the Holt’s neighbours on the Royal Exchange in 1703. 
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shows that Mary Holt’s apprentices Rachael Barry (bound 1731) and Mary Price 

(bound 1744) swore that the will featured ‘the proper Handwriting’ of Mary Holt, 

denoting her - and their own - literacy.710 

 
Figure 7.1 Detail of Assessment Book, 1754 

 
Source: LMA CLC/525/MS11316/166, Assessment Book, Candlewick - Farringdon Within 

 

The longevity of the Holt sisters’ business and the later location of their shop 

can be confirmed by tax records. ‘Margt Holt & Co’ was listed in 1749, and as late as 

1754 (see Figure 7.1) for a property in Cornhill, near the Royal Exchange and next to 

‘Elizth Legay & Co’.711 The use of the term ‘company’ for these two female-led 

businesses suggests that there were multiple mistresses and apprentices engaged in 

trade as milliners in each of these shops. Phil Withington notes that associational and 

institutional companies (including trading companies) were formed through ‘regular 

and irregular instances of sociability’ and that they ‘perpetuated and regenerated 

themselves’ through that same sociability.712 Membership of London’s livery 

companies and occupational identities were two ways for women to form socio-

economic bonds. However, the strong ties between traders on the Royal Exchange 

shows that location was also extremely important to those who might wish to form 

businesses together. Elizabeth LeGay was the former business partner of Elizabeth 

 
710 TNA PROB 11/750/478, Will of Mary Holt of Saint Christopher, City of London, 24 November 1746. 
711 LMA CLC/525/MS11316/151, Assessment Book, Candlewick - Farringdon Within, 1749. 
712 P. Withington, ‘Company and Sociability in Early Modern England’, Social History, 32:3 (2007), p. 
300. 
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Ravenhill (died 1751), who was in turn the administratrix of Elizabeth Baker (died 1727), 

who had sub-let 8-foot of shop room on the Royal Exchange next to Margaret Holt in 

1703.713 Connections built up over many years afforded these women even greater 

opportunities for regenerating their trades, with new apprentices contributing 

premiums and pre-existing skills, in return for occupational training and the 

opportunity to become free of the City of London.  

Yet, these companies could not continue indefinitely. By 1755, Margaret Holt 

had apparently closed her shop, hardly surprising given that she would have been in 

her mid-70s by that time. There is a burial record for Margaret Holt in the parish of 

St Bartholomew-by-the-Exchange on 29 January 1762, though unfortunately her will 

does not appear to have survived.714 Nevertheless, this micro study offers an 

extraordinary glimpse into the economic achievements of mothers, wives and 

daughters to support themselves and to train a much wider network of women as 

milliners over many decades. It also indicates that some of the women who had 

engaged in trade on the upper pawn of the Royal Exchange moved to other ‘fixed 

shop’ retail establishments nearby, forming partnerships and companies in order to 

continue in trade. 

 

7.2 Marketing a fashionable business 

The early modern period witnessed a rise in printed ephemera and promotional 

materials relating to businesses in London. While much of the historiography has 

focused on late eighteenth century newspapers, Claire Walsh has underlined the 

importance of considering developments made in seventeenth-century newspaper 

 
713 TNA PROB 11/856/142, Will of Elizabeth LeGay, Milliner and Spinster of Saint Christopher Le Stock, 
City of London, 13 May 1760; PROB 11/785/81, Will of Elizabeth Ravenhill, Spinster of Saint Christopher 
le Stock, City of London, 8 January 1751; TNA PROB 3/26/115, Baker, Elizabeth, p. of St. Edmund the 
King, London. Elizabeth Ravenhill, spinster, adtrix., 10 July 1727. 
714 LMA P69/BAT1/A/002/MS04375, Parish Register, Saint Bartholomew by the Exchange. 
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advertising.715 She offered a more holistic view of the means available for promoting 

early modern businesses by emphasizing that retailers focused their marketing 

strategies on the reputation of their shops, with personal interactions between 

retailers and customers, the design of shops, shop furniture and shop display acting 

as important elements that were adopted to increase sales.716 Maxine Berg and Helen 

Clifford have also argued that newspaper advertising was ‘only a small part of a wider 

world of commercial promotion’, and that businesses could be marketed through 

posters, shop signs and trade catalogues.717 Printed ephemera could certainly 

transform the early modern urban environment. For example, in 1698, Edward Ward 

evocatively noted that in the Royal Exchange ‘advertisements hang as thick round the 

Pillars of each Walk, as Bells about the Legs of a Morrice-Dancer’.718 This section will 

therefore consider newspaper advertisements, trade cards and fashion dolls as 

complementary elements, part of a wider array of promotional materials and 

strategies used by women in London to promote their businesses. 

Women certainly sought opportunities to advertise their shops in newspapers, 

and early eighteenth-century advertisements in The Spectator by Mrs Baker ‘at Baker’s 

Coffee-house in Exchange-Alley’ and Mrs Rogers - also in Exchange Alley - indicate 

that ready-made gown warehouses were advertised and run by women.719 Mrs 

Attaway advertised her gown shop in Devereaux Court on multiple occasions. In 1709, 

her occupational identity was described as ‘Cap-maker and Milliner’ in Tatler, and 

she notified her customers that ‘a fresh clean Parcel’ of silk and satin morning gowns 

 
715 C. Walsh, ‘The Advertising and Marketing of Consumer Goods in Eighteenth-Century London’ in 
Advertising and the European City: Historical Perspectives, ed. by C. Wischermann and E. Shore 
(Aldershot, 2000), pp. 79-80. 
716 Walsh, ‘Advertising and Marketing’, p. 91-93. 
717 M. Berg and H. Clifford, ‘Selling Consumption in the Eighteenth Century’, Cultural and Social 
History, 4:2 (2007), p. 146. 
718 E. Ward, The London-Spy Compleat In Eighteen Parts, Part III, Fifth Edition (London, 1718), p. 68. 
719 The Spectator, Issue 126, 25 July 1711; The Spectator, Issue 10, 12 March 1711. 
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were ‘to be sold very cheap’ at rates ‘from 7 l. to 1 l.’.720 She re-advertised the following 

month, noting that a new, ‘much larger Parcel’ had had ‘the Approbation of several 

Persons of Quality’.721 In April 1711, her advertisement in The Spectator addressed ‘all 

Gentlemen and Ladies’ and noted that her gowns were sold ‘at a cheaper Rate than 

any Shop in Town can pretend to sell them’.722 Her stock included ‘All sorts of Silk 

Gowns, being a Parcel of rich Brocadoes, Venetian, Japan’d and Thread, Sattins, 

Tissues, Damasks, and Variety of other Silks’. The gowns were priced by size ‘28 s. 

midling Size, and 30 s. large Size; and the lowest Price is writ on each Gown’, 

suggesting that her clientele was relatively affluent but preferred to shop for gowns 

at fixed prices.723 Attaway was a wholesaler and she used the fact that she stocked 

‘Silks bought of Persons that have failed’ as a selling point, indicating that customers 

were likely to get good value for money.724 These advertisements give an indication of 

the scale of women wholesalers’ warehouses, showing that Mrs Attaway in particular 

used newspaper advertisements to promote the range of goods she offered, the price 

structure she adopted and her shop location to new customers. 

Goods were also advertised when women died or left off trade. In 1710, the ‘late 

Goods of Mrs. Blanch Pope, Mercer, in Round Court in the Strand’, which included 

‘Dutch Mantua Silks’ were advertised as for sale at Garraway’s coffee house.725 Nicola 

Phillips notes that Pope was bankrupt and that she was sued by her son in the Court 

of Chancery in 1710 because he hoped to claim part of his father’s estate before her 

creditors took away Pope’s goods. The advertisement was therefore probably placed 

by her creditors.726 In March 1707, Deborah Gerrard’s stock in trade, which was 

 
720 Tatler, Issue 246, 2-4 November 1710. 
721 Tatler, Issue 264, 14-16 December 1710. 
722 The Spectator, Issue 37, 12 April 1711. 
723 The Spectator, Issue 52, 30 April 1711. 
724 The Spectator, Issue 216, 7 November 1711. 
725 Daily Courant, Issue 2634, 3 April 1710. 
726 Phillips, Women in Business, p. 70. 
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catalogued and included ‘a large Parcel of Lutstringes, Alamodes, and Mantua Silks, 

Mens and Womens Gloves, with fine Ribbons of all Sorts, Muslin, Crape […] and all 

other sorts of Haberdashery and Millinary Goods’, were advertised as ‘to be sold by 

auction’ at ‘the corner House of Stocks-Market in the Poultrey’.727 Gerrard, a widow, 

had bequeathed her estate to her daughters Mercy Lyford and Deborah Gerrard, 

though their decision to auction their mother’s goods suggests that they were not in 

trade as milliners.728 

An advertisement for ‘gowns of all Sorts newly made up’, which were to be 

sold at ‘the Hood and Scarf’ in Cornhill used the elite connections of a mantua-maker 

to entice new customers. The advertisement stated that ‘ladies may be furnished with 

Sattin and Persian Quilted Coats of the best Work, and hoop’d Petticoats made by the 

D. of Mountague’s Mantua Maker, which if the Ladies will try, they will never buy the 

Preposterous things that are made about Town’.729 Advertisements were also used to 

promote fledgling businesses. A shop at the sign of ‘the Star and Two Rolls of Silk’ in 

St. Martins Le-Grand, ‘the first Silk Shop on the Right-Hand going down St. Martins 

from Newgate-street’ had ‘just open’d’ in October 1712. The proprietor took the 

opportunity to advertise their ‘best Black Silks for Hoods and Scarves, rich black 

Padusways for Gowns and Petticoats, and Mantuas’ and ready-made aprons, 

presumably made by female piece-workers.730 These newspaper advertisements 

provide evidence of larger-scale retailing by women and their active efforts to 

publicize their businesses and encourage the sale of rich textiles and clothing. 

Trade cards became established in Europe during the seventeenth century 

and an early example, dated 1663, survives for William Stamper, a milliner at ‘the 

 
727 Daily Courant, Issue 1589, 18 March 1707. 
728 TNA PROB 11/492/357, Will of Deborah Gerrard, Widow of Saint Mary Woolnoth, City of London, 
10 February 1707. 
729 The Spectator, Issue 138, 8 August 1711. 
730 The Spectator, Issue 522, 29 October 1712. 
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signe of the Three Golden Lions in Fleete-streete’ (Figure 7.2). Stamper bound 

Elizabeth Davis apprentice through the Painter-Stainers’ Company in 1675, and it is 

likely that she assisted in this shop during her apprenticeship, particularly as Stamper 

bequeathed the tenement ‘wherein I now dwell scituate and being in Fleetstreete’ to 

his wife Ann Stamper in 1691.731  

 

Figure 7.2 Trade cards for William Stamper, 1663 and Mary Canby, c. 1700 

  
Sources: BM Heal,86.78; Heal,86.16. 

 

Another early milliner’s trade card dated c. 1700 advertises the business of 

Mary Canby from Gracechurch Street. The engraving, which depicts her shop sign as 

the crown and feathers, also includes a scrolled element of text stating that she was 

‘From Ye New Exchange’, suggesting that the trade card was used to announce her 

new location whilst reaffirming the fashionable origins of her business in the West 

End. Elizabeth Edge, a milliner at the ‘Golden-Artichoke’ on the Strand (Figure 7.3), 

 
731 GL MS 5669/1, Painter-Stainers’ Company Apprentice Book, fol. 44v; TNA PROB 11/404/92, Will of 
William Stamper, Painter Stainer of London, 12 March 1691. 
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also used her trade card to present her credentials. She advertised her previous 

affiliation with ‘Mrs Waldo and Bell’, suggesting that she had perhaps been their 

journeywoman and had a trade card made upon setting up independently in 

business. The printed list of merchandize indicates that Edge sold a vast array of 

goods in her shop including silks for hoods and scarves and ready-made aprons, 

which is directly comparable to the goods sold at ‘the Star and Two Rolls of Silk’ as 

advertised in The Spectator in 1712. 

 

Figure 7.3 Trade card for Elizabeth Edge, milliner, c. 1725-1760 

 
Source: V&A E.2304-1987, Prints & Drawings Study Room, level H, case 95, shelf H, box 38E. 

 

Printmaking techniques including wood cuts, letterpress, and copper-plate 

etchings and engravings were used for trade card designs. Illustrations often 

portrayed the shop’s sign or interior scenes, which depicted shop-keepers within 
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genteel interiors and promoted the pleasant experience of entering such 

establishments and making purchases.732 Copper-plate etchings and engravings 

allowed for more intricate designs, demonstrating a sophisticated visual aesthetic, 

though the intaglio printmaking process ensured that the plate might only survive for 

a few hundred impressions. Shop-keepers paid an initial fee of around 15 s. for the 

worked copper plate and a subsequent, variable fee based on the number of 

impressions required, approximately 16 s. for 1,000 cards, indicating that the visual 

aesthetic of trade cards reflected the socio-economic status of business owners and 

their customers.733 

 

Figure 7.4 Trade cards by Benjamin Cole, c. 1720 

 
Sources: BM Heal,70.39, DRAFT Trade card of Benjamin Cole, haberdasher; V&A E.2299-1987, Martha 
Cole and Martha Houghton, haberdashers, Prints & Drawings Study Room, level H, case 95, shelf H, 
box 38E. 
 

 
732 Cox, Complete Tradesman, p. 92. 
733 Berg and Clifford, ‘Selling Consumption’, pp. 148-149. 
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Figure 7.5 Detail, trade card of Martha Cole and Martha Houghton 

 
 

In the early eighteenth century, printmakers such as William Hogarth and 

Benjamin Cole used this form of visual expression in order to depict scenes of London 

life and to supplement their income as artists. Benjamin Cole’s draft trade card from 

the 1720s in Figure 7.4 depicts the interior of a haberdashers’ shop with two 

fashionably dressed women - presumably Martha Cole and Martha Houghton - 

serving customers with ribbons, wrapped on card and displayed on a shallow, 

stackable tray (Figure 7.5). Their business offered wholesale trade in ‘Macklin’ (lace 

or cloth imported from Mechelin), imported fine linens, English lace and trimmings. 

Both cards are identical, apart from the name of the proprietor(s). Though Cole likely 

made the card for Martha Cole and Martha Houghton, his authorship is made clear 

on both cards, with the phrase ‘B Cole Sculp’ included. It is unfortunately difficult to 

identify further details about Martha Cole and Martha Houghton, though we can 

infer that Martha and Benjamin Cole were related.734 Berg notes that ‘commissioning 

 
734 It is likely that Martha Cole was Benjamin Cole’s wife. Benjamin Cole ‘of St. Gregory’s by St 
Paul’s’	and Martha Morris	were married on 1 August 1723:	LMA P69/LAW1/A/003/MS06976, Parish 
Register, Saint Lawrence Jewry. A Sun Fire Office insurance policy dated 16 March 1726 for Benjamin 
Cole of ‘London House Yard in St Pauls Church Yard in the Parish of St Gregory’s’ gave his 
occupational identity as ‘Laceman and Engraver’, with his stock in trade ‘at the sun in St Pauls 
Church yard’ valued at £750. This suggests that Martha Cole ran the shop, as depicted in the trade 
card. LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/023, Sun Fire Office Policy Register, 1726-1727, fol. 434. The next 
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a trade card from William Hogarth, Benjamin Cole or Matthew Darly was a sign of 

status for the shopkeeper’.735 Yet, in the case of trade cards made by Hogarth and Cole 

for their female relatives, it was also an explicit support of their businesses. Trade 

cards therefore had a social, cultural, and economic function, offering mutually 

beneficial opportunities for self-promotion by the engravers who displayed their skill 

and the shop-keepers who advertised their retail establishments.736 

 
Figure 7.6 Trade card for Alice Page and Susannah Garlick 

 
Source: BM Heal,70.108 

  

 Trade cards were evidently multi-functional objects. They were also used to 

calculate bills and provide receipts with some signed by the women working in the 

shops concerned. Dated bills indicate the numeracy of these retailers and provide 

individual prices for accessories with an idea of what might be purchased by 

customers on one visit. Repeat purchases might also be made on credit. The trade 

 
policy was taken out on the same day by Charles Cole, a linen draper ‘at the Black Moors Head at the 
Corner of Fitter Lane in Holbourn’, indicating a familial connection to the retailing of textiles and 
haberdashery. LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/023, fol. 435. Benjamin Cole’s will noted that his wife 
was named Margaret. TNA PROB 11/1104/371, Will of Benjamin Cole, Engraver of Saint Andrew 
Holborn, Middlesex, 26 June 1783. 
735 Berg and Clifford, ‘Selling Consumption’, p. 162. 
736 Berg and Clifford, ‘Selling Consumption’, p. 165. 
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card in Figure 7.6 indicates that Alice Page and Susannah Garlick were business 

partners in the mid eighteenth century.737 They were described as ‘Successors’ to 

Elizabeth Forward, a Citizen and mistress of the Weavers’ Company, who bound 

Alice Page apprentice for the premium of £50 in 1745.738 Susannah Garlick had been 

bound to Susannah Caswall-Budding - also for £50 - in 1742 and was described as ‘of 

Paternoster Row Child’s Coat Maker’ when she was admitted free of the 

Haberdashers’ Company in September 1751.739 On the reverse of the trade card, the 

text indicates that on 12 October 1754, Mrs More purchased a ‘quilted Wastecoat’ and 

a ‘tabby Stomacher’ for 17 s. and 6 d. ‘Bot of A Page’. Further goods appear to have 

been purchased on 4 August 1755, making the total £2 1s. 8 d. A note states ‘Received 

the Contents of Mrs Wright in full’, showing the important function of these cards to 

calculate a running total of differently priced goods and to record the payment of 

debts. 

 We can also glean insights into the partnership between Page and Garlick. 

Susannah Garlick’s name on the billhead was crossed out, suggesting that this 

amendment was made after her death. Her will was proved on 5 July 1755, indicating 

that this trade card was printed after Elizabeth Forward’s death in 1751 and was still in 

use in 1754/5. In her will, Garlick gave instructions to account for her share in the 

business: 

as to the Stock in Trade between me and Miss Page, my mind and Will is that the same 
be Valued and Appraised and that by two Indifferent Persons, the One to be named 
by the said Miss Page and the other by my Executrix and in case the said Miss Page 
shall think fit to take the said Stock at such Appraisement I will and direct that she 
shall not pay or give security for the same till one year after my decease.740 

 
737 This card was included in Amy Erickson’s exhibition: ‘City Women in the 18th Century’: 
http://citywomen.hist.cam.ac.uk/paternoster-square.html, accessed 21 September 2019. 
738 TNA IR1/17, fol. 130; TNA PROB 11/789/341, Will of Elizabeth Forward, Spinster of Pater Noster 
Row, City of London, 9 August 1751. Forward made reference to her shop goods in her will and Alice 
Page was one of the witnesses. 
739 GL MS 15857/2, Haberdashers’ Company Freedom Register, 1642-1772, fol. 449. 
740 TNA PROB 11/816/338, Will of Susannah Bowman Garlick of St Faith, City of London, 5 July 1755. 
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By offering Page first refusal of her share of their goods, and granting 12 months for 

her to pay for them, Garlick made provision for her business partner in the event of 

her death. Alice Page and Susannah Garlick’s trade card further illustrates their 

practical function as receipts and the case study of these two women provides more 

evidence that female livery company apprentices actively pursued their trade 

following their training by mistresses in London, sometimes acting as their successors 

and engaging in business partnerships. 

Fashion dolls provided an early means of disseminating trends in fashionable 

clothing between the royal courts of Europe. Manufacturers and retailers benefitted 

from studying imported dolls in order to closely examine fabrics, patterns and 

embellishments. Though fashion dolls are often associated with the eighteenth 

century, they were extant as early as 1396, when Robert de Varennes, a French 

embroiderer, received payment for ‘dolls and their wardrobes for the Queen of 

England’.741 In 1515, Federico Gonzaga requested ‘a doll dressed in the fashions that 

suit you’ from his mother the Marchioness of Mantua, Isabella d’Este, on behalf of 

Francis I of France, to which she replied ‘his Majesty will not see anything new, for 

the styles we wear are equally worn in Milan by the Milanese ladies’.742 This reply 

suggests that Isabella d’Este was an authority on fashionable attire in Italy and that 

Milan and Mantua were renowned sites for proliferating new trends, offering further 

evidence of the significance accorded to the later use of the occupational titles 

‘milliner’ and ‘mantua-maker’ as purveyors of fashionable clothing and accessories in 

England. Furthermore, in Chapter Two, I noted that the Duchess of Cleveland 

 
741 Y. C. Croizat, ‘“Living Dolls”: François Ier Dresses His Women’, Renaissance Quarterly, 60:1 (2007), p. 
98. 
742 Croizat, ‘“Living Dolls”’, p. 97. 
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imported a ‘baby’ from France in 1674 in order to ensure that she was kept appraised 

of new fashions, showing that this was a long-standing practice.743 

In 1711, The Spectator made satirical reference to the importance of fashion 

dolls to women in London, noting that ‘before our Correspondence with France was 

unhappily interrupted by the War, our Ladies had all their Fashions from thence; 

which the Milleners took care to furnish them with by means of a Jointed Baby, that 

came regularly over, once a Month, habited after the manner of the most Eminent 

Toasts in Paris’. A letter from a reader called ‘Teraminta’ related: 

I was almost in Despair of ever more seeing a Model from that dear Country, when 
last Sunday I overheard a Lady, in the next Pew to me, whisper another, that at the 
Seven Stars in King-street Covent garden there was a Mademoiselle compleatly dressed 
just come from Paris. I was in the utmost Impatience during the remaining part of the 
Service, and as soon as ever it was over, having learnt the Milleners Addresse, I went 
directly to her House in King-street, but was told that the French Lady was at a Person 
of Quality’s in Pall-Mall, and would not be back again till very late that Night. I was 
therefore obliged to renew my Visit early this Morning, and had then a full view of the 
dear Moppet from Head to Foot.744 

 

The ‘Owner of the Puppet’ - who called herself ‘Betty Cross-stitch’ - submitted her 

own letter to The Spectator confirming that ‘there arrived at my House in King-street, 

Covent Garden, a French Baby for the Year 1712’, indicating that it displayed attire, 

which she deemed likely to be adopted by women for the following year. ‘Betty’ noted 

that she had had the doll ‘dressed by the most celebrated Tyre-women and Mantua-

makers in Paris, and do not find that I have any reason to be sorry for the Expence I 

have been at in her Cloaths and Importation’. She invited ‘Mr Spectator’ to view the 

doll first hand, promising to ‘amend whatever you shall disapprove […] before I 

exhibit her as a Pattern to the Publick’. He duly attended the shop and reported that 

the doll wore a ‘Cherry-coloured Gown and Petticoat’. The article uses the word 

‘Model’ to describe the doll, apparently an early reference to fashion models. Though 

 
743 See Chapter 2, p. 64.  
744 The Spectator, Issue 277, 17 January 1712. 
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the exchange was chiefly included for its entertainment value, the anticipation 

described by ‘Teraminta’ and even the shop described in King Street contain 

elements of truth. Indeed, a Sun Fire Office insurance policy for a milliner named 

Elianor Edwards ‘at the Sign of the Seven Stars in King Street’ in Covent Garden was 

taken out on 22 April 1710, suggesting that this shop would have been well-known to 

the readers of The Spectator as a milliner’s shop. The acquisition of the doll from 

France and the letter-writing campaign accompanying its arrival in London thereby 

offered a clever publicity stunt, and means of advertising this shop, enticing new and 

repeat customers whose curiosity was likely piqued by the account of a new mode of 

attire for the new season.745 

 
Figure 7.7 Eighteenth-century fashion doll 

 
Source: MoL 37.33/1, 1701-1710 

 
 
Dolls and mannequins ranged in size and were used in displays as an 

advertising tool or as toys, which could in turn promote young women’s skills in 

needlework. Leslie Reinhardt explains that dolls ‘functioned as study tools and 

 
745 LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/001, fol. 14. 
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exemplars of accomplishment’, offering girls the chance to understand the ins-and-

outs of fashionable dress. She notes that ‘if a girl had an undressed doll, she could 

make outfits for it, learning sewing and garment construction in the process’.746 This 

point was also made by Serena Dyer in her study of doll’s clothing in the collections 

of the Museum of London and Victoria and Albert Museum.747 Dyer notes that young 

girls who occupied themselves with making clothing for their dolls thereby left 

examples of their ‘material literacy’. Moreover, Dyer argues that demarcating 

between the use of dolls as purveyors of fashion and luxury toys is ‘artificial and 

misleading’ because ‘once they had fulfilled their use as disseminators of dress, 

fashion dolls could quite conceivably be passed on to children as toys’.748 Given the 

initial expenses incurred with importing dolls from France, it is also likely that these 

dolls were sold on as toys or objet d’art. 

Dolls were usually made with carved wooden heads, gesso faces and jointed 

bodies as in Figure 7.7, though some were composed of poured-wax. Doll clothes were 

made from rich materials, likely making use of remnants and providing realistic 

ensembles including undergarments and accessories. Toyshop-keepers were not 

confined to selling toys for children, but also ‘a vast variety of curious Trinkets’.749 

Joseph Collyer judged that a master would require £1000 to £5000 to set up in 

business reflecting the intrinsic value of the goods sold, but he stipulated that a 

business selling mainly children’s toys and ‘less expensive ornaments’ might only 

require £200.750 A trio of sisters named Mary Pauley, Frances Manley and Jane 

 
746 L. Reinhardt, ‘Serious Daughters Dolls, Dress, and Female Virtue in the Eighteenth Century’, 
American Art, 20:2 (2006), p. 39. 
747 S. Dyer, ‘Trained to Consume: Dress and the Female Consumer in England, 1720-1820’ 
(Unpublished Ph.D. thesis, University of Warwick, 2016), pp. 139-148. 
748 Dyer, ‘Trained to Consume’, p. 141. 
749 Collyer, Parent’s and Guardian’s Directory, p. 280. For more on eighteenth-century toy shops, see V. 
Brett, ‘Derided and enjoyed: what was a toy - what was a toyshop?’, History of Retailing and 
Consumption, 1:2 (2015), pp. 83-88. 
750 Collyer, Parent’s and Guardian’s Directory, pp. 280-281. 
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Manley (all admitted as Merchant Taylors by patrimony on 5 February 1734) appear 

to have worked together in a toyshop.751 At the time of their admittance, Mary Pauley 

was confirmed to be the widowed daughter of George Manley and both she and her 

sister Frances were noted as working at a toy shop. Jane Manley’s occupation - most 

likely put forward by her own description - was ‘Babymaker’, which suggests that she 

made dolls that could be sold in this shop. In his description of Toy-Makers, Collyer 

notes that most children’s toys were ‘exported very cheap from Holland’ (see Figure 

7.8 below), making Jane’s occupation atypical and suggesting that she had discovered 

a particular talent for this trade in order to undertake this specialization.752 Jane 

Manley would have needed a keen knowledge of fashionable dress as well as the 

mechanical - and creative - skills required for making dolls and their various items of 

clothing, indicating another means for women to engage in business. 

 
Figure 7.8 After Adriaen Pietersz van de Venne, Mother and child at toy-stall, c. 1632 

 
Source: BM 1952,0117.14.13 

 

 
751 GL MS 34018/8 Merchant Taylors’ Company Freedom Registers, 1731-1782. 
752 Collyer, Parent’s and Guardian’s Directory, p. 281. On his death in 1711, their father left £500 to their 
mother Katherine and she perhaps set up in trade in order to support her daughters. TNA PROB 
11/523/182 Will of George Manley, Merchant Taylor of Maidstone, Kent, 27 September 1711; LMA 
DL/AL/C/003/MS09052/048 Will of Katherine Manley, Number 55, 12 September 1743. 
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Neil McKendrick has argued that the ‘commercialization of fashion in 

eighteenth-century England can be encapsulated in the history of the fashion doll’.753 

He suggested that earlier fashion dolls were always disseminated to the English Court 

first, and women at Court would certainly have had the means to import dolls from 

Parisian Marchandes des Modes. Yet, the article in The Spectator shows that dolls could 

be obtained by milliners as a means of shop promotion, hoping to garner new 

customers. Moreover, fashion dolls were evidently multi-functional objects, serving 

to encourage young women to improve their garment-making skills by making new 

outfits for their dolls. There was also a market for ‘Babymakers’ such as Jane Manley 

to make and sell dolls in London’s toy shops. The three elements of promoting 

fashionable businesses in London considered in this section show that women were 

actively engaged in efforts to market their businesses. Newspaper advertising was 

used to disseminate information about their shop’s location and the range of goods 

sold and they reinforced this information using trade cards, which also acted as 

receipts. Fashion dolls disseminated trends from other urban centres and could be 

used in shop display to spark conversation and to teach customers about new modes 

of dress, thereby encouraging further purchases. All three of these complementary 

elements served as part of a wider array of advertising tools used by early modern 

women to promote their businesses. 

 

7.3 Fashion à la mode and luxury goods 

The pursuit of fashion had a decidedly international dimension. Indeed, Maxine Berg 

stated that shopping for fashionable goods in the eighteenth century, ‘was about 

 
753 N. McKendrick, ‘The Commercialization of Fashion’ in The Birth of a Consumer Society: The 
Commercialization of Eighteenth-century England, ed. by N. McKendrick, J. Brewer and J. H. Plumb 
(London, 1982), pp. 43-47. 
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joining an international market place’.754 However, imported fashions from France 

were considered by some contemporary commentators to be unpatriotic; evidence of 

France’s cultural (and economic) hegemony, a conviction that was exacerbated by 

frequent wars with France from 1689 onwards.755 In 1729, the merchant Joshua Gee 

referred to French fashions as ‘pernicious to England’ in his description of the 

courtiers adorned by French silks during Charles II’s reign.756 Nicola Phillips 

observed that the tension between luxury, effeminacy and Francophile fashions 

continued into the nineteenth century, and that efforts made by milliners to promote 

French fashions rendered them ‘effectively guilty of cultural treason’.757 

 
Figure 7.9 The alamode dress, or, The maidens mode admir’d and continued by the 

Ape, Owl, and Mistris Puss 

 
Source: Folger Library, A40.6., c. 1687. 

 

 
754 M. Berg, Luxury and Pleasure in Eighteenth-Century Britain (Oxford, 2005), p. 279. 
755 B. Waddell, God, Duty and Community in English Economic Life, 1660-1720 (Woodbridge, 2012). pp. 
162-177. 
756 J. Gee, The Trade and Navigation of Great-Britain Considered (London, 1729), p. 30. 
757 Phillips, Women in Business, pp. 179, 201. 
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Fashionability was also often connected to absurdity and frivolousness. The 

excessive consumption of luxury goods was criticised by the anonymous author of 

The Art of Thriving, or the Way to Get and Keep Money (1674). The author asked ‘How 

many do shipwreck their Credits, and score vast sums in Silkmen’s, Mercers, Drapers, 

Taylors, or Sempstresses Books, only to follow some foolish new Fashion, and make 

themselves ridiculous Apes’. Criticising the excesses in apparel of what the author 

termed ‘our best-studied Fashionmongers’, they noted that ‘Persons, that have the 

Kernel of Wisdom and Magnanimity, seldom give much regard to the Shell of gaudy 

Apparel’.758 This contemporary rhetoric strongly echoes the visual imagery in the print 

in Figure 7.9, which ridiculed elaborate top-knot hairstyles worn by women. 

Nevertheless, these examples show that the pursuit of novelty and fashion was 

encouraged by networks of merchants and retailers in London. Indeed, Maxine Berg 

argued that new fashions were planned in advance by merchants and manufacturers 

leading to domestic manufacturers of imitation goods, where ‘imitation, emulation, 

outright copying and design theft acted as both the engine of diffusion of fashion, and 

as the key incentive to innovation’.759 According to Danae Tankard, there had been a 

shift in the centre of fashion in late seventeenth-century England. She stated that 

‘although the Court continued to influence high fashion, fashions were also being set 

by merchants and manufacturers and promoted by shopkeepers’, echoing Berg’s 

point that fashion was initially dictated by those who imported exotic goods.760 

Domestic manufacturers, importers and retailers of luxury products therefore had a 

role in promoting and proliferating particular modes of dress and household 

 
758 Anon., The Art of Thriving, or the Way to Get and Keep Money (London, 1674). 
759 Berg, Luxury, pp. 252-253. 
760 D. Tankard, ‘“Flowered silk is little worn but gold and silver striped is much worn”: Metropolitan 
Clothing Consumption in Late Seventeenth-Century Sussex’ in Faith, Place and People in Early Modern 
England:  Essays in Honour of Margaret Spufford, ed. by T. Dean, G. Parry and E. Vallance (Suffolk, 
2018), p. 162. 
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furnishings. Goods such as lacquerware furniture and porcelain led to the popularity 

of ‘chinoiserie’ decoration, which blended Eastern and Western design principles, 

even in woven Spitalfields silks. In this context, new fashions and imported goods 

were drivers of economic, social, and cultural change, thereby affording women a key 

role as manufacturers, retailers and consumers. 

The study of fashion and the consumption of luxury goods has therefore 

provided new perspectives on the histories of material culture, design, international 

trade, manufacturing processes and even the Industrial Revolution.761 According to 

Berg, international trade transformed the consumer cultures of the elite and middling 

classes of Europe whilst also changing the processes of European manufacturing.762 

Silk was of particular importance to European consumers with Chinese silk imported 

by Portuguese and Dutch merchants, though Italy was also a key silk manufacturer.763 

Indeed, the occupational identity ‘milliner’ derives from the importation of goods 

from Milan and it has been acknowledged that ‘mantua’ referred to a plain weave silk 

before the style of gown was established.764 It is therefore necessary to consider the 

international nature of the goods - ‘far-fetch’d and dear-bought’ - which were stocked 

by early modern milliners and worked by seamstresses and mantua-makers, and how 

these were procured.765  

One of the key sources of imported goods to England was the East India 

Company, established in 1600. K. N. Chaudhuri notes that Indian chintzes were 

 
761 M. Berg, ‘From Imitation to Invention: Creating Commodities in Eighteenth-Century Britain’, The 
Economic History Review, 55:1 (2002), pp. 1-30; Dyer, ‘Trained to Consume’; B. Lemire (ed.), The Force of 
Fashion in Politics and Society: Global Perspectives from Early Modern to Contemporary Times (Surrey, 
2010), pp. 1-18; L. L. Peck, Consuming Splendor: Society and Culture in Seventeenth-Century England 
(Cambridge, 2005), p. 347. 
762 Berg, Luxury, p. 46. 
763 Berg, Luxury, p. 49. 
764 For a helpful glossary on types of silk, see W. Farrell, ‘Silk and Globalisation in Eighteenth-
Century London: Commodities, People and Connections c. 1720-1800’, (Unpublished Ph.D. thesis, 
Birkbeck, University of London, 2014), p. 10. 
765 J. Swift, A Treatise on Polite Conversation (Dublin, 1738), p. 28 
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produced in several key areas of manufacture in southern India and Bengal, with both 

unbleached and decorative printed cottons produced in the ‘famous textile towns’ of 

‘Masulipatam, Sironj, Broach, and Ahmedabad’.766 Indian calicoes became 

increasingly popular in seventeenth-century England. As early as the 1620s, Thomas 

Mun deemed calicoes to be ‘very useful and vended in England whereby the price of 

Lawns, Cambricks and other linen cloth are brought down’, suggesting that imported 

cottons had an early - and continuing - effect on the trade of linen drapers and 

seamstresses.767 By 1687, the East India Company declared that chintz had ‘become 

the Ware of Ladyes of the greatest quality, which they wear on the outside of Gowns 

and Mantuoes, which they line with velvet and Cloth of Gold’.768 Berg noted that ‘the 

key to the market was in identifying a wide range of semi-luxury and luxury fabrics, 

colours, and patterns suited to a broad middling class attuned to distinctiveness, 

fashion, and novelty’.769 The women who made gowns and sold millinery wares likely 

also wore fashionable clothes themselves, thereby encouraging emulation from their 

customers.770 

The popularity of printed calicoes towards the end of the seventeenth century 

led to the calico crisis of the early eighteenth century, which saw increasingly 

protectionist actions from weavers, wool merchants and the state.771 However, Beverly 

 
766 K. N. Chaudhuri, Asia before Europe: Economy and civilisation of the Indian Ocean from the rise of Islam 
to 1750 (Cambridge, 1990), p. 308. 
767 Quoted in K. N. Chaudhuri, The English East India Company: A Study of an Early Joint Stock Company 
1600-1640 (London, 1965), p. 195. 
768 K. N. Chaudhuri, The trading world of Asia and the English East India Company, 1660-1760 
(Cambridge, 1978), p. 281. 
769 Berg, Luxury, p. 71. 
770 Tankard, ‘“Flowered silk”’, p. 162. 
771 Two Acts were passed, in 1700 and 1721. The 1700 Act prohibited the import and wearing of imported 
silks and printed calicoes, and the 1721 Act banned the wearing of printed calicoes entirely. See N. B. 
Harte, ‘State Control of Dress and Social Change in Pre-Industrial England’ in Trade, Government and 
Economy in Pre-Industrial England ed. by D. C. Coleman and A. H. John (London, 1976), pp. 152-153; B. 
Lemire, Fashion’s Favourite: The cotton trade and the consumer in Britain, 1600-1800 (Oxford, 1991), pp. 3-
42; C. Wigston-Smith ‘“Callico Madams”: Servants, Consumption and the Calico Crisis’, Eighteenth-
Century Life, 31:2 (2007), pp. 29-55. 
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Lemire observed that the ban on printed textiles in the early 1700s did not ultimately 

benefit the wool industry but rather ‘stimulated the development of domestic 

competitors’ as English calico printers flourished.772 The process of printing cotton 

began in England in the 1670s, though ‘polychrome prints in fast bright colours were 

not possible until 1740’.773 In 1763, Thomas Mortimer noted that English ‘Callicoe-

Printers’ used copper plate engravings not woodblocks and that ‘our designs are 

thereby considerably more elegant, and better finished’. He stated ‘those who are not, 

by false taste, servilely attached to foreign commodities, must ever give the preference 

to an English Printed Cotton for the regularity of its design, and its masterly 

execution; though the Indian Painted Callicoe exhibits a great variety of more striking 

colours’, reiterating the rhetoric that imported goods were unpatriotic whilst 

begrudgingly acknowledging the skill of Indian manufacturers.774 

Despite these heated contemporary debates, imported textiles were still 

extremely popular. The East India Company did not cultivate direct relationships 

with consumers but instead sold goods at auction in London and relied on wholesale 

dealers or individual company members to retail imported goods.775 Though Olwen 

Hufton observed that for single women in Britain and France, ‘there was no East India 

Company for women’, evidence of women retailing imported goods via the East India 

Company can be found in the Sun Fire Office insurance policy registers.776 In 

February 1717, Ann Tyndall and Mary Savage took out a joint policy as ‘Dealers in East 

 
772 Lemire, Fashion’s Favourite, p. 32. 
773 Berg, Luxury, p. 79. 
774 T. Mortimer, The Universal Director. Part II (London, 1763), p. 13. 
775 Berg, Luxury, p. 76. 
776 O. Hufton, ‘Women without men: widows and spinsters in Britain and France in the eighteenth 
century’, Journal of Family History, 9:4 (1984), p. 372. Pamela Sharpe contended this view in her 
discussion of women and the English East India Company. She noted that in 1709, women made up 
10.6 per cent of East India stock holders. P. Sharpe, ‘Gender at sea: Women and the East India Company 
in seventeenth-century London’ in Women, work and wages in England, 1600-1850 ed. by P. Lane, N. 
Raven and K. D. M. Snell (Suffolk, 2004), p. 63. 
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India goods’ with a warehouse ‘above Stairs at the East end of the New Exchange’. A 

second policy from the same date, in Savage’s name only, recorded her occupational 

identity as ‘Sempstriss’ and reiterated that her shop was in the New Exchange.777 

These women both sold imported goods but Mary Savage combined retailing with 

making clothing for the richer clientele of the West End. 

A further connection between East India goods and women retailers in 

London can be found in a 1696 petition to the House of Lords from ‘divers 

Shopkeepers & Warehousekeepers trading at East India Persia & China Silks 

Bengalls & Painted Callicoes’ in the City of London. Of the 46 signatures on the 

petition, 14 were by women including Royal Exchange tenants Mary Pyke, Ann 

Yalden, Margaret Kidd, Jane Deards (who lodged in the Holt’s household) and 

Elizabeth Crouch née Kidd. The petitioners explained that the Bill, which prohibited 

‘the retailing and wearing’ of imported textiles would ‘utterly deprive your Peticrs of 

the greatest part of their Livelyhood and render them uncapable of maintaining their 

family’s’, demonstrating their economic reliance on imported East India textiles and 

alluding to their occupational identities as mercers and mantua-makers.778 A further 

petition from numerous ‘Callicoe and Linnen Dyers’ also included a handful of 

women’s signatures, and asked that the ‘restriction may Extend only to Dyed 

Callicoes Imported’, confirming that women were also active in the domestic 

manufacturing and processing of linen and cotton.779 Figure 7.10 shows that the 

petition is marked in several places with blue dye, most likely either indigo (imported) 

or woad (domestic), indicating that it was signed in a dye house. This element of 

material culture suggests that the petition was carried directly to individual 

 
777 LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/007, fol. 313. 
778 Parl. Archives HL/PO/JO/10/1/484/1051 (m), Petition of divers Shopkeepers and Warehouse-keepers 
trading in East India, Persia, and China Silks, Bengals and Painted Calicoes, 4 April 1696. 
779 Parl. Archives HL/PO/JO/10/1/484/1051 (b), Petition of the Calico Printers, 3 April 1696. 
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establishments to be signed. These petitions therefore not only confirm the agency of 

women in trade, but also their engagement in collective action, their literacy and 

occupational identities.780 

 
Figure 7.10 Petition of the Calico Printers, 1696 

 
Source: Parl. Archives HL/PO/JO/10/1/484/1051 (b). 

 

Lace was another commodity that was affected by government policy at the 

turn of the eighteenth century. Nancy Cox discussed the various prohibitions enacted 

by Parliament against imported goods such as ribbons, lace and gloves. She 

particularly calls attention to the Bone Lace Act, which banned imported lace in 1698, 

and had to be repealed in 1700 due to its negative economic impact.781 Figure 7.11 

depicts a petition from ‘several retailers of Bone Lace, Needle-work, Point and Cut-

work’ from the City of London, Westminster and the Liberties dated 1698 features the 

signatures of 72 retailers, including 48 women. Rachel Erskin, Thomas Marshall, and 

Anne van der Spriett were amongst the signatories from the Royal Exchange. Lydia 

Taylor and Sarah Giffard were seamstresses on the New Exchange, indicating that 

 
780 Numerous women also signed an agreement to incorporate fan-making in order to mitigate the 
disruption to their business caused by imported fans. N. Pullin, ‘“Business is just life”: the practice, 
prescription and legal position of women in business, 1700-1850’, (Unpublished Ph.D. thesis, Royal 
Holloway, University of London, 2001), p. 199. 
781 Cox, Complete Tradesman, pp. 28-29. 
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these women and men were prominent retailers with shared occupational 

relationships.  

 
Figure 7.11 Detail of Petition of several retailers of Bone Lace, 1698 

 
Source: Parl. Archives HL/PO/JO/10/1/498/1215. 

 

Many were also members and apprentices of the livery companies. Metcalfe 

Clay was a female apprentice bound to a milliner named Henry Joyce via the 
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Carpenters’ Company in 1689. Clay was an economic migrant from Nottingham, a 

prominent area of domestic lace and hosiery manufacturing.782 She had been 

admitted free of the Carpenters’ Company in 1697 and was evidently highly 

concerned about the state regulations placed on the lace trade.783 The petitioners 

employed careful wording in order to avoid any associations with trading in imported 

lace, stating that ‘whilest Trading in English Lace’, the Act ‘may prove their utter 

Ruine, by requiring (when their Goods are Seized) such Proofs as neither themselves 

much less their Executors or Administrrs can bee able to make’.784 Though it would be 

difficult to discern whether these retailers were also dealing in imported lace, their 

concerns indicate that it was difficult to distinguish between domestic and imported 

lace and that they were not in the habit of procuring receipts when purchasing lace 

from wholesale traders. 

According to the printed ‘Case of the Makers and Wholesale Traders in the 

Manufacture of English Bone-Lace’ (1698), restrictions were further placed on English 

lace manufacturers because the act required hawkers and retailers without a fixed 

shop, to pay £4 and obtain a licence. The author of the case argued that the ‘Makers 

and Wholesale Traders in English Bone-Lace’ who were largely based in 

Buckinghamshire and Bedfordshire usually travelled:  

 
to London once a Week to the Lace-Chambers, where they have fixed certain Shops 
and Standings. And sometimes it so happens, that they carry some Goods to the 
Houses or Shops of Milliners, and other Retailers, who are their Customers: For which 
some of the said Makers, and Wholesale Traders, have been informed against, and 
forced to pay the Penalty of 12 l. altho’ it is apprehended, that they are not Hawkers, 
Pedlars, or Petty-Chapman, within the Meaning of the said Act.785 

 
782 F. Bensimon, ‘The emigration of British lacemakers to continental Europe (1816-1860s)’, Continuity 
and Change, 34:1 (2019), p. 15; P. Sharpe, ‘Lace and Place: women’s business in occupational 
communities in England 1550-1950’, Women’s History Review, 19:2 (2010), pp. 283-306. 
783 LMA COL/CHD/FR/02/0120/009, Indenture of Metcalfe Clay. 
784 Parl. Archives HL/PO/JO/10/1/498/1215, Petition of several retailers of Bone Lace, Needle-work, 
Point and Cut-work, 23 February 1698. See Appendix 2 for the full transcript of this petition. 
785 Anon., Case of the Makers and Wholesale Traders in the Manufacture of English Bone-Lace (London, 
1698?). 
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Prominent milliners had evidently built up networks with wholesale merchants from 

regional areas of lace manufacture and enjoyed private, perhaps even exclusive 

consultation in order to purchase their stock. 

Restrictions on the lace trade did not endure. In 1711, Mary Parsons at ‘the Lace 

Chamber on Ludgate-hill’ was importing lace herself, as she noted in an 

advertisement in The Spectator, ‘to be sold all sorts of Flanders Lace, having a great 

Quantity of new fashion Patterns come over this last Fleet: She bought them in 

Flanders herself, so will sell great Pennyworths’.786 It is likely that other women were 

involved in similar small-scale mercantile activity with manufacturers on the 

Continent. Margarett Griffith and Samuel Dawson took out a joint insurance policy 

as lace traders at the White Hart in King Street in Covent Garden, and Ann Renny 

was a ‘Lace Woman’ at the ‘golden Key in old Round Court in the Strand’.787 

Moreover, Joan Dant, a Quaker and weaver’s widow, was a wholesale merchant in 

mercery, hosiery, and haberdashery wares, with contacts in Paris and Brussels.788 

These examples show that there were many ways in which women could engage in 

mercantile activity as an extension of their retailing activity. 

Inventories also provide a key source for the types of goods sold by milliners 

and these lists of goods show that the stock for ‘wares in the shop’ were sourced from 

across Europe, even in the late sixteenth century. Claire Walsh stated that ‘the 

majority of shopkeepers in London were already pure retailers, no longer craftsmen 

selling their own wares, and most shops sold goods made at a distance’ in the 

eighteenth century, indicating a sea change, though imported goods had long been a 

 
786 The Spectator, Issue 244, 10 December 1711. 
787 LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/002, fol. 56; CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/006, fol. 142. 
788 A. Clark, Working Life of Women in the Seventeenth Century (London, 1919), pp. 32-33. 
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feature of fashionable businesses.789 In her study of the 1571 inventory of Thomas 

Deane, a haberdasher on the Royal Exchange, Kay Staniland showed that Deane’s 

goods included ‘Spaynishe Ryband’ with other items from Flanders and Italy, which 

she argued ‘often filled a void in the market until local goods began to be produced’.790 

The novelty of imported goods would also have been important for retailers vying for 

custom. In 1763, Mortimer declared that previous lists of ‘Merchants and Traders of 

the city of London’ were ‘extremely imperfect’ because they included those ‘who keep 

retail Millinery and Haberdashery Shops, merely because they have, perhaps once or 

twice, imported some trifling commodity, and made a few entries at the Custom-

house’.791 This certainly suggests that retailers of fashionable textiles and trimmings 

sometimes dabbled in importing merchandize to sell in order to supplement their 

stock from domestic manufacturers. 

 An inventory for William Pyke of the Skinners’ Company dated 25 March 1674 

indicates that he and his wife Mary - who were long-standing tenants on the Royal 

Exchange a century after Thomas Deane - stocked all sorts of millinery wares. Their 

stock included ‘several sorts and sizes’ of muffs, which were usually made from fur or 

feathers, some varieties of which would surely have been imported.792 They also 

stocked gloves made from various leathers including ‘Cordivant kidds’ gloves, which 

were made from goat leather, originally sourced from Spain.793 The Pykes stocked 

 
789 C. Walsh, ‘The Advertising and Marketing of Consumer Goods in Eighteenth-Century London’ in 
Advertising and the City: Historical Perspectives ed. by C. Wischermann and E. Shore (Aldershot, 2000), 
p. 80. 
790 K. Staniland, ‘Thomas Deane’s Shop in the Royal Exchange’ in The Royal Exchange ed. by A. 
Saunders (London, 1997), p. 66. 
791 Mortimer, Universal Director, Part III, p. 3. 
792 LMA CLA/002/02/01/0951, William Pyke, Inventory, 25 March 1674; V. Cumming, C. W. 
Cunnington and P. E. Cunnington, The Dictionary of Fashion History (London, 2017), p. 183. 
793 "cordovan, adj. and n." OED Online, Oxford University Press, March 2020, 
www.oed.com/view/Entry/41477, accessed 15 March 2020. 
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silks (‘taffaty Sarsnett lutestring’) and linens (including ‘Cambricks’, which originated 

from Cambray in Flanders) as well as bone lace. 

 

Wares in the Shopp 
Imprimis A parcell of Ribbons of severall sorts and prices    £102 1 s 6 d 
It 38 Muffs of severall sorts and sizes      £10 18 s 6 d 
It A parcell of Necklaces pendents and screene fanns    £14 18 s 11 d 
It a Pcell of Ribbons knotts Laces peakes sashes & mourning hatt bands and such like £20 4 s 3 d 
It A parcell of Gloves of Cordivant kidds Bucks & sheepes lambs and some trimed of £60 7 s 8½ d 
severall sizes and prizes good and bad      
It a parcell of taffaty Sarsnett lutestring and hoods of severall sorts   £103 18 s 5 d 
It a parcell of made Linnen Playne and laced     £53 18 s 
It a parcell of Holland and Cambricks      £34 15 s 8 d 
It a Parcell of Bone lace        £36 
It the Boxes and drawers of two Shopps      £7 
 
        Suma  £444 2s 11½ d 
 
 

Rich and lustrous imported silks such as ‘lutestring’ were evidently popular 

commodities as a fellow Royal Exchange tenant named William Wolfe found when 

‘10 Yards of Lute-string, value 30 s.’ was stolen by Mary Jones from his shop on 16 April 

1687. Jones was accused of ‘coming into the shop under pretence of buying some Silks, 

but seeming to like none, took her opportunity to shuffle the parcel mentioned under 

her Arm, and thereupon to depart’.794 The Pyke’s silks and (presumably silk) hoods 

were valued at over £100 representing a significant proportion of the overall shop 

inventory, which suggests that these silks were of premium quality. 

 The important role of women working in this business is evident in the 

Skinners’ Company records as well as the petitions previously mentioned. Mary 

Pyke’s signature was included on the petition against the Silks (Persia and East Indies) 

Bill in 1696 and eight female apprentices were bound to her between 1677 and 1695 

showing her continued agency in business in widowhood. Pyke secured two shop 

leases on 11 March 1690, amounting to 20 feet of shop room showing that her retail 

 
794 Old Bailey Proceedings Online (www.oldbaileyonline.org, version 8.0, 10 November 2018), May 1687, 
trial of Mary Jones (t16870512-42). 
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space was one of the largest shops on the Royal Exchange.795 Moreover, Rebecca Way, 

one of three female apprentices bound in William Pyke’s name between 1669 and 

1672, was the daughter of Peter Way, a ‘Laceman’ from Chard in Somerset, so her 

apprenticeship was probably arranged through a prior socio-economic connection in 

the lace trade. Way’s signature was included on the petition against the Bone Lace Act 

in 1698 and she reminded the Gresham Committee in 1721 that she ‘had been a 

Shopkeeper upon the sd Exchange above Two and Forty Years’ when successfully 

negotiating a reduction in rent arrears. This indicates that her training with the Pykes 

prepared her for the rigours of trading over several decades, though her reference to 

‘severall Losses & Disappointmts’ on 1 September 1721 suggests that she also 

experienced financial difficulties.796 The various acts and agitations brought by 

parliament, wool merchants and weavers around this time conceivably contributed 

to the decline of the upper pawn of the Royal Exchange by the 1720s and may in turn 

account for the fall in female apprenticeships in the early eighteenth century. 

 The extent of international trade engaged in by citizens of London is evident 

in the inventory of another Royal Exchange tenant named Peter Short of the 

Merchant Taylors’ Company in 1681. The inventory included millinery goods stored 

in his house, including ‘24 yards of dyde Velvett a parcel of black lase and Silk lase 19 

paire of halfe Silk Stockins’ in the ‘Entry’, and two boxes each of necklaces and 

buttons, and a parcel of ‘old gloves’ in the ‘Clossett next the yard’. These were 

modestly valued at just over £22 and £6 respectively and the description of several 

items as ‘old’ suggests that this stock was unsuitable for sale. The debts owed to Peter 

Short included over £143 ‘in money and a Pcell of gloves’ from Wm Peacock, showing 

 
795 MCA Gresham Repertories, 1678-1722, fol. 242. 
796 MCA Gresham Repertories, 1678-1722, fol. 575. Rebecca Way had been in partnership with her 
sister and they negotiated their first shop lease in 1678/9. 
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evidence of payment in kind. Short was also owed £500 ‘by the Affrican Company’. 

His role as an investor is confirmed by his will in which he bequeathed the £500 stock 

‘which I have in the Royall Affrican Company London […] the First Adventure there 

And all the profits and Advantages thereof’ to his second son Peter, suggesting 

connections to the search for gold in West Africa and the transatlantic transportation 

of enslaved Africans. Though this early investment in the Royal African Company 

was instigated by Peter Short, Misha Ewen noted that women also ‘actively managed 

global investment portfolios’ in the seventeenth century, and that they ‘accrued and 

managed household wealth that was generated through the exploitation of people 

and land in English overseas colonies’, particularly through investments in the 

Virginia Company. Ewen cited the example of Katherine Hueriblock, whose father 

was a merchant and mother Catherine Hendriex was a lacewoman, demonstrating 

the links between profit-seeking financial investments in trading companies and the 

fashion trades.797 Certainly, the pamphlet Advice to the Women and Maidens of London 

(1678) referred to exchange-women selling linen to merchants travelling to Barbados 

and receiving sugar as payment in kind.798 Short’s associates in the American colonies 

included Humphrey Davis who was included in a list of ‘Bad Debts’ with over £127 

owed ‘for goods Consignd by him in New England’. Further large amounts were owed 

‘by Voyage to Elsenore’, ‘by Lewis Neizett of Paris’, and ‘by Voyage to Cadiz’, 

indicating extensive mercantiling activity across Europe, with the total debts 

calculated at a staggering £20,966.799 

Peter Short also bound multiple female livery company apprentices. In the 

Merchant Taylors’ Company records, he was described as a milliner and of the livery, 

 
797 TNA PROB 11/367/389, Will of Peter Short, Merchant Taylor of London, 5 September 1681; M. Ewen, 
‘Women Investors and the Virginia Company in the Early Seventeenth Century’, The Historical Journal, 
62:4 (2019), pp. 22, 15 respectively. 
798 See Chapter 3, p. 136. 
799 LMA CLA/002/02/01/1968, Peter Short, Inventory, 28 November 1681. 
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with his location given as ‘Sherborne Lane’ (near Lombard Street) when he bound his 

first female apprentice Anne Whitter on 2 May 1659. A further four female apprentices 

were bound to Short between 1669 and 1678 and another woman named Mary Burder 

was admitted free of the Merchant Taylors’ Company by servitude to Short on 6 

September 1670 though she was not formally bound as an apprentice.800 In his will, 

Short offered his wife Susanna £3,000 ‘agreed upon shortly before the time of our 

Intermarriage’ as part of their marriage settlement. The couple had married in 1669 

when Susanna was a 23-year-old widow and Peter Short was a 40-year-old widower 

and it is likely that Susanna managed the female apprentices working in the shop, 

which measured 17 feet 4 inches and was located in the north inner part of the pawn.801 

Peter Short used his wealth to purchase a manor house in Lincolnshire and his 

portrait bust, featuring an ornate lace collar, can be found in the church of St Helen’s 

in East Keal, Lincolnshire. 

Another inventory for Charles Leigh of the Haberdashers’ Company dated 

1681 comprised: 

 
Wares in the Shopp 
Impris one Pcell of needle worke white bone lace att     £293 19s 7½ d 
It one Pcell of white bone Lace att       £151 12 s 2½ d 
It one Pcell of Colberteine black & gray lace Silvr Silke & blacke Silke att  £92 11 s 8 d 
It one Pcell of Silks Holland Laced Scarves and made ware att   £161 8 s 7½ d 
It one Pcell of Muzlings Stockings made wares drawers Looking Glasses Stall Cloths 
Signe & Signe Irons att        £90 19 s 11 d 
 
        Suma  £790 12 s 1⁄4 d 
 

Leigh’s inventory again indicates that needlepoint bone lace was sold in quantity, 

illustrating the extremely high values placed on it. A list of debts owed by Charles 

Leigh included £17 for ‘Muzling & Sattin’, suggesting that this had been purchased 

 
800 GL MS 34038/15, Merchant Taylors’ Company Apprentice Book, 1658/9-1669, fol. 54; GL MS 
34038/16, Merchant Taylors’ Company Apprentice Book, 1669-1680, fol. 30, 117, 174, 316; GL MS 34018/5, 
Merchant Taylors’ Company Freedom Register, 1662-1675. 
801 LMA CLA/062/01/042, Gresham Trust Account Book, 1678-1695, until 1684. 
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from another retailer or merchant (muslin was imported from Bengal by the East 

India Company).802 Charles Leigh bound three female apprentices before his death 

in 1681 including Elizabeth Bury, the daughter of Cave Bury a Citizen and Goldsmith, 

on 14 October 1669. His widow Sarah Leigh bound two female apprentices in 1682 and 

1685 respectively. In her will, dated 1686, Sarah Leigh bequeathed £10 to ‘my loveing 

Cosen Mrs Elizabeth Bury’ and asked that ‘shee will bee ayding and assisting to my 

Children and Executors [...] in gathering and receiving in of such debts as are or shall 

bee due to them’, suggesting that Bury was still working with Leigh at this time.803 

Elizabeth Bury bound her own apprentice - Hannah Hinley - on 6 September 1689 

confirming her continuation in trade.804 

The inventories surveyed in this section show that retailers in the Royal 

Exchange mixed imported wares with locally produced goods. The value of the goods 

sold could be astronomical and each of these retailers employed multiple female 

apprentices to work in their shops. Mary Pyke and Sarah Leigh continued in trade 

after their husbands died suggesting that they had been heavily involved in these 

businesses. Peter Short’s vast international networks suggest that he combined trade 

as a milliner with speculative investments designed to make a profit regardless of the 

human cost, an important reminder of the origins of the wealth in certain textiles and 

luxury commodities in this period. 

 

Conclusion 

This chapter has shown that women employed a variety of strategies in order to 

conduct and promote their businesses. They worked independently, in partnerships 

 
802 LMA CLA/002/02/01/1776, Charles Leigh, Inventory, 6 April 1681. 
803 TNA PROB 11/384/193, Will of Sarah Leigh, Widow of Saint Martin Orgar, City of London, 13 
August 1686. 
804 GL MS 15857/2, fol. 267. Elizabeth ‘Bany’ was freed by servitude to Charles Leigh on 19 October 
1689. 
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and as part of much wider family networks, even forming companies. These inter-

connected socio-economic networks were forged through occupational identities, but 

were also informed by kinship associations and by the location of their shops. Sun 

Fire Office insurance policy registers show that women not only operated businesses 

from ‘fixed shops’ at street level and stalls on the Royal and New exchanges, but also 

from ‘shops above stairs’ and larger scale warehouses. Moreover, they used 

newspaper advertisements, trade cards and fashion dolls as marketing tools to 

disseminate information about their range of goods, shop location and new modes of 

dress. 

Women’s roles as retailers of luxury goods and imported textiles is revealed 

in the three petitions to the House of Lords discussed above, which were signed by 

numerous women retailing in the City and wider metropolis. These petitions show 

that women were prepared to seek amendments to Acts of Parliament that they 

perceived as harmful to their trade through collective action. Freewomen of the livery 

companies were evidently trading in rich silks and other East India goods, thereby 

offering new perspectives on women’s contributions to international trade networks. 

These women had fashioned strong socio-economic ties with their fellow retailers as 

seamstresses, mercers, mantua-makers, lace traders and milliners, combining 

mercantile and retailing activity with manufacturing in early modern London. 
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Chapter 8 
Locating seamstresses, mantua-makers, and milliners 
 

Introduction 

Where were fashionable businesses located in the City and wider metropolis in the 

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries? How did the economic geography of women's 

work in retailing change over time? In 1726, Daniel Defoe highlighted the importance 

of choosing the location of a shop in London in relation to the nature of the 

shopkeeper's trade. He noted that mercers and drapers proliferated ‘in the high 

streets' from Cheapside, Ludgate, and Round Court near St Paul's Cathedral to 

Cornhill and Gracechurch Street by the Royal Exchange, suggesting that fashionable 

businesses clustered in prominent City locations, providing convenience for 

consumers, and countless opportunities for businesses to form wider socio-economic 

networks.805 

 Locating seamstresses, mantua-makers, and milliners in London can be an 

imprecise task determined by the nature of contemporary records and maps. 

Nevertheless, occupational identities and locations were (unsystematically) recorded 

in livery company apprentice books and freedom registers, and more detailed 

business locations were often included in insurance policy registers. These sources 

provide new perspectives on retailing and the occupational structure of early 

eighteenth-century Southwark, and the New Exchange and Exeter Exchange on the 

Strand. Defoe described the Royal Exchange and New Exchange as ‘the two great 

Centers of the Women Merchants’, suggesting that seamstresses, mantua-makers, 

and milliners were established in both the City and Westminster. Though these 

exchanges declined in popularity in the eighteenth century, fashionable wares did 

 
805 D. Defoe, The Complete English Tradesman (London, 1726), pp. 98-99. 
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not and ‘the Millenary Trade separated into innumerable little Commode Shops’ 

with former exchange-women ‘taking Shops in the most publick parts of the City’ in 

the eighteenth century.806 Divided into two parts, this chapter first explores women’s 

presence as retailers in the City, citing examples from Cheapside and Bishopsgate 

Street, desirable locations for any tradesperson. It then identifies businesses run by 

women at the New Exchange and Exeter Exchange on the Strand, and in Southwark, 

surveying the development of new centres for retailing in the wider metropolis, thus 

confirming that women's businesses were a vital part of the wider London economy. 

Locating female-led businesses more fully credits women's labour as apprentices and 

businesswomen in prominent high streets and busy metropolitan thoroughfares. It 

also elucidates tradeswomen's resourcefulness, flexibility and adaptability, placing 

them in multifarious retailing outlets in London throughout the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries. 

 

8.1 The City 

The City boasted several key areas for retailing but Vanessa Harding described 

Cheapside as ‘pre-eminent’ from 1500 to 1700 due to its combination of ‘high-class 

retail shopping and a busy produce market’.807 In this period, most street-facing 

properties along Cheapside incorporated a shop-front and the proximity of the 

Mercers’ Company hall at the eastern end ensured that the street retained its 

reputation as a 'centre for the supply of high-quality textiles’. Harding identified 

several Cheapside shopkeepers including Margery Symcot, a widowed mercer with a 

business valued at £1,200 who bequeathed half of her shop to her maidservant in 1599, 

 
806 D. Defoe, The Compleat English Tradesmen, Volume II, Part II (London, 1727), p. 166. 
807 V. Harding, ‘Shops, markets and retailers in London’s Cheapside, c. 1500-1700’, in Buyers and 
Sellers: Retail circuits and practices in medieval and early modern Europe, ed. by B. Blondé, P. Stabel, J. 
Stobart and I. Van Damme (Belgium, 2006), p. 155. 
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placing women as the proprietors of fashionable businesses in this location in the 

sixteenth century.808 Indeed, in 1726, a dual language English-French guide book 

stated that ‘the Magnificence of the Shops and Merchandizes, will Surprise and 

Charm you’, demonstrating that Cheapside continued to be a bustling location, 

famous for its rich variety of artisans and retailers.809 Though not all businesses were 

run by women, their presence was significant and Amy Erickson recently identified 

75 women working in a variety of trades on eighteenth-century Cheapside using trade 

cards.810 She also produced a map pinpointing the location of 45 milliners in the City, 

predominantly in the area around St Paul's Cathedral, along Cheapside and the 

Poultry towards Lombard Street and Cornhill, reinforcing the importance of this 

location as a site for women's businesses.811  

 

Figure 8.1 Cheapside section of John Rocque's Map of London, 1746 

 
Source: © Locating London's Past www.locatinglondon.org, version 1.0, 3 July 2020. 

=St Martin's Le Grand =Cheapside =New Queen Street =King Street =Royal Exchange  
=Ann Collard 

 
808 Harding, ‘Shops, markets and retailers’, pp. 158-160. 
809 Anon., A New Guide to London: or, Directions to Strangers; Shewing the Chief Things of Curiosity and 
Note in the City and Suburbs. Second Edition. (London, 1726), p. 37. 
810 ‘City Women in the 18th Century’: http://citywomen.hist.cam.ac.uk, accessed 12 September 2019. 
811 A. L. Erickson, ‘Eleanor Mosley and other milliners in the City of London companies 1700-1750’, 
History Workshop Journal, 71:1 (2011), pp. 157-158. 
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 Whilst the exact locations of citizens' shops were rarely provided, it is possible 

to identify - and more fully credit the labour of - numerous female apprentices and 

freemen on Cheapside in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. For example, 

Frusan Mercer, a Cheapside ‘Mourning seller’ (a retailer of gowns) bound Anne 

Sprint (1655), Sarah Cotton (1656), and Priscilla Prigg (1663) apprentice through the 

Merchant Taylors’ Company.812 Half a century later in the early 1710s, freemen Martha 

Rice worked as a coat-seller, Joanna Gore ran a stuff-shop and Anna Israel was a 

milliner on Cheapside, indicating continuity in the availability of ready-made 

garments.813 By the mid eighteenth century, Mary Brooker née Crichlow worked as a 

milliner on Queen Street, Cheapside, and Thomas Chapman, a Cheapside 

haberdasher bound Mary Kenn (1746), Elizabeth Morley (1750) and Alice Pead (1750) 

apprentice.814 Mary Haddock, a widow and milliner of King Street, Cheapside bound 

Philippa Peart (1747), Susanna Brandon (1752), Esther Weaver (1753), Mary Vere (1756), 

and Ann Besant (1760) apprentice, commanding high premiums of up to £80 and 

demonstrating her longevity in trade in widowhood.815 The prevalence of 

haberdashers, coat-sellers and milliners working in close proximity to each other 

suggests that this remained a popular site for fashionable businesses and 

occupational training throughout the period. 

 Further evidence of the nature of women's businesses and the socio-economic 

networks they built on Cheapside is illustrated in the example of a seamstress named 

 
812 GL MS 34038/14, Merchant Taylors’ Company Apprentice Book, 1654-1658/9, fols 85, 186; MS 
34038/15, Merchant Taylors’ Company Apprentice Book, 1658/9-69, fol. 240. 
813 GL MS 15857/2, Haberdashers’ Company Freedom Register, 1642-1772, fol. 312; GL MS 34018/7, 
Merchant Taylors’ Company Freedom Register, 1698-1731, 3 October 1711 and 1 February 1715 
respectively. 
814 ‘Mary Brooker, Drapers’ Company’ on ROLLCO: 
https://www.londonroll.org/search/?vb=lr&vw=ps&st=0&rf=company%3Adrp%7Cforename%3AMar
y%7Csurname%3Abrooker%7Cyear_start%3A1400%7Cyear_finish%3A1900, accessed 5 March 2020; 
GL MS 15860/8, Haberdashers’ Company Apprentice Book, 1708-1755, fols 550, 586. 
815 GL MS 15860/8, fols 558, 609, 621; GL MS 15860/9, Haberdashers’ Company Apprentice Book, 1755-
1833, fols 4, 36. 
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Susanna Kidley-Warren. She served her apprenticeship on St Martin's Le Grand (see 

Figure 8.1) and worked on Cheapside as a singlewoman, wife, and widow for around 

30 years until her death in 1684.816 An inventory for Susanna's husband Samuel 

Warren includes a list of the ‘Goods in the Shopp’, valued at £76 18s., which 

comprised: 

Item 6 Lac’d Cravatts 30 Plaine 11 boyes Lac’d Cravatts 5 Payre of Lac’d Ruffells 130 ells 
of Holland Some Remnants of Lace Some Colbertine Lace hollond Shirts Sleeves and 
other Course Shirts bands Sockes Child bed Lynnen Quilted Capps Presses Compter 
& other ware.817 
 

The large quantity of ‘Holland’ indicates that Susanna Warren and her apprentices 

were making shirts. The lace ruffles, quilted caps and child bed linen shows that the 

shop provided practical clothing and accessories for men, women and children, 

suggesting also that these goods were part of Susanna’s original stock as a seamstress 

before she married. Moreover, Susanna and Samuel Warren's wills delineate their 

socio-economic networks in the Cheapside area. Both wills mention a brother-in-law 

named John Adams, a Citizen and Merchant Taylor and ‘Cheapesyde Milliner’, who 

was entrusted by Susanna Warren to care for Elizabeth Warren, her only surviving 

child.818 Adams had bound Susanna Warren’s sister Dorothy Kidley apprentice to his 

trade in 1661 and she gained her freedom of the Merchant Taylors’ Company via 

servitude on 2 June 1675.819 Dorothy Kidley was described as a ‘Chepeside, hoodseller’ 

when she bound her own apprentice, Marya Loving.820 This was a complementary 

trade to the millinery profession, confirming that Dorothy was still working near her 

sister and former master, perhaps even from the same shop. Record linkage thus gives 

 
816 GL MS 34038/14, fol. 105. 
817 LMA CLA/002/02/01/1834, Samuel Warren, Inventory, 13 December 1682. 
818 TNA PROB 11/364/540, Will of Samuel Warren, Skinner of Saint Matthew Friday Street, City of 
London, 10 December 1680; TNA PROB 11/377/381, Will of Susanna Warren, Widow of Saint Vedast, 
City of London, 13 October 1684. 
819 GL MS 34038/15, fol. 104; GL MS 34018/5, Merchant Taylors’ Company Freedom Register, 1662-1675. 
820 GL MS 34038/16, Merchant Taylors’ Company Apprentice Book, 1669-1680, fol. 226. 
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us a sense of the substantial nature of Susanna Kidley-Warren's business and her 

location-specific wider network forged through apprenticeship and kinship, probably 

typical of shops in this district. 

Moving beyond Cheapside, the Merchant Taylors’ Company freedom 

registers provide evidence of the wider geography of women’s work in official 

records. For example, Frances Jacques was a haberdasher at 36 Bishopsgate Street in 

1777.821 Jacques lived and worked with her mistress, the widow Ann Collard, for three 

decades, and Table 8.1 details the Collard household’s female apprentices between 

1750 and 1773. Ann Collard’s will reveals that Frances Jacques was her sister, and 

Elizabeth Collard was her daughter, making them part of a thriving, female-led family 

business.822 Indeed, Jacques likely sought her freedom of the Merchant Taylors’ 

Company in order to legitimise her own right to trade in the City so that she could 

continue in business after her sister's death. 

 

Table 8.1 Apprentices in the Collard household 
Date Apprentice Master/Mistress Notes Premium 

6 Feb 1750 Frances 
Jacques George Collard  £30 

4 Jun 1755 Elizabeth 
Bray George Collard  £35 

1 Jul 1761 Mary 
Churchey Ann Collard  £40 

1 Aug 1764 Mary 
Robinson Ann Collard  £40 

13 Sep 
1769 

Elizabeth 
Collard Ann Collard 

residing with and to Ann Collard 
of Bishopsgate Street London 

Miliner 
Nil 

4 Jul 1770 Alice 
Tattersall Ann Collard 

residing with and to Ann Collard 
of Bishopsgate Street London 

Haberdasher and Milliner 
£40 

5 Aug 1773 Mary 
Longden Ann Collard of Bishopsgate Street London 

Haberdasher and Miliner £40 

Sources: GL MS 34038/19-20, Merchant Taylors’ Company Apprentice Books; GL MS 34018/8 
Merchant Taylors’ Company Freedom Register. 

 
821 GL MS 34018/8, Merchant Taylors’ Company Freedom Register, 1731-1782, 6 August 1777. 
822 TNA PROB 11/1043/315, Will of Ann Collard, Widow of Bishopsgate Street, City of London, 18 July 
1778. 
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Fortunately, further information about the business can be gleaned from a 

surviving trade card in Figure 8.2, which confirms that the shop was at the sign of the 

‘Lamb and Sun’ and was located on the corner of ‘Great St. Helen’s in Bishopsgate 

Street’, as indicated in Figure 8.1. Though Ann Collard’s occupational identity was 

given as ‘haberdasher and milliner’ in the Merchant Taylors’ Company records, the 

trade card specified ‘Haberdasher’, suggesting that this was Collard’s choice of 

nomenclature, and that her trade was large enough to offer wholesale and retail 

wares. Indeed, in 1773, John Noorthouck remarked that Great St Helen’s was ‘a 

handsome large court’ and ‘well inhabited’, indicating that the shop was ideally 

located to attract more affluent customers.823 

 

Figure 8.2 Trade card for Ann Collard, c. 1761-1775 

 
Source: BM, Heal,70.40 

 
823 J. Noorthouck, A New History of London Including Westminster and Southwark	(London, 1773), p. 554. 
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Figure 8.3 Bishopsgate Street, 1765 

 
Source: LMA q2318054. 

 

Ann Collard and her apprentices surely witnessed with trepidation a fire, 

which raged just south of their location, at the intersection between Cornhill, 

Leadenhall Street, Gracechurch Street and Bishopsgate Street on 7 November 1765. A 

contemporary map pinpoints several businesswomen who were affected by this 

blaze. Four of the shops that were destroyed - ‘Draper & Coxeter’, ‘Thompson’, 

‘Huddleston’, and ‘Holt & Edwards’ - were managed by women, all milliners. The full 
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names of Mary Huddleston, Frances Holt, and Elizabeth Draper can be identified by 

cross-checking with land tax assessments.824 Moreover, the Haberdashers’ Company 

records show that a milliner named Ann Edwards was located in ‘Bishopsgate Street 

near the Church’ when she bound an apprentice named Ann Gamey in 1758, 

suggesting that this was Frances Holt’s business partner, as ‘Holt & Edwards’ was two 

doors down from the church of St. Martin Outwich.825 These milliners were 

surrounded by other artisans and retailers including a hosier, slop-seller, glover, and 

silkman. They likely specialized in the wares that they sold in order to sustain this 

occupational clustering. The concentration of clothing and textiles retailers on 

Cheapside and Bishopsgate Street indicates that women ran fashionable businesses 

independently and as part of larger socio-economic networks - throughout the life-

cycle - from fixed shops, alongside other citizens and livery company members. These 

streets were also key sites of occupational training for young women in both the 

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, suggesting that the popularity of these 

locations was influenced by both their occupational structure and established status 

as prominent City high streets. 

 

8.2 The wider metropolis 

The early modern period witnessed significant metropolitan expansion, which 

eventually connected the City of Westminster to the City of London and saw the 

population rise from 120,000 in 1550 to 490,000 in 1700.826 The Strand, an important 

thoroughfare, became a key site of commerce and the New Exchange and Exeter 

Exchange were established as new locations for retailing outside the City boundaries. 

 
824 LMA CLC/525/MS11316/198, Assessment Book, Aldersgate Within - Broad Street, 1765; LMA 
CLC/525/MS11316/204, Assessment Book, Aldersgate Within - Broad Street, 1767-1768. 
825 GL MS 15860/9, Haberdashers’ Company Apprentice Book, 1755-1833, fol. 24. 
826 R. Finlay and B. Shearer, ‘Population growth and suburban expansion’ in London 1500-1700: The 
making of the metropolis, ed. by A. L. Beier and R. Finlay (London, 1986), p. 38. 
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By the early eighteenth century, Defoe observed that ‘the Court came no more into 

the City to buy Clothes; but on the contrary the Citizens ran to the east and west’, 

suggesting changes in the consumption patterns of elite consumers.827 Indeed, Nancy 

Cox remarked that the Great Fire in 1666 ‘gave an opportunity for the City to break 

away from some of the traditional patterns of retail selling leading to a rearrangement 

of space’, and Joseph Ward acknowledged that retailers benefitted from metropolitan 

London’s population growth.828 Consequently, the spread towards the western 

suburbs suggests that key changes in retailing took place between the late 

seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, with women retaining an important role 

in this process. 

 

Figure 8.4 Locations of the New Exchange and Exeter Exchange on the Strand,  
section of William Morgan's Map of the City of London, Westminster and 

Southwark, 1682 

 
Source: © Layers of London, https://www.layersoflondon.org/, 3 July 2020. 

 
827 D. Defoe, The Compleat English Tradesmen, Volume II, Part II (London, 1727), p. 163. 
828 N. Cox, The Complete Tradesman: A Study of Retailing, 1550-1820 (London, 2000), p. 65; J. Ward, 
Metropolitan Communities: Trade Guilds, Identity, and Change in Early Modern London (California, 1997), 
p. 29. 
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However, even before the fire, efforts were made to create new and prestigious 

locations for retailing near the Court. The New Exchange, also known as ‘Britain’s 

Burse’, a two-storey building spanning 200 feet, was built by Robert Cecil 1st Earl of 

Salisbury and opened on 10 April 1609.829 Operating as a rival to the Royal Exchange 

for over a century, in 1708 the New Exchange was reported to have ‘about 150 Shops 

above and below Stairs, about 76 of which are let out to several Milleners and some 

Mercers, &c.’, indicating a similar array of trades.830 Later female tenants included 

kinswomen and milliners Honour and Dorothy Shermy who took out a policy ‘at the 

Sun in the New Excha in the Strand’ on 2 April 1722, indicating that the New Exchange 

still housed substantial trades operated by women not long before it was eventually 

torn down in 1737.831 

The Cecil Papers illuminate the women engaged in trade at the New Exchange 

in the first half of the seventeenth century. The upper floor was converted into small 

apartments in 1627 before the shops were reinstated by 1637, resulting in more detailed 

records relating to shop tenancy agreements in the 1630s.832 There are numerous 

references to shops run by seamstresses and tyrewomen, indicating that women 

seized the opportunity to negotiate newly available shop space in this retailing rival 

to the Royal Exchange. For example, a ‘sempster’ named Anne Redford signed an 

agreement in 1638 for a 21-year lease of a 10-foot shop ‘in the upper pte of the Burse in 

the Inner space’ for £6 per annum rent. Redford also agreed to ‘build a sufficient shop 

according to my Lords modell Att her owne proper costs & charges’, so Salisbury 

offered instructions on the character of the new shops but required leaseholders to 

 
829 W. C. Baer, ‘Early Retailing: London’s Shopping Exchanges, 1550-1700’, Business History, 49:1 (2007), 
pp. 38-39. 
830 E. Hatton, A New View of London; or, an Ample Account of that City, Volume II (London, 1708), p. 612. 
831 LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/013, Sun Fire Office Policy Register, 1721-1722, fol. 59. 
832 A. Saunders, ‘The Organisation of the Exchange’ in The Royal Exchange, ed. by A. Saunders (London, 
1997), p. 94. 
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arrange and manage the shop construction.833 Further tenants included Frances 

Trappes who rented a ‘sempsters shopp on the south side of the Utter space’ at the 

sign of the ‘holy Lambe’, and Susan Clifford, another seamstress, leased a shop on the 

'Southside att the North end', showing that these women were trading 

independently.834 

Husbands also leased shops on behalf of their wives. On 21 May 1633, Thomas 

Seagar was recorded as tenant of ‘a Sempsters Shopp the Syne of Jacobs Well’ for £6 

per annum. By 11 January 1638, he agreed a 21-year lease of ‘one shopp to be used as a 

semsters shoppe in the upper pte of the Burse […] next the corner shop on the East 

end of the middle dore’, measuring 10-feet.835 However, a petition addressed to the 

Earl of Salisbury from Ann Segar suggests that the ‘Sempsters Shopp’ was hers. 

Writing in 1647, Ann Segar indicated that she had been a tenant ‘in the burse these 18 

yeares and Tenn of them in a house above staires’. She: 

built a Shopp att her own charges which for these 4 yeares by reason of these sadd 
distraccons hath stood empty soe as your peticor is behind of rent and for want of 
tradeing and her former fruitlesse disbursements about the said house and shopp, 
utterly undone, and her children exposed to inevitable ruine unlesse Compassionated 
by your honnors Clemcye. 
 

Segar explained that she had ten small children and ‘therefore humbly Imploreth 

your honnr in tender pitty of her perrishing Condicon’ to accept £10 for arrears in 

rent and to ‘accepte of the Said Tennant or otherwise to take the Shopp into your 

honnors hands your peticoner being unable to pay the Rest’. A corresponding note, 

‘Mr Hamond will take the shop’, indicates that her terms were accepted.836 Ann Segar 

attributed the failure of her business to the tumultuous events of the British civil wars. 

The proximity of the New Exchange to the Court at Whitehall had resulted in elite 

 
833 CFEP Box R/5, fol. 95. 
834 CFEP Box R/5, 1 May 1633 to 19 December 1639, fol. 2r. 
835 CFEP Box R/5, fol. 93. 
836 CFEP Petitions: Anne Segar to William, Earl of Salisbury, fol. 710. 
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patronage for some tenants, including John Baptista Ferreine, the Queen’s 

perfumer.837 Yet, the civil wars adversely affected the prosperity of such tenants and 

Segar’s status as a widow with ten small children added significant challenges to her 

ability to weather the storm of conflict. 

The reputations of the Royal Exchange, New Exchange, and Exeter Exchange 

have suffered in the secondary literature, with the Royal Exchange characterized as 

‘a male space’, frequented by prostitutes, where women might be accosted, and 

illegitimate infants were abandoned.838 Yet, the exchanges deserve reassessment as 

prominent retailing centres, which included substantial businesses run by men and 

women. Indeed, Craig Spence found that 288 of 542 identified shops assessed in 1693/4 

land tax assessments were located in the New Exchange, Royal Exchange, Exeter 

Exchange and Westminster Hall. Though Spence acknowledged that ‘the integral 

nature of residences and shops’ caused assessors to under-record shops, the 

exchanges were nevertheless important sites of commerce.839 

The shared socio-economic identity and sense of community of New 

Exchange tenants was demonstrated by their collective action when petitioning the 

House of Lords in 1648. The tenants complained that ‘Divers and Sundry Debaucht 

Gentry and others have of late Severall times riotously comitted many violences and 

batteries uppon yor Petrs psons and Servants in theire Shopp so the danger of theire 

lives and estates’. They named the ‘Earle of Anglesey, Crewe and Parramour’ as chief 

instigators of harassment, stating that they: 

beeing unanswered by a modest maide to there uncivill and lascivious questions 
assaulted her in her shopp threatned her life forced her flight to prserve it, and in 

 
837 CFEP Box R/5, 18 December 1639. 
838 M. K. MacIntosh, Working Women in English Society, 1300-1620 (Cambridge, 2005), p. 249; L. Gowing, 
'"The freedom of the streets": women and social space, 1560-1640', in Londinopolis: Essays in the Cultural 
and Social History of Early Modern London ed. by P. Griffiths and M. S. R. Jenner (Manchester, 2000), p. 
141. 
839 C. Spence, London in the 1690s: A Social Atlas (London, 2000), p. 125. 
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psecucon of that force struck her next neighbour and thrusting wth theire weapons at 
him had kild him but that another neibour diverted them [...]. 

 

The tenants requested ‘Speedy redresse […] considering the greate Danger they are 

in’, and the petition was signed by 14 (male) shopkeepers.840 The House of Lords 

swiftly ordered that the perpetrators 'be apprehended, for a Riot in The New 

Exchange’, so ‘that they may be brought to a due Trial’.841 William C. Baer suggested 

that the ‘strong undercurrent of sexuality surrounding these exchanges’ caused them 

to fail because it ‘eventually gave them a dubious reputation’. He cited Edward 

Ward’s misogynistic contemporary comments that exchange-women ‘had as much 

mind to dispose of themselves as the commodities they dealt in’ as evidence of this 

reputational damage.842 Lawrence Stone deemed Ward a ‘professional 

pornographer’, though he observed that Ward’s description of the New Exchange, 

where ‘Cherubimical Lasses, who I suppose had Drest Themselves up for Sale to the 

best advantage, as well as the Fripperies and Toyes they Deal in’, did not ‘inspire 

confidence’ about its ‘unsavoury reputation’.843 However, the 1648 petition from New 

Exchange tenants indicates that harassment from male customers was unwelcome 

and unsolicited and their collective action thus asserted the rights of all shopkeepers 

and apprentices to conduct their business without harassment or violence. 

The Exeter Exchange, built in 1676, was another two-storey retailing centre on 

the Strand. In the 1690s it had fewer shops, with a lower mean value of rent and stock 

at £10 5s. and £66 respectively, though the arrangement of retail space was similar to 

 
840 Parl. Archives HL/PO/JO/10/1/252, Petition of the inhabitants of the New Exchange, 3 February 
1648. I am grateful to Brodie Waddell for this reference. 
841 ‘House of Lords Journal Volume 10: 3 February 1648’, in	Journal of the House of Lords: Volume 10, 
1648-1649	(London, 1767-1830), pp. 16-20.	BHO	http://www.british-history.ac.uk/lords-jrnl/vol10/pp16-
20, accessed 31 August 2019. 
842 Baer, ‘Early Retailing’, pp. 43-44. 
843 L. Stone, ‘Inigo Jones and the New Exchange’, Archaeological Journal, 114:1 (1957), pp. 120-121. 
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the New Exchange.844 Indeed, in 1720 John Strype noted that the Exeter Exchange had 

‘two Walks below Stairs, and as many above, with Shops on each side, for Semsters, 

Milleners, Hosiers, &c.’. However, Strype observed that the building could not 

compete with the New Exchange and ‘became worse and worse; insomuch that the 

Shops in the first Walk next the Street can hardly meet with Tenants, those 

backwards lying useless, and those above converted to other Uses’.845 Nevertheless, 

in 1708, the Exeter Exchange had ‘about 48 Shops below let to Milleners, and room 

for as many above, where much is in the Occupation of the Company of Upholsters’, 

revealing ties to the livery companies and specific trades.846 

 Despite Strype’s unfavourable description, Sun Fire Office insurance records 

reveal that women trading on the Exeter Exchange had prosperous businesses and 

valuable stock in trade, which warranted insurance policies. For example, business 

partners Lydia Taylor and Catherine Richards were ‘Semstresses’ at ‘the Castle in 

Exeter change’ in 1712.847 Another seamstress, Sarah Giffard, ‘at the golden Lyon in 

Exeter Exchange in the Strand’ took out insurance policies in 1711, 1715 and 1719.848 

According to tax assessments, Giffard’s shop was located in the ‘Fore walk below 

stairs’. Her stock was assessed at £50 in 1693/4, indicating that she was a long-standing 

tenant of almost 30 years, and that her trade had grown considerably by the early 

eighteenth century when her goods and merchandize was insured up to £500. Lydia 

Taylor was also a tenant in the 1690s, with goods assessed at £100.849 Figure 8.5 shows 

 
844 Spence, London in the 1690s, p. 126. 
845 J. Strype, A Survey of the Cities of London and Westminster, Volume II, Book IV (London, 1720), p. 119. 
846 Hatton, A New View of LONDON, p. 604 
847 LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/002, Sun Fire Office Policy Register, 1711-1712, fol. 107. 
848 LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/001, Sun Fire Office Policy Register, 1710-1711, fol. 89; LMA 
CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/004, Sun Fire Office Policy Register, 1714-1715, fol. 213; LMA 
CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/009, Sun Fire Office Policy Register, 1718-1719, fol. 196. 
849 There were 18 tenants, including nine women. D. Keene, P. Earle, C. Spence and J. Barnes, 
‘Middlesex, Duchy Liberty, Savoy Ward, Fore walk below stairs’, in Four Shillings in the Pound Aid 
1693/4: the City of London, the City of Westminster, Middlesex (London, 1992), BHO http://www.british-
history.ac.uk/no-series/london-4s-pound/1693-4/middlesex-fore-walk, accessed 31 August 2019. 
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a detail of Lydia Taylor and Sarah Giffard’s confident signatures on the 1698 ‘Petition 

of several retailers of Bone Lace, Needle-work, Point and Cut-work’, demonstrating 

their literacy and their occupational affiliation with other shopkeepers and signees 

from the Royal Exchange.  

 
Figure 8.5 Signatures of Lydia Taylor and Sarah Giffard 

 
Source: Parl. Archives HL/PO/JO/10/1/498/1215, Petition of several retailers of Bone Lace, Needle-

work, Point and Cut-work, 23 February 1698 
 

Giffard’s will, dated 1749 indicates that she was residing in the parish of St. 

James's Westminster, though she still owned the lease of a house in ‘Change Court’, 

behind the Exeter Exchange, which she bequeathed to her sister Ann Oldfield, along 

with ‘my great Bible and all the rest of my books’. Her nephew George Oldfield 

received £370 ‘with my Burse’, suggesting that she continued to run a shop from her 

new location. Giffard also made provision for an infant named Ann Oldfield ‘to the 

bringing her up and Educateing her’ to ‘putt her to a trad[e] or [illegible] bussiness 

[…] whereby she may gett an honnest Livelyhood in the world’, showing that she 

prioritised and made provision for her education and future working life.850 Giffard's 

will confirms her affluent socio-economic status, showing that she remained in trade 

in Westminster, though she had moved further west. Lawrence Stone noted that the 

 
850 LMA DL/AM/PW/1749/082, Will of Sarah Giffard, 1749. 
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eighteenth-century decline of the New Exchange illustrated a ‘steady westward drift 

of the world of fashion’, and Giffard’s move from the neighbouring Exeter Exchange 

to St. James’s appears to support this.851 

 
Table 8.2 Mary Sexton at the Exeter Exchange, c. 1713-1741 

Date Apprentice Origin Mistress Premium 

22 Jul 1713 Fran[ces] Skelton Unknown Mary Sexton £30 

9 May 1718 Jane Bear Devon Mary Sexton, Millnr £25 

22 Jun 1720 Elizabeth Foxcroft Covent Garden Mary Sexton, Milliner £30 

9 Jul 1724 Elizabeth Blundell Lancashire Mary Sexton, Milliner £30 

22 Sep 1730 Olive Barnes Covent Garden Mary Sexton, Milliner £35 

28 Jul 1733 Elizabeth Smith Westminster Mary Sexton, Milliner £20 

3 Jul 1736 Ann Strange Oxford Mary Sexton, Milliner £25 

31 Oct 1741 Mary Beezlby Covent Garden Mary Sexton, Milliner £42 

Sources: TNA Stamp Duty Assessment Books IR1/2, fol. 96; IR1/6, fol. 60; IR1/7, fol. 154; IR1/10, fol. 38; 
IR1/12, fol. 203; IR1/13, fol. 208; IR1/14, fol. 168; IR1/16, fol. 100 
 

Another Exeter Exchange tenant, a milliner named Mary Sexton, insured the 

goods in her shop ‘being the Black Horse in Exeter Exchange’ in 1718, and was the 

‘wife of Martin Sexten at the green door in Henrietta Street in the Parish of St Pauls 

Covent garden’.852 Her will, dated 1741, noted her continuing occupational identity as 

a milliner and confirmed her husband’s occupation as a surgeon, suggesting that she 

had femme sole status, according her the right to take out an insurance policy for her 

stock in her own name.853 Though she was not affiliated with the livery companies, 

Stamp Duty Assessments for apprenticeships show the scale of her business, and 

Table 8.2 reveals that she bound at least eight female apprentices, with premiums 

 
851 Stone, ‘Inigo Jones’, p. 121.  
852 LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/008, Sun Fire Office Policy Register, 1718, fol. 102. 
853 TNA PROB 11/715/123, Will of Mary Sexton, Widow and Milliner of Saint Pauls Covent Garden, 
Middlesex, 9 January 1741; TNA PROB 11/622/502, Will of Martin Sexten, Gentleman of Saint Pauls 
Covent Garden, Middlesex, 17 June 1728. 
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ranging from £20 to £42. Four of these apprentices were local girls, though others had 

travelled from further afield to undertake an apprenticeship in London, suggesting 

that the Exeter Exchange - like the Royal Exchange - was another popular site for 

occupational training for young women. 

 
Table 8.3 Apprentices to Margaret Marsh, mantua-maker 

Date Apprentice Origin Mistress Premium 

2 Aug 1723 Elizabeth Crouch St Martin in the 
Fields Margaret Mash, mantua maker £21 

13 Jul 1726 Sus Cluterbuck - Margaret Marsh, Mant Maker £26 5 s. 

3 May 1731 Elizabeth Pyke Cambridge Margaret Marsh, Mantau Maker £31 10 s. 

6 May 1735 Mary Salisbury Pevensey, 
Sussex Margaret Marsh, Mantomaker £31 10 s. 

Sources: TNA Stamp Duty Assessment Books IR1/9, fol. 97; IR1/11, fol. 127; IR1/12, fol. 154; IR1/14, fol. 12. 
 

Further evidence of substantial businesses in the West End can be located in 

women’s wills. For example, Margaret Marsh, a ‘Widow and Mantua Maker’ on ‘Saint 

Albans Street in the Parish of Saint James Westminster’, bequeathed £1,000 each to 

her three children, £100 to her sister Ann Cheshire, with £10 to her brother Henry for 

mourning, and she also forgave ‘all Sums of Money he Shall Stand Indebted unto me’, 

indicating that she was independently wealthy, with considerable financial 

acumen.854 Craig Spence observed that St James Westminster and St Pauls Covent 

Garden were areas with the ‘greatest preponderance’ of elevated rents in the 1690s.855 

Marsh’s apprentices are detailed in Table 8.3 showing that they paid comparative 

premiums to livery company apprentices. Stamp Duty Assessments suggest that 

women with fashionable businesses like Margaret Marsh and Mary Sexton bound 

female apprentices outside of the livery companies, and that this was part of a wider 

 
854 TNA PROB 11/834/4, Will of Margaret Marsh, Widow and Mantua Maker of Saint James 
Westminster, Middlesex, 2 November 1757. 
855 Spence, London in the 1690s, p. 107. 
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trend as the eighteenth century progressed. Their locations in fashionable new 

residential and commercial areas likely increased their ability to command high 

premiums. 

Other insurance policies for women working on the Strand near the Exeter 

Exchange include Elizabeth Ashley, a milliner ‘at the golden Cupp agt Exeter 

Exchange’ whose goods were valued at £500. Though in 1724 she had ‘Remov’d to her 

Apartmts at the three Compasses in Church Court near St Martins Church’, 

indicating that she was working from a shop above stairs.856 Alice Hall and Mary 

Plume were milliners 'in Exeter Exchange Court in the Strand', and another milliner 

named Dorothy Risdon was 'at Mrs Ullocks' on the corner of Salisbury Street on the 

Strand at the site of the former, short-lived Middle Exchange.857 This shows that 

seamstresses, mantua-makers, and milliners in the Exeter Exchange and the 

surrounding area had a comparable socio-economic status to the women working in 

the City including on the Royal Exchange but that women located other venues for 

retailing as the exchanges declined in popularity. Ultimately, the Exeter Exchange 

outlasted its West End rival the New Exchange, though the retailing space was 

dramatically reduced when the upper floor was converted into a menagerie from 1773, 

before the building was demolished in 1829. 

 

  

 
856 LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/014 Sun Fire Office Policy Register, 1722, fol. 206. 
857 LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/023, Sun Fire Office Policy Register, 1726-1727, fol. 55; LMA 
CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/009, fol. 224. 
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Figure 8.6 Map showing women's businesses in Southwark 1719-1726,  
section of John Rocque's Map of London, 1746 

 
Source: © Locating London's Past www.locatinglondon.org, version 1.0, 3 July 2020. 
=Mary Elliott =Susanna Lidyard =Anna Earle =Sarah Coulton and Francis Hall  

=Emme Davis and Martha Gamble =Elizabeth Whitecome =Elizabeth Greenaway =Hester Hurst  
 

Insurance policies also reveal women’s businesses in the Borough of 

Southwark, which was described as ‘of a very considerable Trade’ and ‘very well 

Inhabited by Tradesmen of repute’ by John Strype in 1720.858 Jeremy Boulton noted 

that Southwark had a variety of shops and that the parish of St Olave’s in particular 

was ‘an important centre of textile manufacture’ in the seventeenth century.859 

Indeed, Jacob Field surveyed the occupational structure of Southwark between c. 1601 

and 1881 revealing a vibrant area, though he unfortunately only considered women’s 

 
858 Strype, A Survey, Volume II, p. 29. 
859 J. P. Boulton, Neighbourhood and Society: A London Suburb in the Seventeenth Century (Cambridge, 
1987), pp. 73-74, 97. 
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work from 1851 onwards due to the nature of the sources used.860 Examples from Sun 

Fire Office policy registers therefore push further than the existing scholarship, 

contributing new evidence of shops contemporaneously run by women in the early 

1720s. For example, in July 1723, Mary Elliott ‘at the Pyd Cow’, was a ‘Coatmaker’ 

whilst Anna Earle, a milliner, was ‘at the Fann next the Pyd Cow’, and these two shops 

had stock valued at £500 per policy.861 The year before, Susanna Lidyard, a 

‘Coatseller’, had taken out a policy ‘at the Black Pyd Cow near the Catherine Wheel 

Inn’, suggesting that Elliott and Lidyard worked at the same shop.862 Several other 

women in Southwark were working as milliners or in auxiliary trades in the early 

1720s. Those with identifiable locations include Hester Hurst, a milliner ‘near the 

Mazegate in St Olaves Street’, Emme Davis and Martha Gamble, also milliners ‘at the 

2 Fanns against 3 Crown Court’, Elizabeth Greenaway, a linen-draper at ‘the 7 Starrs 

near the Bridge’, and Elizabeth Whitecome, a woollen-draper ‘at the Cross Keys near 

St Mary Overys Church’.863 Sarah Coulton and Francis Hall were hosiers in Red Lyon 

Street with merchandize worth £1,000 and later a warehouse at Winchester Yard.864 

Borough High Street being the thoroughfare leading to London Bridge, which also 

featured women retailers was particularly well-placed to benefit from passing traffic. 

Southwark was therefore a lively shopping district with numerous businesses run by 

women. Insurance records thereby enhance our understanding of the character and 

occupational structure of this location. 

 
860 J. F. Field, ‘Economic Change in a London Suburb: Southwark, c. 1601-1881’, The London Journal, 
43:3 (2018), pp. 258-260. 
861 LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/015, Sun Fire Office Policy Register, 1722-1723, fols 540-541. 
862 LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/014, fol. 128. Mary Elliott had taken out an earlier policy in 1719 at 
the 'black Py'd Cow & milk Pail agt the halfe Moon Tavern in the Borough' and the business was 
described as a 'Stuff Shop': LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/010, Sun Fire Office Policy Register, 1719-
1720, fol. 159. 
863 LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/011, Sun Fire Office Policy Register, 1720, fol. 333; LMA 
CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/012, Sun Fire Office Policy Register, 1720-1721, fol. 58; LMA 
CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/014, fol. 185, 404. 
864 LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/015, fol. 118; LMA CLC/B/192/F/001/MS11936/020, Sun Fire Office 
Policy Register, 1725-1726, fol. 288. 
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Conclusion 

This chapter reveals that women ran fashionable businesses in myriad established 

commercial areas in the City and the wider metropolis throughout the seventeenth 

and eighteenth centuries. They occupied space in desirable shopping districts and 

were a regular sight in such places, acquiring occupational training as apprentices 

and selling a great variety of wares. Record linkage using livery company records, Sun 

Fire Office insurance policy registers, land tax and Stamp Duty Assessments more 

fully credits women’s work in the fashion trades, showing that they were an integral 

force in the retailing sector with larger quantities of stock than is often acknowledged. 

The secondary literature often focuses on women's small-scale trading, though 

Alexandra Shepard has observed that metropolitan areas offered greater 

opportunities for women retailers, and this chapter certainly suggests this was the 

case.865 Studies of Susanna Kidley-Warren and Ann Collard confirm that wider, 

location specific socio-economic kinship networks were a feature of female-led 

businesses, even though these women were working a century apart. Moreover, the 

map relating to the fire on Bishopsgate Street in 1765 shows that women worked 

independently and in partnerships, particularly as milliners from fixed shops in close 

proximity to the Royal Exchange. 

Expanding the study of the economic geography of women's work in retailing 

to survey the wider metropolis indicates that certain streets such as the Strand and 

Borough High Street further developed as popular shopping destinations over time. 

Nevertheless, the collective occupational identity between the tenants on the Exeter 

Exchange and Royal Exchange, illustrated by the signatures of Lydia Taylor and 

Sarah Giffard on the 1698 petition from lace-sellers, shows that the City and West End 

 
865 A. Shepard, Accounting for Oneself: Worth, Status, & the Social Order in Early Modern England (Oxford, 
2015), p. 223. See Chapter 1, pp. 24-25. 
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remained interconnected. The 1648 petition to the House of Lords from the tenants of 

the New Exchange demonstrates a strong sense of community amongst New 

Exchange shopkeepers, which encouraged their collective action to redress anti-

social behaviour. Sun Fire Office insurance policies relating to the Exeter Exchange 

are particularly revealing because they illuminate substantial businesses run from 

this location, including milliners like Mary Sexton who employed the labour of 

multiple female apprentices. Meanwhile, the mantua-maker Margaret Marsh was 

also able to command high premiums from her location further west, in St. Albans 

Street, in even closer proximity to the court at St. James’s Palace. Likewise, the 

proliferation of female-led businesses in the Borough of Southwark in the early 1720s 

demonstrates that new districts for the fashion trades were becoming established 

beyond the traditional boundaries of the City, contributing new evidence of women's 

importance as economic actors throughout the wider London economy. 
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Chapter 9 
Conclusion 
 

By creating and analysing a database of almost 4,000 women working in a variety of 

trades throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, this thesis contributes 

to the social, economic and cultural history of London. It simultaneously enriches the 

historiography of women’s work, guilds and retailing, whilst expanding our 

knowledge of the nature of the three occupational titles ‘seamstress’, ‘mantua-maker’, 

and ‘milliner’. These trades formed an integral part of a wider array of clothing and 

textile-related occupational identities, which were vital to the early modern economy. 

The importance of women’s roles in the fashion trades and the skilled nature 

of this work has been largely overlooked in the secondary literature. Indeed, whilst 

eighteenth-century milliners have received recent attention from scholars including 

Amy Erickson and Deborah Simonton, there has never been an in-depth analysis of 

the occupational identities of ‘seamstress’ or ‘mantua-maker’, nor a comprehensive, 

comparative study of these three female-led professions.866 Instead, historians have 

regularly undervalued women’s roles in making clothing and textiles, often 

categorizing their businesses - when acknowledged - as low paid, low status, low 

skilled, ‘feminine’, small scale or ‘petty’.867 One notable exception, which works to 

credit the scale of women’s involvement in making costumes for court masques and 

theatrical productions in order to ‘recount’ the ‘elision, devaluation, stigmatization, 

 
866 A. L. Erickson, ‘Eleanor Mosley and other milliners in the City of London companies 1700-1750’, 
History Workshop Journal, 71:1 (2011), pp. 147-172; D. Simonton, ‘“Sister to the tailor”: Guilds, gender and 
the needle trades in eighteenth-century Europe’ in Early Professional Women in Northern Europe, c. 
1650-1850, ed. by J. Ilmakunnas, M. Rahikainen and K. Vainio-Korhonen (New York, 2017), pp. 135-157.  
867 J. Bennett, ‘“History that stands still”: Women’s work in the European past’, Feminist Studies, 14:2 
(1988), p. 278; P. Earle, The Making of the English Middle Class: Business, Society and Family Life in London, 
1660-1730 (London, 1991), p. 173; M. R. Hunt, The Middling Sort: Commerce, Gender, and the Family in 
England, 1680-1780 (London, 1996), pp. 125-146; M. K. McIntosh, Working Women in English Society, 1300-
1620 (Cambridge, 2005), pp. 250-251. 
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moral condemnation, trivialization and sexualization of women’s work’, is Natasha 

Korda’s Labors Lost (2011).868 However, Korda’s study does not extend beyond the early 

seventeenth century, offering an opportunity for my research to bridge an 

historiographical gap by covering a wide chronology from 1600 to 1800. The examples 

that I have presented in the preceding chapters show that women from the lower 

gentry, middling and artisanal classes ran fashionable businesses independently and 

as part of wider socio-economic networks, from prominent locations, with valuable 

stock, thus refuting previous, sweeping interpretations that have failed to recognise 

the scale of women’s economic endeavours. 

The women in my project were actively engaged in paid and unpaid work that 

was vital to the early modern economy, throughout the life cycle and regardless of 

marital status. The structure of my thesis, which follows these women from youth and 

apprenticeships through to their roles as single, married or widowed mistresses and 

tradeswomen thus serves to illustrate the longevity of these businesses, which could 

encompass multiple generations. Women such as Dorothy Gray, Elizabeth Gunter 

and Susanna Kidley-Warren integrated their family and business duties, continuing 

in trade whilst raising children and training apprentices. Record linkage and a 

biographical methodological approach elucidates these women's wider socio-

economic and kinship networks, which have previously been considered extremely 

difficult to trace.869 This indicates - and supports Amy Erickson’s assertions - that 

marital status had little bearing on whether women worked, and my research shows 

that this was also true for seventeenth-century women.870 Continuity then, becomes 

 
868 N. Korda, Labors Lost: Women’s Work and the Early Modern English Stage (Pennsylvania, 2011), p. 213. 
869 V. Brodsky Elliott, ‘Mobility and Marriage in Pre-Industrial England: a demographic and social 
structural analysis of geographic and social mobility and aspects of marriage, 1570-1690, with 
particular reference to Middlesex, Kent, Essex and Hertfordshire’, (Unpublished Ph.D. thesis, 
Cambridge, 1979), p. 209. 
870 A. L. Erickson, ‘Married women’s occupations in eighteenth-century London’, Continuity and 
Change, 23:2 (2008), pp. 273-274. 
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apparent throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, contradicting Peter 

Earle’s claim that there was ‘much circumstantial evidence which suggests that there 

may well indeed have been a growth in the number of idle and frivolous women’, an 

interpretation irrefutably challenged by my research.871 Furthermore, though 

invaluable studies of single women have been conducted, unmarried tradeswomen 

in London have been largely overlooked. For example, in Never Married (2005), Amy 

Froide revealed the many ways in which unmarried women contributed 

economically to early modern urban society. However, she deliberately chose to omit 

discussion of London ‘because the capital was so exceptional’.872 This indicates that 

some historians have recognised that London presented women with greater 

opportunities to engage in trade but they have not studied them in detail because of 

this perceived exceptionalism.873 What results is notable gaps in our knowledge, 

which my research has begun to fill. 

This thesis explores women’s interactions with London’s guilds, building on 

previous scholarship, beginning with Alice Clark’s Working Life (1919), which first 

acknowledged women’s apprenticeships to livery company members and discussed 

their inclusion in craft guilds.874 Contrary to dismissive statements made in recent, 

large-scale quantitative surveys of livery company apprenticeships, there were 

 
871 Earle, Making of the English Middle Class, pp. 165-166. 
872 A. M. Froide, Never Married: Singlewomen in Early Modern England (Oxford, 2005), p. 10. 
873 Some exceptions include Erickson, ‘Eleanor Mosley’, pp. 147-172; P. Earle, ‘The Female Labour 
Market in London in the Late Seventeenth and Early Eighteenth Centuries’, The Economic History 
Review, 42:3 (1989), pp. 327-353; P. Sharpe, ‘Dealing with Love: The Ambiguous Independence of the 
Single Woman in Early Modern England’, Gender & History, 11:1 (1999), pp. 209-232; A. Shepard, 
‘Minding their own business: married women and credit in early eighteenth-century London’, 
Transactions of the Royal Historical Society, 25 (2015), pp. 53-74. 
874 A. Clark, Working Life of Women in the Seventeenth Century (London, 1919), pp. 154-197. See also J. 
Collins, ‘Jane Holt, Milliner, and Other Women in Business: Apprentices, Freewomen and Mistresses 
in The Clothworkers’ Company, 1606-1800’, Textile History, 44:1 (2013), pp. 72-94; H. Draper, ‘Mary 
Beale and Art’s Lost Laborers: Women Painter Stainers’, Early Modern Women, 10:1 (2015), pp. 141-151; 
Erickson, ‘Eleanor Mosley’, pp. 147-172; Erickson, ‘Married women’s occupations’, pp. 267-307; L. 
Gowing, ‘Girls on Forms: Apprenticing Young Women in Seventeenth-Century London’, Journal of 
British Studies, 55:3 (2016), pp. 447-473; McIntosh, Working Women, pp. 137-138. 
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opportunities within these guilds for women to gain formal training as apprentices 

and to continue in trade as wives and widows throughout the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries.875 Certainly, women's interactions with livery companies could 

be more positive and complex than the literature suggests. They were not excluded 

from skilled training even in the early seventeenth century and there is also evidence 

which indicates that there were far more female apprentices at work in middling 

households who were nevertheless not recorded in apprentice binding books.876 

Natasha Korda’s framing argument - informed by the existing secondary literature - 

that women worked entirely outside guilds, as part of the informal economy therefore 

does not hold for all women in London.877 Indeed, the lines between formal and 

informal economies were always highly permeable, particularly as the seventeenth 

century progressed because the trades that livery company members engaged in did 

not always relate to their nominal company and the expansion of the metropolis 

made company searches and the regulation of craft production increasingly 

untenable. Moreover, the wives and widows of citizens of London were afforded the 

right to trade independently, making them technically part of the formal economy, 

though this work was only rarely recorded in livery company records. By performing 

a quantitative analysis of female apprentices and freemen over a long chronological 

period, this thesis pushes further than the existing literature, demonstrating that 

women’s observable presence increased from the mid seventeenth century onwards 

across multiple livery companies. This demonstrates that gender is a useful category 

of analysis regarding the history of the livery companies, providing new perspectives 

 
875 Studies of apprenticeship, which acknowledge that they do not consider the experience of female 
apprentices include T. Leunig, C. Minns and P. Wallis, ‘Networks in the premodern economy: the 
market for London apprenticeships, 1600-1749’, The Journal of Economic History, 71:2 (2011), p. 417; P. 
Wallis, ‘Apprenticeship and Training in Premodern England’, The Journal of Economic History, 68:3 
(2008), p. 384. 
876 See pp. 215-216. 
877 Korda, Labors Lost, pp. 20-25. 
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on a prominent field of enquiry in previous studies, namely the decline of guild 

controls in London.878 

This project essentially set out to explore what information could be found 

about seamstresses, mantua-makers, and milliners in London, revealing many 

undiscovered or underused sources relating to women’s work in the process. Whilst 

searching for women with specific occupational identities offers significant 

challenges, beginning with the apprenticeship records of numerous livery companies 

provided a methodical key to trace the names of young middling women likely to 

engage in trade in the City. Expanding searches to survey relevant wills, inventories 

and petitions made it possible to piece together the stories of numerous female-led 

businesses established in London and the wider metropolis. What became 

particularly apparent as my project progressed was the legions of female livery 

company apprentices and freemen associated with the Royal Exchange. They 

proliferated across multiple companies and examples of exchange-women are 

therefore woven into every chapter in my thesis. These examples reveal that the 

upper pawn was a vibrant location for women’s retailing, featuring hundreds of 

women’s businesses in the period c. 1670 to 1730. It is astonishing that these businesses 

have not been studied in greater depth before given the number of records that 

survive relating to them, though Jane Muncaster’s unpublished MA thesis is one 

notable exception.879 Combining sources relating to the Royal Exchange such as the 

Gresham Repertories, the Gresham Trust Account Books (which have never been 

 
878 M. J. Walker, ‘The Extent of Guild Control of Trades in England’ (Unpublished Ph.D. thesis, 
Cambridge, 1985); M. Berlin, ‘Guilds in Decline? London Livery Companies and the Rise of a Liberal 
Economy, 1600-1800’ in Guilds, Innovation and the European Economy, 1400-1800 ed. by S. R. Epstein 
and M. Prak (Cambridge, 2010), pp. 316-342; J. R. Kellett, ‘The Breakdown of Gild and Corporation 
Control over the Handicraft and Retail Trade in London’, The Economic History Review, 10:3 (1958), pp. 
381-394. 
879 I am grateful to Jane for providing me with a copy of her thesis. J. Muncaster, ‘“Six Foote of Shop 
Roome”: Women as Subjects in the Records of The Royal Exchange in the 1690s’ (Unpublished MA 
Thesis, Birkbeck, University of London, 2003). 
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surveyed in relation to women in business before), and land tax assessments, with 

livery company records builds a detailed picture of the retailers engaged in trade in 

this pre-eminent shopping centre. Consulting little-used sources has yielded new 

examples of women’s work in London, showing that their increasing late 

seventeenth-century presence within the livery companies was at least in part tied 

with the fortunes of the upper pawn as a retail venue, rebuilt after the Great Fire. 

Other sources that have proved similarly illuminating include the Sun Fire 

Office insurance policy registers. These registers reveal much about women’s work in 

the early eighteenth century and it is remarkable, given the often lamented ‘paucity 

of sources’ relating to women’s work, that the period 1710 to 1725 has never been 

explored before.880 Though Peter Earle sampled the registers between 1726 and 1729, 

he devoted only four paragraphs to analysis of the wealth of information he 

uncovered, concluding that women were engaged in ‘what might be expected’, 

namely victualling, pawnbroking and retailing clothing, textiles and other luxury 

goods.881 Of course, the provision of food and clothing were extremely important 

sectors of the early modern economy, as acknowledged by Alice Clark.882 Nicola 

Phillips explored Sun Fire Office policy registers over a much longer period, yielding 

informative results showing ‘broad sectoral continuity’ in the single years sampled 

between 1735 and 1845 and leading to the creation of a substantial, unpublished 

database.883 Yet, whilst her work credits women’s engagement in business, her 

sampling methodology hampers a researcher’s ability to track individuals and 

families with multiple policies over time or by location. Studies that have previously 

 
880 J. Whittle, ‘Enterprising widows and active wives: women’s unpaid work in the household 
economy of early modern England’, The History of the Family 19, 3 (2014), p. 283; Gowing, ‘Girls on 
Forms’, p. 451; H. Barker, The Business of Women Female Enterprise and Urban Development in Northern 
England 1760-1830 (Oxford, 2006), p. 167. 
881 Earle, Making of the English Middle Class, pp. 166-174. 
882 Clark, Working Life, pp. 64, 145. 
883 Phillips, Women in Business, p. 258. 
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explored Sun Fire Office policy registers have therefore overlooked the potential of 

these sources to trace women's socio-economic business networks, their longevity in 

trade and livery company affiliations, which when combined can provide 

illuminating case studies encapsulated by the example of the Holt family in Chapter 

Seven.884 

Each chapter of my thesis set out to consider different aspects of women’s 

work in fashionable businesses. Chapter Two defined the nature of the occupational 

identities ‘seamstress’, ‘mantua-maker’, and ‘milliner’, revealing that there was 

considerable overlap between these trades, which often comprised the manufacture 

and retailing of clothing and accessories. Eighteenth-century trade guides show that 

auxiliary trades such as coat-making, cap-making, and haberdashery were part of a 

wider network of fashion trades, with millinery requiring the highest capital 

investment. The development of the tailored mantua gown from its origins as an 

informal garment based on the design of the kimono and made from imported silks, 

shows how an occupational title in England was established according to changing 

fashions fundamentally influenced by global design. Examining women’s 

interactions with the Merchant Taylors’ Company reveals that unlike some 

provincial tailors’ guilds, female apprentices and freemen were not excluded from the 

company even in the early seventeenth century, though their numbers never 

equalled their male counterparts. Previous scholarship has argued that women were 

excluded from tailoring before the introduction of the mantua.885 However, these 

studies never considered the records of the London Merchant Taylor’s Company. My 

research has shown that between 1658 and 1688, when the occupational identities of 

masters and mistresses were for the most part recorded, female apprentices 

 
884 See pp. 266-271. 
885 See pp. 20, 81-84. 
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predominantly received training from tailors, seamstresses, coat-makers/sellers, and 

milliners. This indicates that their labour was considered useful in these trades even 

before the mantua was introduced. 

 Chapter Three revealed the high levels of signature literacy amongst female 

apprentices, whilst also exploring the ways in which transferrable epistolary literacy, 

numeracy and creative skills could be acquired by girls and young women in England. 

The quantitative study of signatures using apprenticeship indentures indicates that 

women from the middling sort were able to develop their personal literacy from a 

young age, before commencing their apprenticeship, thus challenging ‘classic’ texts by 

David Cressy and supporting more sanguine studies by Eleanor Hubbard, Margaret 

W. Ferguson, Mihoko Suzuki and Wendy Wall.886 The ability to read and write, 

calculate accounts and maintain correspondence with provincial clients was an 

advantage for women in business, and female livery company apprentices were 

evidently particularly literate. This chapter also introduces the concept of ‘creative 

work’, crediting women’s cultural contributions to the history of fashion as the 

designers of fans, textiles, embroidery, and costumes in London. Above all, this 

elucidates the skilled nature of women’s work in the fashion trades. Seamstresses, 

mantua-makers and milliners therefore had to demonstrate considerable ingenuity 

and an array of skills in order to establish themselves successfully in trade. 

Chapter Four presented new data from 21 livery companies, with substantial 

new archival research on the records of numerous companies including the Merchant 

Taylors’ and Haberdashers’. By conducting a quantitative study over such a long 

chronological period, I was able to chart the rise and fall of female livery company 

 
886 D. Cressy, Literacy & Social Order: Reading & Writing in Tudor & Stuart England (Cambridge, 2006), 
p. 128; M. W. Ferguson and M. Suzuki, ‘Women’s Literacies and Social Hierarchy in Early Modern 
England’, Literature Compass, 12:11 (2015), p. 578; E. Hubbard, ‘Reading, Writing, and Initialing: Female 
Literacy in Early Modern London’, Journal of British Studies, 54:3 (2015), pp. 555-556; W. Wall, ‘Literacy 
and the Domestic Arts’, Huntington Library Quarterly, 73:3 (2010), p. 384-387. 
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apprentices, showing that their numbers increased from the 1640s onwards, and also 

allowing comparisons of the proportion of female apprentices in specific companies 

by decade. Women constituted almost 50 percent of all new apprentices bound in the 

Glovers’ Company in 1676, suggesting that they were far more accepted than 

historians acknowledge.887 Charting change over time shows that although women 

were bound apprentice in limited numbers before the British civil wars, this conflict 

appears to have increased the likelihood of women seeking apprenticeships in the 

City. The sharp decline in the early eighteenth century indicates that increased 

regulations affected the millinery trade, though new research into apprenticeship 

premiums shows that they remained high and even soared throughout the eighteenth 

century. This chapter also shows that the pattern of economic migration for female 

apprentices diverged from the experience of their male counterparts as female 

apprentices were more likely to have originated from London or the Home Counties 

in the seventeenth century. This tallies with the socio-economic background of 

female apprentices, where the majority of fathers were already citizens of London, 

though gentlemen and esquires constituted the next highest occupations recorded in 

binding books. Chapter Four therefore provides a comprehensive prosopography of 

female apprentices across multiple livery companies, broadly confirming the findings 

of Jessica Collins and Amy Erickson whilst providing extensive new data for women 

engaging in apprenticeships in London. 

The micro-historical study of the Dewell sisters in Chapter Five revealed the 

complex socio-economic networks forged on the Royal Exchange. These networks 

did not just rely on kinship connections but also arose from friendships formed 

during training, which were then reinforced through continued association by 

 
887 See Chapter 4, p. 144. 
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location. Though some scholars have suggested that female apprentices were largely 

relegated to domestic tasks during training, the majority of female livery company 

apprentices appear to have received occupational training as demonstrated by their 

later engagement independently in business.888 They were also able to engage in tacit 

learning through observation, gleaning how to run a household, manage childcare 

and training. The multiple female apprentices bound to large-scale businesses 

suggests that several female apprentices were working in association with particular 

households at one time. The diverse skills gained from connections to such 

businesses afforded these women greater insights into how to build trade networks, 

demonstrating the intrinsic value of this occupational training. 

The rate of women admitted as new freemen between 1600 and 1800, explored 

in Chapter Six, revealed that whilst many livery companies experienced declining 

overall memberships the proportion of new freewomen was higher than expected, 

particularly in the mid eighteenth century. Women were more likely to be admitted 

through patrimony than their male counterparts, showing that they used their 

connections to the companies to confirm their status as citizens’ daughters, though 

they were also admitted via servitude and redemption.889 Case studies of individuals 

and households show how the freedom of the livery companies and the City 

benefitted some single and widowed women. Women’s key roles in the fashion trades 

were reinforced by their status as shop tenants on the Royal Exchange, constituting 

over 40 percent of tenants in the 1690s. Yet, they were often recorded as shop-tenants 

before they gained their company and City freedoms, challenging the view that all 

women engaged in retailing were obliged to gain free status before they could trade. 

 
888 I. K. Ben-Amos, Adolescence and Youth in Early Modern English Society (London, 1994), pp. 136-137. 
889 D. V. Glass, ‘Socio-economic status and occupations in the city of London at the end of the 
seventeenth century’ in Studies in London History Presented to Philip Edmund Jones, ed. by A. E. J. 
Hollaender and W. Kellaway (London, 1969), p. 585. 
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This suggests that occupational training and socio-economic connections were more 

important than free status in practice. 

Chapter Seven has shown that hundreds of women engaged in trade 

independently between 1710 and 1725, with goods and merchandize insured for several 

hundred pounds. These women operated out of a variety of retailing outlets such as 

fixed shops, shops above stairs, shopping galleries, and warehouses. Women 

promoted their businesses using newspaper advertisements, fashion dolls, and trade 

cards. Their work in partnerships and companies shows that they formed close 

associations through their occupational identities, and this is reinforced by the large 

number of women who signed petitions submitted to the House of Lords. These 

petitions not only confirm that these women were literate and that they were actively 

defending their rights but also show that they were prepared to (humbly) challenge 

the government through collective action. The petitions also reveal that some women 

were part of international trade networks by their involvement in selling imported 

luxury goods. These women fashioned strong occupational ties with women and 

men, combining mercantile and retailing activity with manufacturing in early 

modern London. Yet, imported goods could be the product of brutal exploitation, a 

fact that has been highlighted by Misha Ewen and should be considered in all 

discussions of luxury trades.890 Indeed, a 1678 pamphlet gives the example of an 

exchange-woman who sold linen to a merchant trading in the Caribbean and 

received hogsheads of sugar in kind.891 Further connections between trading 

companies such as the East India Company and middling women will likely be 

 
890 M. Ewen, ‘Women Investors and the Virginia Company in the Early Seventeenth Century’, The 
Historical Journal, 62:4 (2019), p. 15. 
891 Anon., Advice to the Women and Maidens of London (London, 1678), p. 22. 
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uncovered in future research projects, showing that tradeswomen were connected to 

larger scale economic endeavours.892 

The location of women’s businesses explored in Chapter Eight reinforces the 

impression that their shops were established in prominent locations throughout the 

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The retailing centres of the City and wider 

metropolis show that even areas such as Southwark hosted substantial businesses run 

by women working as coat-sellers, milliners, linen drapers, and hosiers. The 

seamstress Susanna Kidley-Warren and haberdasher Ann Collard’s experiences 

confirm that wider socio-economic networks within families were a feature of female-

led businesses, even though they were working a century apart. Focusing on the 

Strand illuminates the businesses of numerous seamstresses, tyrewomen, mantua-

makers and milliners from fixed shops and shopping centres including the New 

Exchange, and Exeter Exchange. Previous studies have tended to concentrate on 

consumption at these retailing venues as opposed to exploring details relating to the 

shopkeepers themselves and Chapter Eight identifies several retailers in these 

locations.893 Overall, this chapter illuminates women’s prominent place in the 

economic geography of the wider metropolis. 

There is evidently far more that we can learn about women’s businesses in 

London in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. No one source can provide a 

comprehensive understanding of the fashionable businesses run by individual 

women or their families, nor can it proffer details of every facet of a woman’s work 

throughout her life. Revealing the extent of their economic activity requires 

 
892 See A. L. Brock and M. Ewen, ‘Women’s Public Lives: Navigating the East India Company, 
Parliament and Courts in Early Modern England’, Gender & History, early view (26 June 2020) 
<https://doi.org/10.1111/1468-0424.12484> 
893 W. C. Baer, ‘Early Retailing: London’s Shopping Exchanges, 1550-1700’, Business History, 49:1 (2007), 
pp. 29-51; C. Walsh, ‘Social Meaning and Social Space in the Shopping Galleries of Early Modern 
London’ in A Nation of Shopkeepers: Five Centuries of British Retailing, ed. by J. Benson and L. Ugolini 
(London, 2003), pp. 52-79. 
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considerable time and patience. Yet, by unearthing stories of women’s work using 

livery company records as a starting point, we can illuminate how women actively 

contributed to the social, economic and cultural history of London. The breadth of 

work tasks connected to the production and retailing of clothing and textiles reveals 

a diverse and vibrant sector of the economy. Women were vital to the economy, 

interacted regularly with London’s livery companies and engaged in highly skilled, 

innovative and creative work. Moreover, their shops proliferated in high streets and 

busy thoroughfares like Cheapside, Borough and the Strand, suggesting that 

fashionable businesses were a regular sight throughout seventeenth and eighteenth-

century London. 
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Appendix 1  
 
Tenants of the upper pawn in the Royal Exchange, 1694 
 

Tenant(s) Shop Location 
Shop 

Dimensions 
(feet/inches) 

Anna Cooper South Outward 10 
Leonard Compere South Outward 8 

John Turvin South Outward 18 
Mary Cary ½ yr to Xmas ‘93 South Outward 7 

Thomas Nicholls South Outward 7 
Anthony Gardner South Outward 8 

George Baker ¾ to Lady Day ‘94 South Outward 8 
Thomas Porter South Outward 4.5 
Sarah Nicholls South Outward 8 

Abigail Pennant ½ yr Xmas 93 South Outward 8 
Abigail Pennant ½ yr mids 94 South Outward 7 

Edward Jenings ¼ to Michas 93 South Outward 7 
Mary Cooke South Outward 18 

Hannah Ellis & Eliz: Frank South Outward 8 
Dorothy Cranmer South Outward 8 

Alice Salkeld South Outward 7 
John Turvin Great Shop South East Corner 

Katherine Medford East Outward 8 
Mary Pike ¼ to Mids 94 East Outward 10 

Thomas Marshall East Outward 14 
Thomas Marshall East Outward 7 
Elizabeth Pledger East Outward 12 

Sarah Pledger ¾ to Lady day 94 East Outward 8 
Ann Stone East Outward 8 

Francis Eggleton East Outward 12 
Lidia Stockton East Outward 8 

Samuel Bennett East Outward 8 
Henry Joyce East Outward 12 

Tho & Edw Carleton ½ yr xmas 1693 Great Shop North East Corner 
Elizabeth Clarke North Outward 8 
William Cutlove North outward 8 
William Cutlove North Outward 8 
Samuel Hoecraft North Outward 12 
Judith Gresham North Outward 12 

William Cartwright North Outward 8 
William Rutland North Outward 18 
John Huckwell North Outward 12 
Sarah Cooper North Outward 8 
Henry Duke North Outward 12 

Anna Hardcastle North Outward 12 
James Thompson North Outward 8 

Thomas Puckle West Outward & Insurance Office 
George Thornleys Executr South Outward Inner Pawne 16 

Zorobabell Crouch South Outward Inner 10 
Rachel Ereskin South Outward Inner 8 
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Katherine Chapman South Outward Inner 6 
Gartwright Rolles South Outward Inner 8 

Samuel Dudley East Outward Inner Pawne 11 
Alice Gibson East Outward Inner 6 

Richard Rowdon East Outward Inner 12 
Robert Eire East Outward Inner 12 
Mary Pike East Outward Inner 12 
Mary Pike East Outward Inner 8 

Elizabeth Brewer East Outward Inner 12 
Naomy Dixon East Outward Inner 9 ft 2 in 

William Woolfe East Outward Inner 6 
Elizabeth Willis North Outward Inner Pawne 8 

Charles Fary North Outward Inner 12 
John Burton North Outward Inner 12 

Ann Hanscomb North Outward Inner 11 ft 5 in 
Sarah Geary North Outward Inner 6 

Alexander Sanders North Outward Inner 10 
John Martin North Outward Inner 16 

Bridgett Flowerdew North Outward Inner 8 
William Bateman North Outward Inner 8 

Rachel & Katherine Brett North Outward Inner 10 
Elizabeth Miles North Outward Inner 16 

Theophilus Boughey West Outward Inner pawne 8 
Mary Wyatt als Jones West Outward Inner 7 

Charity Needler & Margt Clarke West Outward Inner 8 
Thomas Saunders West Outward Inner 8 

Evan Mackpherson West Outward Inner 8 
Mary Banford & Mary Hawkins West Outward Inner 17 ft 2 in 

Robert Bales West Outward Inner 9 
Eliz: Little ½ yr Xmas 93 West Outward Inner 9 

Eliz: Fownes ½ yr Mids 94 West Outward Inner 9 
William Bartons Executrs West Outward Inner 8 

John Spillett West Outward Inner 8 
John Spillett West Outward Inner 8 

Thomas Jolland West Outward Inner 10 
Nichas Brightwell West Outward Inner 5 ft 9 in 

Jane Feilder & Ann Gregor South Inner 7 
John Vandesprite South Inner 4.5 

Thomas Ames Executr South Inner 8 
John Foster South Inner 16 

Thomas Green South Inner 8 
John Falkingham Executr South Inner 12 

Solomon Gosfright South Inner 16 
Samuel Skinner South Inner 12 
Robert Antrobus South Inner 7 ft 8 in 
Frances Antrobus South Inner 7 ft 8 in 

Hugh Watts South Inner 7 ft 8 in 
Hannah Ellerker South Inner 7 ft 8 in 
Stephen Parker South Inner 7 ft 8 in 

Rachel Callendrine als Bond South Inner 6 
Nicholas Hilliard South Inner 6 

Dorothy Spencers Executr East Inner 8 
Daniel Savill East Inner 8 
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Daniel Savill East Inner 8 
John Dalton East Inner 9 

John Hebb ½ yr Xmas 93 East Inner 6 
Thomas Hill ½ yr Mids 94 East Inner 6 

William Whiteing East Inner 9 
Agnes Blennerhassett East Inner 8 

Ann Yalden East Inner 8 
Robt Minors East Inner 8 

Anna Cousins North Inner 12 
Susan & Rebecca Way North Inner 10 

Mary Clayton North Inner 8 
John Brockwell North Inner 7.5 

John Palmer North Inner 11.5 
John Hilman North Inner 7 

John Wharton North Inner 6 ft 10 in 
Elisha Patchinge North Inner 6 ft 10 in 

Rebecca Mee North Inner 8 
John Rigden North Inner 17 ft 4 in 
Isaac Knights North Inner 10 

Joseph Alder & Alice Guidott West Inner 10 
Robert Swinsen West Inner 8 

Sarah & Ann Davis West Inner 8 
John & Jacomin Brackley West Inner 8 

Phillipp Fincher West Inner 6 
Mathew Giles West Inner 12 

Elizabeth Lockyer West Inner 9 ft 2 in 
Elizabeth Lockyer West Inner 12 

Peter Kidd South Inner 12 
Mary Browne South Inner 8 

Jane Wilkinson South Inner 8 
Thomas Jones South Inner 8 

Richard Gosfright South Inner 13 ft 8 in 
Prudence Green South Inner 7 

Source: LMA CLA/062/01/042 
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Appendix 2 
 
Parl. Archives HL/PO/JO/10/1/498/1215, Petition of several retailers of Bone Lace, Needle-
work, Point and Cut-work, 23 February 1698 
 

To the Right Honble the Lords Spirituall & Temporall in Parliamt assembled 
 
The humble peticon of severall Retailers of Bone Lace Needlework Point and 
Cuttworke in the Name of themselves and many more Retailers in these Goods within 
the Cittyes of London and Westminster and Libertyes thereof: 
 
Sheweth 
Whereas there is an Engrossed Bill now depending before Yor Lordpps for the more 
effectuall Prohibition of Forreign Bone Lace Needlework Point and Cuttwork. The 
passing thereof (in its prsent forme) will bring Yor Petrs (as they humbly conceive) 
whilest Trading in English Lace, under those Circumstances which may prove theire 
utter Ruine, by requiring (when their Goods are Seized) such Proofs as neither 
themselves much less their Executors or Administrs can bee able to make: 
 
Your Petrs therefore most humbly pray That by their Councell they may be heard 
against some Clauses in the said Bill before Yor Lordpps shall passe the same 
 
And Yor Petrs Shall ever pray &c 
 

Tho Marshall 
Frans Egleton 
Solomon Gosfright 
Bridget Flowerdewe 
El Thompson 
Wm Rutland Senior 
John Spillett 
Mary Swynfen 
Eli Mackpherson 
R Grevill 
Ann VanderSpryet 
Mary Bassett 
Robt Minors 
Rebecca Way 
James Greive 
Sarah Lukin 
John Garlick 
Lydia Taylor 
Sarah Giffard 
Mary Gage 
Elin King 
Mary Bee 
Jo: Hancock 
Hannah Taylor 
John Budgett 

John Palmer 
John Martyn 
Jos Alder 
Eliz Brewer 
Naomy Dixon 
Anna Cossens 
Ann Worth 
Rachel Edwards 
Rebecca Ryland 
Ann Hanscombs 
Tho Jones 
Kath Mitford 
Hannah Ellis 
Do Cranmere 
Sarah Niccolls 
Jane Bromsall 
Jonanthan Lane 
James Ruffar 
Will Blackmore 
J Warren 
Rd Sandford 
Ann Savage 
Christoph Nobbes 

Francis Cooper 
Mary Doldern 
Rachel Ærekin 
Rachell Bond 
Susana Fordham 
Mary Hawkins 
Rhoda Butteris 
Metcalfe Clay 
Elizabeth Underwood 
Sarah Langdon 
Elizabeth Calverley 
Elizabeth Pledger 
Jacomin Brackley 
Eliz Melling 
Mary Bales 
Mary Vickers 
Mary Thompson 
Mary Bampson 
Ellin Franck 
Alice Smith 
Mary Kent 
Eliz Hows 
Hellen Dugdale 
Mary Kelson 
 

 


